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SUMMARY

THE HOMILIES OF JOHN CHRYSOSTOM ON 1 CORINTHIANS 12:
A MODEL OF ANTIOCHENE EXEGESIS ON THE CHARISMATA

By

CHRIS LEN DE WET

SUPERVISOR:

Prof. Hendrik F. Stander

DEPARTMENT:

Ancient Languages, Faculty of Humanities

DEGREE:

Magister Artium

The impetus of this study is that by understanding the way John Chrysostom (flor. 398 AD) interprets
the gifts of the Spirit (Charismata) as an Antiochene exegete, insights may be yielded as to how the
general tendency of Antiochene exegetes may aid in the interpretation of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3,
which in turn also contributes to the current research on the New Testament. This study asks the
question: How does John Chrysostom, as typical Antiochene exegete, interpret the charismata?

In order to address this problem, an inductive-deductive method is followed, in which the general
characteristics of the Antiochene exegetical school will be examined and then an analysis of the
homilies of John Chrysostom, specifically his corpus Homilies on 1 Corinthians, homily 29 to 32, is
given. Each homily is examined in the light of its contents, with specific reference to certain traits
typical of Antiochene exegesis, such as sensitivity to history, social- and cultural customs, as well as to
the grammar and rhetoric of, in this instance, Paul the Apostle. A translation of each homily is also
provided. Finally, their value for current research is expounded.

Each homily is translated and evaluated from the basis of the ancient Greek text, in which the homilies
were originally composed. The homilies are also evaluated in the light of primary and secondary
sources as inter-texts. Since the homilies are verbal commentaries, early Christian literature (of
approximately 100-700 AD) on the same topic, the primary sources, are compared with the homilies of
Chrysostom. Other ancient sources, not necessarily Christian, of the same period or earlier are also
8

incorporated. But it is also necessary to view the homilies within the context of modern commentaries.
Thus, a number of modern secondary sources are also evaluated in the light of the homilies and vice
versa.

In conclusion, the homilies depict an insightful image on how the Antiochene exegetical school viewed
the charismata, which in turn, also provides valuable insights for modern interpreters. In this study of
the Wirkungsgeschichte of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3, one is reminded that, although these primary
sources are dated, they are still unexpendable resources for the current study of 1 Corinthians and of the
New Testament in general.

Keywords:
•

John Chrysostom

•

1 Corinthians 12

•

Antiochene Exegesis

•

Charismata

•

Gifts of the Spirit

•

Homily

•

Patristics

•

Social-Scientific Criticism

•

Rhetorical Criticism

•

Early Church

•

Exegesis
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OPSOMMING

DIE HOMILIEË VAN JOHANNES CHRYSOSTOMOS OP 1 KORINTHIËRS 12:
`N MODEL VAN ANTIOGIESE EKSEGESE VAN DIE CHARISMATA

Deur

CHRIS LEN DE WET

STUDIELEIER:

Prof. Hendrik F. Stander

DEPARTEMENT: Antieke Tale, Fakulteit Geesteswetenskappe
GRAAD:

Magister Artium

Die doel van hierdie studie is gegrond op die voorveronderstelling dat die wyse waarop Johannes
Chrysostomos (flor. 398 n.C.) die geestelike gawes (Charismata), as Antiogiese eksegeet, uitlê, insigte
mag lewer aangaande die algemene wyse waarop Antiogeense eksegete 1 Korinthiërs 12:1-13:3 uitgelê
het. Hierdie mag dan verder waarde lewer vir die moderne navorsing van die Nuwe Testament. Die
vraagstuk van hierdie studie is die volgende: Hoe interpreteer Johannes Chrysostomos, as tipiese
Antiogeense eksegeet, die charismata?

Om hierdie vraagstuk aan te spreek, word `n induktiewe-deduktiewe metode gevolg, waarin die
algemene eienskappe van die Antiogeense eksegetiese skool bestudeer word, en dan volg `n analise van
die homilieë van Johannes Chrysostomos, in besonder sy werk: Homilieë aangaande 1 Korinthiërs,
homilieë 29 tot 32. Elke homilie word benader in die lig van die inhoud daarvan, met besondere
verwysing na tipiese kenmerke van Antiogeense eksegese, byvoorbeeld `n sensitiwiteit vir die
geskiedenis, sosiale en kulurele gebruike, sowel as vir die taal en retoriek, in hierdie geval, van die
Apostel Paulus. `n Vertaling van elke homilie word ook voorsien. Ten slotte word daar uitgebrei oor
die waarde daarvan vir huidige studie binne die betrokke navorsingsveld.

Elke homilie is vertaal en uitgelê op grond van die antieke Griekse teks waarin die homilieë
oorspronklik geskryf was. Die homilieë word geëvalueer in die lig van primêre en sekondêre bronne,
wat dien as intertekste. Aangesien die homilieë mondelinge kommentare is, word ander vroeë
10

Christelike literatuur (van ongeveer 100-700 n.C.) oor dieselfde onderwerp, as primêre bronne,
vergelyk met die homilieë van Chrysostomos. Ander antieke bronne, wat nie noodwendig Christelike
bronne is nie, van dieselfde tydperk of vroeër word ook ingewerk. Maar dit is ook noodsaaklik om die
homilieë te evalueer in die lig van moderne kommentare. Dus word `n aantal moderne sekondêre
bronne ook geëvalueer in die lig van die homilieë en ook andersom.

Ter afsluiting word daarop gewys dat die homilieë `n insigwekkende beeld skets oor hoe die
Antiogeense eksegetiese skool die charismata uitgelê het, wat verder ook waardevolle insigte lewer vir
moderne navorsers. In hierdie studie van die Wirkungsgeschichte van 1 Korinthiërs 12:1-13:3, word die
navorser weereens herinner dat, ten spyte van die oudheid van hierdie primêre bronne, dit `n
onontbeerlike hulpbron is vir die huidige navorsing oor 1 Korinthiërs en die Nuwe Testament oor die
algemeen.

Sleutelbegrippe:
•

Johannes Chrysostomus

•

1 Korinthiërs 12

•

Antiogiese Eksegese

•

Charismata

•

Geestelike Gawes

•

Homilie

•

Patristiek

•

Sosio-Wetenskaplike Kritiek

•

Retoriese Kritiek

•

Vroeë Kerk

•

Eksegese
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De Principiis

First Principles

Orphica Fragmenta

Orphic Fragments

Medicamina Faciei Femineae

On Facial Cures for Women

Ebr.

De Ebrietate

On Drunkenness

Leg.

Legum Allegoriae

Allegorical Interpretation

Spec.

De Specialibus Legibus

On the Special Laws

Origen

Princ.

Orphic Fragments
Orph. Fr.

Ovid
Med.

Philo
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Plato
Apol.

Apologia

Apology of Socrates

Resp.

Respublica

Republic

Sym.

Symposium

Symposium

Tim.

Timaeus

Timaeus

Curios.

De Curiositate

Miscellanies

De Def. Orac.

De Defectu Oraculorum

On the Failure of Oracles

De Pyth. Orac.

De Pythiae Oraculis

On the Pythian Oracle

Mor.

Moralia

On Morals

Quaest. Conv.

Quaestionem Convivialum Libri IX

Convivial Questions

Stratagemata

Stratagems of War

De Philosophia ex Oraculis

Philosophy from Oracles

In Platonis Timaeum Commentaria

Commentary on Plato’s

Plutarch

Polyaenus
Strat.

Porphyry
Philos. Orac.

Proclus
In Tim.

Timaeus

Pseudo-Aristotle
Physiog.

Physiognomonica

Physiognomonics

Cohortatio ad Gentiles

Discourse to the

Pseudo-Justin Martyr
Coh. Gent.

Greeks

Seneca
Ben.

De Beneficiis

On Favour
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Sulpitius Severus
Vit. Mar.

Vita Martini

The Life of Martin

Diatessaron

Diatessaron

Apol.

Apologeticus

Apology

Cult. Fem.

De Cultu Feminarum

The Apparel of Women

Virg.

De Virginibus Velandis

The Veiling of Virgins

Fragmenta in Epistulam I ad Corinthios

Fragments on 1 Corinthians

Tatian
Diatessaron

Tertullian

Theodore
Fr. 1 Cor.

(in catenis)
Theodoret
Comm. Ep.

Commentarius in Epistulae Pauli

Commentary on the Epistles
of Paul

Dial.

Eranistes / Polymorphus

Dialogues

Graec.

Graecarum Affectionum Curatio

The Cure for Pagan
Diseases

Xenophon
Mem.

Memorabilia

Memorabilia

(Note: Old and New Testament abbreviations are equivalent to those in the SBLHS)
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1.

Introduction

John Chrysostom is known as one of the greatest homilists in the early church1. He was the Bishop of
Constantinople from 398 AD and lived during the Golden Age of church history. He is commonly
regarded as one of the four doctors of the Eastern Church2. He is also known for his numerous
homiletic volumes on the different books in the Bible, which form commentaries depicting his thought
on different aspects of both the Old and the New Testament. By looking at Chrysostom’s homilies, one
is also looking at the product of his exegesis. Chrysostom can be considered a model practitioner of the
Antiochene exegetical school of biblical interpretation3. The Antiochene School of exegesis was
renowned for its view that Scripture has been inspired by God and is historically relevant4. Therefore, if
one should select a topic for study, and focus specifically on the Antiochene interpretation thereof,
Chrysostom would be an excellent choice.

If one would then take Chrysostom’s homilies on 1 Corinthians 12, the result would be an
understanding of the early church’s5 interpretation of Paul’s discourse concerning the spiritual gifts6,

1

This fact is not only made clear in the numerous and splendid writings of this early homilist, but also simply by his name.

“Chrysostom” actually means “golden mouthed”, from the two Greek words crusov~ (gold) and stovma (mouth).
2

There are a number of biographies on the life of John Chrysostom; cf. John N. D. Kelly, Golden Mouth: The Story of John

Chrysostom – Ascetic, Preacher, Bishop (New York: Cornell University Press, 1995); Robert L. Wilken, “John
Chrysostom,” in EEC, 622-24; Wendy Mayer and Pauline Allen, John Chrysostom (London: Routledge, 1999); Christopher
A. Hall, Reading Scripture with the Church Fathers (Illinois: Intervarsity Press, 1998), 93-101; Berthold Altaner and Alfred
Struiber, Patrologie: Leben, Schriften und Lehre der Kirchenväter (Amsterdam: J. C. van Kesteren, 1966); Chrysostomus
Baur, John Chrysostom and His Time (trans. M. Gonzaga; 3 vols.; London: Sands & Co., 1959).
3

Oskar Skarsaune, “Biblical Interpretation,” in The Early Christian World (ed. P.F. Esler; 2 vols.; London: Routledge,

2000), 660-86, shows the development of biblical interpretation in the early church, which was, in its early stages, quite
dependant on the Jewish context of interpretation. This started with the haggadic and halachic categories, and the pesher
method. In the time of Chrysostom, however, the two main methods were the Antiochene and Alexandrian schools of
interpretation (cf. Manlio Simonetti, Biblical Interpretation in the Early Church: An Historical Introduction to Patristic
Exegesis (trans. J. A. Hughes; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994), 65-67).
4

There are also other aspects of Antiochene exegesis which will be discussed later in this study.

5

The term “Early Church,” in this study, refers to the Christian Church in the period of approximately 50 AD to 600 AD.
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from an Antiochene viewpoint. This would obviously not be the only understanding, but would be
representative of a prominent group in the early church, that is, the Antiochene exegetical school7.

Due to the Aufklarüng, many researchers in theological disciplines of the past two centuries had
neglected the study of the charismatic gifts of the Spirit due to its “mystical” or supernatural nature8.
Only at the end of the previous century do we find more writing about the gifts, especially with the
emergence of the Pentecostal-Charismatic Movement9 and also Post-Modernism10. This research was,
however, especially focussed on the New Testament and few ventured into a study of the gifts in the
patristic literature11.
6

The term “spiritual gifts” is a collective appellation for the carismavta indicated in 1 Corinthians 12, and include

prophecy, word of wisdom, word of knowledge, faith, gifts of healing, miracles, discernment of spirits, tongues and
interpretation thereof (1 Cor 12:8-10). The terms “charismata” and “spiritual gifts” are considered synonyms and must be
treated as such – these will also be used interchangeably in this study.
7

One would also err to believe that all the early theologians classified in this school had the same interpretations of various

concepts in scripture (Hall, Reading Scripture, 156-58). The purpose of this study is not to give the interpretation of the
charismata, but rather give a model of interpretation of a prominent Antiochene theologian on the subject, which would give
pointers to how the Antiochenes would interpret this topic.
8

Cf. Gordon D. Fee, God’s Empowering Presence: The Holy Spirit in the Letters of Paul (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1994),

12-13; François P. Möller, Words of Light and Life: The Work of the Holy Spirit in the Life of the Believers (Pretoria: J. L.
van Schaik, 1998), 1-9. This tendency to mystify the gifts is epitomized in the book of Albert Schweitzer, The Mysticism of
Paul the Apostle (trans. W. Montgomery; London: Black, 1913).
9

The Pentecostal-Charismatic Movement had its beginnings with the Azusa Street phenomenon of people exercising the

gifts of the Holy Spirit, indicated by Paul in, inter alia 1 Corinthians 12. Today it is one of the fastest growing churches in
the world (cf. Richard Shaull and Waldo Cesar, Pentecostalism and the Future of the Christian Churches (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2000), 8-10). Craig Blomberg, First Corinthians (NIVAC; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 253, states that due
to the impetus of Pentecostalism, there is a new-found interest in the spiritual gifts.
10

Post-Modernism also probably played a role in the resurgence of interest and practice of the gifts of the Spirit. Firstly, the

very nature of post-modernism can be seen as a reaction on (not necessarily against) modernism’s strict rationalism, which
was in turn caused by the Enlightenment philosophy. In post-modernism, there is room for the inexplicable and unverifiable
(in contrast to modernistic positivism) and it is even promoted. Religious mysticism has encountered a revival, especially
with the New Age Movement, which has a very strong focus on the mystical (cf. Leonard Sweet, Out of the Question …
Into the Mystery (Colorado: Waterbrook, 2000), 2-7, 189-200; Brian D. McLaren, A Generous Orthodoxy (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 2004), 161-65). Thus, also in Christianity, it should be no surprise that there is a newfound interest in the
spiritual gifts (cf. Thomas C. Oden, The Rebirth of Orthodoxy: Signs of New Life in Christianity (San Francisco: Harper,
2003), 11-17; Doug Padgitt, Reimagining Spiritual Formation (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2002), 49-64).
11

There are several exceptions to this statement, like the work of Hendrik F. Stander, Die Besondere Gawes van die Heilige

Gees in die Eerste Vier Eeue n.C. (Pretoria: Didaskalia, 1986) and Ronald A. N. Kydd, Charismatic Gifts in the Early
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It would then not be superfluous to have a study on the Antiochene interpretation of Chrysostom of the
spiritual gifts, but would be, in fact, refreshingly new and insightful. It would also add to the current
New Testament research, especially due to the fact that a study of the patristic interpretation of New
Testament texts automatically contributes to a study of the Wirkungsgeschichte and also of the
Nachtwirkung of the tradition in the texts. This research project would then provide a crucial look at the
history of interpretation of the spiritual gifts. For the church, this is invaluable, especially due to past
and present theological differences and even polemical injunctions12. If one could see how a key figure
in the early church did his theology of the gifts, it would provide many useful insights for the current
theological debate.

1.2.

Problem Statement and Purpose of Study

How did Chrysostom, in typical Antiochene tradition, interpret Paul’s discourse on the charismata in 1
Corinthians 12? This question would focus strictly on Chrysostom’s homilies on 1 Corinthians 12:113:3. It would then call for an analysis of his four homilies, numbers 29, 30, 31 and 32 on 1 Corinthians
and especially of his arguments in the content of the homilies13.

The purpose of this study would be to determine how Chrysostom interpreted 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3,
regarding the charismata and their working in the assembly, as a typical Antiochene exegete would do
it, thereby adding to the greater sphere of research on the charismata in general. The fruit of the study
would be a valuable look into the way the early church, especially in Chrysostom’s case, the Eastern
Church based in Constantinople, saw, practiced and interpreted the gifts of the Spirit (charismata) as
given in 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 and how it relates to the current theological debate.

Church (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1984); Kilian McDonnell and George T. Montague, Christian Initiation and Baptism in the
Holy Spirit: Evidence from the First Eight Centuries (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1991), who have done extensive
research of the gifts in the Early Church period. More on this will be said in the “History of Research” section of this study.
12

In South-Africa, for instance, the Pentecostal-Charismatic churches were considered sects (cf. Mathew C. Clark, What is

Distinctive about Pentecostal Theology (Pretoria: University of South Africa, 1997), 1-6). Other churches often forbade the
practice of the charismata.
13

The Greek version of the homilies used in this study is found in the Patrologiae cursus completus: Series Graeca (ed. J. –

P. Migne; 162 vols.; Paris, 1857-1886). More remarks on the use of texts and translations will be made in the next chapter
entitled “Methodology”.
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1.3.

History of Research

John Chrysostom is one of the more well-known church fathers, and research about his writings is not
scarce. But when looking more closely, one finds that research on Chrysostom’s views on the
charismata is not all too common. The reason for this is probably the fact that Chrysostom wrote on
such a vast amount of topics and Scripture, and some topics received more attention than others. The
other problem of a researcher in this specific field is that when some data on Chrysostom and the gifts
are found, it is usually terse and cursory remarks, often general and introductory. This does not mean
that there is nothing available. The third volume of Quasten proves to be invaluable for working with
the primary sources of patristic literature14. There are also some biographies of John Chrysostom
available which also help to a certain degree, but with a focussed textual-historical study, are somewhat
limited. The most helpful secondary sources are those focussing on Chrysostom’s interpretation of
Pauline literature. The studies of Chase and Mitchell prove helpful in the study of the Chrysostomian
approach to Pauline literature15.

When focussing on the Chrysostomian view on the charismata itself, reading material becomes
considerably scarce. Papageorgiou does discuss certain elements of the charismata, like prophecy, in
the theology of Chrysostom, but does not comment on the charismata in general16. Ritter’s work is
probably one of the most specialised studies on the topic, but is dated and therefore lacks some of the

14

Johannes Quasten, Patrology (3 vols.; London: Westminster, 1986).

15

Cf. Frederick H. Chase, Chrysostom: A Study in the History of Biblical Interpretation (Cambridge: Deighton, Bell & Co.,

1887) and Margaret M. Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet: John Chrysostom and the Art of Pauline Interpretation
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2002). Regarding Chrysostom’s interpretation of 1 Corinthians and other Pauline
Epistles, cf. Frances M. Young, “John Chrysostom in I and II Corinthians,” in StPatr 18 (1985): 349-52; Maria G. Vacchina,
“Squarci Narrativi Nelle Omelie del Crisostomo sulla I Epistola di S Paolo a I Corinzi,” in Narrativa Cristiana Antica
(Rome: Institutum Patristicum Augustinianum, 1995), 343-51; Demetrios Trakatellis, “Being Transformed: Chrysostom’s
Exegesis of the Epistle to the Romans,” in GOTR 36 (1991): 211-29; Margaret M. Mitchell, “A Patristic Perspective on
Pauline periautologiva,” in NTS 47/3 (2001): 354-71; Judit Kecskeméti, “Exégèse Chrysostomienne et Exégèse Engageé,”
in StPatr 22 (1989): 136-47; Pauline Allen, “John Chrysostom’s Homilies on I and II Thessalonians: The Preacher and His
Audience,” in StPatr 31 (1997): 3-21; Andrew T. Floris, “Chrysostom and the Charismata,” in Paraklete 5/1 (1971): 17-22.
16

Panayiotis E. Papageorgiou, A Theological Analysis of Selected Themes in the Homilies of St. John Chrysostom on the

Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans (Ann Arbor: UMI, 1995.)
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more recent sources and opinions17. Krupp does give some significant pointers and can be used to
complement Ritter’s work18. Two very helpful sources on the charismata in the early church are those
of Stander and Kydd, but these only focus on the first three or four centuries and exclude Chrysostom –
they are still very useful in understanding the development of the use of the gifts in the early church.
The scarcity of Patristic resources on this topic also validates a study of this sort.

1.4.

Conclusion

This study asks the question as to how John Chrysostom, a leading theologian especially in the Eastern
Church, interpreted 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3, Paul’s discourse on the charismata, as representative of
the Antiochene exegetical school. The Antiochene exegetical school is renowned for its emphasis of
the importance of history in the exegetical process in response to the allegorical excesses of the
Alexandrian exegetical school. Chrysostom’s four homilies on 1 Corinthians 12 will be examined and a
model will be given. Finally, the research asks what value the textual-historical research holds for the
current debate on the issue.

17

Adolf M. Ritter, Charisma in Verständnis des Joannes Chrysostomos und Seiner Zeit (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &

Ruprecht, 1972) and “Charisma als Gegenwärtige Wirklichkeit: Johannes Chrysostomus und die Kirche,” in Licht aus dem
Ursprung: Kirchliche Gemeinschaft auf dem Weg ins 3. Jahrtausend (ed. P. Reifenberg and A. van Hooff; Würzburg: W.
Seidel, 1998), 107-23.
18

Robert A. Krupp, Shepherding the Flock of God: The Pastoral Theology of John Chrysostom (New York: Lang, 1991.)
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CHAPTER 2
Methodology
2.1.

Introduction

Several remarks concerning the methodology of this study need to be made. Firstly, the approach of the
study will be given. An inductive-deductive approach will be followed. Secondly, some comments on
the use of primary and secondary sources will be made and finally, technical aspects of the translation
of the texts will be given.

2.2.

Approach

An inductive-deductive19 (the “hourglass” method), qualitative approach will be followed in this study.
The method is inductive because it starts with the general and follows into the particular. In chapter 3,
comments will be made regarding the text of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 that Chrysostom uses along with
a translation. The next step will be in chapter 4, where a discussion of the Antiochene School of
exegesis will be given (in contrast to the Alexandrian School). Then chapter 5 starts with the more
specific research and analysis into Chrysostom’s interpretation of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 as an
Antiochene exegete, even more specifically then looking at his homilies (homilies 29-32) on the given
text and their argumentative content (chapters 5-8). The final chapter will provide the model of
Antiochene interpretation of the charismata according to Chrysostom (chapter 9) along with concluding
remarks (which would actually venture into a deductive method) by looking at the value of this study
of Chrysostom’s views for the general study of the spiritual gifts in the modern debate.

This following illustration shows the typical “hour-glass” method, which is quite useful, especially in
textual-historical studies. Schematically, it can be given thus:

19

This approach refers to the hourglass method, in which conclusions are made by firstly looking at the general and then

venturing into the particular. In this study, after the inductive approach, the deductive (bottom-half of the hourglass) section
will be given, but not receiving as much attention as the inductive section, especially due to the textual-historical nature of
this research project.
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Fig. 1: The typical “hour-glass” argumentation style to be followed in this study.

The qualitative aspect of the method is illustrated by the fact that only Chrysostom’s homilies on 1
Corinthians 12:1-13:3 will be discussed and critically evaluated, and not everything he wrote regarding
the spiritual gifts (which would then be a quantitative study). A qualitative approach in this case, would
be more meaningful because research is done on the interpretation of a specific text, rather than a
general topic, even though the study of a particular text helps in ascribing meaning to a general topic
(the study of Chrysostom’s interpretation of 1 Corinthians 12 provides substantial meaning and helps in
the progress of the general study of the charismata in all theological disciplines). The focus, however,
will be on the specific words of Chrysostom on the text in question. This forms an inductive-deductive,
qualitative approach, which will be the method of the research in addressing the problem statement.

Finally, the form in which the approach will be given needs to be discussed. The homilies are discussed
according to the various topics in their contents. This topical discussion is preferred over a verse by
verse discussion of the homilies; such a discussion would merely form a “commentary on a
commentary,” which is not the purpose of this study. Rather, the topical discussion conveniently
enables us to view the contents of the homily, but also enables us to view both primary and secondary
30

sources in a synoptic fashion, which then brings the text in dialogue with other texts ancient and
modern. Intertextuality then forms an important part of the approach followed in this study.

2.3.

Use of Sources

The efficient incorporation of sources in this study is paramount to the fulfillment of its purpose. The
following remarks need to be made regarding the use of primary and secondary sources:

2.3.1. Primary Sources
The homilies of Chrysostom need to be viewed also in the light of other ancient texts, both Christian
and non-Christian. Most of the Greek and Latin texts used in this study are available in electronic
format. Two of the main primary sources used in this study, namely the Greek text of 1 Corinthians
12:1-13:3 and the Greek text of Chrysostom’s homilies, are both available in electronic format. The
text of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 can be found in the Nestlé-Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece 27th
edition, abbreviated NA27. This alone, however is not sufficient for this study, as it does not contain the
text variant Chrysostom used. It is therefore necessary to reconstruct the text of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3
from the homilies of Chrysostom, and evaluate it in the light of the version preferred by NA27. This will
be done in the next chapter, which will also provide a translation of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3.

More importantly, the Greek text of Chrysostom’s homilies is to be found in the Patrologiae cursus
completus: Series Graeca (ed. J. –P Migne; 162 vols.; Paris, 1857-1886). Every citation in this study
from this source is taken from the electronic version of the text in the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae CDROM, powered by Musaios (1992-2002). Most of the other citations of Greek texts come from this
electronic database. Other sources of the Greek (and Latin) texts vary, and will be mentioned in the
footnote accompanying every citation. There is a number of useful URL’s providing the Latin texts
like:

•

The Latin Library (http://www.thelatinlibrary.com)

•

The Perseus Digital Library (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu)

•

Forum Romanum (http://www.forumromanum.org/literature)

•

Sant’ Agostino [all Latin texts of Augustine] (http://www.augustinus.it/latino/index.htm)
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It also occurs, in this study, that lengthy citations of primary sources are given. In every instance that a
primary source is quoted, the Greek or Latin version with English translation will be given. This then
results in a number of lengthy citations. The reason for these citations is to contribute to the illustration
of the context in which the homilies were written. Although this study contains a number of citations
like the latter mentioned, the full length of this study which is in fact a mini-dissertation, validates the
use of such lengthy citations. The many primary citations or references are also given due to the fact
that there are so few secondary sources dealing directly with the issue of Chrysostom’s interpretation of
1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3. Only chapter 4 does not contain Greek and Latin text citations because the
focus is on the nature of Antiochene exegesis in general, rather than on specific texts.

2.3.2. Secondary Sources
Secondary sources which contain research on this specific topic are quite scare. However, it is helpful
to view modern commentaries and studies on the topic of either 1 Corinthians or the charismata. This
study places modern research in dialogue with the ancient homilies of Chrysostom. Many secondary
sources are also used in aid of understanding the historical and cultural background of both 1
Corinthians and John Chrysostom. Research on ancient cultural anthropology and rhetoric will also be
used extensively in this study.

2.4.

Translations

A number of translations are also given in this study. Firstly, every homily discussed is also translated,
also with numerous other primary sources. Secondary source citations in a known modern language are
not translated. The method of translation in this study aims to be more literal than dynamic. The
English translation of Chrysostom’s homilies are in the Nicene Post-Nicene Fathers (trans. P. Schaff;
vol. 12; London: Kessinger, 1889) series, which are available in electronic format from:
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers. The NPNF version provides an extremely literal translation of the
homilies, which can be both helpful and difficult. The problem with the strict literalism of the NPNF is
that there are instances in which Chrysostom’s argumentation become quite complex, and the literal
translation becomes difficult to follow. The English of the NPNF is also, unfortunately, very archaic.

Nevertheless, it is a very helpful tool and is often used in this study. In the author’s own translations of
the homilies, there are sections which have been kept in the translation of the NPNF especially due to
the impressive poetic sections of the NPNF, and in many other instances, the translation is merely
revised. Therefore, certain sections of the author’s translation may correspond with the NPNF. It is
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indicated in the footnotes when a section of translation has been taken or revised from the NPNF. In the
other sections, I have aimed to remain as literal as possible, however, as mentioned, there are sections
in Chrysostom’s homilies in which the discourse becomes complex. In these instances I have given a
more dynamic equivalent translation. I also use general headings in the translations of the homilies
corresponding to those in the discussion of the contents in every chapter. I have also attempted to
provide an inclusive translation20 of the homilies wherever possible. The numbering of the sections of
the homilies corresponds to that of the NPNF. The translation of every homily is given as an appendix
to the respective chapter.

Regarding the translations of other ancient literature, the author provides his own translation thereof
unless indicated otherwise. A text and translation of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 is also provided. It is also
the author’s own translation, however the translation of Anthony C. Thiselton, The First Epistle to the
Corinthians (NIGTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), is also quite helpful. The lexicons LSJ, BAGD
and especially Lampe’s PGL have been used interchangeably during the translation process. The
challenge of translating 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 in this study is that one needs to provide a sensible
translation on the one hand, and on the other, the translation should coincide with the understanding of
Chrysostom as articulated in his homilies. Therefore, in the following chapter, the text of 1 Corinthians
12:1-13:3 is reconstructed from Chrysostom’s homilies in order to view the text Chrysostom used.
Again, this translation aims to be as inclusive as possible.

20

This study incorporates gender inclusive language as far as possible not only in the translations, but also in the general

discussion.
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CHAPTER 3
The Text and Translation of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3
3.1.

Introduction

Before the homilies of Chrysostom can be discussed, the text of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 needs to be
reconstructed, critique performed and also translated. Firstly, the text of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 will be
reconstructed from the Chrysostomian homilies. They are also compared and evaluated, in the
footnotes, with the NA27 and the UBS4 (The Greek New Testament (4th ed.; London: United Bible
Societies, 2005)) with remarks being made on the nature of the text Chrysostom used. Finally, a
translation will be given.

3.2.

Chrysostom’s Text of 1 Corinthians 12:1 – 13:3

It would be very important to view the text Chrysostom uses in his homilies. Here follows a
reconstruction of Chrysostom’s text21 with a translation. Text-critical remarks are given in the
corresponding footnotes. It will also be indicated which homilies discuss the particular logical grouping
of verses. Spaces between sections indicate where commentary follows. Chrysostom’s text will be
evaluated and compared in the light of the text in NA27 as well as UBS4 with the Textual Commentary
on the UBS4 by Metzger22. This becomes very important in establishing the reliability and integrity of
the text used by Chrysostom.

(1 Corinthians 12:1-11 from Homily 29)
12:1 Perˆ d tîn pneumatikîn, ¢delfoˆ,
oÙ qšlw Øm©j ¢gnoe‹n.
2 O‡date Óti Óte œqnh Ãte,23
prÕj t¦ e‡dwla t¦ ¥fwna,
æj ¨n ½gesqe,
¢pagÒmenoi.
21

The text of Chrysostom is taken from Migne’s PG:61.

22

The abbreviations used in text-critical footnotes are from NA27, 47 ff.

23

A number of commas are added in the text of Chrysostom mainly due to the fact that commentary often follows in

Midrashic fashion between the body of the text.
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3 DiÕ gnwr…zw Øm‹n,
Óti oÙdeˆj PneÚmati Qeoà lalîn,
lšgei ¢n£qema 'Ihsoàn24.
kaˆ oÙdeˆj dÚnatai e„pe‹n
KÚrion 'Ihsoàn25, e„ m¾ ™n PneÚmati ¡g…J.
4 Diairšseij d carism£twn e„sˆ26,
tÕ d aÙtÕ Pneàma·
5 Kaˆ diairšseij diakoniîn e„sin27,
Ð d28 aÙtÕj KÚrioj.
6 Kaˆ diairšseij ™nerghm£twn e„sˆn,
Ð d aÙtÕj QeÕj
Ð ™nergîn t¦ p£nta ™n p©sin.
7 `Ek£stJ d d…dotai ¹ fanšrwsij toà PneÚmatoj
prÕj tÕ sumfšron.

24

NA27 and UBS4 read 'Ihsoàj. This reading occurs in p46 D F G Y M (NA27, 461); the papyrus witness indicates that such

a reading may be the older reading. However, the following reading of KÚrion 'Ihsoàn by Chrysostom does not occur in
this papyrus, and only in the witnesses mentioned after the papyrus, which are later. According to NA27, older witnesses (p46
 אA B C) support a reading contrary to Chrysostom’s reading (except in the first case of 'Ihsoàn).
25

See the footnote above.

26

It is also interesting to note that in many instances Chrysostom’s text incorporates the elision of the consonant n after the

rd

3 person verb in order to avoid hiatus. Friedrich Blass and Alfred Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and
Other Early Christian Literature (trans. Robert W. Funk; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), 67, states that Koine
“often neglects euphony for the sake of etymological clarity.” Chrysostom’s text style is closer to Attic style. This would
then also support the notion that Chrysostom uses late version of the text. The incorporation of anti-hiatus elision is
probably a scribal amendment; it also may even have been done by Chrysostom himself in order to be more eloquent during
the reading of the homily. For the purpose of this section, this sort of elision will be indicated by “-E-” in the footnotes.
27

Elision in this instance is absent because there is no threat of hiatus, which would again support the late nature of the text,

having gone through a number of revisions.
28

The text of NA27 and UBS4 reads kaˆ Ð rather than Ð d. This may also be a scribal ammendment for the rhetorical

purpose of repetition.

35

8 ú mn g¦r di¦ toà PneÚmatoj d…dotai lÒgoj sof…aj,
¥llJ d lÒgoj gnèsewj,
kat¦ tÕ aÙtÕ Pneàma·
9 ˜tšrJ d29 p…stij,
™n tù aÙtù PneÚmati·
¥llJ d car…smata „am£twn,
™n tù aÙtù30 PneÚmati.
10 ”AllJ d ™nerg»mata dun£mewn31,
¥llJ d profhte‹ai32,
¥llJ d diakr…seij pneum£twn,
˜tšrJ d33 gšnh glwssîn,
¥llJ d ˜rmhne…a glwssîn.
11 P£nta d taàta ™nerge‹ ›n34 kaˆ tÕ aÙtÕ Pneàma,
29

NA27 and UBS4 omits d however a number of early witnesses support its inclusion (p46 א2 A C D2 Y M), however the

omission thereof in  *אB D* F G validate the decision of NA27 and UBS4. Chrysostom may also prefer inclusion due to the
fact that it assists the rhetoric of the text – repetition and conformity.
30

NA27 and UBS4 read ˜n… in accordance with A B (with Ambrose, Hilary, Basil, Didymus, Augustine, Euthalius and John

Damascus), while Chrysostom’s reading corresponds with  אC3 D F G M. It is again possibly a scribal amendment in order
to conform to the occurrence of aÙtù in the previous phrase (with Marcion, Clement, Origen, Hilary, Basil, Cyril of
Jerusalem and Theodoret); p46 omits both and is accepted by Tertullian and Eusebius. .
31

Chrysostom’s reading in this instance agrees with NA27 and UBS4 due to its occurrence in the earliest versions; however

D F G b read energeia, which one would almost expect in this case. Chrysostom’s text corresponds with p46 (except for
dun£mewn which is dun£mewj) A B C Y M.
32

A curious construction is present here. The plural form is not a mistake, as it is repeated numerous times by Chrysostom.

It may be an amendment due to the fact that all the other gifts framing it are in the plural; it is not clear whether the
amendment has a theological and/or rhetorical motive. The gift of prophecy in the singular may point, theologically, to an
ability to prophesy, while the plural may point to prophecies (informative) being given to an individual. If a theological
motive is pressed, at most, one could say that Chrysostom then understands prophecy not as ability as much as divine
information given for an exact situation. Such a distinction, however, may seem a bit forced. On the other hand, he may just
have used a text that had this reading, but such texts are not indicated by NA27 or UBS4. In the light of previous
amendments to the text, which were especially in service of the rhetoric, this amendment is probably due to the same
reason.
33

Again d is present in Chrysostom’s text which is not preferred by NA27 and UBS4. Chrysostom corresponds with א2 A C

Y M in contrast with the earliest witnesses. It is added to promote conformity in the text.

36

diairoàn „d…v ˜k£stJ,
kaqëj boÚletai.

(1 Corinthians 12:12-20 from Homily 30)
12 Kaq£per g¦r tÕ sîma ›n ™sti35,
kaˆ mšlh œcei poll¦36,
p£nta d t¦ mšlh toà sèmatoj
poll¦ Ônta,
›n ™sti37 sîma·
oÛtw38 kaˆ Ð CristÒj.
13 Kaˆ g¦r ™n ˜nˆ PneÚmati
p£ntej ¹me‹j39 e„j ›n sîma ™bapt…sqhmen,
e‡te 'Iouda‹oi, e‡te “Ellhnej, e‡te doàloi, e‡te ™leÚqeroi.
Kaˆ p£ntej e„j40 ›n Pneàma ™pot…sqhmen.
14 Kaˆ g¦r tÕ sîma oÙk œstin ›n mšloj,
¢ll¦ poll£.
15 'E¦n e‡pV Ð poàj,41
34

Chrysostom omits tÕ in this reading, which is included by NA27 and UBS4. The omission of this promotes the fluency of

the sounds in the text, avoiding uncomforatble hiatus, and is grammatically acceptable and even preferable.
35

-E-, not indicated in NA27 or UBS4.

36

Chrysostom’s word order differs somewhat in this case. NA27 and UBS4 read mšlh poll¦ œcei. It is unclear whether this

is accidental or deliberate. The effect it creates is that it frames the phrase p£nta d t¦ mšlh toà sèmatoj between two
instances of poll¦, adding to the fluency of the text.
37

-E-, not indicated in NA27 or UBS4.

38

-E-, not indicated in NA27 or UBS4.

39

Again the word order is slightly adjusted. NA27 and UBS4 reads ¹me‹j p£ntej. It may be an adjustment for the sake of

alliteration.
40

NA27 and UBS4 omit e„j in favour of early versions, with only a few later witnesses attesting to its inclusion. Its inclusion

in the Chrysostomian text may point to the fact that a later text version is used and/or that it is another amendment for the
sake of conformity in the light of e„j ›n sîma ™bapt…sqhmen.
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Óti oÙk e„mˆ ceˆr,
oÙk e„mˆ ™k toà sèmatoj,
oÙ par¦ toàto oÙk œstin ™k toà sèmatoj;
16 Kaˆ ™¦n e‡pV tÕ oâj,
Óti oÙk e„mˆ ÑfqalmÕj,
oÙk e„mˆ ™k toà sèmatoj,
oÙ par¦ toàto oÙk œstin ™k toà sèmatoj;
17 E„ Ólon tÕ sîma ÑfqalmÕj,
poà ¹ ¢ko»;
e„ Ólon ¢ko¾,
poà ¹ Ôsfrhsij;
18 Nunˆ d Ð QeÕj œqeto t¦ mšlh,
›n ›kaston aÙtîn ™n tù sèmati
kaqëj ºqšlhsen.
19 E„ d Ãn t¦ p£nta ›n mšloj,
poà tÕ sîma;
20 Nunˆ42 d poll¦ mn mšlh,
›n d sîma.

(1 Corinthians 12:21-26 from Homily 31)
21 OÙ dÚnatai d Ð ÑfqalmÕj e„pe‹n tÍ ceirˆ,
Cre…an sou oÙk œcw·
À p£lin ¹ kefal¾ to‹j posˆ43,
Cre…an Ømîn oÙk œcw.
41

Chrysostom makes no changes to Paul’s superb rhetoric in verses 15-19 and there are no variants indicated by NA27 or

UBS4 for these verses.
42

In some versions, verse 18 reads nun rather than nuni, but NA27 and UBS4 accept nuni. But then, in verse 20, NA27 and

UBS4 reads nun. It is therefore likely that Chrysostom changed the nun in verse 20 to nuni in the light of verse 18. No
witnesses attest to a reading of nuni in verse 20, and this is without a doubt a rhetorical amendment.
43

-E-, not indicated by NA27 or UBS4.
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22 'All¦ pollù m©llon t¦ dokoànta mšlh toà sèmatoj ¢sqenšstera Øp£rcein,
¢nagka‹£ ™sti44·
23 kaˆ § dokoàmen ¢timÒtera enai toà sèmatoj,
toÚtoij tim¾n perissotšran perit…qemen·
kaˆ t¢sc»mona45 ¹mîn eÙschmosÚnhn perissotšran œcei·
24 T¦ d eÙsc»mona ¹mîn oÙ cre…an œcei.
'All'46 Ð QeÕj sunekšrase47 tÕ sîma, tù Østeroànti48 perissotšran doÝj tim¾n,
25

†na m¾ sc…sma Ï49 ™n tù sèmati.

¢lla tÕ aÙtÕ Øpr ¢ll»lwn merimnîsi50 t¦ mšlh·
26 Kaˆ e‡te p£scei ›n mšloj,
sump£scei p£nta t¦ mšlh·
e‡te dox£zetai ›n mšloj,
sugca…rei p£nta t¦ mšlh.

(1 Corinthians 12:27-13:3 from Homily 32)
27 `Ume‹j dš ™ste sîma Cristoà,
kaˆ mšlh ™k mšrouj.
28 Kaˆ oÞj mn œqeto Ð QeÕj ™n tÍ 'Ekklhs…v,
prîton ¢postÒlouj,

44

-E-, not indicated by NA27 or UBS4.

45

Crasis in favour of the rhetoric. No other witnesses indicated by NA27 show an occurrence of crasis in this instance.

46

-E-, not indicated by NA27 or UBS4.

47

-E-, not indicated by NA27 or UBS4.

48

NA27 and UBS4 read ØsteroàmenJ. Some earlier witnesses support Chrysostom’s reading (namely p46 א2 D F G Y M),

but numerous versions do not. Again it seems that Chrysostom used a later version of the text.
49

Word order is again adapted for the sake of rhetoric and avoidance of hiatus. NA27 and UBS4 read m¾ Ï sc…sma.

50

-E-, not indicated by NA27 or UBS4.
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deÚteron prof»taj,
tr…ton didask£louj,
œpeita dun£meij,
œpeita car…smata „am£twn,
¢ntil»yeij, kubern»seij,
gšnh glwssîn.

29 M¾ p£ntej ¢pÒstoloi;
m¾ p£ntej profÁtai;51
30 m¾ p£ntej car…smata œcousin „am£twn;
M¾ p£ntej glèssaij laloàsi52;
m¾ p£ntej diermhneÚousin;
31 Zhloàte t¦ car…smata t¦ kre…ttona53.
Kaˆ œti kaq' Øperbol¾n ÐdÕn de…knumi Øm‹n54.
13:1 'E¦n ta‹j glèssaij tîn ¢nqrèpwn lalî kaˆ tîn ¢ggšlwn,
¢g£phn d m¾ œcw,
gšgona calkÕj ºcîn À kÚmbalon ¢lal£zon.

2 Kaˆ ™¦n œcw profhte…an
kaˆ e„dî t¦ must»ria p£nta,
kaˆ p©san t¾n gnîsin

51

At this point a fracture in the text is encountered. Chrysostom does not provide the phrase m¾ p£ntej did£skaloi m¾

p£ntej dun£meij in his commentary. Whether this fracture is deliberate or not is unclear, and Chrysostom does not fully
discuss this phrase in his commentary. It seems, when reading the homily, that Chrysostom seems to rush into discussing m¾
p£ntej glèssaij laloàsi and therefore he may not have seen the need to discuss the omitted phrase.
52

-E-, not indicated by NA27 or UBS4.

53

This is a very significant aspect of the Chrysostomian text. The following witnesses support this reading: D F G Y M

however the earliest versions are in favour of reading t¦ me…zona. Chrysostom, however, makes a number of interesting
remarks regarding this reading, which will be discussed in the chapter 7 in this study.
54

Word order is slightly changed. NA27 and UBS4 read ÐdÕn Øm‹n de…knumi, but Chrysostom again adjusts the text to be

more fluent and avoids a hiatus of the asperated vowels.
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Kaˆ ™¦n œcw p©san t¾n p…stin. ·
“Wste Ôrh meqist£nein55,
¢g£phn d m¾ œcw,
oÙdšn56 e„mi.

3 Kaˆ ™¦n ywm…sw p£nta t¦ Øp£rcont£ mou,
kaˆ ™¦n paradî tÕ sîm£ mou
†na kauq»swmai57,
¢g£phn d m¾ œcw,
oÙdn çfeloàmai.

3.3.

Deductions from the Footnotes on Chrysostom’s Text

What can be said, from the data in the footnotes, of the text which Chrysostom uses? Firstly, it is clear
that Chrysostom thought it well to improve on Paul’s Greek. Whether this was done by Chrysostom
himself (the golden mouth was certainly capable of doing this!) or whether it was done by scribes in the
Alexandrian tradition is unsure (probably the latter). The fact is, after the grammar and rhetoric of the
text has been improved, a text suitable for preaching is created. The main point is that Chrysostom uses
an Alexandrian text type, of which Metzger58 states: “Its characteristic is that which might be expected
from the influence of a Greek literary centre – a delicate philological tact in correcting forms, syntax
and subtle changes made in the interest of attaining a greater degree of polish in language and style.”
Secondly, the version Chrysostom uses, in the light of the variants, is probably that which NA27 calls
the Majority Text (M)59, which is a late text. Chrysostom therefore uses a late Alexandrian text in his

55

Chrysostom uses the reading from A C Y M in contrast to the earlier readings of meqist£nai.

56

An adjustment is made from oÙqšn (NA27 and UBS4) to oÙdšn by Chrysostom again for the sake of conformity with

13:3.
57

Chrysostom uses the reading from Y M (which is a very rare future subjunctive) rather than kauc»swmai as in the

earliest witnesses.
58

Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption and Restoration (Oxford: Clarendon,

1968), 133.
59

Cf. NA27, 47. A strong influence from Y is present and should be noted.
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homilies on 1 Corinthians. It also needs to be remembered that Chrysostom did not have verse and
chapter divisions of the text60. The following translation is then provided:

3.4.

Translation of 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3
Chapter 12
1

Now, about the spiritual gifts, my brothers and sisters61, I do not want you to remain without
knowledge.

2

You know that when you were pagans, you were carried away to idols that could not speak.

3

Therefore I am giving to you this knowledge that no one who is speaking through the Spirit
of God says: “Jesus is cursed.” And no one is able to declare “Jesus is Lord” except through
the Holy Spirit.

4

There are different apportionings of gifts62, but the same Spirit.

5

There are a variety of ways of serving, but the same Lord.

6

And there are different workings, but the same God who works all in all.

7

To each is given a manifestation of the Spirit to the benefit of all.

8

To one person is given through the Spirit a word of wisdom, to another through the same
Spirit, is given a word of knowledge.

9

To another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by the one Spirit.

10

To another miracles, to another prophecies, to another discernment of spirits, to another
different kinds of tongues, and to another interpretation of tongues.

11

All these things work one and the same Spirit, apportioning to each person individually as
He wills63.

12

For just as the body is one, and has many members, and all the members of the body,
although they are many, is one body, so also with Christ.

13

For we were all baptised by one Spirit into one body, whether Jews or Gentiles, whether
slaves or free people. We are all made to drink of one Spirit.

14
60

For the body is not one member, but many.

The Bible was only divided into chapters in 1228 by Stephen Langton and versified in 1557 by an English printer on

horseback from Paris to Lyons (cf. Marvin Hunt, “The Longest, the Shortest and Many More Facts About Chapters and
Verses,” n.p. [cited 18 September 2006]. Online: http://www.biblehistory.com/86.htm).
61

The author has attempted to retain the kinship language whilst also being inclusive of all genders.

62

Cf. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 928.

63

Cf. Ibid., 936.
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15

If the foot should say: “Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,” due to this
does it not belong to the body?

16

And if the ear should say: “Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,” due to
this does it any less belong to the body?

17

If the whole body were an eye, where would be the hearing? If the whole body were an ear,
where would be the smell?

18

But as it is, God placed the members, each one of them, in the body as it pleased Him.

19

But if all were one member, where would the body be?

20

Now there are many members, but one body.

21

The eye cannot say to the hand: “I do not need you,” or again, the head cannot say to the
feet: “I do not need you.”

22

Rather, those members of the body which seem to be less endowed with honour than others
are necessary.

23

And what we consider to be less honourable members of the body we treat with great care,
and our unpresentable private parts have greater adornment to make them presentable64.

24

Our presentable parts do not need this. But God made the body, giving to that which seems
inferior greater honour.

25

For He designed it that there should be no division in the body, but that its members might
care for one another.

26

So if one member suffers, all the other members of the body suffer with it; or if one member
is praised, all the members of the body share the adoration.

27

Now you are the body of Christ, and each individually members thereof.

28

And God has placed in the church, firstly apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly teachers, and
then miracles, then gifts of healing, patrons and counsellors, different kinds of tongues.

29

All are not apostles? All are not prophets? All are not teachers? Do all perform miracles?

30

Does everyone have gifts of healing? Do all speak in tongues? Do all interpret the tongues?

31

Desire earnestly the better gifts! And I will show you a more excellent (useful) way.

Chapter 13
1

Even if I were to speak with human or angelic tongues, but if I had not love, I would have
become a resounding gong or a clanging cymbal65.

64

Cf. Ibid., 990.
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2

And if I should have the gift of prophecy, and know all the mysteries and have all the
knowledge, and if I have all faith to move mountains – if I have not love, I am nothing.

3

Even if I should give up all my possessions to the poor, and hand my body over to be
burned, but have not love, there is not good in it.

65

Cf. Ibid., 1026.
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CHAPTER 4
The Nature of Antiochene Exegesis
4.1.

Introduction

John Chrysostom is typically representative of the Antiochene School of interpretation. Barkhuizen
elaborates66: “…he valued the content of scripture as inspired, but acknowledged the role of humans in
the form…Warning against an approach that inquires into everything word for word; he advocated a
restrained and literal approach…” This quote could summarize the very essence of Antiochene
exegesis67, with this being the closest ancient equivalent to the modern historical-critical method of
scriptural interpretation. Therefore, if an investigation into Chrysostom’s interpretation of 1
Corinthians 12:1-13:3 on the charismata is to be made, a look into the nature of Antiochene exegesis68
would be quite necessary. How would the nature of Antiochene exegesis be established? Firstly, the
history and origin of the Antiochene School of exegesis needs to be established; secondly, the
difference between the Antiochene and Alexandrian Schools will be shown highlighting the key
concepts of the schools, namely theoria versus allegoria and the role of historia, will be elaborated on;
thirdly, a look at the importance of ethics in the interpretation of this school will be noted; fourthly,
Chrysostom’s rhetoric and nature of the homilies will be explained and finally, an excursus will be
made to practically show the dynamics of the Antiochene School by looking at Chrysostom’s view on
two of the gifts, namely a word of wisdom and a word of knowledge, in contrast to Origen’s view, a
typical representative of the Alexandrian School of interpretation.

66

Jan H. Barkhuizen, “John Chrysostom on the Parables in the Gospel of Matthew,” in EkklPhar 80/2 (1998): 160; cf. also

Amy S. McCormick, “John Chrysostom’s Homily #50 as an Example of the Antiochene Exegetical Tradition,” in PBRev
12/1-3 (1993): 65-83 and Hagit Amirav, “Exegetical Models and Chrysostomian Homiletics: The Example of Gen. 6.2,” in
StPatr 37 (2001): 312-27.
67

The opposite school to the Antiochene School would be the Alexandrian School of exegesis. These two opposites will be

frequently viewed parallel to each other to highlight the characteristics of each, eventually aiding the illustration of the
Antiochene School’s key attributes, cf. Frances M. Young, “The Fourth Century Reaction against Allegory,” in StPatr 30
(1997):120-25.
68

The concepts exegesis and interpretation will be used frequently. Exegesis is the act of studying scripture, with certain

hermeneutical presuppositions, leading to an interpretation. Exegesis has certain methodological aspects leading to
interpretation. Thus, in this section, the exegetical method (exegesis) of Chrysostom (namely the Antiochene method) will
be viewed, giving an indication to why he has reached certain conclusions in his writings.
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4.2.

The History and Origin of the Antiochene School of Exegesis

Many scholars, like Young, Froehlich, Skarsaune and Hall agree that Antiochene exegesis is especially
a reaction against the allegorical interpretation of the Alexandrian exegetes which was quite popular in
the day69. Froehlich notes70: “There can be little doubt that the hermeneutical theories of the
Antiochene School were aimed at the excesses of Alexandrian spiritualism.” The Antiochene exegetes
had a specific two-fold scriptural hermeneutic, namely that scripture is inspired by the Holy Spirit, but
the role of humans is acknowledged. This then implied that the study of the language and rhetoric of
the text is important as well as the history behind the text, because the Holy Spirit is revealed in
history71. This would be a fresh alternative to the highly allegorical hermeneutic of the Alexandrians.
The Antiochene School of interpretation flourished especially from the first Council of Nicaea (325
AD) until the council of Chalcedon (451 AD)72.

Froehlich points out that the school’s early phase was connected to Lucian, a famous text critic of the
time73. The first members of the school are Diodore of Tarsus, Theodore of Mopsuestia, John
Chrysostom and Theodoret of Cyrrhus. The origin of the school is polemical in nature, as mentioned
earlier. Early scholars like Diodore and Theodore wrote commentaries clearly indicating this polemical
nature.

Diodore of Tarsus is known as the father of this exegetical school. Diodore especially had a problem
with the concept of allegoria accentuated by the Alexandrian School. Allegory introduced “fables” in
the place of the text, as Moreschini and Norelli notes74. This hostility is very clear in Diodore’s
Commentary on the Psalms75:
69

Cf. respectively, Young, “Reaction against Allegory”; Karlfried Froehlich, Biblical Interpretation in the Early Church

(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984), 19; Skarsaune, “Biblical Interpretation”, 679-80; Hall, Reading Scripture, 156.
70

Froehlich, Biblical Interpretation, 20.

71

Cf. Frances M. Young, Biblical Exegesis and the Formation of Christian Culture (London: Cambridge University Press,

1997), 46; Skarsaune, “Biblical Interpretation”, 679; Barkhuizen, “John Chrysostom”, 161.
72

Cf. Gerald Bray, “The Early Theologians,” in The Early Christian World (ed. Philip F. Esler; 2 vols.; London: Routledge,

2000), 451; James L. Kugel, “Early Interpretation: The Common Background of Late Forms of Biblical Exegesis,” in Early
Biblical Interpretation (ed. James L. Kugel and Rowan W. Greer; LEC 3; London: Westminster John Knox, 1986), 13-73.
73

Froehlich, Biblical Interpretation, 19; cf. Skarsaune, “Biblical Interpretation”, 679.

74

Cf. Claudio Moreschini and Enrico Norelli, Early Christian Greek and Latin Literature: A Literary History (trans. M. J.

O’Connell; 2 vols.; Peabody: Hendrickson, 2005), 2:140.
75

Froehlich, Biblical Interpretation, 82.
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Those who pretend to improve Scripture and who are wise in their own conceit
have introduced allegory because they are careless about the historical
substance, or they simply abuse it. They do not follow the apostle’s intention,
but their own vain imagination.
In the prologue to his commentary on Psalm 118, Diodore discusses the use of allegory76:

Above all, one must keep in mind one point which I have stated very clearly in
my prologue to the Psalter: Holy Scripture knows the term “allegory” but not its
application. Even the blessed Paul uses the term: “This is said by way of
allegory, for they are two covenants” [Gal 4:25]. But his use of the word and
his application is different from that of the Greeks.
These writings were probably used in the teaching of Antiochene exegetes77. The polemical
hermeneutic is extremely clear. In the latter quotation, Diodore equates the allegory of the
Alexandrians to the Platonic allegory of the Greeks. He also believed that the relationship between the
Old and New Testament was rather typological fulfilment than prophecy78. It is this strong polemic that
drove the Antiochene School of exegetes, including Chrysostom, to become one of the most influential
and modern of their day. Moreschini and Norelli refer to this exegesis as philological, due to the strong
emphasis on the historical setting of the text79.

Theodore of Mopsuestia was one of Diodore’s pupils. Diodore’s influence was definitely visible, and
according to Greer80: “His concern is with a careful exposition of the text at the narrative level
[historia]”. Theodore is also responsible for elaborating on the concept of theoria within the
Antiochene hermeneutic. Theodore was concerned with Paul’s meaning of “ajllhgorouvmena”

76

Ibid., 87.

77

In these writings, Diodore continues to explain the use of the term theoria, which will be discussed later in this chapter.

78

Cf. Rowan W. Greer, “Diodore of Tarsus,” in EEC, 331.

79

Moreschini and Norelli, Literary History, 2:136-38.

80

Rowan W. Greer, “Theodore of Mopsuestia,” in EEC, 1116.
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(allegorise) in Galatians 4:24. Diodore has also mentioned this in the quote above. He ultimately
understood allegory in Paul as comparison, as it is seen in his commentary on Galatians 4:22-3181:

Here we have the reason for the phrase, “this is said by way of allegory.” Paul
used the term “allegory” as a comparison, juxtaposing events of the past and
present.

Origen would probably argue against this interpretation and rather impose a reading of the word closer
to the way the ancient Greeks allegorised. This comparative interpretation, however, to Diodore would
be fitting, and he would elaborate more on the concept of theoria, which he does in his commentary of
the Psalms.

Theodoret of Cyrrhus also expanded the tradition. He especially wrote on the Christological tradition
and also wrote many letters and homilies82.

John Chrysostom was one of the most influential Antiochene exegetes, especially being the bishop of
Constantinople (398 AD); he wrote an enormous collection of writings, brilliantly displaying his
Antiochene exegetical methods83.

4.3.

Antiochene Exegesis vs. Alexandrian Exegesis: Key Concepts

It has been shown that the very nature of Antiochene exegesis is the fact that it was a polemical
response to the Alexandrian School of exegesis. It would also be very difficult to understand the
Antiochene School without the Alexandrian School. The difference is to be seen primarily in their
concepts involved with biblical interpretation. The main difference is between the Antiochene concept
of theoria and the Alexandrian concept of allegoria, and also the role of historia within the two groups.

The main concept within Antiochene exegesis was the concept of theoria. It is a reactionary concept to
the Alexandrian allegoria. To understand what theoria is, it would help to view its nemesis, namely
allegoria and its origins.
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The concept of allegory is not unique within the Judeo-Christian movements, but was rather cultivated
by the ancient Greek linguists and text critics, especially working in various philosophical schools. To
the Greeks, the poetry of Homer, namely the Odyssey and Iliad, were considered the most important
texts to study. They were also the main theme in the ancient school curriculum84. In these Homeric
writings, the myths were expanded on in detail. But in the writings, the gods were often portrayed as
being quite imperfect, with most of them conducting themselves quite dishonourably85. With the
philosophers being unable to incorporate this portrayal of “theology” in their thinking, they either had
to discard or reinterpret the myths. Plato rather gives the following theological axiom (Resp. 2.397400): “…God is always to be represented as he truly is.” He then continues (Resp. 2.429-430) to say:
“Then we must not listen to Homer or to any other poet who is guilty of the folly…” This gives a clear
picture of the feeling towards the Homeric writings86. It called for re-evaluation and interpretation, and
the seeds for allegorical interpretation were planted.

The strongest responses came from the Middle Platonists and the Stoic philosophers. Skarsaune
remarks87: “The necessity and justification of interpreting Homer allegorically had to do with the
theories of the leading school of philosophy at the time: the Middle Platonists… [T]he Stoic
philosophers ‘saved’ Homer by regarding him as a divinely inspired author who had dressed ‘true’ (cf.
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Plato, Resp. 2.397-400) (or ‘natural’) theology in allegorical garb.”88 In this way, the myths were still
used, but interpreted allegorically. With this, it became a trend of interpretation in the Hellenistic
schools. This is then the roots of allegoria.

The next important figure was Philo, who used allegorical interpretation extensively in his writings on
the Old Testament. Philo was known for being a Hellenistic Jew, from Alexandria, especially due to his
methods of interpretation. Cohen even notes that there existed a “Philo-Judaism” movement that
especially had a revival in reading Hellenistic literature and using Hellenistic methods of
interpretation89. Philo especially used Plato’s allegorical methods with his Old Testament
interpretation, as seen in this example of Philo (Leg. 1:70-73)90 interpreting the rivers mentioned in
Genesis 2:10-14:

…courage is mentioned in the second place, self-mastery in the third, and
prudence in the first…our soul is threefold… ‘The Fourth River’, he says, ‘is
the Euphrates’. ‘Euphrates’ means ‘fruitfulness’, and is a figurative name for
the fourth virtue, justice…

To Philo, the four rivers are not physical rivers, but rather significant of the virtues they figuratively
represent. This would also be the method which certain Christians would use to interpret the Bible,
especially Clement of Alexandria and Origen.

Origen especially used allegory in his commentaries and treatises. But Origen slightly adapted the
Platonic scale of reasoning. Plato’s metaphysics implied that all reality was made up of “forms”.
Rosenstand defines it91: “[A] Form is at once the ideal abstraction and sole source of each thing that
resembles it”. This means that, for instance, all the fruit in the world, with all their differences and
similarities, have one “ideal fruit”, or “The Fruit”, which defines and encompasses all fruits. The
88
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highest hierarchy in the chain of forms, to Plato, was the “Good”. The way one could only get to know
this “Good”, was to develop the mind (logov~), and this was done by studying philosophy. His theory is
built on a vertical scale, but Origen tipped this scale horizontally92 and applies it to time, with the end
of the line being the eschatological realisation (1 Cor 15:28: “…God will be all in all.”) Origen called
his exegesis “spiritual exegesis” (Princ. 4.2.6-9)93:

Spiritual exegesis, however, is reserved for the one who can identify the
heavenly realities, whose copy and shadow the “Jews according to the flesh”
were worshipping, and who can recognize the good things to come of which the
laws display but a shadow… One must also be aware of another feature. Since
the Spirit’s primary goal was to present the logical system of spiritual realities
by means of events that happened and things that were to be done, the Word
used actual historical events wherever they could be accommodated to these
mystical (meanings) hiding the deeper sense from the multitude.

This is most important when one seeks to understand the Alexandrian allegoria in Origen. The
language he uses is very close to that of Plato’s metaphor of the cave94, also incorporating terms like
“shadow” and “mystical”. Origen believed the Holy Spirit articulated great truths in the cloak of
history. This history must be allegorised in order to understand the truth of the Spirit95. This ability
comes through the gift of the Spirit96.

This was then the popular method of interpretation, to which the Antiochene exegetes had to respond.
The concept of allegoria, as we have seen in the writings of Diodore, was unacceptable. The
Antiochene exegetes responded with the concept of theoria. It would be misleading to think that the
Antiochenes rejected allegory; rather, theoria seems to be a mere adjustment of allegoria, not exactly
the same but not altogether different. According to the Antiochenes, there is a higher meaning in the
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text which is above the literal and historical meaning97. It is best illustrated in Diodore’s view of the
Psalms. He believed that the Psalms were in fact so inspired that they were not only relevant to the
author in his context, but even became more relevant with certain other contexts, especially in a
Christological sense98. Meaning, therefore, permeates the here-and-now, but also, with the work of the
Spirit, transcends to certain other contexts. One the one hand, then, one has historia (the historical
context) and theoria (the transcendental context). It is up to the interpreter to determine when the
former or latter is applicable. Diodore’s Commentary on Psalm 118 in the first paragraph already
makes this point clear99:

In any approach to Holy Scripture, the literal reading of the text reveals some
truths while the discovery of other truths requires the application of theoria.
Now, given the vast difference between historia and theoria, allegory and
figuration (tropologia) or parable (parabole), the interpreter must classify and
determine each figurative expression with care and precision so that the reader
can see what is history and what is theoria, and draw his conclusions
accordingly.
From this passage, one can see the view of Diodore on the use of theoria100. To define it and compare it
to allegoria still remains difficult. One could say that theoria supports historia while allegoria replaces
it. The difference between theoria and allegoria lies in their relationship to historia101. For the
Antiochenes, there is always historia (i.e. the historical context), but it only reveals some truths. But for
the Alexandrians, historia does not hold truth in itself, but brings truth. Historia is shadow, a lower
level of reality in Origen’s horizontal scale of forms. The Antiochenes did not have a scale as such.
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Rather, history contains truth within time and space and also reflects it across time and space (which
was the intention of the Spirit).

It could be seen in the following schemes:

The Alexandrian allegoria and historia:

Fig 2: The Alexandrian scheme of the relationship between allegoria and historia.

From this scheme, the line of historical events (historia) is seen as the lower line of the triangle. But
every piece of the historical line is connected with the allegorical line, the top line, with the blue fill of
the triangle, indicated by the arrows pointing upward. These two lines, fully connected (because the
triangle has a fill) point to a place of meeting, which is Origen’s eschatological realisation, the end of
the horizontal scope. This is where allegoria and historia meet and they are also disseminated here.

Thus, every inch of historia has an opposite allegoria. The sole purpose of historia is to provide the
interpreter with allegoria. History is replaced by allegory102. That does not mean historia is not
102
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important, for allegoria cannot exist without historia. Historia has a functional and not an existential
value103.
The 3-tiered approach to scripture, as Hall mentions104, is seen here. Meaning according to Origen is
layered. The first tier, what Origen would call ‘the flesh’, is the historical aspect of the text. This is the
tier that all Christians can comprehend, even those who are not very spiritually gifted105. The second
tier is the level which certain Christians can unlock by means of using the gifts of wisdom and
knowledge imparted by the Spirit. Origen writes106:

For those words which are written are the forms of certain mysteries, and the
images of divine things…the whole law is indeed spiritual, but that the spiritual
meaning which the law conveys is not known to all, but to those only on whom
the grace of the Holy Spirit is bestowed in the word of wisdom and knowledge.

Thus, only a limited number of people can comprehend the meaning of this tier. The third tier is given
to those who are, according to Paul in 1 Corinthians 2:6-7, “perfect”107. As the human divisions consist
of body, soul and spirit, so also scripture consists of these three tiers of meaning108.

It is slightly different with the Antiochene exegetes, as demonstrated in the next scheme:
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Fig. 3: The Antiochene scheme of the relationship between theoria and historia.

The next scheme illustrates the Antiochene concept of theoria and its relationship to historia. In this
case, the entire scheme is different from the Alexandrian scheme. The historical line is still present, but
not every inch of the line is connected to the upper level, in this case theoria. There is no fill as in the
previous triangle. Only certain instances in history are connected to theoria. The event in history,
marked by A, is connected to theoria. But the gap between A and A1 is not, and therefore has historical
meaning, but not metaphysical (theoria) value. The event marked by A1 is connected by theoria, which
means that some event in the past has significant metaphysical value for A1 in its present time. Point A
had a two-fold layer of meaning, both historical and “spiritual”. For example: A is the historical context
of Psalm 22. The author of the psalm, according to tradition, David, probably experienced a time in his
life when he felt as if God had left and forsaken him. This is the historical context and meaning. Now,
let A1 be marked as the moment of Jesus’ crucifixion. Jesus repeated the exact words of this psalm on
the cross. In the Antiochene sense, does this mean that Psalm 22 is a reference to Jesus? Yes. Because
the historical event of Psalm 22 also has a higher theoria-interpretation (the context of Jesus), and is
reflected into time and space back again to become meaningful. This does not mean that, while David
was writing, he saw Jesus on the cross. Certainly not, his greatest reality was his own anxiety. But the
Spirit knew of the anxiety of Christ, and also gave it this “spiritual” Christian meaning. In this case,
history is very important and certainly not replaced. It can be illustrated even in the commentary of
Chrysostom on this passage. Chrysostom, however, does give serious consideration to historia, and is
laudable for showing how historia can have such rich and important meaning.
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Chrysostom (Hom. Matt. 88.4) also acknowledges the historical role of the author of the psalm, and he
says109:

And for this reason, even after this He speaks, that they might learn that He was
still alive, and that He Himself did this, and that they might become by this also
gentler, and He said, “Eli, Eli, lima sabachthani?” That until His last breath they
might see that He honors His Father, and is no adversary of God. Wherefore
also He uttered a certain cry from the prophet, even to His last hour bearing
witness to the Old Testament, and not simply a cry from the prophet, but also in
Hebrew, so as to be plain and intelligible to them, and by all things He shows
how He is of one mind with Him that begat Him.

Chrysostom did not simply allegorise the psalm, but acknowledged the historical aspect of the author,
whom he calls the “prophet”, but then also applies the text to Jesus as “honouring His Father”.
Chrysostom does give ample attention to history.

To return to the scheme of the Antiochene model, again, theoria cannot exist without historia. This was
extremely clear and important to Chrysostom. The Bible is inspired by the Spirit (lending to theoria)
but the Antiochenes also acknowledged the human element (lending to historia). This also then applies
to the historia events B, C and D in the scheme and the reflections from theoria onto B1, C1 and D1.
The end remains the eschatological realisation. But the Antiochenes does not have a metaphysical scale
in the sense of Origen110.

To conclude, the difference between the Antiochene and Alexandrian Schools of exegesis can be seen
in their interpretation and use of history in their exegesis. The Alexandrians used the Platonic method
of allegorising history to give every Scripture a higher spiritual meaning. Every scripture is contained
in history (historia) and every scripture has a higher allegorical meaning (allegoria). The Antiochenes
responded to this by saying that every scripture cannot be allegorised. Rather, every scripture is
contained in history, but not every scripture has a higher spiritual meaning. Only some have higher
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meanings (theoria), often reflected only later in history, of which the meaning may be even more
significant.

4.4.

The Importance of Ethics

Another aspect that deserves attention is the importance of ethics in Chrysostom’s writings. The
writings of Chrysostom display a very high ethical standard. This would not imply that Alexandrian
writings are not ethical. Both of the Schools’ writings are determined to move people to act in a certain
way. This is called deliberative rhetoric111. Chrysostom’s homilies on 1 Corinthians 12 are all intended
(ethically) to direct the assembly in the proper use of the gifts. He does not venture very deep into the
theology of the gifts, but rather the conduct of the people with gifts in the assembly and to each other. It
will also be shown how important the concepts of honour and shame are in interpreting these homilies.
The sociological model of honour and shame, however, are ethically driven and focus around
behaviour112.

This could be true due to the fact that there is not always the burden of allegorising the scripture on the
particular homilist. Allegory would also be able to motivate people ethically, but it seems that the
strong character of the ethic of the text could be sacrificed for the sake of spiritualising it and
promoting theology. Chrysostom, in the homilies on 1 Corinthians 12, is almost solely concerned with
the ethics surrounding the gifts and their usage113. The homilies need to be read not only as theological
writings, but also highly ethical writings.
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4.5.

The Rhetoric of John Chrysostom and His Homilies on 1 Corinthians 12

According to DeSilva114, there are three genres of oratory namely deliberative115, forensic116 and
epideictic117 rhetoric118. Chrysostom was a brilliant orator – which is also signified by his nick-name.
Mayer and Allen note119: “His advanced rhetorical training under Libanius and his years of spiritual
and scriptural learning under Diodore and Carterius contributed strongly to the content of his preaching
and to the characteristics of his style.” In his homilies on 1 Corinthians 12, Chrysostom incorporates
deliberative rhetoric. Chrysostom, in these homilies, accepts that the spiritual gifts are relevant for his
own day only with regard to spiritually gifted people, even though he believed that some gifts had
ceased120, he sought historical ethical significance of the situation for his own assembly. For this
reason, he incorporates strong deliberative rhetoric, permeated with Refutatio’s and fully mobilising the
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diatribe style121 of argumentation, not neglecting the edification of the spirituality of his audience122.
His style is very much alike to that of his teacher Libanius123.

The nature of the writings discussed also needs to be evaluated. It is a series of homilies, which is
preceded by short a hypothesis (uJpoqesiv~), which introduces the collection of homilies. When reading
the homilies, it becomes clear that they were in fact sermons, read in a congregation. They are not
exactly the same as a modern book commentary due to their oral nature, although they are very similar
to the Midrashic style of exegesis. The Latin equivalent of this appellation is Argumentum124. It does
become difficult to group these homilies within the traditional genres of Patristic literature, as there is
also a separate genre called sermones. In the body of homilies on 1 Corinthians, there are 44 homilies,
which were then preached in a series, very much to the equivalent of today’s so-called expository
preaching. It presented to Chrysostom’s audience a course of exegetical study in the Scriptures125,
which was very theological. Although this sort of preaching is not so common today, in Chrysostom’s
time theology was discussed on the street corners, which would make such a preaching series quite
understandable. They form verbal homiletic commentaries which addressed the need for theological
discourse in the urban communities.

4.6.

Excursus: Origen and Chrysostom on Two of the Charismata

After having given the main distinctions of the Antiochene and the Alexandrian Schools’ of exegesis, it
would help to view a practical example of each and their interpretation of the gifts. At first, it would
seem that the concepts of allegoria and theoria apply most to the narrative texts of the Bible. This
assumption would be erroneous. It will be shown that the hermeneutic of the interpreter does a great
deal for his interpretation of the gifts. Thus, two figures from church history, one from the Alexandrian
group and one from the Antiochene group, needs to be selected. For this purpose, the two obvious
121
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choices would be John Chrysostom, from the Antiochene School and Origen from the Alexandrian
School. Then, their views on the gifts need to be given. For the purpose of clarity, the two best
examples would be to view their separate interpretations of the gifts of “a word of knowledge” and “a
word of wisdom”. These two gifts have been selected because they illustrate the difference in
interpretation in the best way126. It needs to be said that the Antiochenes and Alexandrians did not
disagree on everything. Regarding the gifts, some gifts, like healing, are interpreted in more or less the
same way, or at least, they have the same view on them.

How did Origen and Chrysostom, respectively, interpret the use of these gifts? Origen mentions these
two gifts quite frequently, in his First Principles. He also refers to them a number of times in Against
Celsus, On Joshua and On Exodus.

Origen believed that the gifts of a “word of wisdom” and a “word of knowledge” were the greatest gifts
the Father bestowed on believers. This is because these gifts help us to understand the Bible and its
truths (being able to move past the first tier of interpretation and venture into the divine second and
third tiers). Because some of the sections in the Bible are difficult to understand (and needs allegorical
interpretation), the gifts are given to help the interpreter do this127.

In his apologetic writing Against Celsus 3.18, he states:

[W]hile with regard to the truths which are taught in our writings to those who
have made progress in the study of Christianity (through that which is called by
Paul the gift consisting in the ‘word of wisdom’ through the Spirit, and in the
‘word of knowledge’ according to the Spirit)…

He also remarks (Cels. 3.46):

And Paul also, in the list of ‘charismata’ bestowed by God, placed first ‘the
word of wisdom,’ and second, as being inferior to it, ‘the word of knowledge,’
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but third, and lower down, ‘faith.’ And because he regarded ‘the word’ as
higher than miraculous powers, he for that reason places ‘workings of miracles’
and ‘gifts of healings’ in a lower place than the gifts of the word.

Origen also seems to attribute a certain hierarchy to the gifts. This is something Chrysostom is
precisely refuting. In Origen’s opinion, these two gifts are the gifts attributed to logic (Princ. 1.3.8):

Seeing, then, that firstly, they derive their existence from God the Father;
secondly, their rational nature from the Word; thirdly, their holiness from the
Holy Spirit, those who have been previously sanctified by the Holy Spirit are
again made capable of receiving Christ, in respect that He is the righteousness
of God; and those who have earned advancement to this grade by the
sanctification of the Holy Spirit, will nevertheless obtain the gift of wisdom
according to the power and working of the Spirit of God. And this I consider is
Paul's meaning, when he says that to ‘some is given the word of wisdom, to
others the word of knowledge, according to the same Spirit...’

Christ, who is the Word, has given all believers their rational nature. Believers are made capable of
receiving wisdom by means of the Holy Spirit – in whom they also receive Christ, the origin of the
rational nature. Thus, in short, Origen’s view of these two gifts has two main elements:

a) They are gifts of rationality, therefore in a “higher” place than the miraculous gifts.
b) They aid us in understanding the truth, i.e. interpreting Scripture.

Chrysostom (Hom. 1 Cor. 29) refutes some of these theological assumptions. To start, however, it is
necessary to say that Chrysostom did not always agree that all the gifts are still relevant for believers in
his own day, or rather, in his own congregation. In this homily it seems that he is especially negative
towards speaking in tongues. Obviously, the theology of Origen would imply that the gifts were for
them; otherwise Origen himself would not be possible to interpret the Scriptures as he prescribes.
Chrysostom also implies that the gifts were for those in his own day, because he gives guidelines on
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how to use the gifts in the congregation and addresses a current problem – namely the hierocracy128
among the gifted – that seemed to influence the believers common to the time of Chrysostom himself.
Chrysostom also incorporates many gnomic aorist-tense verbs in his homilies on the gifts, indicating
the timelessness of the action (cf. Hom. 1 Cor. 29.1).

Chrysostom does differ in his interpretation of the gifts. It is slightly difficult to say what Chrysostom
means when he directly discusses the gifts called a “word of wisdom” and a “word of knowledge”. He
does not elaborate as much as Origen. He notes (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.5):

But what is ‘the word of wisdom’? That which Paul had, which John had, the
son of thunder. And what is ‘the word of knowledge’? That which most of the
faithful had, possessing indeed knowledge, but not thereupon able to teach or
easily to convey to another what they knew129.

This section seems a bit unclear. He does not say anything else further explicitly in the homily about is
these gifts. It is clear that Chrysostom uses historia to interpret them. To know these gifts, one needs to
look at Paul, John and the faithful. It seems that wisdom is related to Paul and John. This could
probably relate to the writings of Paul and John, showing that the Spirit gave them wisdom to write
their literature. A word of wisdom could then be the guidance of the Holy Spirit in decisions and also
interaction (correspondence with other Christians). It could be highly related to Chrysostom’s point that
Scripture is inspired. Wisdom could be reserved for these special persons, according to Chrysostom.
The second, namely a word of knowledge, is more common among all the believers, and would
probably refer to their knowledge of God, which is knowledge you cannot learn from other people, but
only gain from being in a relationship with God.

The major difference is also in the fact that Chrysostom refutes the concept of a hierocracy among the
gifted, which was probably common to the Alexandrian School of exegesis. Origen believed in a
hierocracy among the gifts and gifted. Those who had gifts pertaining to logic and intellect are higher
than the powerful (miraculous) gifts. It is almost the opposite of what one would expect to hear. People
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would think that the miraculous gifts may be considered “higher”, due to their miraculous nature. But
there is not much merit for this viewpoint’s prevalence in the early church. The opposite is rather true.

Chrysostom rather seems to value the miraculous gifts, but stresses that it is the same Spirit that works
all in all (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.6). We can therefore summarize Chrysostom’s views:

a) There is no hierocracy among the gifted, for it is the same Spirit that works all in all.
b) A word of wisdom was prevalent especially with the apostles – this gift gives guidance in
believers’ interaction with each other and decision making, and not only for the interpretation of
Scripture.
c) A word of knowledge is knowledge about a believer’s knowledge (gnw`si~) about God, based on
his or her relationship with God, which cannot be taught but can only be experienced.

4.7.

Conclusion

Antiochene exegesis, as incorporated by John Chrysostom, has its origins as a reaction against the
Alexandrian exegesis (epitomized as allegorical), widely used, not only by church fathers like Origen,
but was the generally accepted form of interpretation in ancient times (that is, allegorical
interpretation.) Plato and Philo used allegorical interpretation extensively in their works.

Both schools used certain concepts to illustrate their method of interpretation, with the Alexandrian
exegetes, allegoria was important and with the Antiochene exegetes, theoria. Common to both schools
was the concept of historia (history). The difference between these two schools of interpretation was
their views and uses of historia. To the Alexandrians, historia, in relation to meaning, was a means to
an end, namely allegoria. History’s purpose was to carry allegory. To the Antiochenes, on the other
hand, history carried an interpretative end in itself with certain instances, while other instances in
history did point to a higher, spiritual truth – very much like allegory – but it was called theoria.
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CHAPTER 5
Homily 29: Chrysostom on the Variety of Spiritual Gifts
(1 Cor 12:1-11)

5.1.

Introduction

This homily forms an exposition of 1 Corinthians 12:1-11. It can be divided into three main sections.
The first introductory section of the homily sketches the context of the Biblical text. Chrysostom
briefly discusses the nature of the Holy Spirit and the charismata in the historical context of the
apostles, with special reference to the gift of tongues and the charismatic schism. The second section
forms a response against inspired mantics and oracles (the social background). This is the logical
inference from the first section. Chrysostom differentiates between the pagan inspired mantics and the
Christian prophets. The third major section is a response against those who would assume a hierocracy
among the gifted and the charismata. This third section can be divided into two subsections,
thematically reflected in the first subsection is that the Giver (the Spirit) is greater than the gift and in
the second section, Chrysostom creates a social analogy regarding rich and poor, and uses it to not only
illustrate the point he wants to make regarding the charismata, but also addresses the controversial issue
of wealth and poverty in this period of ecclesiastical history.

5.2.

Preface to the Discussion of the Homiletic Content

A relevant exegetical problem is the interpretation of the phrase tw`n pneumatikw`n. Traditionally, it
has been translated as “spiritual gifts”, but this is then already an interpretational choice – namely that
of the genitive neuter. But the word can also be a genitive masculine form, which would then have to
be interpreted as “spiritual people.” Two questions need to be asked in this instance. Which choice does
Chrysostom make and does it make a difference? Chrysostom correctly implies that tw`n pneumatikw`n
were specific spiritual activities. He does not interpret these as being spiritual people. Thiselton130
quotes Meyer who “rightly cites Chrysostom and Luther as interpreting the Greek to mean Concerning
the forms of action which proceed from the Holy Spirit and make manifest his agency [his italics].”
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Wire131 rather opts for the interpretation of “spiritual people”, which would be important for her
argument regarding the Corinthian women prophets, who she assumes are part of the grouping tw`n
pneumatikw`n. The view of Fee132, which is also adopted by Thiselton133, is probably more acceptable.
Both of the variables, namely “spiritual people/things” may be accepted without superimposing an
either/or scenario. Chrysostom starts with an assumption of the latter variable, spiritual gifts/things, but
cannot discuss them outside the spiritual people in which they occur; he even provides a list of the
nationalities in which these spiritual people are grouped, namely Indians, Romans and Arabs etc. The
persons are also the gifts.

5.3.

The Historical Context: The Nature of Pneuvma and Carismavta, and the Charismatic
Schism

Chrysostom’s homilies on Corinthians are verse-by-verse expositions. Chrysostom starts his homily by
saying that the meaning of 1 Corinthians 12:1-2 seems to be obscure. This is mostly caused by
“ignorance of the things referred to and their cessation.” We immediately ask what Chrysostom
believed had ceased. Was it the spiritual gifts or the idol worship? It was probably not the idol worship,
but rather the spiritual gifts. Idol worship did continue, despite the tremendous persecution by the
church-state of non-Christian idol worship.

Chrysostom believed that the spiritual gifts stopped

occurring in the assembly. It is curious, however, that Chrysostom does refer to certain gifts, like
miracles and healing, almost as if they have present functionality. But even the appellation “gifts”
indicates an interpretative choice as it was shown above. But certain activities, according to
Chrysostom, have ceased. But as it was said earlier, other gifts like healing were very real to
Chrysostom. Healing and sin seemed to have some connection. Chrysostom (Paralyt. 6) states134:
Toàto kaˆ Paàloj ™d»lwsen· ¡mart…an g£r tina Korinq…oij ™gkalîn
fhsi· Di¦ toàto polloˆ ™n Øm‹n ¢sqene‹j kaˆ ¥¸·wstoi· di¦ toàto kaˆ Ð
CristÕj prÒteron t¾n a„t…an ¢naire‹ tîn kakîn, kaˆ e„pën, Q£rsei,
tšknon, ¢fšwnta… sou aƒ ¡mart…ai, ¢n…sthsin aÙtoà tÕ frÒnhma,
diege…rei katabeblhmšnhn t¾n yuc»n· Ð g¦r lÒgoj œrgon ™g…neto, kaˆ e„j
131
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tÕ suneidÕj e„selqën aÙtÁj ¼pteto tÁj yucÁj, kaˆ p©san ¢gwn…an
™xšbalen.

Paul also illustrated this: for when he was correcting the Corinthians with a
certain sin he said: “For this cause many are weak and sick among you.” And
therefore Christ first removes the cause of the evil, and having said: “Son! be of
good cheer, your sins are forgiven,” He uplifts the spirit and rouses the
depressed soul: for this phrase became an efficient prohibition and having
entered into the conscience it laid hold of the soul itself and cast out of it all
distress…

This does not mean that the other gifts were not present in other contexts. It seems that Chrysostom is
not very consistent in his exposition of the spiritual gifts. There are also other references to the spiritual
gifts in other patristic writings. The issue of the cessation of the spiritual gifts is a highly debated one.
Fowler135 states that the cessation of the spiritual gifts is a direct result of the death of the apostles136.
This view is very problematic. Stander137 has shown that most of the references of the authors like
Fowler and Kildahl to the early Christian writers were often taken out of context. The problem
becomes even greater when one views the various affirmations of the gifts in the writings of the early
Christians138. The fact is that certain Christian writers affirm the existence of the gifts after the New
Testament period while others imply their cessation. Which opinion is then valid? Hildebrandt139, in his
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study of the Spirit of God in the Old Testament demonstrates that most of the spiritual gifts were
already active in the Old Testament, especially among the prophets. Prophecy is a very common
phenomenon in the Old Testament140, as well as healing and miracles. In Joel 2:28, reference is
especially made to the working of the Spirit, which is “poured out on all flesh.” The term “gifts of the
Spirit” does not technically occur in the Old Testament, but does not imply its absence. The New
Testament, however, has many references to the gifts of the Spirit. The earliest reference is Paul in 1
Corinthians. In addition to the opinions of Fowler and Kildahl, there were also other writers like
Larkin141 who especially furthered the idea of Dispensationalism in theology. The work of Larkin
stated that the revelation of God in history worked according to various dispensations. The dispensation
of the Old Testament reflected the revelation of the Father, the obvious presence of Jesus in the firstcentury ushered in the dispensation of the Son and the Apostolic Age that of the Holy Spirit. But with
the end of the Apostolic Age, the end of the dispensation of the Spirit also occurred. It is now the
dispensation of the church and especially the Word of God, according to Larkin142. However, it would
be unreasonable to declare that Chrysostom was a dispensationalist. The reason for Chrysostom’s view
on the cessation of the gifts may be obvious in the writing at hand (although he postpones the question
(Hom. 1 Cor. 29.1)). It needs to be stressed, again, that it appears that Chrysostom does not affirm the
cessation of all the gifts. The gifts of healing and miracles, as shown earlier, were probably affirmed by
Chrysostom. It seems that Chrysostom is especially negative towards the gift of tongues. There may be
three reasons for this: Firstly, Chrysostom may have reserved this gift only to the apostles and those in
direct contact with the apostolic ministry (which does point to a form of early Dispensationalism (?)).
Secondly, the fact that tongues seemed to have had a negative and schismatic effect on the early
assemblies (like Corinth) may point to a reason for its cessation. Thirdly, Chrysostom may have simply
never seen or experienced any person practicing speaking in tongues – not in his personal or
congregational sphere – which may point to his denial of its existence in his day.

The first reason would imply that the gifts were only reserved to the apostles and those people who had
direct, physical contact with them. The modern proponents of this view have already been noted
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(Larkin, Fowler and Kildahl, to name but a few143.) This view, however, does not hold much ground
when viewing Chrysostom’s greater argument, as he does affirm the existence and functioning of other
gifts, like healing. Paul, in his own writings, never seems to give such a proposition. It rather seems
that Paul wants all believers to share in the spiritual gifts (cf. 1 Cor 12:31, 14:1)144. Dunn145 argues that
the Spirit itself is a gift, and that in the case of the Corinthians “the Spirit was at the heart of their
worship.” Dunn146 does not separate the Spirit from the gifts, but contends that “reception of the
Spirit…constituted each one of them members of the body of Christ.” The gift of the Spirit, with the
accompanying charismata, is the very seal of acceptance of into the body147. Suurmond, who is quoted
in Thiselton148, stresses the opposite: “It is not so much a matter of having a gift, as of being a gift.”
But it becomes problematic when everything, the Holy Spirit, the spiritual people and the spiritual
activities, are reduced to being gifts. I would rather accept Dunn’s view, that the Spirit is the gift. If one
could speculate on Chrysostom’s probable choice, he would do the same. His emphasis is precisely on
the role of the Spirit rather than the spiritual people, who caused some of the conflict in the assembly.
If Chrysostom, contrary to the opinions mentioned above, implied that the gifts ended with the apostles,
it may be seen in his interpretation of 1 Corinthians 13:8, which is also a key verse in the establishing
of dispensationalist theology. Paul states: “Love will never disappear; but prophecy will come to an end
or tongues – they will stop, or knowledge – it will come to an end.” How did Chrysostom interpret
this? He states (Hom. 1 Cor. 34.1-4) that prophecy and knowledge is imperfect, and will only be
perfected later. There is no indication that this will stop when the apostles die.
143
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The second possibility is more probable. The schismatic effect of tongues seemed to cause much havoc
in the assembly, which is why Chrysostom highlights the problem. Martin149, in line with Chrysostom,
states: “…Paul continually stresses the unity in diversity in order divisiveness owing to different
valuations being assigned to different gifts, with tongues as the implied higher-status gift.” The gifts
then directly contributed to one’s social status. If one uses the typical honour-shame parallel, it would
mean that speaking in tongues made a person socially honourable and acceptable, that is, within the
Christian community150. These people were then perceived as being “spiritual”, which is affirmed in
the use of the phrase tw`n pneumatikw`n, which may then refer to people suffering from spiritual
hubris. This reason, therefore, seems to be more probable for Chrysostom’s view of why the gifts had
ceased. The third option, that it simply was not present in his assembly, is also possible. There is not
much data to evaluate such a cause. Chrysostom was probably not ignorant of the spiritual life in other
assemblies, but it still remains speculative.

Chrysostom immediately starts with his analysis of the passage. In typical Antiochene style, he
immediately refers to the historical context of the pericope. In this homily, he avoids getting entangled
in a theological debate on the cessation of the gifts. He rather moves into the exposition of the text.

The first exegetical problem in 1 Corinthians 12:1-11 occurs in the first verse. Paul states in the first
line: “Peri; de; tw`n pneumatikw`n”, meaning: “And regarding the spiritual things” or traditionally
translated as: “And regarding the spiritual gifts.” The term peri; de usually indicates a change of topic,
but as Mitchell151 has shown, it is not certain in every instance. Both Conzelmann and Hays152 agree
that it probably is a new topic. However, the continuity of thought from 8:1-11:1 and even 1:1-4:21
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should be acknowledged153. Chrysostom also points to a new topic, since it is the next homily in the
series on 1 Corinthians154.

The exposition starts with the sketching of the historical context. He firstly refers to the occurrence of
the spiritual gifts. He refers to the events in Acts of non-Christians being baptized and suddenly spoke
in tongues and some prophesied. To Chrysostom, the remarkable thing is that these people did not have
any previous knowledge of the Christian faith. He mentions in the homily that “…without any clear
knowledge or training in the ancient Scriptures, they at once on their baptism received the Spirit…”
(Hom. 1 Cor. 29.1). He mentions that these new converts did not have knowledge (eijdovte~) or training
(ejntrafevnte~). This is contrary to the Alexandrian belief that converts grew spiritually only when
they have the gifts of wisdom and knowledge used in interpreting Scripture. These gifts were important
because they were the “sensible proof of the working” (e]legcon...th`~ ejnergeiva~). To Chrysostom
then, it is curious to note, that the gift of the Spirit is seen in terms of an energy or an inner working or
function. But it is not an impersonal energy, but a personal powerful working of the Trinity. This
probably plays on the use of the verb form of the noun by Paul, who says in 1 Corinthians 12:6: “kai;
diairevsei" ejnerghmavtwn eijsivn, oJ de; aujto;" qeo;" oJ ejnergw`n ta; pavnta ejn pa`sin.” In this verse,
however, the word ejnerghmavtwn probably does not refer to the same “working” Chrysostom is
describing. It is in the Pauline sense a reference to the specific gift of miracles or works of power,
which is explicitly mentioned in 1 Corinthians 12:10, namely the “ejnerghvmata dunavmewn”. But this is
not the case in Chrysostom. In the context of this homily, it probably refers to the working of the Holy
Spirit itself (Chrysostom calls the miraculous gifts only “dunavmei~”). Basil of Caesarea also mentions
that the angels glorifying God were “empowered” by the Spirit (Spir. 16.38). It illustrates the centrality
of the gifts of power in Chrysostom’s thinking rather than the gifts pertaining to rationality as found in
Origen’s thinking. We see then, early in the homily, an emphasis on the power of the Spirit who works
the gifts, especially the miraculous, rather than the gifts of rationality.

He goes on to discuss the occurrence of the gift of tongues. It is the proof of the working of the Spirit.
There is some debate among Pentecostal and Charismatic theologians on whether tongues serve as a
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first sign of reception of the Spirit155. Chrysostom seems to argue that tongues in fact was the first sign
(prw`ton shmei`on) and notes that it was something the other faithful also kept on receiving
(ejlavmbanon) due to his use of the imperfect form of the verb. Tongues were the most abundant of the
all the gifts among the early Christians. But then Chrysostom views the historia of the gift of tongues,
and mentions a problem in its development (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.1):
Plšon d p£ntwn tÕ tîn glwssîn Ãn par' aÙto‹j c£risma. Kaˆ toàto
a‡tion sc…smatoj aÙto‹j ™gšneto, oÙ par¦ t¾n o„ke…an fÚsin, ¢ll¦ par¦
t¾n ¢gnwmosÚnhn tîn e„lhfÒtwn. O† te g¦r t¦ me…zona œcontej ™pÇronto
kat¦ tîn t¦ ™l£ttona kekthmšnwn· oátoi d' aâ p£lin ½lgoun, kaˆ to‹j
t¦ me…zona œcousin ™fqÒnoun156.

But the gift of tongues was more common among them than all of the other
gifts, and this was the reason for the division, not due to its own nature but from
the arrogance of those who were speaking in tongues. Thus, on the one hand,
those who had the ‘greater’ gifts were considered more important than those
who received the ‘lesser’ gifts. And these people were dissatisfied and envied
those who possessed the greater gifts

In this, Chrysostom sets the stage for his main discussion in this homily (the discussion even goes
further into the contents of Hom. 1 Cor. 30). The division is caused by the disposition of the person
who received the gift, especially by the gift of tongues. This is probably also part of the reason for
Chrysostom’s belief that the gifts ceased. The gift of tongues was very abundant, but despite this, there
was still division (scivsmato~) between those with the gift of tongues and those without. It is not due
to the inherent nature of tongues (oijkeivan fuvsin), which should, in fact, be a “bringing together”.
Chrysostom then negatively explains the nature of tongues (and probably all of the other gifts), in that
they do not cause schism – the one is not greater than the other, but are rather interdependent. For the
sake of the argument, Chrysostom does distinguish between greater (meivzona) and lesser (ejlavttona)
gifts, probably not as his own presupposition, but rather as the presupposition of his audience or the
general Christian public, who may have believed in a hierocracy among the gifts due to the influence of
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the Alexandrian exegetical school. But this was probably then one of the earliest schisms in the early
church – creating two groups: (a) those that had the greater gifts and (b) those that had the lesser gifts.
Paul combats this schism in the early Corinthian church exactly in his correspondence as found in 1
Corinthians 12-14. This is why Paul strategically places 1 Corinthians 13 in the major section of the
epistle, on the importance of love and the practising of the charismata. This is the charismatic schism
that Chrysostom refers to. The root of this schism is not the gifts themselves, but rather the
“ajgnwmosuvnh” of those who received the gifts. This word does not occur in the New Testament, and
“arrogance” or “senseless pride” would be a better translation than perverseness used in the NPNF.
Arrogance is probably the preference due to the later references in the homily to pride (ejphv/ronto). The
ones who had the greater gifts were arrogant, causing dissension among the early Christian
congregants. According to Chrysostom, this was not only the case in Corinth, but also in Rome.
Chrysostom gives an exposition Romans 12:4 (Hom. Rom. 21.1) and states:
P£lin tù aÙtù Øpode…gmati kšcrhtai, ú kaˆ prÕj Korinq…ouj ™cr»sato,
tÕ aÙtÕ toàto katastšllwn p£qoj… ™dÒqh g£r soi par¦ toà Qeoà, oÙ
sÝ œlabej, oÙd eárej. Di¦ toàto kaˆ tîn carism£twn ¡ptÒmenoj, oÙk
epen, Óti `O mn me‹zon, Ð d œlatton œlaben, ¢ll¦ t…; Di£foron.
”Econtej g¦r, fhsˆ, car…smata, oÙ me…zona kaˆ ™l£ttona, ¢ll¦
di£fora157.

Again he [Paul] uses the same example as he does to the Corinthians and that to
convey the same passionate point… For it was given to you from God; you did
not take it, nor find it even. Here too, when he elaborates on the gifts, he does
not say that one received more, and another less, but what? “Different” For his
words are, ‘having then gifts, ‘not less and greater’, but, ‘differing.’

Again, he emphasizes the main point, which Paul also is making. But those who had the “lesser” gifts
also had a problem, not pride, but envy or jealousy (ejfqovnoun).

In conclusion, Chrysostom, then in this section, as Antiochene exegete, skilfully creates the
introduction of his homily based purely on historia. He interprets the text and notes that the purpose or
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intent of Paul in writing this was to combat the prevalent charismatic schism. Modern scholars in New
Testament often debate over the issue of intended meaning in a text158. But to Chrysostom, this is not
even an issue. He confidently affirms that the intended meaning of the text in 1 Corinthians 12 is to
address the charismatic schism. This is also achieved by Chrysostom’s sensitivity to the historia behind
the text. He masterfully starts, as any good homilist or minister, by expanding on the historical
background of the text. He notes that a hierocratic approach to the gifts may be dangerous, resulting in
schism.

Chrysostom, unfortunately, also in his own argumentation runs the danger of making the same mistake
the Alexandrians made. While Alexandrian exegetes like Origen emphasized the rational gifts,
Chrysostom sometimes stresses the miraculous above the rational. Chrysostom is suspicious, however,
of the gift of tongues159. The fact that he believes that the gifts have ceased is clear, but he does not
discuss the reason for the cessation (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.1). In his defence, Chrysostom is rather focusing
on the ethical aspect of 1 Corinthians 12, on the behaviour of the gifted Christians. From this
introduction, based upon his historical background analysis, he moves on in the next major section to
the social background of the inspired mantics and oracles.

5.4.

Social Background: Response against Oracles and Inspired Mantics

In this second section of the homily, Chrysostom views the social background of the text, with special
reference to the Grecian oracles or oracle singers (crhsmw/doiv) and soothsayers or inspired mantics
(qeomavntei~) especially active in Corinth160. The problem lies in the difference between true and false
prophecy. The main issue is the evidence (ajpovdeixin) of the prophecy. This section gives us some
insight into how Chrysostom viewed the gift of prophecy. The main difference between true and false
prophecy is the proof of its own truth (th`~ oijkeiva~ ajlhqeiva~ tovn e[legcon). Thus, the very nature of
prophecy is to provide evidence of things in the future. But this is also the nature of soothsaying.
Chrysostom highlights four major considerations in this regard:
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5.4.1. The Role of the Human Faculties
Chrysostom expands on Paul’s notion of the gift being “spiritual”. He believes that Christian prophecy
is only a Spirit-driven endeavour, with all human faculties being absent. He mentions (Hom. 1 Cor.
29.2): “…calling the signs ‘spiritual’, because they are works of the Spirit alone, human effort
contributing nothing to the working of such wonders.” Chrysostom is probably assuming too much in
this instance. It would be difficult for the human faculties to be totally absent during the act of
prophecy. The motive behind his statement is probably an eye on the Greek inspired mantics, who had
ecstatic bodily convulsions. The message was not even given by the oracle himself or herself, but by an
interpreter. Ferguson161 mentions: “The oracle thus did not properly foretell the future but indicated
what was the will of the gods or gave advice as to the best course of action.” Chrysostom, as with
Aune162, on the other hand does imply that there is some future prediction in prophecy. He also quotes
1 Kings 22:23 and notes that even Satan can enter the prophet163. This would seem very close to
Christian prophecy, and is why Chrysostom finds it difficult to discern between true and false prophets
regarding predictions made on courses of action. Rather, the conduct of the Christian prophet should be
purely spiritual. How Chrysostom saw this is not very clear. The human faculties, however, could
never be totally absent.

5.4.2. The Conduct of the Prophet and Inspired Mantic
According to Chrysostom, the main difference is not in the future truth of the prophecy, but rather in
the conduct of prophets and inspired mantics. This information is not directly given in the text of 1
Corinthians 12, so Chrysostom needs to provide more information on inspired mantics. Paul states in 1
Corinthians 12:2: “You know that when you were pagans, you were carried away to idols that could not
speak.” Chrysostom explains this statement (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.2):
O‡date Óti Óte œqnh Ãte, prÕj t¦ e‡dwla t¦ ¥fwna, æj ¨n ½gesqe,
¢pagÒmenoi. •O d lšgei, toàtÒ ™stin· 'En to‹j e„dèloij, fhsˆn, e‡pote
katescšqh tij ØpÕ pneÚmatoj ¢kaq£rtou kaˆ ™manteÚeto, ésper
161
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¢pagÒmenoj, oÛtwj e†lketo ØpÕ toà pneÚmatoj dedemšnoj, oÙdn e„dëj
ïn lšgei. Toàto g¦r m£ntewj ‡dion, tÕ ™xesthkšnai, tÕ ¢n£gkhn
Øpomšnein, tÕ çqe‹sqai, tÕ ›lkesqai, tÕ sÚresqai ésper mainÒmenon164.

Now what he means to say is this: ‘In the idol-temples,’ he says, ‘if someone
was possessed at any time by an unclean spirit and began with divination, as if
the person was being dragged away in chains (like a slave) as he or she was
being drawn by that spirit – the person knows nothing that he or she is saying.
For this is distinctive of the soothsayer, to be beside themselves, to be under
compulsion, to be pushed, to be dragged and to be branded as a lunatic

Chrysostom is explaining the conduct of the inspired mantics. They are also controlled by a spirit, but
become as slaves to this spirit. He goes on to elaborate on the conduct of the true prophets:
`O d prof»thj oÙc oÛtwj, ¢ll¦ met¦ diano…aj nhfoÚshj, kaˆ
swfronoÚshj katast£sewj, kaˆ e„dëj § fqšggetai, fhsˆn ¤panta165.

But it is not like this with the prophet, but with a sober mind and controlled
composition and while knowing what he or she is saying, speaks all things.

Chrysostom then further strengthens his argument by stating that it is not only believers who have
suspicion of the inspired mantics, but quotes Plato’s Apology 22c, who affirms Chrysostom’s point that
the inspired mantics do not know anything they are uttering. He also quotes another secular source
from Eusebius (Praep. Ev. 5.9) who in turn quotes Porphyry (Philos. orac): “Let me go; I am mortal
and can no longer contain the god who possesses me.” This gives a rhetorical edge to the homily,
lending authority to it by showing that not only believers would agree with Chrysostom, but even a
great philosopher like Plato and the poets, and even a critic of the Christians, namely Porphyry. To
Chrysostom, departure from natural reason is in fact very problematic.
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He further aims to disgrace the inspired mantics by noting a sexual nuance in the process of convulsion.
He mentions (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.2):
... lšgetai to…nun aÛth ¹ Puq…a gun» tij oâsa ™pikaqÁsqai tù tr…pod…
pote toà 'ApÒllwnoj, diairoàsa t¦ skšlh· eq' oÛtw pneàma ponhrÕn
k£twqen ¢nadidÒmenon, kaˆ di¦ tîn gennhtikîn aÙtÁj diaduÒmenon
mor…wn plhroàn t¾n guna‹ka tÁj man…aj, kaˆ taÚthn t¦j tr…caj
lÚousan loipÕn ™kbakceÚesqa… te, kaˆ ¢frÕn ™k toà stÒmatoj ¢fišnai,
kaˆ oÛtwj ™n paroin…v genomšnhn t¦ tÁj man…aj fqšggesqai ·»mata166.

… [T]his very Pythoness then, as it is said, being a woman, would sit on the
tripod of Apollo with her legs spread, and in this way the evil spirit that ascends
from beneath enters the lower part of her body, and fills the woman with
madness, and with dishevelled hair167 acts like one of the bacchants of
Dionysus and starts foaming at the mouth, and in this state of ecstasy starts to
speak the words of her madness
Chrysostom elaborates on a social custom. The oracle at Delphi was possessed by a Pythian spirit168
and it apparently entered her body sexually, from beneath. Chrysostom realizes that this is extreme, but
uses its extremity to shame the practice of the inspired mantics even more169. The oracle is likened to
the Bacchants of Dionysus, who were the epitome of ecstatic and irrational conduct. The emphasis on
the sexual and sinful desires, according to Chrysostom, typical of the Bacchants, is the crux of the
shame of the oracle. It even causes his congregants to blush. This is certainly not the case with the
Christian prophets.
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5. 4.3. The Individual Freedom of the Prophet
Paul calls the idols “dumb”. That is, they cannot speak. The most popular idol in this case was Apollo,
the god of prophecy. Ironically, Apollo should be the most verbose and colloquial god, but he is dumb.
Again, Chrysostom believes that soothsaying is spiritual slavery, and the darkening of the mind. Thus,
the next characteristic to Chrysostom, regarding true prophecy, is the role of individual freedom. He
mentions that this fact can be seen in the Old Testament. Jonah fled from the face of God, Ezekiel
delayed prophesying and Jeremiah did not wish to be a prophet and gave many excuses. They were
never under compulsion, but acted according to their own volition.

5.4.4. The Confession of the Prophet and Volition of Invisible Beings
Chrysostom gives another important aspect of Christian prophecy. Paul states in 1 Corinthians 12:3:
diÕ gnwr…zw Øm‹n Óti oÙdeˆj ™n pneÚmati qeoà lalîn lšgei, 'An£qema
'Ihsoàj, kaˆ oÙdeˆj dÚnatai e„pe‹n, KÚrioj 'Ihsoàj, e„ m¾ ™n pneÚmati
¡g…J.

Therefore I am giving to you this knowledge that no one who is speaking
through the Spirit of God says: “Jesus is cursed.” And no one is able to declare
“Jesus is Lord” except through the Holy Spirit.

This statement of Paul is central in many commentaries on 1 Corinthians 12. Origen believed that this
verse assumed the gift of discernment of spirits, in that every believer should be careful in believing
any prophet (Fr. 1 Cor.). Basil of Caesarea (Spir. 16.38) believes that this verse even extends to the
confessions of the invisible spirits and angels. He mentions:
... ¢n£qema 'Ihsoàn· Óper e‡poi ¨n t¦ ponhr¦ kaˆ ¢ntike…mena pneÚmata,
ïn ¹ pÒptwsij sun…sthsi tÕn lÒgon, toà aÙtexous…ouj enai t¦j
¢or£touj dun£meij, „sorrÒpwj ™coÚsaj prÕj ¢ret¾n kaˆ kak…an, kaˆ di¦
toàto deomšnaj tÁj toà PneÚmatoj bohqe…aj… tÁj ¢pokalÚyewj tîn
musthr…wn „d…wj tù PneÚmati proshkoÚshj, kat¦ tÕ gegrammšnon…170
170
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… ‘Jesus, be accursed!’ – This is what our enemies, the wicked spirits, would
say. And their fall proves my point, that the invisible powers have free will and
are poised between virtue and vice, and for this reason they need the help of the
Spirit … It is the Spirit who reveals mysteries, according to the Scripture…

This is a very interesting development in the thought of Basil. Chrysostom does nothing of the sort
here. He immediately says that if someone curses Jesus, this person is a mantic. Now Chrysostom starts
an important argument. What about the people who use the name of Jesus honourably, but are deprived
of His Spirit?171 What about demons who acknowledge the Lordship of Christ? Chrysostom then notes
that one must look at the reason of confession. In Mark 1:24, the demoniac confesses to Jesus that He is
Holy One of God and also in Acts 16:17, an unclean spirit acknowledges that the apostles are servants
of God. Chrysostom adds (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.3):
'All¦

mastizÒmenoi,

¢ll'

¢nagkazÒmenoi·

˜kÒntej

d

kaˆ

m¾

mastigoÚmenoi, oÙdamoà172.

(They [the demons] did [confess to the name of Christ]), but upon scourging,
upon compulsion, never of their own will without being scourged173.

Chrysostom departs from Basil’s viewpoint. Chrysostom seems to believe that the invisible beings, at
least the demons, did not have a will of their own174. Chrysostom further states that it was not Christ’s
will to have a testimony from demons, and Paul the same. He notes that one needs to look at the
intentions of the demons. Chrysostom believes that the demons wanted the people to give attention to
the apostles so that they may fall into pride. The conduct of the soothsayer also shows the diabolical
source of the confession.
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In conclusion to his social background discussion, Chrysostom believes that the distinction between
prophet and soothsayer can not always be based upon the truth of the content of the prophecy, only
because it can take some time for the results to show their truth or falsehood. Rather, the believer needs
to give attention to some other distinctions. Firstly, the role of the human faculties must be considered.
True prophecy is a Spirit-driven endeavour, with no human attributes. This may be a weakness in
Chrysostom’s argument, precisely because it would be impossible to have a total absence of the human
faculties. Secondly, the conduct of the true prophet is always honourable and not shameful as in the
case of the ecstatic and sexually loaded conduct of the inspired mantics. Thirdly, the true prophet
prophesies in his/her own volition. They have individual freedom and are not forced into action like the
Bacchants. Finally, the confession that Jesus is the Lord and not accursed is a sign that the Spirit is with
the true prophet. Regarding demons, they also confess Christ, but are forced to do so due to their
destructive motives.

Chrysostom now moves on to the main point he wishes to discuss, namely the dissension among the
gifted believers.

5.5.

Main Argument: Response against Hierocracy

There existed certain hierarchies among the people who had the charismata, which seem to have
developed into a hierocracy. Conzelmann175 states: “Now it is plain that in Corinth there are strong
people who exalt themselves over the weak, and presumably also feelings of inferiority on the part of
the nonpneumatics.” Chrysostom is very concerned due to the immense harm schisms may cause. He
uses three subsections, with the themes: firstly, The Giver is greater than the gift, secondly, The
Discussion of the Individual Gifts and finally a Social Analogy from Wealth and Poverty.

5.5.1. The Giver is Greater than the Gift
Chrysostom is at this stage discussing 1 Corinthians 12:4, which says that there is a diversity of gifts,
but come from the same Spirit. This section becomes pivotal in maintaining the Trinitarian doctrine.
The Giver is one essence (oujsiva). Chrysostom starts his exposition, firstly, that the first thing the gifted
person must realize is that the gifts are given freely to them. This must be “soothing” to the ones with
the lesser gifts. He also notes that there is no reduction in the gifts themselves – he notes that it is not a
diversity of signs or wonders, only a diversity of gifts. The second point he wishes to make is that the
175
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source of the gifts is the same – the Spirit (and later he implies the Trinity). People are drawing from
the same fountain. This would imply equal honour to those who possess the gifts. He says (Hom. 1
Cor. 29.4): “…there is no difference in the Giver.”

Paul, in the next verse, 12:5, states: “There are a variety of ways of serving, but the same Lord.” In this
case, Chrysostom believes that Paul is actually saying the same thing he said in 12:4. Chrysostom is
implying that Paul is using merely another title for the gifts, this time being ‘ministrations’ or ‘ways of
serving’ and is inclusive of the rest of the Trinity, thus indicating equality in Paul’s triadic formula.
This argument was probably very important to Chrysostom and other church fathers. If Paul’s triadic
formula implies equality among the gifted against a hierocracy, as Chrysostom implies, then it must
also imply equality among the members of the Godhead. There were claims that the Holy Spirit was
not divine. This was especially prevalent in Chrysostom’s time, coming most notably from those who
proclaimed subordinationism176, especially found among the Arians177. There is, later in the homily, a
stronger second refutation against subordinationism. If this was true, then a gift from the Spirit would
be necessarily frowned upon in the light of gifts from the Son and the Father. Athanasius (Ep. Serap.
1.30) refuted the claim that the Spirit is inferior also by using 1 Corinthians 12:4-6:
›teron d e„j ¥ggelon kt…sma Ônta· kaˆ oÙdn loipÕn Ømîn ¢sfalj
oÙd ¢lhqšj. Po…a g¦r koinwn…a genhtù kaˆ dhmiourgù; –H po…a ˜nÒthj
to‹j k£tw kt…smasi kaˆ tù taàta dhmiourg»santi LÒgJ; Toàto e„dëj Ð
mak£rioj Paàloj, oÙ diaire‹ t¾n Tri£da, ésper Øme‹j, ¢ll¦ t¾n
˜nÒthta taÚthj did£skwn œgraye Korinq…oij perˆ tîn pneumatikîn178.

And if the Holy Spirit is a created being, then not one of you [heretics] are
steadfast or true. For how can there be communion between the creature and
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the Creator? Or what unity between a lower creature and the Word that created
him? The blessed Paul, knowing this, does not divide the Trinity, as you do;
rather, he teaches its unity when he writes to the Corinthians about spiritual
gifts.

The question of the unity of the Trinity was a direr question to the fathers than the nature of the gifts.
But elaborating on the nature of the Trinity would shed more light on the nature of the gifts. Theodoret
(Comm. Ep.) states with regard to 1 Corinthians 12:
OÙ g¦r, éj tinej Øpšlabon tîn ¢no»twn aƒretikîn, t¦ mn œfh ØpÕ toà
PneÚmatoj ™nerge‹sqai, t¦ d ØpÕ toà tîn Ólwn Qeoà· ¢ll¦ tîn aÙtîn
dwreîn corhgÕn œdeixe t¾n ¡g…an Tri£da179·

For Paul does not say, as certain of the foolish heretics have thought that the
Spirit inspires some gifts and the God of all inspires others. Instead, he shows
that it is the Holy Trinity who is the Giver of the same gifts.

The nature of the Giver is elaborated on more than the nature of the gift. The Giver is greater than the
gift. There is no division in the Giver; therefore there must be no division between the gifted180.
Chrysostom, with Athanasius and Theodoret, also makes this point (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.4):
Kaˆ t… ™stin ™nšrghma; t… d c£risma; fhs…· t… d diakon…a; 'Onom£twn
diaforaˆ mÒnon, ™peˆ pr£gmata t¦ aÙt£ ... `Or´j Óti oÙdem…an diafor¦n
de…knusin ™n ta‹j dwrea‹j PatrÕj kaˆ PneÚmatoj ¡g…ou; oÙ t¦j
Øpost£seij sunale…fwn, m¾ gšnoito, ¢ll¦ tÁj oÙs…aj t¾n Ðmotim…an
™mfa…nwn. “Oper g¦r tÕ Pneàma car…zetai, toàto kaˆ tÕn QeÕn ™nerge‹n,
toàto kaˆ tÕn UƒÕn diat£ttein kaˆ paršcein fhs…181.
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And one would ask: “What is a working?” and “What is a gift?” and “What is a
way of serving?” They are mere differences of names, since the things are the
same… Can you see that he is showing that there is no difference in the gifts of
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit? Not separating the Persons, certainly
not! But he is declaring the equal honour to the Essence182. For that which the
Spirit gives, this, as he says, is the same thing that God also works; this the Son
also ordains and grants.

Thus, the unity and equality of gifts are crucial, and the perspective from each Person of the Trinity
gives richness to the gifts. He therefore implies that the gifts originate from the full Godhead, and not
only the Spirit183. Chrysostom implies that the gifts need to be viewed in triadic perspective as Paul
intended in his formula. A gift, according to Chrysostom, could imply something that is given, and
therefore may cause discord if one receives better or more than another. But when the gifts are seen as
ministries, they are meant for “labour and sweat.” Chrysostom turns the argument and asks the one who
has less labour why he or she is grieving. They are spiritual (from the Spirit) against the shameful
conduct of the inspired mantics. But they are also ministries or services (from the Son) so that none
may become boastful of the gifts they received, but use it in service of God’s kingdom. Finally, they
are also powerful workings (from the Father), thus binding the Trinitarian doctrine (that is, the oujsiva
of God) together. Chrysostom states that they are “declaring equal honour to the Essence (th`~ oujsiva~
thvn oJmotimivan).”

This may imply a sense of theoria, in the text. The higher meaning of the text relates to the Trinitarian
doctrine. It is still built, however, on the historia of the text, that is, its historical context, which
Chrysostom already at the beginning of the homily explained.
Paul states in the next verse, 12:7: “To each one is given the manifestation of the Spirit [fanevrwsi~
tou` pneuvmato~] to the benefit of all.” Chrysostom uses this verse in a Refutatio against those who
would say that even if the gifts originate from the Trinity, they nevertheless received less (Hom. 1 Cor.
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29.5). The theological question of proof of the indwelling of the Spirit is an issue in this instance.
Chrysostom states (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.5):
Fanšrwsin d PneÚmatoj t¦ shme‹a kale‹, e„kÒtwj. 'Emoˆ mn g¦r tù
pistù dÁloj Ð Pneàma œcwn ¢pÕ toà baptisqÁnai· tù d ¢p…stJ
oÙdamÒqen œstai toàto katafanj, ¢ll' À ¢pÕ tîn shme…wn· ... E„ g¦r
kaˆ t¦ car…smata di£fora, ¢ll' ¹ œndeixij m…a· k¨n g¦r polÝ œcVj, k¨n
Ñl…gon, Ðmo…wj e dÁloj184.

But he calls miracles a “manifestation of the Spirit,” with due reason. For to me
who is a believer, the person that has the Spirit is manifest from the fact that the
person has been baptised. But this will be no proof to the unbeliever, except
from the miracles, so that in this there is also great comfort. For although there
are different apportionings of gifts, the evidence thereof is still the same – since
you have much or little, you are equally manifest.

Baptism, according to Chrysostom, is a sign of the indwelling of the Spirit. But this is only visible to
believers. This is then another function of the gifts. Theodoret (Comm. Ep.) mentions more or less the
same as Chrysostom in saying:
OÙk epen, ¹ c£rij, ¢ll', ¹ fanšrwsij. `H mn g¦r c£rij kaˆ nàn d…dotai
to‹j toà panag…ou bapt…smatoj ¢xioumšnoij, ¢ll' oÙk ™nargîj·
…'Anagka…wj d œfh prÕj tÕ sumfšron d…dosqai toà PneÚmatoj t¾n
fanšrwsin, toÝj aÙtoÝj ¢niwmšnouj yucagwgîn185…

Paul does not say “the grace” but the manifestation. For even now grace is
given to those considered worthy of holy baptism, but not in a visible way…It
was necessary for Paul to say that the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the
common good, so as to encourage those who were disheartened…
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The same manifestation is given to all. But this manifestation acts as a sign to unbelievers that the
believer receives the Holy Spirit at baptism. Chrysostom finally also mentions that to bear too much
that one can carry is more a reason to grieve. He then continues to discuss the individual gifts as
mentioned by Paul.

5.5.2. Discussion of the Individual Gifts
The following section in 1 Corinthians 12, verses 8-11, forms the end of the exposition of this homily.
He notes the importance of Paul’s repetition of “ejn tw/̀ aujtw/̀ pneuvmati”, which had a great rhetorical
effect in comforting his readers. He mentions that Paul names the gifts of power, that is, miracles,
prophecies, discernment of spirits, tongues and interpretation, last of all the gifts so that those who have
it may not boast. Mitchell186 firmly attests: “It is no accident here that the gift of tongues comes last
(12:28; cf. 12:10), for it is the spiritual gift which has caused the most friction in the group, due to its
public and separatist nature.” This is questionable if Paul actually meant to do this or whether it was
merely chance he mentions them last. The problem arises later in 1 Corinthians 14, in which Paul
admonishes his readers to strive for the gift of prophecy above the rest. It is significant to see that
Chrysostom, probably due to his experience in rhetoric, does add significance, like Mitchell, to Paul
mentioning tongues last. Most commentators187 on 1 Corinthians do not see significance in Paul
mentioning these last. In conclusion, Chrysostom states (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.5): “The common medicine in
which his consolation consists is that out of the same source, out of the same treasures, out of the same
streams, they all receive their portion.” The common or universal medicine (tov favrmakon tov
kaqolikovn) is the fact that all the gifts emanate from the Trinity.
He now starts by discussing the individual gifts, starting with a word of wisdom (lovgo~ sofiva~)188. It
is connected to the apostles Paul and John, probably being associated with their writings, which may
have been “words of wisdom”. A word of knowledge (lovgo~ gnwvsew~) seems to be associated to the
faithful (who were not apostles), who had experience of divine matters that, according to Chrysostom,
they could not easily teach or convey to others. Chrysostom has a typically mystical view of this gift. In
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a later discussion on the Spirit of God and the spirit of a person, he mentions that there are “secret
things” (ajpovrjrJhta) deep in the spirit that cannot be uttered. There may be some evidence for a
connection in this case, which will be demonstrated later in the study. It has been illustrated earlier how
Origen saw a word of wisdom, in a more Alexandrian sense. In the Antiochene School, this gift of
wisdom, with the gift of a word of knowledge, does not occupy such a central role as in the
Alexandrian school. Augustine brings an interesting perspective on these gifts189. He mentions that
knowledge of divine matters is called “wisdom” and human matters are just called “knowledge.” A
word of knowledge is also connected to apologetics, according to Augustine. Augustine, who used
allegorical interpretation extensively, especially in his Enarrations on the Psalms, does not seem to
hold exactly the same view as Origen in this case, showing the ambiguous nature of the individuals in
the different exegetical schools. Chrysostom seems to be more or less in line with Augustine; however
his explanation is too vague to make it an absolute fact.
The gift of faith (pivsti~), according to Chrysostom, is not faith of doctrines but faith of miracles. He
then quotes Matthew 17:20 and Luke 17:5, noting that this faith is the mother of the miracles (mhvthr
tw`n shmeivwn). By this metaphor, Chrysostom means that miracles are birthed from faith. He literally
means, “signs”, probably referring to the signs and wonders of Christ and the apostles. Signs are never
mentioned in the gifts of the Spirit discourse in 1 Corinthians 12. Whether he would limit signs to God
and the twelve apostles cannot be affirmed. But it does imply that God gives us this faith as a gift to
believe in Him – from this belief, signs would accompany the preaching of the gospel. He does not
limit faith only to “signs”, but also extends it to the gifts of performing miracles and gifts of healing.

Chrysostom states (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.5):
'Energ»mata d dun£mewn kektÁsqai, kaˆ car…smata „am£twn, oÙk œsti
taÙtÒn. `O mn g¦r œcwn c£risma „am£twn, ™qer£peue mÒnon· Ð d
™nerg»mata dun£mewn kekthmšnoj, kaˆ ™timwre‹to. DÚnamij g£r ™stin oÙ
tÕ „£sasqai mÒnon, ¢ll¦ kaˆ tÕ kol£sai, ésper Ð Paàloj ™p»rwsen,
ésper Ð Pštroj ¢ne‹len190.
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But to have the ability to work miracles and gifts of healing is not the same
thing. For the person who has a gift of healing only cures people, but the one
who performs miracles also punishes people. For a miracle is not only the act of
healing, but also punishing. In this manner Paul inflicted blindness and Peter
killed.
Chrysostom notes that there is a difference between the gifts of healing (carivsmata ijamavtwn) and
miracles (ejnerghvmata dunavmewn). Healing only cures, but miracles can also punish.
The gifts of prophecies (profhteivai)191 and discernment of spirits (diakrivsei~ pneumavtwn) are
discussed together. The reason for this is that Chrysostom understands that the discernment of spirits is
aimed at discerning the spirit of the prophet, on whether it is true or false192. This is also the opinion of
Conzelmann193. Chrysostom mentions that the gift of discernment is there to determine who is spiritual
and who is a deceiver. He then quotes 1 Thessalonians 5:20-21: “…do not despise prophesying, but test
everything, hold fast to what is good.” Chrysostom notes that false prophets were very common during
that time. This certainly was the case. He is probably not referring to inspired mantics in this instance,
but rather to false Christian prophets. An earlier tradition in the Didache 11.7-10 shows the prevalence
of false prophets:
Kaˆ p£nta prof»thn laloànta ™n pneÚmati oÙ peir£sete oÙd
diakrine‹te· p©sa g¦r ¡mart…a ¢feq»setai, aÛth d ¹ ¡mart…a oÙk
¢feq»setai.

OÙ p©j d Ð lalîn ™n pneÚmati prof»thj ™st…n, ¢ll' ™¦n

œcV toÝj trÒpouj kur…ou. ¢pÕ oân tîn trÒpwn gnwsq»setai Ð
yeudoprof»thj kaˆ Ð prof»thj. Kaˆ p©j prof»thj Ðr…zwn tr£pezan ™n
pneÚmati, oÙ f£getai ¢p' aÙtÁj, e„ d m»ge, yeudoprof»thj ™st…n. P©j
d prof»thj did£skwn t¾n ¢l»qeian, e„ § did£skei oÙ poie‹,
yeudoprof»thj ™st…n194.
191
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Do not test or examine any prophet who is speaking in a spirit, ‘for every sin
shall be forgiven, but this sin shall not be forgiven.’ But not everyone who
speaks in a spirit is a prophet, except he has the behaviour of the Lord. From his
behaviour, then, the false prophet and the true prophet shall be known. And any
prophet, who teaches the truth, if he does not what he teaches, is a false
prophet.

This tradition varies slightly from the later Eastern tradition of Chrysostom. The early Syrian tradition
of the Didache rather implies a look at the fruit of the prophet to determine the truth of falsehood of the
prophet195. Chrysostom probably realizes that it would be too easy for charlatans to trick Christians in
believing that they are true prophets. It also rises in the Didache 13.1-7 that prophets were entitled to
many benefits, especially regarding the paying of money and first fruits. It would be very profitable for
a false prophet if he or she could persuade the Christians that he or she is a true prophet. Such a case
did occur, in the writings of Lucian of Samosata (Peregr. 5), who tells of a certain Peregrinus, who
fooled Christians in believing that he was a true prophet196. To Chrysostom, merely looking at the
behaviour of the prophet would not be enough; rather, guidance from the Spirit by means of the gift of
discernment can be the only solution to the scourge of the false prophets. According to Chrysostom,
false prophets have their origin from the devil, who is the father of all falsehood. This dualism is very
clear – true prophets are spiritual (inspired by the Holy Spirit), but the false prophets are diabolical
(inspired by the devil).
The gift of tongues (eJtevrw/ gevnh glwssw`n) and interpretation (eJrmhneiva) thereof are also discussed
together. According to Chrysostom, the person speaking in tongues is aware of what he or she is
saying, but cannot interpret. Another person may have both of these gifts or only the gift of
interpretation. Thus, Chrysostom assumes a symbiotic relationship between the people who possess
these gifts. It is not exactly sure what Chrysostom means when he says that the person speaking in
tongues is aware of what he or she is saying. Chrysostom literally says that this person “knows” (h[/dei)
what he or she is saying, but cannot interpret it. To Chrysostom, this spiritual activity seems to be
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something mysterious one cannot always explain in words. This may also have a connection to his
understanding of a word of knowledge. Chrysostom now looks at the historia, and does mention that all
the apostles and the Corinthians especially had this gift. He then continues, and notes that these gifts,
with the other gifts of power were probably considered the greatest. But then Chrysostom inserts an
interesting thought. Teaching (didaskaliva) is also a gift, and should not be neglected. To substantiate
this, he also quotes 1 Timothy 5:17 and 6:13-16 in affirming that teaching is a gift. This addition is
probably brought in to balance the scales between the miraculous gifts and the rational, cognitive gifts.

The following verse, 1 Corinthians 12:11, states: “All these are worked by one and the same Spirit,
who apportions to each one individually as He wills.” According to Chrysostom, the fact that the gifts
are given by the same Spirit is, appropriately, “healing” (qerapeuvein), but the fact that the Spirit
divides it as He wills is the “binding up” (ejpistuvfein). This would probably indicate that, the fact that
it is the will of God for people to have what they have, should be reason enough to continue their
ministry. It should give consolation (paramuqei`tai) and also, literally, stop the mouths (ejpistomivzei)
of the people who would say otherwise (tovn ajntilevgonta). These gainsayers are those who believe
that there exists a strict hierocracy among those who had the charismata, who causes the schism.
According to Chrysostom’s medicinal metaphor, these gainsayers would be the ones inflicting the
wounds, to which Paul needs to bring not only healing, but also bandage in order that it would not be
wounded again. The fact that the will of God is now involved may prevent another wound, because,
rhetorically, one cannot argue against something that is the will of God. Chrysostom even complements
this by quoting Romans 9:20: “But who are you who reply against God?” This sort of rhetoric, however
very effective, can be dangerous. The Deus-Vult rhetorical strategy eliminates all room for critical
reflection and dialogue. Despite this sort of rhetoric and argumentation’s commonality in ancient times,
the danger of it needs to be noted. Chrysostom is probably not being a fundamentalist. He is not using
it as first and foremost premise. This is admirable, because it would have been very possible to do this.
Chrysostom (and Paul), places the Deus-Vult argument at the end of their premises, possibly as a
trump-card, to avoid the flowing of the argument ad infinitum. Chrysostom illustrates that Paul now
places the gainsayers before God, and not before his own apostolic authority. This would obviously
silence the troublemakers.

In Hom. 1 Cor. 29.6 Chrysostom curiously returns to the Trinitarian controversy. It is necessary to give
the entire quote:
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Kaˆ Ö toà PatrÕj Ãn, toàto kaˆ toà PneÚmatoj œdeixen Ôn. “Wsper g¦r
perˆ aÙtoà fhsin, `O d aÙtÕj QeÕj Ð ™nergîn t¦ p£nta ™n p©sin, oÛtw
kaˆ perˆ toà PneÚmatoj· P£nta d taàta ™nerge‹ ›n kaˆ tÕ aÙtÕ
Pneàma. 'All' ™nergoÚmenon, fhsˆn, ØpÕ toà Qeoà. 'All' oÙdamoà toàto
e‡rhken, ¢ll¦ sÝ toàto pl£tteij. “Otan g¦r lšgV, `O ™nergîn t¦ p£nta
™n p©si, perˆ ¢nqrèpwn toàto lšgei· oÙ d»pou met¦ tîn ¢nqrèpwn kaˆ
tÕ Pneàma ¢riqme‹, k¨n muri£kij Ïj parapa…wn, k¨n muri£kij
mainÒmenoj. 'Epeid¾ g¦r epe, Di¦ toà PneÚmatoj, †na tÕ di¦ toàto m¾
nom…sVj ™lattèsewj enai mhd toà ™nerge‹sqai, ™p»gagen, Óti 'Energe‹
tÕ Pneàma, oÙk ™nerge‹tai, kaˆ ™nerge‹ æj boÚletai, oÙ kaqëj
keleÚetai197.

And that which was of the Father, Paul implies that it is also from the Spirit.
For regarding the Father, he said: “but it is the same God who works all things
in all,” likewise also regarding the Spirit, “but all these things works one and
the same Spirit.” But it will be said: ‘The Spirit does it initiated by God.” No,
nowhere does Paul say this; it is a creation of your mind! For when he said:
“who works all things in all,” he said this with regard the human beings. You
cannot say that Paul lists the Spirit among human beings, although you may be
so infinite in your childishness and lunacy. For since he said: “through the
Spirit,” so that you may not understand the word “through” to denote inferiority
or being initiated, he adds that “the Spirit works,” and not ‘is worked,’ and
works ‘as he wills,’ not as he is commanded.

This forms the second refute against those who would suppose that the Holy Spirit is not part of the
Trinity, namely the subordinationists. In this second refute, Chrysostom is more ruthless in his rhetoric.
Firstly, a great sensitivity to the grammar of 1 Corinthians 12 is observed, typical of the Antiochene
exegetes. He, in his first observation, defines the meaning of the preposition “diav”, noting that there is
no sense of inferiority (ejlattwvsew~) signified by the word. The preposition is used with the genitive
in Paul’s discourse referred to by Chrysostom. According to Blass and Debrunner198, this use of the
197
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preposition, as Chrysostom does, is acceptable. The common opinion would be that the Spirit is the
agent with the preposition, which may (or may not) imply subordination or ejlattwsiv~. However, “The
originator is probably also denoted by diav instead of the agent”199. When one views the Pauline text,
one should however be cautious not to read too much into his variation of prepositions. Paul probably
wants to create a sense of ambiguity. Chrysostom, however, reads much more into this than just
mentioned. Chrysostom notes that the Spirit is part of the originator, thus validating his grammatical
analysis. He is, in the second observation, also sensitive to the use of the voice of the verb Paul
incorporates. The Spirit “works” (ejnergei`) rather than “is worked” (ejnergei`tai). This implies that the
role of the Spirit is active and not passive, which Chrysostom denotes. The third observation also looks
at the use of the word “wills” (bouvletai) rather than “is commanded” (keleuvetai). Obviously the
latter choice would certainly imply subordination and passive action, however, the volition of the
Spirit, according to Chrysostom, is the volition of the Trinity – they are One Essence. There is also no
pacifism in the Trinity; they all act as one, which is best illustrated in the giving of the charismata. It is
also the same observation of Athanasius (Ep. Serap. 3.3-4), who also makes a great deal of this verse to
refute the subordinationists, making the claim:
E„ d, Óti oÙk œsti tîn pollîn Ð UƒÕj, ¢ll' eŒj ™stin, æj Pat¾r eŒj ™sti,
kaˆ oÙk œsti kt…sma, p£ntwj kaˆ tÕ Pneàma (cr¾ g¦r ¢pÕ toà Uƒoà
lamb£nein kaˆ t¾n perˆ toà PneÚmatoj gnîsin) oÙk ¨n e‡h kt…sma. OÙ
g¦r tîn pollîn ™stin, ¢ll' ›n ™sti kaˆ aÙtÒ200.

But if the Son, because he does not belong to the many but is one as the Father
is one [John 17:22], is not a creature, then certainly the Spirit could not be a
creature since we must derive our knowledge of the Spirit from what we know
about the Son. For the Spirit does not belong to the many but Himself is one
and the same.

This verse then becomes crucial in refuting the Arians, one of the greatest controversies in the early
church, due to their view that the Son and the Spirit were subordinate. One can see the similarities
between Chrysostom and Athanasius’ reasoning, regarding the fact that the Spirit (and the Son) is not
199
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part of the “many” (according to Athanasius) or “numbered among people” (according to Chrysostom).
Chrysostom, typical in ancient argumentative style, does bring in an ad hominem allusion. He uses
strong, emotive language, namely “manifold in childishness” (muriavki~ … parapaivwn), very much
like infinite childishness, and also “manifold in madness” (muriavki~ mainovmeno~). The repetition of
the word muriavki~ also entails a strong rhetorical effect in his prohibition. Earlier, he actually initiated
the ad hominem movement by noting that his opponents, the subordinationists (thus, probably the
Arians), “assumes” (plavttei~) it – literally, they are moulding (plavssw) this statement. He
masterfully incorporates the diatribe style of argumentation, by setting up his Arian opponent, and then
refuting him by mentioning that his thoughts are moulded by his own presuppositions. They create
fables to satisfy their own endless doting and madness, resulting in heresy.
Next, Chrysostom draws a parallel between the Spirit of God (pneuvma tou` qeou`) and the spirit of a
person (pneuvma tou` ajnqrwvpou). Only the Spirit of God knows the things of God. The soul (yuchv) of
the person knows the inner things of that individual. Chrysostom calls this the “secret things”
(ajpovrjrJhta), which could also refer to the things that cannot be spoken. There could be a possibility
that this idea of Chrysostom could refer back the word of knowledge, which the faithful had, but that
which they could not teach. The word ajpovrjrJhta does not occur in this reference, so it may be
somewhat speculative. It is the opinion of the author, however, that there may be more reason for
connection than not. Both references refer to something a person possess inside which cannot be
articulated or even carried over in tradition. Both have, according to Chrysostom, a mystical nature but
to its secrecy and hidden nature. Both are also spiritual, coming from a source that is not verifiable or
unverifiable. There would seem to be some implicit connection. The repetition of the verb oi[da also
may imply some connotation to a word of knowledge in Chrysostom’s thought. This parallel, however,
still serves his second refutation of subordinationism. He concludes by saying that if someone received
something from a king, it would be reason for celebration, but if someone receives something from a
slave, vexation is reasonable. In this analogy, the king would represent the Father and the slave the
Spirit in the sense of subordinationism. Chrysostom then implies that subordinationism, with Arianism,
have an inherent tendency and drive to schism. Schism in the Trinity leads to schism in the church,
especially in the sense of the distribution of the gifts and implied hierocracy therein.

This concludes the largest core section of the homily. Chrysostom comforts his audience not to grieve
upon receiving more or less. He then makes the Antiochene step to theoria, starting to connect this
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section with the second controversial discussion in the church, namely the distribution of wealth and
poverty.

5.5.3. Social Analogy: The Rich and the Poor
In discussing this section, also the conclusion of the homily, one needs to look at three elements.
Firstly, it is the author’s opinion that this section illustrates a clear and logical step to theoria, secondly,
the socio-historical background of Chrysostom’s era, concerning wealth and poverty, needs to be
substantiated, and thirdly, the contents and logic of this division of the homily needs to be discussed.

5.5.3.1. A Step to Theoria
Why would this section be classified as a step to theoria? The reason for this is because the context of 1
Corinthians 12 does not allude to material “gifts”, but spiritual gifts. But Chrysostom draws upon the
notion of spiritual gifts and applies the text to a contemporary problem very real to Chrysostom and his
audience in the time they existed. This textual application may be a significant example of theoria; one
can observe that it is certainly not allegoria, which is a higher spiritual meaning, but rather theoria, an
extended, pragmatic, contemporary textual application that reaches past and above the text, not
necessarily to a spiritual, metaphysical realm, but a contemporary realm. It must be stressed that
theoria does however, at times, reach into a metaphysical realm, but often supersedes it to a preferred
contextual, material realm – or both. In this case, regarding this analogy given by Chrysostom, it is the
latter mentioned contextual application.

5.5.3.2. Wealth and Poverty in the Early Church
Chrysostom uses Paul’s argument on the gifts of the Spirit and extends it also to material gifts, wealth,
or the lack thereof, poverty – a very fiery issue at the time. This is where Chrysostom departs from
most modern commentators on the subject. A highly critical commentary such as Conzelmann’s201
remains strictly within the textual context of the gifts as being only ‘spiritual’202. Commentaries like
Thiselton203 and Barrett204, however being brilliant expositions, also do not move very far away from
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the hermeneutical safety of the “pneuvma” in the phrase “pneumatikov~”. Fee205 does seem to move
farther than the above mentioned commentators, but not nearly as far as Chrysostom. They do not
move to theoria. This would not imply that the above mentioned commentators are inferior. It reminds
us that these homilies of Chrysostom are in fact sermons. Chrysostom, for the sake of his audience as
homilist, needs to bridge the exegetical and hermeneutical gap. In the author’s opinion, Chrysostom
almost seems to break the hermeneutical rules of exegesis modernity has so aptly lain down. But one is
then kindly reminded that Chrysostom was not bound by the exegetical guidelines of modernity. This is
what makes ancient commentators so valuable to the modern exegete. They provide insights from a
different perspective due to their activity within different hermeneutical framework. Chrysostom
comfortably attempts something many modern exegetes would not dream of publishing in an academic
journal or commentary. But one must also remember that Chrysostom was accountable to his
congregation. He was not an independent theologian working outside the authority of the church206, but
was permeated in the everyday life of the people who listened to him. Thus follows Chrysostom’s
discourse on the gifts and wealth and poverty.

It is necessary, at this point, to explain the social (and theological) climate among the Christians in
Chrysostom’s time regarding wealth and poverty. Very useful research has been done in the social
scientific and cultural anthropological fronts of biblical-scientific approaches. Wealth and poverty is
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not so much a financial position as it is a social position. The work of scholars like Malina207 and
Hollenbach208 has given great insight into this question.
Hollenbach209 incorporates views from Malina and Carney, to define rich and poor. He notes that the
work of scholars like Hengel was a failure due to ignorance of social-scientific insights. To sum up the
points of Hollenbach, he notes that one must understand the thinking of the ancient individual
regarding wealth and poverty. This thinking was centred on an ideal egalitarian society (Lev 25; Acts 2,
4). But the current dispensation is not egalitarian, rather, it is dominated by the proud and unrighteous
wealthy and the humble and righteous poor – a peculiar type of “ancient Marxism”. This is taken from
Malina, who especially draws on Aristotle’s principle of the common, limited good. Limited good
extends to all facets of life, including politics and kinship. The wealthy person is inherently evil due to
the fact that this person has more than his or her share – the superfluous measure being that which was
to be designated to the (now) poor person. There are only a limited number of goods; goods and riches
are not infinite210. This was especially the view of the people during the age of the New Testament.
Malina211 also refers to many early Christian fathers like Jerome and Clement of Alexandria, indicating
some continuity in thought.

However, it must be noted that the views of wealth and poverty were somewhat influenced by the
gargantuan emergence of Christian thinking, especially after Constantine. Wilken (2003:xvi-xvii) even
notes that Hellenism was Christianised, rather than the popular opinion of Von Harnack, who stated
that the patristic intellectualism marked a hellenization of Christianity. I rather agree with the former
opinion of Wilken. The influence of Christianity, later, was very significant. The reason for its
immense significance is due to the fact that the theory made its contact with the people – this was done
in the assemblies. This example of Chrysostom is a good illustration. Theory is no longer limited to
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philosophers. The studies of the homilies of the early Christian leaders probably give the most insight
into the social life of the average lower- and middle-class Christian. Malina is correct in noting that the
concept of limited good (and a negative view to wealth it supposes) had its place in the patristic era, but
it could not possibly be the same as the view of the first century Mediterranean peasant or aristocrat. It
must be remembered that most of the first early Christians were poor. The incredible influence of
emerging asceticism and monasticism on the one hand, and a very wealthy and powerful church-state
on the other, are attributes of this change. Social ideology is always in flux, never being static,
especially in an age of such drastic changes with regard to religion and politics, as the postConstantinian period.

Malina’s work here also remains important. The best sources, however, prove to be the primary sources
of the day. The thought of a symbiosis regarding the rich and poor are already prevalent quite early in
the Christian tradition. In the Shepherd of Hermas (Herm. Sim. 2.5-7), we find this statement:
”Akoue, fhs…n· Ð mn ploÚsioj œcei cr»mata, t¦ d prÕj tÕn kÚrion
ptwceÚei, perispèmenoj perˆ tÕn ploàton ˜autoà, kaˆ l…an mikr¦n œcei
t¾n œnteuxin kaˆ t¾n ™xomolÒghsin prÕj tÕn kÚrion, kaˆ ¿n œcei,
blhcr¦n kaˆ mikr¦n kaˆ ¥llhn m¾ œcousan dÚnamin. Ótan oân ™panapaÍ
™pˆ tÕn pšnhta Ð ploÚsioj kaˆ corhgÍ aÙtù t¦ dšonta, pisteÚei Óti ™¦n
™rg£shtai e„j tÕn pšnhta dun»setai tÕn misqÕn eØre‹n par¦ tù qeù· Óti
Ð pšnhj ploÚsiÒj ™stin ™n tÍ ™nteÚxei aÙtoà kaˆ ™n tÍ ™xomolog»sei,
kaˆ dÚnamin meg£lhn œcei par¦ tù qeù ¹ œnteuxij aÙtoà. ™picorhge‹ oân
Ð ploÚsioj tù pšnhti p£nta ¢dist£ktwj· Ð pšnhj oân ™picorhgoÚmenoj
ØpÕ toà plous…ou ™ntugc£nei tù qeù eÙcaristîn aÙtù, Øpr toà
didÒntoj aÙtù· k¢ke‹noj œti kaˆ œti spoud£zei perˆ toà pšnhtoj, †na
¢di£leiptoj gšnhtai ™n tÍ zwÍ aÙtoà· ode g£r, Óti ¹ toà pšnhtoj
œnteuxij prosdekt» ™stin kaˆ plous…a prÕj kÚrion. ¢mfÒteroi oân tÕ
œrgon teloàsin· Ð mn pšnhj ™rg£zetai tÍ ™nteÚxei, ™n Î ploute‹, ¿n
œlaben par¦ toà kur…ou· taÚthn ¢pod…dwsi tù kur…J tù ™picorhgoànti
aÙtù. kaˆ Ð ploÚsioj æsaÚtwj tÕ ploàtoj, Ö œlaben par¦ toà kur…ou,
¢dist£ktwj paršcetai tù pšnhti212.
212
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“Listen”, he [the shepherd], said, “The rich man has ample riches, but is poor
with regard to the touching of the Lord, his intercession and confession toward
the Lord is small, because his riches keep him busy, and that which he has is
weak and small, and has no power. But when the rich man rests upon the poor,
and provides to the poor man what he needs, he believes that what he does to
the poor can bring reward from God, because the poor is rich in intercession
and confession, and his intercession has great power with God. The rich man,
therefore, helps the poor man in all things without a doubt. But the poor man,
being helped by the rich, makes intercession to God, giving Him thanks, for
him who gave to him, the rich man is still zealous for the poor man, that he will
not fail in his life, for he knows that the intercession of the poor is acceptable
and rich to the Lord. Therefore the two complete the work together, for the poor
man works in the intercession, in which he is rich, which he received from the
Lord and pays this to the Lord who helps him. And the rich man provides to the
poor, without hesitation, with the wealth which he received from the Lord.”

This view illustrated in the Shepherd shows some development of thought in the early apostolic fathers.
It implies a symbiotic relationship213 between the rich and the poor214. It is also seen in the work of
Clement of Alexandria’s Who is the Rich Man that shall be Saved? A moderate approach is given.
Nevertheless, the poor were almost always associated with the Lord, especially due to the beatitudes
(Blessed is the poor – Matt 5:3). Jerome is notoriously known for his negativity against the wealthy,
who even attempted to write a history about the church in which he wanted to illustrate how the church
constantly grew richer and more iniquitous215. Writers like Chrysostom and Ambrose do not have as
many problems with wealthy persons per se; rather, they criticize the unwillingness of the rich to help
the poor. Chrysostom states (Hom. 1 Tim. 12.4): “Unshared, wealth becomes something evil, a trap216.”

The opinion of the church then regarding wealth and poverty, when viewed closer, seems to be
ambivalent. But the fact that poverty was a problem then, as it is today, stands to reason, especially
213
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when viewed in relation to Aristotle’s limited good concept. Chrysostom then uses the discourse on the
gifts also to affirm his own views on wealth and poverty. Although it may seem, at face value, to the
modern exegete, as exegesis out of context, or eisegesis, to Chrysostom, it was his own congregational
context he had to address, and not modern rules of hermeneutics – it was theoria.

5.5.3.3. Wealth and Poverty in Homily 29 on 1 Corinthians 12
In the final section of the homily, Chrysostom applies a principle he deduced from 1 Corinthians 12 on
wealth and poverty. He gives it in Hom. 1 Cor. 29.5:
E„ d ™n to‹j pneumatiko‹j oÙ cr¾ perierg£zesqai, pollù m©llon ™n to‹j
sarkiko‹j, ¢ll' ¹suc£zein, kaˆ m¾ polupragmone‹n, di¦ t… Ð de‹na
ploÚsioj, Ð de‹na d pšnhj. M£lista mn g¦r oÙc ›kastoj ¢pÕ Qeoà
ploute‹, ¢ll¦ polloˆ kaˆ ™x ¢dik…aj kaˆ ¡rpagÁj kaˆ pleonex…aj. `O
g¦r keleÚsaj m¾ ploute‹n, pîj ¨n œdwken Óper ™kèluse m¾ labe‹n;217

And if we should not be greedy regarding the spiritual things, much more
should we not be greedy in the material things. Rather be quite and not
constantly ask why one person is rich and another is poor. For, firstly, not every
rich person is rich from God’s providence, but many are rich due to unrighteous
activities, and theft and greed. For the person who was forbidden to be rich,
who can God have given to this person that which He has forbidden?

The principle here is curiosity. Chrysostom gives in to the fact that the distribution of the gifts among
the faithful, with some having more than others, is just as great a mystery as to ask why a person has
more riches than another. But regarding riches, he notes that God is not the only source of riches. The
function of this statement again is both rhetorical and logical. The distribution of the gifts, as seen in
the previous sections, all have their source from one and the same Spirit, being part of the Trinity. But
regarding the distribution of wealth and poverty, it is more complex. Wealth and poverty both may
result from God or unrighteousness. This would make the mystery even greater. But the spiritual things
are greater than the material things – which Chrysostom calls sarkikoi`~. This would imply the things
the flesh needs to survive. The concept of a limited good, as was illustrated, was still probably
217
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prevalent in Chrysostom’s day. But a very curious development in Chrysostom’s thought occurs. There
are spiritual goods (pneumativka) as well as material goods (sarkivka). The aspect that is problematic
to Chrysostom is that with both of these, even the spiritual goods, greed seems to abound, which is
typical of human nature. Spiritual gifts, it would seem, was not limited is its existence, as material
goods were, but they may be limited only according to the wisdom of the will of God. Material goods
are limited due to their existence, according to Aristotle, but spiritual goods are limited only in God’s
will regarding their distribution. Material goods, according to Chrysostom, are not limited only by the
will of God, but also by the working of unrighteousness, making it almost more mysterious. As an
example, he reaches to historia, looking at the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. God was the God
of them all, but some of them were very poor, while an unrighteous man like Esau was rich. He also
refers to David, who had many toils while Solomon lived for forty years in peace. Chrysostom then
implies that what one has, whether it is spiritual or material is mysteriously distributed. He quotes
Psalm 36:6: “Your judgments are unfathomable.”

Along with the mystery of gift distribution, Chrysostom also elaborates on the disposition of the
wicked rich person. Although it would appear that a rich person, despite their wickedness, is in a good
disposition if he does not have any problems, Chrysostom illustrates that a wicked rich person is the
lowliest of all218. Chrysostom elaborates on this view by listing the usual vices of the wicked rich
person (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.5):
M¾ to…nun lšge, Di¦ t… Ð mn ploÚsioj faàloj ín, Ð d pšnhj d…kaioj
ên; M£lista mn g¦r kaˆ toÚtwn œsti doànai lÒgon, kaˆ e„pe‹n· “Oti
oÜte Ð d…kaioj ¢pÕ tÁj pen…aj œcei ti bl£boj, ¢ll¦ kaˆ me…zona
prosq»khn eÙdokim»sewj, kaˆ Ð kakÕj ™fÒdion timwr…aj tÕn ploàton, ¨n
m¾ metab£lhtai, kškthtai· kaˆ prÕ tÁj kol£sewj d poll£kij kakîn
a‡tioj aÙtù gšgonen Ð ploàtoj pollîn, kaˆ e„j mÚria ½gage b£raqra. `O
d QeÕj ¢f…hsin, Ðmoà te deiknÝj tÕ aÙtexoÚsion tÁj proairšsewj, Ðmoà
te toÝj ¥llouj paideÚwn m¾ ma…nesqai mhd lutt´n perˆ t¦ cr»mata219.
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Therefore, do not say: ‘Why is one person rich, who is wicked, and another
person poor who is righteous?’ Firstly, one can explain these things and say that
the righteous is not disadvantaged in any way by poverty, no; this person
receives even a greater measure of honour. And that the evil person, from their
riches, only has a measure of punishment waiting, unless this person is
changed. And even before the punishment, it often happens that the riches
cause many problems, and lead the rich person into a thousand difficulties. But
God allows it, at the same time to show that every person has the free choice of
the will, and also to teach all others not to be mad nor desire money.

The fact that the punishment of the rich person is severe is evident in the fact that it is not only
eschatological punishment, but also earthly punishment. Earthly punishment can be one of two evils,
according to Chrysostom. Chrysostom’s Three Homilies on the Power of Demons become very relevant
in this case220. Chrysostom (Diab. 1.5) here makes mention of two types of evil, namely tempting evils
(kakiva)221, like lust, envy, greed etc, and calamities (sumforav), like natural disasters, poverty, famine
etc. Chrysostom is rather positive about the latter mentioned calamities, naming that their source is
God. This helps one to understand Chrysostom’s view on poverty. A very interesting image is given in
the first homily of the three (Diab. 1.5) where Chrysostom depicts God as a physician. It is necessary to
supply the entire image:
Kaˆ g¦r Ð „atrÕj, oÙc Ótan e„j parade…souj kaˆ leimînaj ™xag£gV tÕn
k£mnonta, qaumastÒj ™sti mÒnon, oÙd' Ótan e„j balane‹a kaˆ
kolumb»qraj Ød£twn, oÙd' Ótan tr£pezan paratiqÍ plous…an, ¢ll¦ kaˆ
Ótan ¥siton keleÚV diamšnein, kaˆ Ótan ¥gcV limù kaˆ d…yV katate…nV,
tÍ kl…nV proshlîn kaˆ t¾n o„k…an desmwt»rion poioÚmenoj, kaˆ aÙtoà
toà fwtÕj ¢posterîn kaˆ

suski£zwn

pantacÒqen tÕ

dwm£tion

parapet£smasi, kaˆ Ótan tšmnV, kaˆ Ótan ka…V, kaˆ Ótan pikr¦ pros£gV
f£rmaka, „atrÒj ™stin Ðmo…wj. Pîj oân oÙk ¥topon ™ke‹non mn tosaàta
™rgazÒmenon kak¦ „atrÕn kale‹n, tÕn d QeÕn, e‡ pote ›n toÚtwn
220
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poi»seien, oŒon À limÕn À q£naton ™pag£goi, blasfhme‹n kaˆ tÁj toà
pantÕj ™kb£llein prono…aj; ka…toi ge Ð ¢lhq¾j „atrÕj oátoj mÒnoj ™stˆ
kaˆ yucîn kaˆ swm£twn. Di¦ toàto poll£kij t¾n fÚsin t¾n ¹metšran
paralabën

™x

eÙqhn…aj

skirtîsan,

kaˆ

puretÕn

¡marthm£twn

çd…nousan, ™nde…v kaˆ limù kaˆ qan£tJ kaˆ sumfora‹j ˜tšraij, kaˆ to‹j
¥lloij oŒj aÙtÕj ode farm£koij ¢pall£ttei tîn noshm£twn. 'All' oƒ
pšnhtej a„sq£nontai mÒnoi toà limoà, fhs…n. 'All' oÙcˆ mÒnJ limù
kol£zei, ¢ll¦ kaˆ ˜tšroij mur…oij· tÕn ™n pen…v mn Ônta limù poll£kij
™swfrÒnise, tÕn ploutoànta d kaˆ eÙpor…aj ¢polaÚonta kindÚnoij,
nos»masi, qan£toij ¢èroij· eÙm»canoj g£r ™sti, kaˆ poik…la œcei tÁj
swthr…aj ¹mîn t¦ f£rmaka222.

For the physician is not only adored when he leads the patient into gardens and
meadows or baths and pools of water, or even if he sets the patient before a well
furnished table, but also when he orders the patient to remain without food,
when he oppresses him with hunger and thirst, confines him to his bed, making
his house a prison and depriving him of light, while shadowing his room with
curtains on all sides; and also when he cuts and cauterizes, and when he brings
bitter medicines, he is equally a good physician. Is it not then preposterous to
call such a person, who does so many evils, a physician, but to blaspheme God,
if He does these sorts of things at any time, if He brings famine or death, and to
reject His providence over all? And yet He is the only true physician of both
souls and bodies. On this account He often seizes this greedy nature of ours, our
wanting to prosper, and travailing with a fever of sins, and by poverty, and
hunger, and death and other calamities and the rest of the medicines of which
He knows, He frees us from disease. But the poor alone feels hunger, says one.
But He does not chasten with hunger alone but with countless other things. The
person who is in poverty He has often corrected with hunger, but the rich and
him who enjoys prosperity, with dangers, diseases and ultimately death. For He
is full of resources, and the medicines He has for our salvation are many.
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This lengthy quote illustrates the thought of Chrysostom. The poor are blessed with calamities. But the
evils he refers to, which the wicked rich enjoy, as in Hom. 1 Cor. 29, would fall under his first
grouping of evils, the kakiva. The experience of these evils does not fall under the medicine of the great
Physician. Drunkenness and evil desires destroy the very soul of the wicked person. These are rather
the diseases, to which the rich must pray for healing. The division of riches, as Chrysostom closes his
homily, is just as great a mystery as to why one person is black and another white or why one may have
a big nose or another a small nose (Hom. 1 Cor. 29.6). This is also the same mystery relating to the
distribution of the spiritual gifts. One should accept it as the will of God.

5.6.

Conclusion

Chrysostom discusses 1 Corinthians 12 in this homily in relation to many of the problems which were a
reality for the people in his assembly. His main drive in the homily is ethical rather than solely
theological, although many theological issues like the Trinity and Pneumatology are thoroughly
discussed. It is ethical because of the ethical problems the gifts seemed to have created. Pride, envy and
greed were at the top of this list. It is impressive to note that Chrysostom, having believed that the gifts
had ceased, still provides so much valuable information on the gifts.

The charismatic schism caused many problems in the early church, probably adding to Chrysostom’s
sceptical attitude to the working of the gifts. It is a pity that Chrysostom believes that the gifts have
ceased, and this also becomes critique against him. His scepticism is, however, understandable. The
greedy and envious nature of both those who had the greater and lesser gifts was troublesome to
Chrysostom. And Chrysostom does not lash out at the gifts themselves, but rather at the attitude of the
people who possessed the gifts. He corrects this by giving the true nature of the Holy Spirit and the
gifts. There is no division in the Trinity, which is the source of the gifts, and therefore there should be
no division among the gifted. The gifts are in service of the community. This is also a measure at
preventing schism in his congregation – it is ethical pastoral care.

A typical Antiochene approach is found in this homily. Chrysostom looks at the historical and social
backgrounds to the text. He elaborates on the history of the gifts is the church, which seems to be
negative. It is a pity that Chrysostom spends so much time on this negative aspect. He looks at the
social phenomena of oracles and inspired mantics, which were very real to his congregants, and gives
the differences. He even incorporates intertextuality by referring to non-Christian and Christian
sources. His whole argument actually revolves around historia, in the damage caused by gifted
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individuals as history has shown. Each gift is explained, but he gives more attention to the Giver than
the gifts or the gifted. His final principle, the theoria, is seen in the fact that one should not be greedy
or overly curious about the mysteries of God. This theoretical principle is then put in practice by
referring to the social problem of wealth and poverty, a reality in the lives of his congregants. The
theoria is this: The mystery of God, which is seen in the distribution of the spiritual gifts/goods, must
also be seen in the greater mystery of the distribution of wealth/material goods, from God and from
unrighteousness. Using this, Chrysostom masterfully addresses both historical and complicated
contemporary issues (both ethical and theological) and makes the text transcend its typical charismatic
usage.

5.7.

Appendix: Translation of Homily 29
The Historical Context: The Nature of Pneuvma and Carismavta and the Charismatic Schism

“Now concerning the spiritual gifts, my brothers and sisters, I do not want you
to remain without knowledge. You know that when you were pagans, you were
led away to idols that could not speak.”223

[1] The content of this verse is very unclear; but the obscurity is the result of our own ignorance of the
spiritual things referred to and their cessation – those things which did occur then but not anymore.
And why do they not occur anymore? Look, even the reason for the obscurity causes us to ask yet
another question, namely: Why did the gifts function then, but not anymore?

But let us postpone this question for another time. Let us rather focus on the things which were
occurring then. Thus, what happened in those days? Whoever was baptised immediately spoke in
tongues and not in tongues only, but many also prophesied and performed many works of power. For
since they were converted from idol-worship, without having any concrete knowledge or training in the
ancient Scriptures, they immediately received the Spirit with their baptism, although they could not see
the Spirit, as It is invisible, God had given, in His grace, some visible manifestation of that power. And
immediately one spoke in Persian, another in Latin, another in Indian and another in some other sort of
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language; and this was the visible manifestation to those without the Spirit, that it was the Spirit
speaking in the person. This is also why Paul states:
“But to each is given a manifestation of the Spirit to the benefit of all,”224

He calls the gifts a “manifestation of the Spirit.” For just as the Apostles themselves had received this
sign first, so also the believers continued receiving it – I am referring to the gift of tongues; yet not only
this but also many other gifts: in this case, many even raised the dead and cast out demons and
performed many other wonders like these; and these people also had the gifts – some less – some more.
But the gift of tongues was more common among them than all of the other gifts, and this was the
reason for the division, not due to its own nature but from the arrogance of those who were speaking in
tongues. Thus, on the one hand, those who had the ‘greater’ gifts were considered more important than
those who received the ‘lesser’ gifts. And these people were dissatisfied and envied those who
possessed the greater gifts. And Paul himself, as he continues to argue, points to this problem. And
because of this their relationships in love were suffering greatly, and Paul carefully points them in the
right direction. For this also happened in Rome, but not in exactly the same way. And this is why, in
the Epistle to the Romans, he states only briefly and discreetly:

“For just as we have many members in one body, and all the members do not
have the same function, so is it also with us, who despite being many, are one
body in Christ and each individually members of one another. And while we
have gifts differing according to the grace that was given to us, whether it be
prophecy, let us prophesy according to the proportion of our faith, or service,
let us give ourselves to our service to others, or the person who teaches, to
teaching.”225

And the Romans were also being stubborn because of this problem, and to this he addresses in the
beginning of that argument, saying:
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“For I tell you, through the grace given to me, every person among you should
not think of themselves more highly than they ought to think; but so to think as
to think with a sound mind, according to the measure of faith God has given to
every person.”226

With the Romans, however, he discoursed in such a manner, for the disease of division and pride was
not in dire circumstances. But here, to the Corinthians, he argues with great anxiety, for the problem
had greatly increased.

The Social Background: Response against Oracles and Inspired Mantics

And this was not the only thing to cause strife among them, but there were also many inspired mantics
in that area, as Corinth was quite prevalent in Greek customs, and this with the rest of the problem was
causing offence and disturbance among the Corinthian believers. This is the reason why he begins by
firstly stating the difference between soothsaying and prophecy. This is also the reason why they
received discernment of spirits, in order to discern and know which is the one speaking in a pure spirit,
and which one speaking in an impure spirit.

For because it was not possible to give the evidence of the things prophesied from within themselves at
that moment; (for prophecy gives proof of its own truth not at the time when it was spoken, but at the
time of the fulfilment of the prophecy;) and it was not easy to distinguish the true prophet from the
charlatan (for the accursed devil himself had entered into those who prophesied, introducing false
prophets, as if they could predict the future by their soothsaying;)227 and furthermore, the people were
easily deceived, because the things which were prophesied could not be tested at that moment but only
when the events occurred of which were prophesied, (for it was the fulfilment of the prophecy that
distinguished the false prophet from the true prophet,) so that the listeners may not be deceived before
the fulfilment of the prophecy, Paul gave them a sign which helped to distinguish the false prophet
from the true prophet even before the prophecy was fulfilled. And after setting his argument in order,
he begins to go about discoursing on the gifts and corrects the disputes that sprang from this. At the
moment, however, he begins to argue concerning the inspired mantics, saying:
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“Now, concerning the spiritual gifts, my brothers and sisters, I do not want you
to remain without knowledge.”228

[2] He calls the signs ‘spiritual,’ because they are solely the works of the Spirit – there is no human
attributes involved in the working of such wonders. And as he plans to argue on the spiritual gifts, first,
as I said, he explains the difference between soothsaying and prophecy, saying:

“You know that when you were pagans, you were led away to idols that could
not speak.”229

Now what he means to say is this: ‘In the idol-temples,’ he says, ‘if someone was possessed at any time
by an unclean spirit and began with divination, as if the person was being dragged away in chains (like
a slave) as he or she was being drawn by that spirit – the person knows nothing that he or she is saying.
For this is distinctive of the mantics, to be beside themselves, to be under compulsion, to be pushed, to
be dragged and to be branded as a lunatic. But it is not like this with the prophet, but with a sober mind
and controlled composition and while knowing what he or she is saying, speaks all things. Therefore,
even before the fulfilment of the prophecy, you can distinguish, on the basis of these things, the mantic
from the prophet. And consider how he makes his argument free of suspicion, calling to witness those
who had judged the matter themselves. As if he had said: “You yourselves be my witness, so that I do
not lie or harshly attack the religion of the pagans, in enmity, knowing as you have experienced it, that
when you were pagans, how you were pulled and dragged away in those times.”

But if anyone should say that these are believers, and therefore biased, come and I will prove these
things to you from those who do not know the faith. For example, listen to what Plato says:

“Even though those who are diviners and inspired mantics also say many
impressive things, they do not know what they are saying.”230
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And listen again to another poet, who points to the same thing. For when it happened that one person
had imprisoned a demon in another person by means of mystical rites and witchcraft, and this person
divined, and during the divination was thrown down and nearly torn apart, unable to endure the
affliction of the demon, and was near death in that convulsion, the poet says to the persons who were
practicing these mystical arts:

“Let go of me! I beg you! The mighty god cannot be held by mortal flesh
anymore!”231

And again:

“Unbind my wreaths, and bathe my feet in drops from the pure stream, erase
these mystic lines, and let me go!”232

For these and similar things (as one can mention many more), proves to us the following: the
compulsion which contains the demons within them makes them slaves and if they give themselves
over to the demons, they are violently abused – to such an extent that they depart from their natural
reason. It is the same with the Pythoness; (for I am compelled now to introduce and expose another
disgraceful custom of theirs, which may have been better left unsaid, because it is not suitable for us to
mention such things; but in order for you to clearly comprehend the shamefulness of these customs, it
is necessary to mention it, and from this you may at least be informed concerning the madness and
extreme preposterousness of those you make use of the inspired mantics). This very Pythoness then, as
it is said, being a woman, would sit on the tripod of Apollo with her legs spread, and in this way the
evil spirit that ascends from beneath enters the lower part of her body, and fills the woman with
madness, and with dishevelled hair233 acts like one of the bacchants of Dionysus and starts foaming at
the mouth, and in this state of ecstasy starts to speak the words of her madness. I realise that you are
ashamed and blush when you hear these things – but they find their glory in the shame and madness I
have just explained to you. Paul was referring to these things and all things similar when he said:
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“You know that when you were pagans, you were led away to idols that could
not speak.”234

And because he was arguing with those who knew these customs well, he does not elaborate on all
these things, avoiding being troublesome to them, but only reminding them and called all these things
into recollection, he soon abandons this aspect, and hastily moves on to the next subject he needs to
discuss.

But what is: “to idols that could not speak?” These are the idols to which the inspired mantics were
dragged and led. But if they were unable to speak, how did they give responses to others? And why did
the demon draw them to these images? They are just like people captured during a war, and chained,
and at the same time considering his or her deceit understandable. Therefore, to keep people from
believing that it was just a stone image that could not speak, they were intelligent to comfort the people
with the idols in that their own style and title may be inscribed on the statue of the idol. But our rites
are not like this. However, Paul did not yet explain our rites, by which I mean the acts of prophesying.
For it was common knowledge to them all, and prophecy was exercised among them, as was typical for
their context, with intelligibility and with entire freedom. Therefore, you see, they had the power to
either speak or not. For they were not forced to speak just for the sake of speaking, but were honoured
with the privilege of speaking. For this reason Jonah fled235, and Ezekiel delayed at the river Kebar236,
and for this reason Jeremiah conjured up excuses to avoid his ministry237. But God did not force them,
but advised them, exhorting and warning them, but not darkening their mind. For to cause distraction
and madness and great darkness of mind is the typical work of a demon – but it is God’s work to
illuminate and with consideration to teach the necessary things238.

[3] This is then the first difference between a mantic and a prophet, but he states a second and different
one and says:
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“Therefore I am giving to you this knowledge that no one who is speaking
through the Spirit of God says: ‘Jesus is cursed.’ And no one can say ‘Jesus is
Lord’ except through the Holy Spirit.”239

He says: “When you encounter someone who does not say His Name, or curses Him, this person is a
mantic. Again, when you encounter someone speaking all things in His Name, know that this person is
compelled by the Holy Spirit.” “What then,” you say, “must we say regarding the Catechumens? For if
no person can say that Jesus is the Lord except through the Holy Spirit, what must we say of them who
indeed speak His Name, but do not have His Spirit?” But Paul’s argument in this instance was not
about the Catechumens, for there were none at that time, but about believers and unbelievers. What
then, does no demon say God’s Name? Did not the demoniacs say?
“We know who You are, the Holy One of God”240

Did they not say to Paul?
“These men are servants of the Most High God.”241
They did, but upon scourging, upon compulsion, never of their own will without being scourged242.

But here it is necessary to examine both why the demon said these things and why Paul rebuked him. In
imitation of his Teacher; for Christ also rebuked the demons in this manner, since it was not His will to
receive testimony from them. And why did the devil do this? So that he may dissemble the order of
things, and to seize upon the dignity of the Apostles243, and to draw attention to them. And if this
happened, they would easily appear to have made them to glory in themselves, and bring in their own
agendas. Therefore, in order to avoid these things from happening and to stop the deceit before it even
starts, he shuts their mouths even when speaking the truth, so that people should not pay attention to
them and their deceitfulness, and protects their ears from the things being said by them.
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Main Argument: Response against Hierarchies among the Gifted

[4] And since he has distinguished the inspired mantics from the prophets by the first and the second
sign, he follows to argue regarding the wonders, not moving to this topic without reason, but in order to
remove the dissension which had already risen244, and to persuade both those who had the ‘lesser’
portion of the gifts not to be dissatisfied and those who had the ‘greater’ gifts not to think too highly of
themselves. Which is also why he begins to say:
“There are different apportionings of gifts, but the same Spirit.”245

And he firstly gives attention to those who had the lesser gifts, and was dissatisfied because of this. He
is saying: “Why are you dissatisfied? Is it because you have not received as much as another person?
Still, you must realise that it is a free gift and not a debt, and this will enable you to sooth your
discomfort.” For this reason he said in the very beginning: “But there are different apportionings of
gifts.” And he does not say: ‘of signs,’ nor ‘of wonders,’ but of ‘gifts,’ which is the name of free gifts
motivating them not to grieve but even to be thankful. “And with all of this, also consider,” he says,
“that even if you are made inferior in the measure that is given – the fact that it has been given freely to
you from the same Source as the one who has received more gives to you equal honour.” For you
cannot possibly say that the Spirit had given the gift to the one who received more, and an angel to you
who received less – as the Spirit had given to both of you. This is also why he adds: “but the same
Spirit.” So that even if there is a difference in the gift, there is no difference in the Giver. For you are
both drawing from the same Fountain.
“And there are a variety of ways of serving, but the same Lord.”246

Thus, soothing them even more, he mentions the Son also, and the Father. And again he describes the
gifts in another way, and by this also increasing the consolation. This is also why he said: “there are a
variety of ways of serving, but the same Lord.” For the person that hears the word ‘gift’, and had
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received less, may have a reason to be dissatisfied. But when we speak of “ways of serving”, it is
altogether different. For this implies labour and sweat. “Why are you then dissatisfied,” he says, “if he
had given another person more work than to you?”

“And there are different workings, but the same God who works all things in
all.”247
“But to each is given the manifestation of the Spirit to the benefit of all.”248

And one would ask: “What is a working?” and “What is a gift?” and “What is a way of serving?” They
are mere differences of names, since the things are the same249. For the “gift” is the same as the “way
of serving,” which he also calls a “working.” Therefore, fulfil your ministry250, and “I magnify my
ministry,”251 and while he is writing to Timothy, he says:
“Therefore, I remind you to stir up the gift of God which is in you.”252

And again, when he is writing to the Galatians, he said:

“For He who empowered Peter toward the Apostleship, the same was mighty in
me toward the Gentiles.”253

Can you see that he is showing that there is no difference in the gifts of the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit? Not separating the Persons, certainly not! But he is declaring the equal honour to the
Essence254. For that which the Spirit gives, this, as he says, is the same thing that God also works; these
things the Son also ordains and grants. Yet if the one was inferior to the other, or the other to it, he
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would not have placed it in this manner nor would this have been his way of comforting the one who
was dissatisfied.

[5] And after this, he comforts this person also in another manner, by the though that the measure given
is beneficial to the recipient, even though it is not so large. For since he said that it is “the same Spirit,”
and “the same Lord,” and “the same God,” and having by these statements consoled the person who
received less, he brings in even another consolation, saying: “but to each is given the manifestation of
the Spirit to the benefit of all.” For unless someone should say: “so what if it is the same Lord, the
same Spirit and the same God? I have still received a lesser share.” Paul says that it was beneficial.

But he calls miracles a “manifestation of the Spirit,” with due reason. For on the part of the believer,
the person that has the Spirit is manifest from the fact that the person has been baptised. But this will be
no proof to the unbeliever, except from the miracles, so that in this there is also great comfort. For
although there are different apportionings of gifts, the evidence thereof is still the same – since you
have much or little, you are equally manifest. So that if you want to show this, that you have the Spirit,
you have a sufficient demonstration255.

Since now that both the Giver is one and the thing given a free gift, and the manifestation takes place
due to this, and that it is more beneficial to you – do not be dissatisfied as if you are hated. For God has
not done this to dishonour you, nor to show that you are inferior to another, but to save you and does it
for your own good. To receive more than one has the ability to bear, this is very unprofitable, and
injurious, and a fit cause for dissatisfaction256.

“For to one person is given through the Spirit the word of wisdom, to another
the word of knowledge according to the same Spirit. To another, faith in the
same Spirit, to another person gifts of healing in the one Spirit.”257

Can you see how he makes the following addition in every instance, saying: “through the same Spirit,”
and “according to the same Spirit?” For he knew that great consolation lies in this fact.
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“To another working of miracles, to another prophecies, to another discernment
of spirits, to another different kinds of tongues and to another the interpretation
of tongues.”258

And since they boasted in their own abilities, he finally adds:
“But all of these things works one and the same Spirit.”259

The common medicine in which his consolation lies is that out of the same source, out of the same
treasures, out of the same streams all of them receive their portion. And in the same manner, from time
to time elaborating on this expression, he levels the apparent inequality, and consoles them260. And in
the argument above he points out the Spirit, the Son and the Father as supplying the gifts. But here he
only mentions the Spirit, so that you may understand that the dignity of the Trinity is the same.

But what is “the word of wisdom?” That which Paul had, which John, the son of thunder, had. And
what is “the word of knowledge?” That which most of the faithful had, possessing indeed knowledge,
but not able to teach or easily convey to another what they knew261.

“And to another, faith,” not implying by this faith the doctrinal faith, but the faith of miracles, of which
Christ said: “If you have faith as a grain of mustard-seed, you will say to this mountain, ‘Remove
yourself,’ and it shall be removed.”262 And the Apostles also, in this case, they asked Him, saying:
“Increase our faith.”263 Faith is the mother of all miracles. But to have the ability to work miracles and
gifts of healing is not the same thing. For the person who has a gift of healing only cures people, but
the one who performs miracles also punishes people. For a miracle is not only the act of healing, but
also punishing. In this manner Paul inflicted blindness and Peter killed.
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“To another prophecies, and to another discernment of spirits.” What is “discernment of spirits?” The
knowledge of who is driven by the Spirit and who is not. To distinguish who is a prophet and who is a
charlatan. As he said to the Thessalonians: “Do not despise prophecy,264 but testing all things, hold fast
to that which is good.” For it was a time when many people went to false prophets and the devil
discreetly wanted to substitute falsehood for the truth. “To another different kinds of tongues, to
another the interpretation of tongues.” For one person knew what he or she was speaking, but could not
interpret it to another person, while another person had received both of these gifts or only
interpretation of tongues. And this appeared to be a very awesome gift, since the Apostles had received
it first, and most of the Corinthians also had it. But the word of teaching is not like this. This is why he
places it first and these gifts last, for it was because none of the rest of the gifts, prophecies, working of
miracles, different kinds of tongues and interpretation of tongues, was equal to the gift of teaching.
This is also why he said:

“Let the elders that rule well receive a double portion of honour, especially they
who are labouring in the word and in teaching.”265

And he wrote to Timothy saying:

“Give special attention to reading, exhortation and teaching. Do not neglect the
gift that is within you.”266

Can you see that Paul also calls teaching a ‘gift’?

[6] Next, the consolation he effected in the previous section when he said “the same Spirit” he also
states to us in this instance by saying:

“But all of these things works one and the same Spirit apportioning to each
person as He wills.”267
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And he is not only consoling those who are dissatisfied but also addresses the person who would
disagree, by saying in this instance: “apportioning to each person as He wills.” For it was important not
only to heal, but also to bind up the wound, as he does in the Epistle to the Romans, when he says: “But
who are you who argue against God?”268 In the same manner, in this instance, he states: “apportioning
to each person as He wills.”

And that which was of the Father, Paul implies that it is also from the Spirit. For regarding the Father,
he said: “but it is the same God who works all things in all,” likewise also regarding the Spirit, “but all
these things works one and the same Spirit.” But it will be said: “The Spirit does it initiated by God.”
No, nowhere does Paul say this; it is a creation of your mind! For when he said: “who works all things
in all,” he said this with regard to the human beings. You cannot say that Paul lists the Spirit among
human beings, although you may be so infinite in your childishness and lunacy. For since he said:
“through the Spirit,” so that you may not understand the word “through” to denote inferiority or being
initiated, he adds that “the Spirit works,” and not “is worked,” and works “as he wills,” not as “He is
commanded.” For regarding the Father, the Son said that “He raises up the dead and the living,” and in
the same way when speaking of Himself, that “He makes alive whom He wishes.”269 So also with the
Spirit, in another place, that He does all things with authority and that there is nothing that can stop
Him, (for the expression, “blows where it wants,”270 although He speaks of the wind, is an appropriate
way to illustrate this.) Only here he states that “He works all things as he wills.”

And from another section teaches us that He is not one of the things worked, but One of those who
works. He says:

“For who knows the deepest secrets of a person, but the spirit of the person? It
is the same with the deepest secrets of God that only the Spirit and no one else
knows.”271

And since the “spirit of a person,” that is, the soul, does not have to be worked that it may come to
know things about the person, I think it would then be applicable to all. Therefore, the Holy Spirit is
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not worked so that it may “know the things of God.” For what Paul means is this: “the deepest secrets
of God” are known to the Holy Spirit as the soul of the human being knows the deepest secrets of itself.
And if the human spirit is not worked for the same purpose, much less does it apply to the Spirit that
knows the deepest secrets of God and does not need to be initiated to know that knowledge, nor does it
require any secondary power in the giving of the gifts to the Apostles.

And besides these things, that which I spoke of earlier I will now mention again. What is this then?
That if the Spirit was inferior to another substance, there would be no purpose in Paul’s consolation, or
in our hearing the words “of the same Spirit.” For the person who has received from the king, I would
say, may experience it a very great honour, that the king himself gave the gift. But if it was a slave, the
person would then be quite dissatisfied, when one asks the person about it. It is then even obvious from
this example that the Holy Spirit is not of the substance of the servant, but of the King.

[7] This is why Paul comforts them when he said that “there are various ways of serving, but the same
Lord, and different workings, but the same God,” and also when he said above “there are different
apportionings of gifts, but the same Spirit,” and after this again when he said “But all these things
works one and the same Spirit, apportioning to each person individually as He wills.”

He says: “Let us not be at a loss nor grieve, saying: ‘Why have I received this and not that?’ Neither let
us demand an account of the Holy Spirit272. For if you know that he presented it for your own goodwill,
know that on the same account he has given its measure thereof, and be satisfied and rejoice in what
you have received. Do not murmur at what you have not received. No, rather confess to God’s grace
that you have not received anything that is beyond your own capabilities.”

Social Analogy: The Rich and the Poor

And if we should not be greedy regarding the spiritual things, much more should we not be greedy in
the material things. Rather be quiet and not constantly ask why one person is rich and another is poor.
For, firstly, not every rich person is rich from God’s providence, but many are rich due to unrighteous
activities, and theft and greed. For the person who was forbidden to be rich, how can God have given to
this person that which He has forbidden?
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But I will silence the voices of those who would disagree with us regarding these things, even though it
is not even necessary in this case. Let us take our argument to a higher level, to the time when God
gave riches, and tell me: Why was Abraham rich and Jacob did not even have bread? Were both of
them not righteous? Does God not call Himself the “God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob?”273 – using the
names of all three? Why then was one a rich man and the other a servant? Or rather, why were Esau,
who was unrighteous and a murderer of his brother, rich, while Jacob was enslaved for such a long
time? And again, why did Isaac live a comfortable life but Jacob in labour and hardship? Jacob also
said of this: “Few and evil are my days.”274

Why did David, who was a prophet and a king, also live in hardship most of his life, while Solomon,
his son, spent forty years in safety above all the other people, and enjoyed amazing peace, honour and
many luxuries? Furthermore, what should we then say about the prophets of which some suffered more
hardships than others? Because it was so determined for each. Regarding all of these questions we can
only say: “Your judgements are unfathomable.”275 For if those great and impressive men were not each
tested by God, one by poverty and another by riches, one by comfort and another by hardship, much
more should we now think about these things.

[8] And besides this, it is also important for a person to realise that many of the things which happen do
not happen according to His mind, but is the result of our wickedness. Therefore, do not say: “Why is
one person rich, who is wicked, and another person poor who is righteous?” Firstly, one can explain
these things and say that the righteous is not disadvantaged in any way by poverty. No, this person
receives even a greater measure of honour. And the evil person, from their riches, only has a measure
of punishment waiting, unless this person is changed. And even before the punishment, it often happens
that the riches cause many problems, and lead the rich person into a thousand difficulties. But God
allows it, at the same time to show that every person has the free choice of the will, and also to teach all
others not to be mad nor desire money.
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“How is it then, when a person who is rich, while being evil, suffers nothing terrible?” you may ask.
“Since if the person is good and has wealth, he or she is justified. But if the person is evil, what shall
we say?” That even in that the person is to be pitied! For riches added to evil only stirs up the
unrighteousness. But if it is a good person, and poor? This person suffers in no way. Is the person then
evil and poor? This is justified, and the person is deserving thereof, and it may even be to their
advantage. “But such a person has inherited wealthy from ancestors, and now spends it on prostitutes
and parasites, and suffers no hardship,” you say. What are you saying? The person solicits prostitutes
and you believe that he suffers no hardship? Is the person a drunkard, and you understand this to be a
luxury? Does the person unwittingly spend money, and you believe the person is to be envied? No!
What can possibly be worse than riches that destroy the soul? But you would say that, if the person’s
body was disfigured and maimed, that this is rather a reason for lamenting. But you see the person’s
soul as being mutilated; you believe him or her to be happy? “But the person does not realise this,” you
would say. Well now, even because of this the person should be pitied, as all frantic persons are276. For
the person who knows that they are sick will seek the aid of a physician and take medicine; but the
person who does not know has no hope of being saved. And tell me, do you call such a person
fortunate?

But it is nothing special, for most people are ignorant of the true love of wisdom. This is why we suffer
hardships and are chastised, while we do not even spare ourselves from the punishment. This is why
there are fights, dejections and constant troubles. Because when God has shown us a life without
sorrow, a virtuous life, we reject it and plot out another lifestyle, a lifestyle of riches and money, filled
with infinite evils. And we do the same as if we cannot comprehend the beauty of the human body but
clothing the entire body with clothes and accessories. It is as if a man were to see a beautiful woman,
full of natural beauty, and does not even give attention to her, but rather takes an ugly and deformed
woman for his wife after he has clothed her with beautiful garments! Most people choose vice above
virtue in such a way! They acknowledge that the one is deformed by the nature due to her external
garments, but turn away from the one who is fair and beautiful, due to her unadorned beauty, which is
why they especially chose her.

[9] I am therefore ashamed that, among the pagans, there are people who practise this philosophy, not
always in deeds, but at least in their judgement. And these people know that the natural things perish.
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But among us there are people who do not even understand this concept, and has very ill judgement.
And this happens while Scripture is always constantly sounding in our ears the words: “In his sight the
vile person is contemned, but he honours them that fear the Lord.”277 “The fear of the Lord supersedes
all other things. Fear God and keep His commandments, for this is the entire task of a person278; do not
be envious of evil people279; all flesh is grass, and all the glory of humanity as the flower of the
grass.”280 For these things and things the like we hear every day, yet we cannot leave the things of the
earth. And we are like ignorant children, who study their literature continuously, but when they are
examined, they forget the order of the words when they are disarranged, naming one instead of another
– this causes a lot of laughter. In church, we account our words in order, but when we are outside the
doors of the church, we do not know what to place first and next – we do not know the answer and
become ridiculous.

It is certainly not a laughing matter, tell me, that the people who expect immortality and the good
things “which eye have not seen, nor ear hear, neither have entered into the heart of any person,”
should value earthly things and consider these things to be envied! If you need to learn that riches are
not so important, and that the present things are only a shadow – a dream, they dissolve and evaporate
like smoke. Rather stand in the vestibule, because you are not yet worthy to enter palace courts of
heaven – for now, remain in the sanctuary. For if you cannot even discern the nature of the things that
are unstable and passing away, how will you be able to deject them?

But if you say that you know, stop to curiously ask questions and busy yourself with why someone is
rich and someone is poor. For you are doing the same thing when you ask these questions as when you
are going around and asking why someone is black or someone is white, or hook-nosed or flat-nosed.
All these things, then, make no difference to us whether it is one or the other. It is the same with
poverty and riches, even less important are these things!

The only difference is how we use wealth and poverty. If you are poor, you can still live a happy life,
and if you are rich, you may have a miserable life if you do not consider virtue important. These are the
things that are important to us – the things relating to virtue. And if these things are not added, all other
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things become useless. It is for this reason that many ask constant questions, because most think that
the indifferent things are important, while that which is truly important does not concern them. But that
which is important to us is virtue and the love of wisdom.

I do not know where some of you stand – far from virtue maybe – which is why you have such
confusing thoughts, like many waves in the midst of a great storm. For when people have fallen from
heavenly glory and the love of heavenly things, they rather desire earthly glory and become slaves and
captives. “And why do we desire this?” you ask. Because we do not desire the heavenly things greatly
enough. And why does this happen? From negligence? And why negligence? From contempt. And why
contempt?281 From the foolishness of holding on to the present earthly things and our unwillingness to
closely examine the natural things. And what is the cause of this? Because we do not make to read
Scripture or to speak to holy people, and from associating with the gatherings of wicked people.

In order for this to stop sometime, so that we are not taken by every wave into deep mysteries that will
destroy us, while we have the time, let us be steadfast and while we are standing on the rock, by which
I mean the divine doctrines and words, let us not consider the present things more important than the
heavenly things. For by doing this, we shall escape these things, and having helped others who are in
danger of shipwreck, we shall obtain the blessings which will come, through the grace and mercy and
love.
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CHAPTER 6
Homily 30: Chrysostom’s Body Language (Part 1 – The Nature of the Body)
(1 Cor 12:12-20)
6.1.

Introduction

This is Chrysostom’s second homiletic exposition of 1 Corinthians 12, within the range of verses 1220. The title of this chapter, “Chrysostom’s Body Language”, would actually imply Chrysostom’s
understanding of Paul’s body language282. But Chrysostom also adds to Paul’s body language by
implementing his own images and expositions283. It is therefore both Chrysostom’s understanding of
Paul’s body language, as well as his own body language formulation. A common danger in this chapter
would be the trap of discussing Paul’s body language instead of Chrysostom’s interpretation thereof, as
well as Chrysostom’s own body language. There may be instances where remarks on Paul’s body
language will be made – and it will then be clearly indicated. The theme of this chapter is
Chrysostom’s body language, therefore, when the term body language occurs in the course of the
chapter, it refers to Chrysostom’s interpretation of Paul’s body language and also his own body
language. Another problem which adds to this difficulty is the fact that Chrysostom also adopts Paul’s
body language and makes it his own. To aid in the overcoming of this problem, the Greek text of
Chrysostom’s homily will be constantly referred to and clear distinctions on whose body language is
referred to will be made. This chapter is then a discussion of Chrysostom’s homily (although it contains
the argument of Paul), and will be treated as such. The main point of the homily is the nature of the
body. The homily has a three-fold structure. The first section is a discussion of the context, as in Hom.
1 Cor. 29, in which Chrysostom gives the nature of the body; the second section is a discussion of the
term Sw`ma in Chrysostom’s exposition, which has three subsections, namely (a) one (mutual) Spirit as
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Life-Source of the body; (b) honour and shame among the members284 and (c) a discourse on beauty
and care of the body. The third subsection is a discussion on the true character of poverty (which forms
a Refutatio). In the manner of Hom. 1 Cor. 29, this homily also ends with a discussion of how this text
applies to the problem of poverty.

6.2.

Context: The Nature of the Sw`ma

Chrysostom starts the homily, in this case, by looking at the literary context. He does not give the
historical context again. The reason for this is because it has already been given in Hom. 1 Cor. 29, and
as an Antiochene exegete, he still sketches the literary context. He refers back to Hom. 1 Cor. 29, and
notes that it was “soothing exhortation”. The main problem in 1 Corinthians 12 is the charismatic
schism – the inferior members (tav ejlavttona) felt intimidated by the superior members (tav
uJperevconta) and also envied the superior members. Chrysostom then places this homily in its larger
context with the rest of his homiletic corpus, and at the same time refers to the previous exposition
(verses 1-11) to place the following discussion into perspective.

Chrysostom is sensitive to Paul’s use of metaphors from nature and common experience. He states that
Paul argued from nature in 1 Corinthians 11 and then from the Olympic Games in 1 Corinthians 9, in
which Paul refers to an athlete. But Chrysostom believes that Paul’s use of the body-metaphor is his
greatest. Looking at Chrysostom’s interpretation of this passage gives some perspective on how the
early church viewed the nature of the church (ejkklhsiva) as the body of Christ (ecclesiology) and also
some insight into early church organization. Paul states in 1 Corinthians 12:12:
Kaq£per g¦r tÕ sîma ›n ™sti, kaˆ mšlh œcei poll¦, p£nta d t¦ mšlh
toà sèmatoj poll¦ Ônta, ›n ™sti sîma· oÛtw kaˆ Ð CristÒj.

For just as the body is one, and has many members, and all the members of the body,
although they are many, is one body, so also with Christ.

Chrysostom again emphasizes the unity or oneness of the body of which Paul makes mention. In Hom.
1 Cor. 29, he stressed the unity of the Trinity as the Giver of the gifts. But now the unity of the church
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is in discussion and not so much the Trinity anymore. Chrysostom emphasizes this oneness in the light
of various conceptions of the church prevalent during the times. Many views on the church existed.
There were the views of Valentinus, who believed in a pre-existent church, which also became
incarnate – a Gnostic dualism, probably being traced back to the anonymous author of 2 Clement 14.1,
who states:
“Wste, ¢delfo…, poioàntej tÕ qšlhma toà patrÕj ¹mîn qeoà ™sÒmeqa ™k
tÁj ™kklhs…aj tÁj prèthj, tÁj pneumatikÁj, tÁj prÕ ¹l…ou kaˆ sel»nhj
™ktismšnhj·285

Therefore, my brothers and sisters, if we do the will of God our Father, we shall
belong to the first church, the spiritual church, which was created before the sun
and the moon.
This pre-existent church (tÁj ™kklhs…aj tÁj prèthj) did have some confusion associated with it.
Luther, later, believed in an earthly and spiritual church, and that they were separated. A very important
document aiding in early ecclesiology would be the Shepherd of Hermas. In the vision of Hermas, the
church appears to him at first as an old lady and then she grows more beautiful and younger. The three
main images of the church, except the image of the body, come from this document. The church is a
mother to the faithful, but also a virgin and a bride. Another image of a tower is given, built on the
salvation and baptism of the believers. At first, it would seem as if Hermas also forms a dualism in his
concept of church. But this is not the case. Mason286 states: “The difference is not one of identity, but
only of condition.” Alongside this issue, there is also the constant threat of schism due to heresy. And,
of course, there is the problem at hand regarding the superior and inferior ones. What then is
Chrysostom’s opinion? He states (in Hom. 1 Cor. 30.1):
sîma ›n ™sti, kaˆ mšlh œcei poll£. Edej sÚnesin ºkribwmšnhn; TÕ aÙtÕ
kaˆ ›n, kaˆ poll¦ de…knusi. DiÕ kaˆ ™p£gei, meizÒnwj ™pagwnizÒmenoj tù
prokeimšnJ· P£nta d t¦ mšlh toà sèmatoj toà ˜nÕj poll¦ Ônta, ›n
™sti sîma. OÙk epe, Poll¦ Ônta toà ˜nÒj ™sti sèmatoj, ¢ll', AÙtÕ tÕ
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›n sîma poll£ ™sti, k¢ke‹na t¦ poll¦ mšlh toàtÒ ™sti tÕ ›n. E„ to…nun
›n ™sti t¦ poll¦, kaˆ tÕ ›n poll¦, poà ¹ diafor£; poà tÕ Øperšcon; poà
tÕ œlatton; P£nta g¦r, fhsˆn, ›n ™sti, kaˆ oÙc ¡plîj ›n, ¢ll¦ kat¦ tÕ
kurièteron ™xetazÒmena, kat¦ tÕ, sîma enai, p£nta eØr…sketai ›n
Ônta. “Otan d tÕ kat¦ mšroj, tÒte ¹ diafor¦, kaˆ ¹ diafor¦ ™n p©sin
Ðmo…wj. OÙdn g¦r aÙtîn kaq' ˜autÕ sîma dÚnatai poie‹n. ¢ll' Ðmo…wj
›kaston le…petai e„j tÕ poie‹n sîma, kaˆ de‹ tÁj sunÒdou. “Otan g¦r t¦
poll¦ ›n g…nhtai, tÒte ™stˆn ›n sîma. DiÕ kaˆ aÙtÕ toàto a„nittÒmenoj,
œlege· P£nta d t¦ mšlh toà sèmatoj poll¦ Ônta, ›n ™sti sîma. Kaˆ
oÙk epe, T¦ Øperšconta kaˆ t¦ ™l£ttona, ¢ll¦, Poll¦ Ônta, Ö koinÕn
p©s…n ™stin287.

Can you see what he is implying? He is pointing out the same thing to be both
one and many. In which he also adds, establishing his point more earnestly:
“and all the members of the body, although they are many, is one body.” He did
not say: “being many, are of one body,” but “the one body itself is many” and
those many members form this one thing. If therefore the one body is many,
and the many members form one body, where is the difference? Where is the
superiority? Where is the disadvantage? “For all,” he says, “are one,” and not
only one, but they are unified in the one thing common to them all, that is, their
being the body, they are found all to be one. Only when one considers their
particular natures, then the difference comes out, and the difference is in all the
same. For none of them by itself can make a body, but each is alike deficient in
the making a body, and there is need of a coming together since when the many
become one, then and not till then is there one body288. This is exactly why Paul
is point to this very thing and said: “and all the members of the body, although
they are many, are one body.” And he did not say: “the superior and the
inferior,” but “they are many,” which is typical of all.
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From this comment, one can deduce a few thoughts of Chrysostom on church. It is clear that the main
problem Chrysostom addresses is that of superiority and inferiority. He is not explicitly referring to an
earthly or spiritual church. To Chrysostom, the church is one289. This becomes a sweeping statement –
for it goes against any form of schism that is looming. Chrysostom, in the same voice as Hermas,
seems to believe in one historical body/church. The many members become one and Chrysostom calls
this a “coming together”. He notes that “there must be a coming together” (de‹ tÁj sunÒdou), with the
use of the impersonal verb adding emphasis in the rhetoric. Any thought of dualistic schism between
heavenly and earthly, as in the case of Valentinus and 2 Clement, seems to go against the argument of
Chrysostom. And also, the thought of a separate spiritual, metaphysical church does not seem to
coincide with Antiochene thinking. That would not imply unbelief in an eschatological church (which
may signify a step to theoria)290, but the heavenly eschatological church is a result of the earthly
historical church. Historia in the very nature of the church seems to be a presupposition in
Chrysostom’s thinking as Antiochene exegete. They flow together, as it is when the members “must
come together.” This thought of Chrysostom also occurs in the much earlier Syrian tradition of the
Didache. When the bread is broken during the serving of the Eucharist, a prayer is cited (Did. 9.4):
“Wsper Ãn toàto tÕ kl£sma dieskorpismšnon ™p£nw tîn Ñršwn kaˆ
sunacqn ™gšneto ›n, oÛtw sunacq»tw sou ¹ ™kklhs…a ¢pÕ tîn per£twn
tÁj gÁj e„j t¾n s¾n basile…an· Óti soà ™stin ¹ dÒxa kaˆ ¹ dÚnamij e„j
toÝj a„înaj291.

As this broken bread was scattered upon the mountains, but was brought
together and became one, so let Your church be gathered together from the ends
of the earth into Your Kingdom, that unto You be glory and power for ever.

This beautiful verse, with that of Chrysostom, shows the unity of the church while still recognizing its
diversity. It is diversity within unity292. The common view then seems to be that the church is one
coming-together, viewing it creatively from different angles, by means of metaphors like the body,
mother, bride and virgin. The pre-existence of the church was a very common theme in writings of
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many patristic authors, but whether the heavenly and earthly churches were separate, is another matter.
Ramsey293 summarizes this notion efficiently: “The mystery of the church was at heart a paradox: it
was virgin and mother, one, yet dispersed in many places and characterized by a diversity of customs;
immaculate, yet with sinful members; created before time began, yet having come into time.”

Chrysostom’s main point is ethical. He is more concerned about the practical management of the
church as being one. In a time of heretics, this would be very important. In Hom. Eph. 11.1,
Chrysostom states:
kalîj epe, deiknÝj Óti ¢pÕ toà ˜nÕj sèmatoj ›n pneàma œstai, À Óti
œsti mn sîma enai ›n, oÙc ›n d pneàma· æj ¨n e‡ tij kaˆ aƒretikîn
f…loj e‡h· À ¢pÕ toÚtou prÕj ÐmÒnoian duswpe‹, toioàtÒ ti lšgwn· Oƒ ›n
pneàma labÒntej, kaˆ ™k mi©j potisqšntej phgÁj, oÙk Ñfe…lete
diconoe‹n· À pneàma ™ntaàqa t¾n proqum…an fhs…n294.

He then beautifully adds, "and one Spirit," showing that from the one body
there will be one Spirit: or, that it is possible that there may be indeed one body,
and yet not one Spirit; as, for instance, if any member of it should be a friend of
heretics: or else he is, by this expression, shaming them into unanimity, saying,
as it were, "You who have received one Spirit, and have been made to drink at
one fountain, ought not to be divided in mind"; or else by spirit here he means
their zeal.

Being divided in mind (diconoe‹n), would imply siding with the heretics. This is a serious threat to the
unity of the church, according to Chrysostom. Rather, Chrysostom aims, as Paul did, to keep variety
and diversity in the church. This diversity, referring to the different members in the one body (poll£),
only shows itself in function (which would be the gifts)295 and not doctrine. The doctrine must also be
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one. This is clear in the above citation and is implicit in Hom. 1 Cor. 30. It is clear in Chrysostom’s
statement that a member cannot be a body in itself (Hom. 1 Cor. 30.1). Chrysostom seems to believe
that heresy, being divided in mind, results in a member attempting to be body on its own. Chrysostom,
as a typical Antiochene exegete would, gives careful attention to the use of Paul’s grammar. He notes
that Paul did not say “Poll¦ Ônta toà ˜nÒj ™sti sèmatoj”, but rather “AÙtÕ tÕ ›n sîma poll£
™sti.” The difference would imply association (toà ˜nÒj ... sèmatoj), which is commonly deduced by
the use of the partitive genitive, and not unity (AÙtÕ tÕ ›n sîma), which would be indicated by the
use of the two nominatives with ™sti. They are not associated with the body – but they are the body.
Association is not sufficient for Chrysostom. Association may imply an acceptance of certain things
and a dismissal of others. There is also no autonomy among the members. This would lead to heresy
and schism. The very danger of heresy is that it associates with the church. This action (or association)
of the heretics is, in principle, a move against the Regula Fidei. A move against the Regula Fidei
would imply a move against the unity of the body, and ultimately, a move against orthodoxy.
Theological schism has ethical consequences. Chrysostom, being a pastor, would have a problem with
this. Later in the homily, Chrysostom seems to equate this heretical schism with physical amputation,
as very shameful phenomenon. This unity of the church, he continues, is founded in its relation to
Christ. He says (Hom. 1 Cor. 30.1): “For as the body and head form the same person, so he said that the
church and Christ are one.” He notes in the same section the rhetorical effect this had on Paul’s
argument, saying that “it carries his argument to sacred level…to the reverence of his hearers.” This
would also be an instance of theoria in Chrysostom’s thinking. The historical church cannot be
separated from the eternal Christ. The church, as body of Christ, is one with Christ. Chrysostom also
mentions Paul’s spiritual use of Scripture, in the next section, also making a connotation to theoria.

A final problem that needs to be addressed is the relationship between Chrysostom’s interpretation of
Paul’s Christology and Ecclesiology. Modern commentators often make the mistake of either
overemphasizing or underemphasizing the one at the expense of the other. Scholars like Schweitzer296,
Barclay297, Robinson298 and Luck299 tend to overemphasize the Christological aspects of the body.
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Schweitzer makes an ontological connection between Christ and the church and eventually the church
becomes an extension of the incarnation300. It is also the case with Cerfaux301. On the other hand,
Käsemann302 and Conzelmann303 tend to underemphasize the Christology, along with other later
scholars who focus on the rhetorical aspects of the text such as Mitchell304 and Martin305. Others
attempt to balance the two aspects306. Which tendency would Chrysostom exercise? The answer would
be found in his interpretation of the ou{tw" kai; oJ Cristov" statement. Is it merely an indication of an
analogy, or does it imply more, as Schweitzer307 and Best308 would entail? Thiselton309 as well as
Dunn310 states that it does not imply being part of a social institution, but Christ remains the main
subject. This also seems to be the thought of Chrysostom. He does not necessarily imply inclusion into
a social institution, but rather being part of Christ (but not in an overstated mystical sense, like Origen
or Cyril of Alexandria); although a certain mystical connection cannot be dismissed. As mentioned
earlier, the historical church remains Chrysostom’s main point of departure. Chrysostom would concur
with Gundry311 who states:

… [T]he ecclesiastical Body is metaphorical in that the equation of one member
with the eye of the Body, another with the ear, and so on can only be
understood (but is easily understood) only in a figurative way…The terms
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‘mystical’ and ‘spiritual’ tend to take back what the term ‘real’ offers; but they
fail to cover up the difficulty in carrying through the ‘real’ with consistent
literalness to the end. We might just as well have the courage to say
‘metaphorical’.

Chrysostom, again in typical Antiochene style, comments on the body as a historical organism, and
treats Paul’s analogy in a metaphorical, and not a mystical sense. The only clear mystical elements in
Chrysostom’s exposition feature in his discussion and connection of the sacraments with the body of
Christ, which was typical of most Patristic authors. This, however, is certainly not enough evidence to
warrant the appellation of “mystical” to Chrysostom’s interpretation of the Pauline text. He does
however make mention of the fact that the historical church cannot be separated from the eternal Christ
(theoria), which leads us then to conclude that Chrysostom’s aim is to balance the Christology and
Ecclesiology; and the tool he uses is historia.
6.3. Sw`ma in Chrysostom’s Exposition
This response forms the largest part of the homily. It consists of three subsections, firstly, a discussion
of one (mutual) Spirit as life-source of the body, secondly, Chrysostom looks at honour and shame
among the members and thirdly, a discourse on the beauty and care of the body. Xenophobia is also a
significant theme in this discussion. Xenophobia312 would obviously aid schism, according to Paul, and
therefore these three sections form premises against the occurrence of xenophobia and schism among
the members of the church.

6.3.1. One (Mutual) Spirit as Life-Source of the Body
According to Paul, although there is diversity among the members of the body, all these members
receive their life from the same source – the (one) Spirit. 1 Corinthians 12:13 states:
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Kaˆ g¦r ™n ˜nˆ PneÚmati p£ntej ¹me‹j e„j ›n sîma ™bapt…sqhmen, e‡te
'Iouda‹oi, e‡te “Ellhnej, e‡te doàloi, e‡te ™leÚqeroi. Kaˆ p£ntej e„j ›n
Pneàma ™pot…sqhmen.

For we were all baptised by one Spirit into one body, whether Jews or Gentiles, whether
slaves or free people. We are all made to drink of one Spirit.
Paul’s use of the word ™bapt…sqhmen is significant. Dunn313 makes an interesting comment on this
verse:

The sequence of Paul’s thought as he turns to an alternative corporate image for
the people of God thus becomes clearer. Paul shifts the corporate image of the
Christian community from that of nation state (historic Israel) to that of body
politic, which is, from a community identified by ethnic and traditional
boundary markers to one whose members are drawn from different nationalities
and social strata and whose prosperity depends on their mutual cooperation and
their working harmoniously together.

Chrysostom would agree with Dunn in this statement. Chrysostom’s emphasis is somewhat different
though. Dunn’s emphasis is certainly on the ethnic transcendence of Paul’s writing. While Dunn’s
focus is on the ethnically diverse nature of the body, Chrysostom’s emphasis is on the one body and
one Spirit into which these different nationalities are baptised. He especially focuses on the fact that
one Spirit baptized the believers. One obviously sees the different expectations of the contexts of both
commentators. To Chrysostom, the unity of the Spirit (and, as shown in the discussion of Hom. 1 Cor.
29, the unity of the Trinity) is an important issue, while Dunn’s context, the modern one, is rife with
ethnic intolerance. Chrysostom notes that Paul implies baptism to be the event signifying one’s
inclusion into the body. The Spirit is the one, mutually binding factor. It would be unthinkable for a
believer not to be baptized. This is something that is currently debated in the church314, but Chrysostom
313
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does not really make an issue of it. It is a presupposition to him. Chrysostom interprets 12:13 in the
following way (in Hom. 1 Cor. 30.2):
“Wste kaˆ Ð kataskeu£saj, eŒj, kaˆ e„j Ö kateskeÚasen, ›n. Kaˆ oÙk
epe, Toà aÙtoà sèmatoj †na genèmeqa, ¢ll', “Ina ›n sîma p£ntej· ¢eˆ
g¦r filoneike‹ t¦j ™mfantikwtšraj lšxeij tiqšnai. Kaˆ kalîj epe,
P£ntej ¹me‹j, kaˆ ˜autÕn prostiqe…j. OÙd g¦r ™gë Ð ¢pÒstoloj soà ti
plšon œcw kat¦ toàto, fhs…· kaˆ g¦r sÝ sîma e kaq£per ™gë, kaˆ ™gë
kaq£per sÝ, kaˆ t¾n aÙt¾n ¤pantej œcomen kefal¾n, kaˆ t¦j aÙt¦j
™lÚsamen çd‹naj· diÕ kaˆ tÕ aÙtÕ sîm£ ™smen315.
So that both He who formed the body is one, and that into which He formed it
is one. And he did not say: “that we might all come to be of the same body,”
but, “that we might all be one body.” For Paul always attempts to use the most
descriptive phrases. And it was good that he said: “we all,” including also
himself. “For not even I, the Apostle, have any more than you in this respect,”
he said. “For you are just as much the body as I am, and I just as much as you,
and we have all the same Head and have endured the same birth-pains. This is
why we are also the same body.”
The emphasis of Chrysostom, in contrast to Dunn, becomes quite clear. Again, Chrysostom pays
careful attention to the literary context. He repeats the fact that Paul did not say “toà aÙtoà sèmatoj
†na genèmeqa”; again the partitive genitive being present and again dismissing the concept of
association. He reminds us that Paul uses the nominative and not the genitive. He also affirms Paul’s
effective rhetoric calling it “™mfantikwtšraj lšxeij”, which refers to Paul’s use of the first person
plural forms of the verbs. The rhetorical strategy Chrysostom notes is that of self-association. Paul the
Apostle associates himself with the readers of the letter. Chrysostom is correct, for this self-association
has great rhetorical effect. Chrysostom beautifully interprets Paul’s use of the first person by stating
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that every believer, including Paul, went through the same “birth-pains” (t¦j aÙt¦j çd‹naj). This
image corresponds with the view of the church as mother, mentioned earlier. Chrysostom (Pasch. 4.1)
calls the church a mother surrounded by her children. These were the converts who were baptized the
previous evening. The phrase “t¦j aÙt¦j çd‹naj” then probably refers to baptism. Having the same
Head (kefal»n) would refer to Christ – mainly signifying that all share the same source of salvation
that is in Christ. Chrysostom does not make too much of Paul’s ethnic statement in his exposition of 1
Corinthians 12:13. He only notes that if there is no difference in ethnicity, how much more would there
be no difference among the gifted. Xenophobia, which is the fear of anything different or foreign, in
this case would not be ethnic xenophobia, which is probably in modern times the most common form.
Rather, Chrysostom implies xenophobia among the gifted, thus they had suspicion for believers who
had other gifts than that person, making this person either superior or inferior – a sort of charismatic
xenophobia or charismatically based xenophobia. Chrysostom states that there is not even a trace of the
most common form of xenophobia, ethnic xenophobia, in Paul’s thinking, thus, how much more the
less common phenomenon of xenophobia based on the diversity of the gifts.

The fact that Chrysostom does not elaborate on ethnicity becomes a weakness in his exposition.
Although one admits that questions on the Trinity and divinity of Christ were a problem to
Chrysostom, ethnic intolerance has always been a problem in human history. The fact that Paul
included such a statement is remarkable. The fact that there is no difference between slaves and free
persons is even more astonishing. This was exactly the critique of Celsus (Cels. 3.44):
... dÁlo… e„sin Óti mÒnouj toÝj ºliq…ouj kaˆ ¢genne‹j kaˆ ¢naisq»touj
kaˆ ¢ndr£poda kaˆ gÚnaia kaˆ paid£ria pe…qein ™qšlous… te kaˆ
dÚnantai316.

These things are clear in the fact that you attract the forsaken and low-born
people, the stupid people, the slaves, women and little children – these are the
only ones they want to and can persuade.

Celsus saw Christianity as a gathering point for the socially rejected, and this he saw as a weakness.
This snobbery was probably evident from the very beginning of Christianity, prompting Paul to make
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statements such as the above mentioned. Meeks317 has shown that a great deal of Pauline Christianity
was also from the so-called middle-class, which resulted from the conversion of the lower-class,
stating: “Apart from the imperial household, we have already seen that there were both slaves and
slave-owners among the Pauline Christians.” It is disappointing that Chrysostom does not emphasise
this unique characteristic of Christianity. To Bosch318, who focuses on the Gospel of Luke, this was
probably the greatest reason for the growth of the early church. After the Constantinian development,
the make-up of the church probably changed drastically, with many prominent members of society
joining the movement. It cannot be proved for certain whether this influenced Chrysostom for not
elaborating on ethnic diversity in the early church.

The second part of the passage conveniently follows on Chrysostom’s exposition of the first. The first
part denoted baptism, and now, the second part has a connotation, according to Chrysostom, to the
Eucharist. Paul states in 1 Corinthians 12:13b-14:
Kaˆ p£ntej e„j ›n Pneàma ™pot…sqhmen. Kaˆ g¦r tÕ sîma oÙk œstin ›n
mšloj, ¢ll¦ poll£.

And we are all made to drink from one Spirit. For the body is also not one
member, but many.

Chrysostom immediately, after quoting Paul, refers to the Lord’s Supper (Hom. 1 Cor. 30.2):
Toutšsti, prÕj t¾n aÙt¾n ½lqomen mustagwg…an, tÁj aÙtÁj ¢polaÚomen
trapšzhj. Kaˆ di¦ t… m¾ epe, TÕ aÙtÕ sîma trefÒmeqa, kaˆ tÕ aÙtÕ
aŒma p…nomen; “Oti Pneàma e„pën, ¢mfÒtera ™d»lwse kaˆ tÕ aŒma kaˆ
t¾n s£rka· di' ¢mfotšrwn g¦r ›n pneàma potizÒmeqa. 'Emoˆ d doke‹ nàn
™ke…nhn lšgein toà PneÚmatoj t¾n ™pifo…thsin, t¾n ¢pÕ toà bapt…smatoj
kaˆ prÕ tîn musthr…wn ™gginomšnhn ¹m‹n. 'Epot…sqhmen d epen, ™peid¾
¹ metafor¦ tÁj lšxewj sfÒdra ¡rmÒdioj aÙtù prÕj t¾n prokeimšnhn
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ØpÒqesin· æj ¨n e„ ™pˆ futîn kaˆ parade…sou œlegen, Óti 'ApÕ tÁj aÙtÁj
phgÁj p£nta t¦ dšndra ¥rdetai, Óti ¢pÕ toà aÙtoà Ûdatoj· oÛtw d¾ kaˆ
™ntaàqa, TÕ aÙtÕ Pneàma ™p…omen ¤pantej, tÁj aÙtÁj ¢pelaÚsamen
c£ritoj, fhs…n.319
He wants to say that we share the same initiation, we enjoy the same table. And
why did he not say: “we are nourished by the same body and drink the same
blood?” Because by saying “Spirit,” he implies them both, the flesh as well as
the blood. For through both we are “made to drink of the Spirit.” But it seems
to me now that he speaks of that visitation of the Spirit which takes place in us
after baptism and before the mysteries. And he said: “We were made to drink,”
because this metaphor was quite suitable for his proposed subject. It is as if he
had spoken about plants and a garden, that by the same fountain all the trees are
watered, or by the same water; he means the same in this instance: “we all
drank the same Spirit, we enjoyed the same grace,” he said.
The unity of the church, which is signified by the invisible Spirit, is made visible by means of the
sacraments. But in his elaboration, Chrysostom states that Paul’s phrase pavnte" e}n pneu`ma
ejpotivsqhmen refers to toà PneÚmatoj t¾n ™pifo…thsin. This indicates the development of
Chrysostom’s Pneumatology. The Holy Spirit, according to Chrysostom, played a very important role
in the first days of the newly initiated Christian. Conzelmann320 seems unsure whether the Pauline text
refers to the Lord’s Supper. The meaning of this visitation is not clear. It probably refers to an
experience with the Holy Spirit between baptism and the Eucharist, which was know as initiation “into
mysteries” by the early Christians, with roots from Christ’s baptism when the Holy Spirit, in the form
of a dove, descended upon Him (Matt 3:13-13; Mark 1:9-11; Luke 3:21-22; John 1:31-34). It is
certainly part of the mystic nature of Chrysostom’s Pneumatology. He does interpret the “drinking
from the Spirit” as referring to the Lord’s Supper. Among many of the Fathers writing on this topic,
Chrysostom seems to be one who gives a very clear interpretation, namely referring to the Lord’s
Supper. Athanasius is also very mystic and “spiritual” in his interpretation. Athanasius (Ep. Serap.
1.19) states:
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Toà to…nun PatrÕj fwtÕj Ôntoj, toà d Uƒoà ¢paug£smatoj aÙtoà...
œxestin Ðr´n kaˆ ™n tù Uƒù tÕ Pneàma, ™n ú fwtizÒmeqa·… P£lin te toà
PatrÕj Ôntoj phgÁj, toà d Uƒoà potamoà legomšnou, p…nein legÒmeqa tÕ
Pneàma· gšgraptai g¦r, Óti `Hme‹j p£ntej ™n Pneàma ™pot…sqhmen. TÕ
d

Pneàma

potizÒmenoi, tÕn

CristÕn

p…nomen· ”Epinon g¦r

™k

pneumatikÁj ¢kolouqoÚshj pštraj· ¹ d pštra Ãn Ð CristÒj.321

And now, since the Father is light and the Son is His radiance…it is possible to
also see the Spirit in the Son, in whom we are enlightened…And again, since
the Father is called a fountain and the Son called a river , we are told to drink
the Spirit. For it is written: we are all made to drink of one Spirit. And while we
are made to drink the Spirit, we drink Christ. For they drank from the
supernatural Rock which followed them, and the Rock was Christ.

In this statement of Athanasius, the notion of the Lord’s Supper is not implied. Athanasius is probably
not linking the drinking from the Spirit with the Lord’s Supper. Athanasius’ interpretation is more
typical of an Alexandrian exegetical approach. The “spiritual” meaning certainly gains priority to the
historical meaning. Athanasius interprets it in the light of scripture indicating that the Father is light,
probably an allusion to Jeremiah 2:13 and/or Baruch 3:10-12. A similar reference is found in James
1:17. This instance shows the different interpretations from a member of the Antiochene School
(Chrysostom) and Alexandrian School (Athanasius). Athanasius dwells almost totally on a
metaphysical realm, a spiritual dimension, while Chrysostom relates it to the material, namely the
Lord’s Supper. However, both connect these realms, lending to typical early Christian mysticism.

6.3.2. Honour and Shame among the Members
The next section in Chrysostom’s exposition concerns 1 Corinthians 12:15-20:
'E¦n e‡pV Ð poàj, Óti oÙk e„mˆ ceˆr, oÙk e„mˆ ™k toà sèmatoj, oÙ par¦
toàto oÙk œstin ™k toà sèmatoj; Kaˆ ™¦n e‡pV tÕ oâj, Óti oÙk e„mˆ
ÑfqalmÕj, oÙk e„mˆ ™k toà sèmatoj, oÙ par¦ toàto oÙk œstin ™k toà
sèmatoj; E„ Ólon tÕ sîma ÑfqalmÕj, poà ¹ ¢ko»; e„ Ólon ¢ko¾, poà ¹
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Ôsfrhsij; Nunˆ d Ð QeÕj œqeto t¦ mšlh, ›n ›kaston aÙtîn ™n tù sèmati
kaqëj ºqšlhsen. E„ d Ãn t¦ p£nta ›n mšloj, poà tÕ sîma; Nunˆ d
poll¦ mn mšlh, ›n d sîma.

If the foot should say: “Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,”
due to this does it not belong to the body? And if the ear should say: “Because I
am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,” due to this does it any less belong
to the body? If the whole body were an eye, where would be the hearing? If the
whole body were an ear, where would be the smell? But as it is, God placed the
members, each one of them, in the body as it pleased Him. But if all were one
member, where would the body be? Now there are many members, but one
body.
It is necessary to view this section in its entirety, although Chrysostom still continues with a verse-byverse exposition. Before discussing Chrysostom’s interpretation, it is necessary to view the general
notion of honour and shame with regard to the body in the early Mediterranean.

6.3.2.1. Honour, Shame and Corporeality in the Early Mediterranean
Corporeality in the early Mediterranean seems to be a very diverse subject. Different cultures had
different ways of understanding the body. From Greek thought, a dualistic notion gained the upperhand. The body and soul were divided and the soul needed to be freed from the body to be
enlightened322. The Old Testament, however, is void of such thought. How can one then speak of
“general corporeality in the early Mediterranean?” I admit that such a phrase is probably a
contradiction in terms. Malina323 does give some consolation: “At a rather high level of abstraction,
these [Mediterranean] cultures were quite similar. Yet at a lower level of abstraction, at the level of the
subcultures in the area, there were notable differences.” Thus, at a rather high level of abstraction, such
a phrase would be understandable. Malina uses the three-zone model of De Géradon324 to illustrate a
general tendency in thought regarding corporeality325.
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Human existence can be divided into three main zones. The first zone is the zone of “emotion-fused
thought”. The eyes, heart, eyelids and pupils are the organs of the body that function in this zone. This
zone is associated with the mind or intellect, and the will and personality. The second zone is that of
“self-expressive speech”. The organs here would include the mouth, ears, tongue, lips etc. This is the
zone of communication. Smell and the nose would probably fall into this category, although Malina
does not make mention of it. Smell is a form of communication. Just as the ears comprehend sounds, so
the nose comprehends smells. A person who smells smoke immediately thinks of a fire. The term selfexpressive speech then becomes problematic – rather the phrase self-expressive communication or
conceptualising. The third zone is the zone of “purposeful action”, with the hands, feet, arms, fingers,
legs etc. These organs, usually limbs, are associated with outward human behaviour. It is quite possible
to critique this model. The eyes can also be associated with action or communication, just like the
hands, in the case of sign-language, can be grouped in the second zone.

When all these elements are present, it is usually an indication of the entire sphere of human existence.
But certain zones were considered more honourable than others. The head, especially the eyes, were
considered the most honourable326. It would also include the heart. The lower the organ, the less honour
it usually has. But the sexual organs, because they are always covered, also has a great deal of honour.
Locality of organs and limbs is thus not the only criterion for designation of honour and shame. This is
why Paul’s argument is quite unique from other Graeco-Roman body-analogies, especially relating to
social groups. Martin327 states: “Use of the human body as an analogy for human society is ancient and
widespread. The microcosm of the body was used to explain how unity can exist in diversity within the
macrocosm of society.” He especially emphasises the use of body analogies within speeches of
homonoia, or “concord.” These are usually found in political and philosophical orations. The epitome
of latter, as Martin328 also confirms, is probably Livy’s account of the speech of Menenius (Urb. Con.
2.32.7-11):

Placuit igitur oratorem ad plebem mitti Menenium Agrippam, facundum uirum
et quod inde oriundus erat plebi carum. Is intromissus in castra prisco illo
dicendi et horrido modo nihil aliud quam hoc narrasse fertur: tempore quo in
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homine non ut nunc omnia in unum consentiant, sed singulis membris suum
cuique consilium, suus sermo fuerit, indignatas reliquas partes sua cura, suo
labore ac ministerio uentri omnia quaeri, uentrem in medio quietum nihil aliud
quam datis uoluptatibus frui; conspirasse inde ne manus ad os cibum ferrent,
nec os acciperet datum, nec dentes quae acciperent conficerent. Hac ira, dum
uentrem fame domare uellent, ipsa una membra totumque corpus ad extremam
tabem uenisse. Inde apparuisse uentris quoque haud segne ministerium esse,
nec magis ali quam alere eum, reddentem in omnes corporis partes hunc quo
uiuimus uigemusque, diuisum pariter in uenas maturum confecto cibo
sanguinem. Comparando hinc quam intestina corporis seditio similis esset irae
plebis in patres, flexisse mentes hominum329.

The senate decided, therefore, to send as their spokesman Menenius Agrippa,
an eloquent man, and acceptable to the plebs as being himself of plebeian
origin. He was admitted into the camp, and it is said that he simply told them
the following fable in primitive and common fashion: “In the days when all the
parts of the human body were not as now placed in harmony together, but each
member took its own course and spoke its own speech, the other members, who
were indignant at seeing that everything acquired by their care and labour and
ministry went to the stomach, while the stomach, undisturbed in the middle of
them, did nothing but enjoy the pleasures provided for it, entered into a
conspiracy; the hands were not to bring food to the mouth, the mouth was not to
accept it when offered, the teeth were not to chew it. While, in their resentment,
they were anxious to coerce the stomach by starving it, the members themselves
wasted away, and the whole body was reduced to the last stage of exhaustion.
Then it became evident that the stomach rendered no useless service, and the
nourishment it received was no greater than that which it bestowed by returning
to all parts of the body this blood by which we live and are strong, equally
distributed into the veins, after being matured by the digestion of the food.” By
using this comparison, and showing how the internal disaffection among the
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parts of the body resembled the animosity of the plebeians against the
patricians, he succeeded in winning over his audience.

This speech shows the typical use of body-analogy in homonoia rhetoric. There are many other similar
accounts, such as in Xenophon (Mem. 2.3.18) and Polyaenus (Strat. 3.9.22), who both argue that an
army also functions as a body330. If Livy’s speech of Menenius is to be taken as an example
representative of body-analogies in the Graeco-Roman homonoia, it may be viewed parallel to Paul’s
account of the church, being a social group, as also being a body331. The rhetorical genre of both Livy
and Paul’s body-analogies may be described as deliberative rhetoric332. Both wanted to convince their
audiences of their views by means of logical argumentation. But what did Livy and Paul stress
respectively? The purpose of Livy’s argument is to affirm the necessity of hierocracy. The political
stability of a state is dependant on the affluence systemic hierocracy. Livy’s analogy implies that the
hands and the mouth, which Martin would call lower-status parts333, need to sustain the stomach in
order to survive. It is then a symbiotic hierarchy in which all the parts benefit – but the ruling class is
represented by the stomach and the plebeians by the lower-status parts – and the stomach is the implied
higher-status part. In order for all to survive, things need to continue working in the systemic
hierocracy, which the analogy seems to defend and at last, concord (homonoia) is achieved. It does not
aim to stir the traditional water pool. Traditionally speaking, in terms of De Géradon’s model334, the
first zone of members would be the higher-status members – the eyes, heart etc. In the Corinthian
assembly, this was evident. In a metaphorical sense (which is the sense Chrysostom accepts, and shown
above) the eye would represent tongues, prophecy and wisdom335. It is interesting to note that Livy’s
analogy would not fit in with De Géradon’s model. The stomach was usually considered a member of
lower-status. In Pseudo-Aristotle (Physiog. 814b.1-9) it is stated:
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...™pikairÒtatoj d tÒpoj Ð perˆ t¦ Ômmat£ te kaˆ tÕ mštwpon kaˆ
kefal¾n kaˆ prÒswpon, deÚteroj d Ð perˆ t¦ st»qh kaˆ êmouj, œpeita
perˆ t¦ skšlh te kaˆ pÒdaj· t¦ d perˆ t¾n koil…an ¼kista.336

…the most favourable part for examination is the area around the eyes,
forehead, head and face; secondly, the area of the chest and the shoulders, and
lastly that of the legs and feet; the parts around the stomach are of least
importance.

The chest was a sign of virility and courage, which is also why the courageous man must have a flat
stomach, while a glutton would have a big stomach; but most attention of the Physiognomonica is
given to the eyes337. It is exactly this that makes Menenius’s speech so rhetorically superb – he applies
shock-techniques, equating the ruling class with the stomach – in order to win over the rebellious
plebeians.

In contrast, Paul uses the body-analogy not to support systemic hierocracy, as Livy does, but rather to
topple the traditional systemic hierocracy (this phenomenon is called “status-reversal” by Martin338 or
“code-switching” by Moores339). As with Livy, Paul ultimately uses code-switching to strengthen his
arguments340. But his code-switch lies in his interpretation of the honour and shame among the
members, which goes against the common views from Livy, the Physiognomonica and probably that of
some (or all?) of the members of the Corinthian assembly. Corinth was the Mecca of Graeco-Roman
culture, next to Athens and Rome, and it is very likely that the Corinthians in the church shared the
common Graeco-Roman views of the body, as described by Livy and in Pseudo-Aristotle. Paul topples
(or code-switches) the hierarchy by saying that the members with the least honour, or the lower-status
members, actually have great honour due to all the attention they receive, for instance the genitals. This
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gives a rather general view of corporeality in the ancient Mediterranean. The commentary of
Chrysostom may now be examined to elaborate on the Pauline argument.

6.3.2.2. Chrysostom’s Exposition
Chrysostom applies the thought of honour and shame in physical corporeality in his exposition on
Paul’s writing on the body of Christ that is the church. He states (Hom. 1 Cor. 30.3):
E„ g¦r tÕ mn ºlattîsqai, tÕn d Øperšcein, oÙk ¢f…hsin enai ™k toà
sèmatoj, tÕ p©n ¢nÇrhtai. M¾ to…nun e‡pVj, Óti OÙk e„mˆ sîma, ™peid¾
™l£ttwn e„m…· kaˆ g¦r Ð poàj t¾n ™l£ttona t£xin œcei, ¢ll¦ toà
sèmatÒj ™sti. TÕ g¦r ™k toà sèmatoj enai kaˆ m¾ enai, oÙk ¢pÕ toà
tÕn mn ™n tùde tù tÒpJ, tÕn d ™n tùde ke‹sqai· toàto g¦r tÒpou poie‹
diafor£n· ¢ll' ¢pÕ toà sunÁfqai À ¢pšcesqai· tÕ g¦r enai À m¾ enai
sîma, ™k toà ¹nîsqai À m¾ ¹nîsqai g…netai341.

For if the fact that one was made inferior and the other superior does not allow
them to be part of the body, the whole body cannot exist. Do not, therefore, say:
“I am not part the body, because I am inferior.” For the foot also has the
inferior position, yet it is part of the body - for the being or not being part of the
body, is not dependant on the one being in this place and the other in that place;
(which is what constitutes difference of place;) but from the being conjoined or
separated342. For the being or not being a body, results from them having been
made one or not.

Chrysostom, therefore, makes a distinction between honour and shame in his exposition. Contrary to
popular belief (that is, contrary to Livy and Pseudo-Aristotle), honour is not situated in locality, but
rather by inclusion (¢ll' ¢pÕ toà sunÁfqai À ¢pšcesqai). A member of the body that is not part of
it anymore is ashamed. Chrysostom then equates shame with schism, and schism is amputation.
Chrysostom then alludes to those who broke away from the church – those are the true shameful people
(which may be a reference to the heretics). It is not the people who have so-called inferior or lower341
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status gifts who are ashamed, but those who were “amputated” from the body. Schism is shameful
conduct. It now seems as if Chrysostom’s emphasis would be the same as that of Fee343, namely
diversity-in-unity.

Chrysostom does acknowledge the fact that Paul explicitly uses members that vary in honour. And
Chrysostom discusses the Pauline argument within the traditional framework of corporeality. He
further states that the unity of the traditional body is conjoined through nature, but the Body of Christ is
not conjoined through nature, but through the grace of God.
A very interesting observation can now be made. Chrysostom uses the term ™l£ttona to indicate the
lower-status members and Øperšcein to indicate the higher-status members. But Paul does not use
these terms. He uses the terms tÒ dokoànta (“the esteemed”), ¢sqenšstera (“weaker”), ¢nagkaˆa
(“necessary”), ¢timÕtera (“less honourable”), tim» perissotšra (“abundantly honoured”),
eÙsc»mona (“unpresentable or ugly”) and Østeroàmenoj (“lacking”). These terms function as
umbrella terms to discuss the various Pauline terms regarding body-status. These terms contain
hierarchical denotations, but Martin344 correctly states: “The remarkable thing about Paul’s imagery is
not his use of status terms, which often occur in rhetorical applications of the body analogy to
homonoia issues, but his claim that the normally conceived body hierarchy is actually only an apparent,
surface hierarchy.” Chrysostom supports this notion, and then states that Paul’s analogy is very
functional within systemic hierarchies, but does not imply hierocracy. The foot, which is the lowerstatus carrier, does not discourse with the higher-status carrier, namely the eye. Rather, the eye and the
hand ventures into dialogue. Chrysostom explains that it is unlikely for members that are very far
separated from each other to envy one another, but it is those in close proximity who envy each other.
Therefore it is systemically functional, and Chrysostom comments on the passage in the framework of
the traditional view of corporeality, which was probably shared by his own audience, as with that of
Paul. Finally, Chrysostom states that the body is placed into its order through the will of God (…Óti æj
Ð ¢ristotšcnhj ºqšlhsen...) Chrysostom also states that God is responsible for the placement of
every member, and not only certain ones. Chrysostom then, in the same manner as Livy, states (Hom. 1
Cor. 30.4):
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“Wste kaˆ tù podˆ sumfšrei tÕ oÛtw tet£cqai, oÙcˆ tÍ kefalÍ mÒnon·
k¨n ¢ntall£xV t¾n t£xin, kaˆ t¾n o„ke…an cèran ¢feˆj, ™f' ˜tšran œlqV,
k¨n ™pˆ me…zona dokÍ ™lhluqšnai, tÕ p©n ¢pèlese kaˆ dišfqeire· tÁj te
g¦r o„ke…aj ™kp…ptei, kaˆ tÁj ˜tšraj oÙk ™pitugc£nei345.
So that to the foot also it is beneficial that it should be put where it is, and not to
the head only. And if it should mangle the order and leave its own place, and go
to another, though it might seem to have bettered its condition, it would be the
undoing and ruin of the whole body! For it both falls from its own place and
does not even reach the place it intended to go to!
Chrysostom affirms the systemic hierarchy and deviates slightly from the Pauline line of thought. This
is probably due to the previous Deus-Vult argument. It can be seen above that Chrysostom’s argument
agrees with Livy’s argument. As with Livy, in Chrysostom’s argument, the members have each their
own volition346, and in the scenario Chrysostom sketches, the foot is the lower-status member (Livy’s
plebeians) and the head is the higher-status member (Livy’s ruling class or “stomach”). It could be that
Chrysostom himself was very absorbed in the traditional concept of corporeality that it was very
difficult for him to move beyond it, as it was probably difficult for Paul himself, which is probably the
reason why Paul incorporates the Deus-Vult argument. It is always difficult opposing a traditional
systemic hierarchy, because the inhabitants of the system find it very difficult to conceptualise reality
outside of the system. Robertson347 wants to redefine the system in which the conflict in Corinth
occurs. He does, however affirm, that thought outside one’s system can be very difficult and confusing,
and stepping outside the system is often a step out of one’s perception of reality as he states: “Systems
are not reality, but a way of approaching reality…Even within its own temporal and cultural
environment, the Corinthian congregation is understood as unique among other social groups.”
Robertson illustrates the difficulty in moving in-between systems – which is in fact moving between
different unique realities. The body-analogy, as a systemic reality, has been temporally defined by the
345
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status-quo, and moving outside of this is moving outside of conceptual reality. The body cannot be
thought of outside the concept of a hierarchy – neither Paul nor Chrysostom could achieve this. Paul
just redefines the hierarchy348 while Chrysostom affirms it and will now probably provide his own view
of the hierarchy of the body. Systemic hierarchy does not necessarily imply hierocracy. It has been
stated that Paul uses code-switching or status-reversal, which is his tool for toppling the systemic
hierarchy, of which the goal would be transformation349. Paul may be commended for his unique ability
to achieve such moves with his implementation of code-switching. Chrysostom affirms the codeswitch, but does not do it himself, as illustrated in his Livian analogy above. Paul’s argument is
reactionary, and he also does not attempt abolish the reality of the body’s hierarchy, but merely adjusts
it. Chrysostom goes one step further by affirming Paul’s adjustment, but instead of performing a codeswitch he establishes his own, new hierarchy. Why does Chrysostom have to create a new systemic
hierarchy? Because the current hierarchy is based on the system of the spiritual gifts; but Chrysostom
believed the gifts had ceased, resulting in the creation of the new hierarchy based on offices in the
church. The hierarchy of church office, not the gifts, does become hierocratic.

Chrysostom elaborates on this argument even further by stating that a body cannot be one if all the
members have equal honour. Does Chrysostom promote hierarchy and what is its order? The weakness
in Chrysostom’s argument is that in one breath, he affirms Paul’s code-switch against reigning
systemic hierarchy, while in another merely re-establishes his own, new hierarchy – which is explicitly
introduced by the analogy above. He rejects hierocracy based on the charismata but affirms a new
hierocracy based on church office. Unlike Paul’s response, Chrysostom’s response is not reactive but
proactive. It can be speculated that Chrysostom’s new hierarchy is hidden in his negative view of the
spiritual gifts, which would occupy the bottom of the hierarchy, while study, preaching and meditation
– or the very office of the priest – would probably occupy the upper level. Chrysostom states elsewhere
(Sac. 3.4):
`H g¦r ƒerwsÚnh tele‹tai mn ™pˆ tÁj gÁj, t£xin d ™pouran…wn œcei
pragm£twn. Kaˆ m£la ge e„kÒtwj· oÙ g¦r ¥nqrwpoj, oÙk ¥ggeloj, oÙk
¢rc£ggeloj, oÙk ¥llh tij ktist¾ dÚnamij, ¢ll' aÙtÕj Ð Par£klhtoj
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taÚthn diet£xato t¾n ¢kolouq…an kaˆ œti mšnontaj ™n sarkˆ t¾n tîn
¢ggšlwn œpeise fant£zesqai diakon…an350.

For the priestly office is completed on earth, but it has its order among the
heavenly ordinances, and very naturally in this way; for neither humanity, nor
angel, not even archangel or any other created power but the Advocate himself
instituted this and persuaded followers, who are still staying in mortal bodies, to
perform the service of the angels.

To Chrysostom, the office of priest (ƒerwsÚnh) is the highest in the hierarchy; a thought that is
especially complemented by the use of the word order (t£xin). It is not the gift of the person that is a
higher-status indicator, but the office of the person. Its attributes are not “spiritual”, but “heavenly”
(™pouran…wn). Among the Corinthians, the higher-status indicator was “tongues of angels”351, but now
with Chrysostom, the higher-status indicator is the “service of angels” (tîn ¢ggšlwn diakon…an).
Gifts may not even feature in the hierarchy, since he believes that they ceased to function in the
assembly. To conclude, Chrysostom affirms Paul’s code-switch of honour and shame among the
members of the body, but then uses it to affirm another systemic hierarchy and hierocracy – not of
gifts, as the Corinthians had – but of office. Every believer in the body has an office, and these offices
(which Chrysostom describes in terms of their function) do not all have equal honour, but function
within a symbiotic relationship based on office.

6.3.2.3. Discourse on Beauty and Care of the Body
Chrysostom elaborates on his analogy of the members by stating that every member contributes also to
the aesthetic effect of the body (Hom. 1 Cor. 30.6):
Kaˆ g¦r kaˆ ™n tù sèmati kaˆ t¦ mikr¦ oÙ mikr¦ doke‹ suntele‹n, ¢ll¦
kaˆ to‹j meg£loij luma…netai poll£kij, Ótan ¢postÍ. T… g¦r tricîn
eÙtelšsteron ™n tù sèmati; ¢ll¦ t¦j eÙtele‹j taÚtaj ¨n ¢nšlVj ¢pÕ
tîn ÑfrÚwn kaˆ tîn blef£rwn, Ólhn ºf£nisaj tÁj Ôyewj t¾n éran, kaˆ
ÑfqalmÕj oÙkšti Ðmo…wj fane‹tai kalÒj· ka…toi ge perˆ tÕ tucÒn ™stin ¹
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zhm…a, ¢ll' Ómwj kaˆ oÛtw p©sa diefq£rh ¹ eÙmorf…a· oÙk eÙmorf…a d
mÒnon, ¢ll¦ kaˆ polÝ tÁj cre…aj tîn Ñfqalmîn. Tîn g¦r melîn ¹mîn
›kaston kaˆ „d…an ™nšrgeian œcei kaˆ koin¾n, kaˆ k£lloj Ðmo…wj kaˆ
‡dion kaˆ koinÒn ™stin ™n ¹m‹n· kaˆ doke‹ mn diVrÁsqai taàta,
sumpšplektai d ¢kribîj, kaˆ qatšrou diafqaršntoj kaˆ tÕ ›teron
sunapÒllutai. SkÒpei dš· œstwsan Ñfqalmoˆ l£mpontej, kaˆ parei¦
meidiîsa, kaˆ ce‹loj ™ruqrÕn, kaˆ ·ˆj eÙqe‹a, kaˆ ÑfrÝj ™ktetamšnh·
¢ll' Ómwj k¨n tÕ tucÕn ™k toÚtwn lum»nV, tù koinù p£ntwn ™lum»nw
k£llei, kaˆ p£nta kathfe…aj mest¦, kaˆ p£nta a„scr¦ fane‹tai t¦ prÕ
toÚtou kal£352.
For in the body even the little members seem to play no small role, but the great
ones themselves are often injured by them, I mean, by their removal. Thus what
in the body is more insignificant than the hair? Yet if you should remove this,
insignificant as it is, from the eyebrows and the eyelids, you have destroyed all
the beauty of its countenance, and the eye will no longer appear equally
beautiful. And yet the loss seems insignificant, yet it eliminates the very
acceptable appearance of the eyes! And not the appearance only, but also most
the use of the eyes. The reason is that every one of our members have their own
particular function and one which is for the purpose of the common good of the
body. And in the same way there is in us a beauty which is peculiar and another
which is common. And these kinds of beauty appear indeed to be divided, but
they are perfectly bound together, and when one is destroyed, the other perishes
also along with it. To explain myself: let there be bright eyes, and a smiling
cheek, and a red lip, and straight nose, and open brow; nevertheless, if you
should mar but the most insignificant of these, you have marred the common
beauty of all; all is full of dejection; all will appear foul to look on, which
before was so beautiful353.
It is necessary to view the lengthy quote entirely, for it introduces the thrust of the entire premise that
follows. This discourse on the beauty and care of the body follows Chrysostom’s previous premise
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regarding the honour and shame of the members – that not all have equal honour. He diverges slightly
from the Pauline argument in order to elaborate on his own argument – the true hierarchy of the body
based on functional offices. The Demonstrandum of this discourse is to show that the undeniable
systemic hierarchy of the body is also a symbiotic hierarchy, which also featured in the previous
discussion of the honour and shame among the members. Chrysostom stated that all the members do
not share equal honour, and now reinforces this conclusion by means of another aspect of the body –
not its function (which was the main point of the previous argument), but also its appearance.
Hierarchy serves not only the functioning of the body, but also serves the aesthetics of the body. It is
the second premise aiding in the affirmation of his view on the hierarchy of the body.

Beauty, according to modern standards, is often preferred at the cost of function. Fashion accessories
such as high-heeled shoes and body-piercing have an aesthetic effect, but do not really have a function.
One can only go as far as to say their function is aesthetic. Beauty, according to Chrysostom, is not a
function. Chrysostom understands function as the eye that needs to see and feet that needs to walk. As
he stated in the above quote, when the hair is removed, the physical attraction (eÙmorf…a) and use (tÁj
cre…aj) of the eyes is lost. Beauty aids function. Chrysostom is then also able to relate to his audience,
because beauty, as in modern times, is a very important aspect of being sw`ma. The body of Christ must
also be a beautiful body – not an amputated or marred body.

Beauty and the use of cosmetics have been scowled at in many instances in the literature of the early
church, especially regarding women who decorate their bodies. True beauty had to come from the
inside (1 Pet 3:3). This notion is especially commented on by Clement of Alexandria (Paed. 3.1) who
states that true beauty is intellect, and not physical ornamentation (cf. Gregory of Nyssa, (Creat. 12.8);
The Shepherd of Hermas (Sim. 5.7.1-4); Cyril of Jerusalem (Cat. 9.15); Theodoret (Graec. 5.81-82);
Arnobius (Gent. 2.41) and associates it with the pagan comic poets (cf. Ovid (Med.); Euripides,
[Med.]). In Euripides’ Bacchants, Dionysus is a very effeminate man and the traditional images of
goddesses were also very beautiful and sexually attractive354. Tertullian (Cult. Fem. 1.2) also warns
against the use of cosmetics and ornaments and states that the use of female ornamentation can be
traced back to the fallen angels and also associates it with the dishonourable conduct of women who
shaved their heads in 1 Corinthians 11 (Virg. 12). But one of the greatest opponents of cosmetics and
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ornamentation is probably Jerome, who associates it with vanity and stupidity (Epist. 38.3; 125.17;
130.18).

Chrysostom does not refer to cosmetics and ornamentation in this premise. As many other writers, the
beauty of the body is its natural beauty. There is no evil or sin in the natural beauty of the body (cf.
Cyril of Jerusalem (Cat. 4.23); Ambrose (Off. 1.19.83)). Chrysostom’s argument is therefore in line
with the view of the majority of teachers in the early church. To conclude, natural beauty aids then the
natural function of the body.

The logical inference of this conclusion is that the body must take care of itself (which is also typically
what Livy insinuates). The next statement of Chrysostom is very important (Hom. 1 Cor. 30.7):
Kaˆ g¦r kaˆ ™n tÍ 'Ekklhs…v mšlh poll¦ kaˆ di£fora· kaˆ t¦ mn
timiètera, t¦ d katadešstera· oŒÒn e„si parqšnwn coroˆ, e„sˆ chrîn
sÚllogoi, e„sˆ tîn ™n g£mJ sèfroni lampÒntwn fratr…ai, kaˆ polloˆ
tÁj ¢retÁj oƒ baqmo…355.

For in the Church there are members many and diverse, and some are more
honorable and some less honourable. For example, there are choirs of virgins,
there are assemblies of widows, there are fraternities of those who shine in holy
wedlock. What I am trying to say is that there are many degrees of virtue

This section plays a key role in understanding Chrysostom’s new hierarchy. It was stated above that
Chrysostom affirmed Paul’s code-switch regarding the systemic hierarchy, but that he also establishes
his own, the office of priesthood being the higher-status indicator. The above quotation proves this
point, although it does not refer particularly to priests or bishops. He would not refer to his own office
in the church as being the highest in this exposition (cf. Sacr.). His audience in this case is the members
of the church – and he does not want to appear boastful of his own office, on the one hand, and on the
other, he wants to apply this proposed hierarchy to the members in the assembly, who would comprise
largely of the classes mentioned in the quote. In his dialogue with Basil (cf. Sacr.), who is also a
minister, Chrysostom tells Basil that theirs is the greatest office in the church. He explicitly states the
355
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order of the hierarchy: the virgin is a higher-status indicator while the married are implied to be a
lower-status indicator. The fact that it is a hierarchy is confirmed by the last statement in the quotation:
polloˆ tÁj ¢retÁj oƒ baqmo…. It must be noted that the gifts are not even mentioned. This hierarchy is
based on sexual conduct. The more a status carries lacks in sexual conduct, the higher the status or
honour attributed. Instead of the people with gifts scorning one another, to the demise of the body,
Chrysostom states that “if a virgin deals scornfully with a married woman”, it would also be to the
virgin’s own disadvantage. He also states the importance of adding widows into this hierarchy, and
associates them with the poor. This hierarchy is then functional and aesthetic. Chrysostom implies that
a church in which this hierarchy is present, is not only functionally effective, but is also a tribute to the
beauty of the church.

6.4.

The Necessity of the Poor

In Hom. 1 Cor. 29, Chrysostom also ended with a discussion of the poor and wealthy people and their
relationship with the church. The Demonstrandum in that discussion was to show that believers should
not be over-zealous to acquire material and spiritual gifts. The problem addressed was greed and envy.
However, in this case, the Demonstrandum is different. In this homily, Chrysostom wants to point out
that the poor are a very necessary stratum in the hierarchical ladder. Being desolate and a pauper was in
fact a higher-status indicator. Chrysostom states (Hom. 1 Cor. 30.7):
Kaˆ ™pˆ tÁj ™lehmosÚnhj p£lin Ðmo…wj· Ð mn g¦r t¦ p£nta ™kšnwsen, oƒ
d tÁj aÙtarke…aj ™pimeloàntai mÒnhj, kaˆ plšon tÁj cre…aj oÙdn
zhtoàsin, oƒ d ™k toà perisseÚmatoj œdwkan· ¢ll' Ómwj oátoi p£ntej
¢ll»louj kosmoàsi, k¨n ™xouqen»sV tÕn ™l£ttona Ð me…zwn, ˜autÕn t¦
mšgista œblayen…T… g¦r tîn prosaitoÚntwn eÙtelšsteron; ¢ll' Ómwj
kaˆ oátoi cre…an plhroàsi meg…sthn ™n 'Ekklhs…v, proshlwmšnoi ta‹j
qÚraij toà naoà, kaˆ kÒsmon paršcontej mšgiston, kaˆ toÚtwn ¥neu oÙk
¨n ¢partisqe…h tÕ pl»rwma tÁj 'Ekklhs…aj356.

And in almsgiving again in the same manner. For some empty themselves of all
their goods: others care for sufficiency alone and seek nothing more than
necessaries; others give of their abundance. Nevertheless, all these adorn one
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another; and if the greater should not consider the less, this one would in the
greatest way cause harm to itself…What is less honourable than those who
beg? And yet even these fulfill a most important role in the Church, hanging on
to the doors of the sanctuary and supplying one of its greatest ornaments. And
without these there could be no perfecting the fullness of the Church.

He states that there are various degrees of virtue also in almsgiving. Again, he provides a list with those
at the top, like the virgins, in this case those who have nothing, being the higher-status carriers. In the
previous list, the poverty lies in sexual conduct. Virgins engage in none, while widows are now
released of it, but married people are still engaged in sexual conduct. A third factor is then added to the
system of goods – namely sexual conduct (would the term “sexual goods” be appropriate?). The same
applies to the possession of riches.

The poor were also very visible in the church. The place of the poor in the church is more clearly
elaborated on in Chrysostom’s commentary on 1 Thessalonians. Chrysostom mentions (Hom. 1 Thess.
11.4):
Di¦ toàto g¦r kaˆ ™n ta‹j ™kklhs…aij, kaˆ ™n to‹j martur…oij
prok£qhntai tîn propula…wn oƒ pšnhtej, éste ¹m©j ™k tÁj toÚtwn qšaj
poll¾n dšcesqai t¾n çfšleian. …OÙ di¦ toàto d mÒnon ™ntaàqa
parak£qhntai, ¢ll' †na se kaˆ ™le»mona poi»swsi, kaˆ prÕj œleon
™pikamfqÍj, †na qaum£sVj toà Qeoà t¾n filanqrwp…an. E„ g¦r Ð QeÕj
oÙk ™paiscÚnetai aÙtoÝj, ¢ll' ™n to‹j propula…oij aÙtoà œsthse,
pollù m©llon sÚ· †na m¾ mšga fronÍj ™pˆ to‹j basile…oij to‹j ™pˆ tÁj
gÁj. M¾ to…nun ™paiscÚnou par¦ pšnhtoj kaloÚmenoj· k¨n prosšlqV,
k¨n t¦ gÒnata katšcV, m¾ ¢pose…sV· kÚnej g£r e„sin oáto… tinej
qaumastoˆ tîn aÙlîn tîn basilikîn. OÙ g¦r ¢tim£zwn aÙtoÝj kÚnaj
™k£lesa, m¾ gšnoito, ¢ll¦ kaˆ sfÒdra ™painîn· t¾n aÙl¾n ful£ttousi
t¾n basilik»n· qršyon to…nun aÙtoÚj· ¹ g¦r tim¾ e„j tÕn basilša
¢naba…nei…Óti oÙ tšrpetai ploÚtJ QeÕj, ¢p' aÙtîn tîn prokaqhmšnwn
did£skV357.
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For because of this the poor are in the church and sit before the vestibules of the
chapels of the martyrs, so that we may receive great benefit from the sight of
them…But not only due to this do they sit here, but so that they should make
you compassionate, and be inclined to pity, so that you should admire God’s
affection for people. For if God is not ashamed of them, but has set them in His
vestibules, even more should you not be ashamed, so that you may not think [of
the church] in terms of palaces on earth. Do not be ashamed when you are
called by a poor man; if he should draw near to you, or grab hold of your knees,
do not shake him off. For these are kinds of honourable dogs of the royal
courts. For I do not call them dogs dishonourably – certainly not – but I am also
commending them. They guard the King’s court. Therefore feed them. For the
honour passes on to the King. …You are taught that God does not delight in
riches.

Only after Chrysostom created his own hierarchy, does he make his own code-switch. The poor are
higher-status carriers. They sat in the vestibules (propula…oi) of the churches. This was the room
between the main hall and the entrance. It would imply that everyone who entered the church would
have to pass by the poor. Instead of frowning down upon them, Chrysostom instructs the people to feed
them. The nature of their honour is transitory – it passes on to the King, who is God. To aid the rhetoric
of his code-switch even more, Chrysostom calls them dogs – something very dishonoured. Immediately
the image of the Cynic philosophers appears. In the past, before Chrysostom, there had been conflict
between Cynics and Christians, as in the case of Justin Martyr358. The dishonour of the dogs refers
directly to the animal; however, there may be an indirect nuance to the Cynics – who would be the
dishonourable dogs. This would entail some speculation. Whatever the case may be, the poor are not
dishonourable dogs – like the animals or philosophers seen on the streets – rather, these dogs are the
watchdogs of God’s palace – they are the spiritual watchdogs of the church. They are therefore higherstatus carriers, and occupy a very high stratum in Chrysostom’s hierarchy. In his discussion in Hom. 1
Cor. 30, Chrysostom states that the poor “decorate” the church (kosmšw). The true adornments of a
church should not be gold or marble, but should be the poor and the virgins. This image also links with
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Chrysostom’s discussion on beauty – the poor seem insignificant, like hair, but are actually the element
that truly adorns the church.

Although the Demonstrandum of this discussion on poverty is different than that of Hom. 1 Cor. 29,
both conclusions are logically linked. The previous homily indicates that those who are in the church
should not be over-zealous for the spiritual goods, just as they should not be over-zealous for material
goods. Now a second part of the logic unfolds. Just as poverty in material goods becomes a higherstatus indicator, poverty in the spiritual gifts may also be a higher-status indicator, to Chrysostom in
any case. He does not state this directly, but implies it in this discussion on poverty as well as in the
previous homily. Again, in typical Antiochene style, the end of the sermon needs to bring historia and
theoria to the ordinary member, of whom many may have been poor.

Chrysostom’s thought on hierarchies is based on poverty. Schematically, it can be seen as follows:

Type of Hierarchy:

Stratum on the
hierarchical ladder as
seen by Chrysostom:
The top being the
highest-status carrier

Hierarchy based on Hierarchy based on Hierarchy based on
the Pneuma
neumat…ka.
t…ka.

Material Goods

Sexual Conduct

Those who act in

Those who have

The virgins (parqšnoi).

humility and not in the

nothing or those who

gifts, although faith,

have emptied

wisdom and knowledge

themselves of

may also be included

everything (Ð ... t¦

here.

p£nta ™kšnwsen).

Possibly those who heal Those who are self-

The widows

and perform wonders.

sufficient (aÙtarke…a).

(chra…).

Those speaking in

Those who give in their

The married people

tongues and

abundance (oƒ ... ™k

(tîn ™n g£mJ sèfroni
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prophesying
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Therefore, Chrysostom’s reasoning in developing hierarchies relies solely on poverty – not only
poverty in material goods, but also spiritual goods and sexual conduct. It can be stated further that a
major status or honour determiner in the early church was poverty. Poverty indicated need and
dependence – not on people, but on God. It also implies that the less one needs to think about sex, the
more time one can spend contemplating godly things. The less time one spends on managing wealth (as
shown in the previous chapter), the more time one has to pray. Regarding the spiritual gifts, the issue of
envy and greed, which both later became deadly sins in the Moralia of Gregory the Great, were
probably the major factors leading to its cessation. This then also sheds more light as to why
Chrysostom believed that the working of the gifts had ceased. It is important to examine the loweststatus carriers. He does not describe any of them in a negative sense. In Hom. 1 Cor. 29.1, Chrysostom
stated that it was not the gifts themselves that were the sources of greed and envy, rather the people
who practised them. As stated in the previous chapter, envy played a large role in honour or status
concerns in the ancient Mediterranean and was considered one of the most grievous of all sins360.
Chrysostom is never negative toward the gift itself, rather to the people practicing the gift. But in his
discussion of the rich people and those who are married, he is not even negative regarding the people
(unlike the spiritual gifts). The rich people at the bottom of the hierarchy are described as “those who
give from their abundance”. The type of rich person in this stratum is the one who gives. There would
be no place for a rich man who does not give to the poor in Chrysostom’s hierarchy – not even in the
lowest stratum. Such a person would have no status or honour at all. The same with the married people
– they “shine in holy wedlock” (tîn ™n g£mJ sèfroni lampÒntwn); the use of the word “l£mpw”
indicating again a certain sense of honour. He needs to do this in order to illustrate the symbiotic nature
of this systemic hierarchy. This also shows how important the discussion of the necessity of the poor is
in this homily, as it also serves as a logical continuation of the discussion of the poor in Hom. 1 Cor.
29.

6.5.

Conclusion

Many insights have been gained in this chapter. Chrysostom’s thinking on two main themes may be
underlined in this conclusion. Firstly, Chrysostom’s view on the body has been highlighted and
secondly, his view on hierarchies in the church.

Regarding the body, there are three main features to it, according to Chrysostom:
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a. The body is many but one (diversity in unity through the Spirit and sacraments);
b. Not all the members have equal honour – he uses typical ancient homonoia analogies to
illustrate this;
c. The body, as systemic hierarchy, is symbiotic in nature with relation to its functions and also its
beauty. Hierocracy based on the charismata is destructive.

These are the main points of Chrysostom’s body language that are given in this homily regarding the
view on the body. As an Antiochene exegete, Chrysostom discusses the text within its historical
context (historia), and then applies this within his own context. Chrysostom looks at the church in his
own time, and illustrates that the hierarchy of the body is still present. The gifts had ceased, but he
especially mentions two discernable hierarchies. Both of these hierarchies in the church are based on
poverty. This poverty is must be seen in: firstly, sexual conduct and secondly, poverty regarding
material goods. Regarding sexual conduct, the virgins are the highest-status carriers and the wedded are
the lowest-status carriers (widows being in the middle) – however – all have status and function within
a symbiotic unity. There is also a hierarchy within those who are physically poor and wealthy. Those
who have nothing are the highest-status carriers, those who are self-sufficient are the higher-status
carriers and the wealthy who give to the poor are the lowest-status carriers. Some pointers to why
Chrysostom believed the gifts had ceased can also be deduced from this. Poverty in the gifts is also a
status indicator. This is Chrysostom’s application of the text in his own context.

The homily becomes an accusation to many churches in the modern context. In the Pentecostal
tradition, it often seems as if exactly the opposite of what Chrysostom is saying is true361. The people
who speak in tongues and prophesy are usually higher-status carriers, along with the wealthy members
and also the married persons. Very few assemblies would employ a senior pastor if he or she is not
married and financially stable (self-sufficient at least). The system advertently dictates that a senior
pastor must speak in tongues. The author acknowledges that Chrysostom’s context and the author’s
own are very different, and that Chrysostom should also be read critically, as it has been done. But the
South-African church can learn from Chrysostom how to treat the poor and also realize the importance
of virginity and chastity within the growing HIV/AIDS pandemic. The Pentecostal church can learn
that a systemic hierarchy based on the gifts, may be harmful to the well-being of the members of an
assembly.
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6.6.

Appendix: Translation of Homily 30
Sketching the Context: The Nature of the Sw`ma

“For just as the body is one, and has many members, and all the members of the
body, although they are many, is one body, so also with Christ.”362
[1] After Paul consoled them with the fact that the thing given was a free gift; that they received all
from “one and the same Spirit;” that it was given “to the benefit of all,” that even by the lesser gifts a
manifestation was made; and in this he silenced them by referring to the habit of yielding to the
authority of the Spirit: (“for all these,” he says, “works one and the same Spirit, apportioning to each
individually as He wills;” which is why it is not right to be over-curious.) He proceeds now to console
them in like manner from another common example, and uses an example from nature itself, as it was
his habit of doing.
For when he was arguing about the hair of men and women, after all the premises he uses nature also to
correct them, saying: “Does not even nature itself teach you that if a man has long hair, it is a dishonor
to him? But if a woman has long hair, it is a glory to her?”363 And when he was speaking concerning
the idol-sacrifices, forbidding them to touch them, he drew an argument from the examples also of
them that are without, both making mention of the Olympic games, where he says: “they which run in a
race run all, but one receives the prize.”364 He then affirmed these views from shepherds and soldiers
and farmers. In which he introduces here also a common example by which he presses on and argues
hard to prove that no one was really put in a worse condition, which was impressive and surprising to
be able to illustrate, and planned to console the persons who had the lesser gifts; I mean, the example of
the body. For nothing so consoles the person of small spirit and inferior gifts, or so persuades him or
her not to be dissatisfied, as being convinced that this person is not left with less than his or her share.
This is why Paul is also making this point, saying: “For just as the body is one, and has many
members.”
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Can you see what he is implying? He is pointing out the same thing to be both one and many. In which
he also adds, establishing his point more earnestly: “and all the members of the body, although they are
many, is one body.” He did not say: “being many, are of one body,” but “the one body itself is many”
and those many members form this one thing. If therefore the one body is many, and the many
members form one body, where is the difference? Where is the superiority? Where is the disadvantage?
“For all,” he says, “are one,” and not only one, but they are unified in the one thing common to them
all, that is, their being the body, they are found all to be one. Only when one considers their particular
natures, then the difference comes out, and the difference is in all the same. For none of them by itself
can make a body, but each is alike deficient in the making a body, and there is need of a coming
together since when the many become one, then and not till then is there one body365. This is exactly
why Paul is pointing to this very thing and said: “and all the members of the body, although they are
many, are one body.” And he did not say: “the superior and the inferior,” but “they are many,” which is
typical of all.
And how can they be one? When you discard the differences of the members, you realize they all form
the body. For that which the eye is, this is also the foot in regard of its being a member and forming
part of a body. For there is no difference in this respect. Nor can you say that one of the members
makes a body by itself, but another does not. For they are all equal in this, for the very reason that they
are all one body.
And after he said this and made it clear to all, he adds: “so also is Christ.” And when he should have
said: “so also is the Church,” for this was the logical inference which he does not say it but instead of
saying this, he mentions the name of Christ, taking the argument to a more sacred level and appealing
more and more to the audience’s reverence. But what he means is this: “So also is the body of Christ,
which is the Church.” For as the body and the head form the person, so he said that the Church and
Christ are one. This is also why he said Christ instead of the Church, giving that name to His body.
“Because our body is one thing though it consists of many members,” he says, “it is the same in the
Church - we all are one thing. For though the Church consists of many members, these many members
still form one body.”
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Sw`ma in Chrysostom’s Exposition
[2] And since he raised up, as you can see, the person who thought he or she was inferior, he again
leaves the topic of common experience, and comes to another, a spiritual one, bringing greater
consolation and indicative of great equality of honor. What then is this?366
“For we were all baptised by one Spirit into one body, whether Jews or
Gentiles, whether slaves or free people. We are all made to drink of one
Spirit.”367
Now what he means is this: that which caused us to become one body and regenerated us, is one Spirit.
For one person was not baptized in one spirit and another baptized in some other spirit. And not only is
that which baptized us one, but also that into which He baptized us, that is, the reason for which He
baptized us, is the same. For we were baptized not so that a number of different individual bodies might
be formed, but that we might all be in harmony with one another - the perfect nature of one body, that
is, that we might all be one body – the same body into which we were baptized.
So that both He who formed the body is one, and that into which He formed it is one. And he did not
say: “that we might all come to be of the same body,” but, “that we might all be one body.” For Paul
always attempts to use the most descriptive phrases. And it was good that he said: “we all,” including
also himself. “For not even I, the Apostle, have any more than you in this respect,” he said. “For you
are just as much the body as I am, and I just as much as you, and we have all the same Head and have
endured the same birth-pains. This is why we are also the same body.”
He also says: “And why do I speak of the Jews? After all, even the Gentiles who were so far off from
us, the Spirit has also encapsulated into the wholeness of one body.” This is why he said: “we all,” but
he does not stop there but adds: “whether Jews or Greeks, slaves or free people.” Now if, after we were
so far separated, were united and have become one, even more after that we have become one, we can
have no right to be dissatisfied and be dejected. Certainly, the difference, in fact, has no ground. For if
to Greeks and Jews, to slaves and free people He has given the same blessings, how can it be that after
He supplied them in this manner, He now divides them, now that He has bestowed to a greater end the
unity, by the provision of His gifts?
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“And were all made to drink of one Spirit.”368
“For the body is not one member, but many,”369
He wants to say that we share the same initiation, we enjoy the same table. And why did he not say:
“we are nourished by the same body and drink the same blood?” Because by saying “Spirit,” he implies
them both, the flesh as well as the blood. For through both we are “made to drink of the Spirit.”
But it seems to me now that he speaks of that visitation of the Spirit which takes place in us after
baptism and before the mysteries. And he said: “We were made to drink,” because this metaphor was
quite suitable for his proposed subject. It is as if he had spoken about plants and a garden, that by the
same fountain all the trees are watered, or by the same water; he means the same in this instance: “we
all drank the same Spirit, we enjoyed the same grace,” he said.
If then one Spirit formed us and gathered us all together into one body, this is what is meant by: “we
were baptized into one body” and given to us one table, and wetted us with the same water, (for this is
the meaning of “we were made to drink of one Spirit”) and people who should be united are so badly
separated, and if many things then become a body when they are made one, why, I ask, do you
constantly mention the differences of the members? But if you are answering: “Because there are many
and diverse members,” know that this very thing is the wonder and the particular excellency of the
body, when the things which are many and diverse make one. But if they were not many, it would not
be so wonderful and incredible that they should be one body. No, rather they would not be a body at
all.
[3] This he mentions last though, but for now he goes to the members themselves, saying:
“If the foot should say: ‘Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,’
due to this does it not belong to the body? And if the ear should say: ‘Because I
am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,’ due to this does it any less belong
to the body?”370
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For if the fact that one was made inferior and the other superior does not allow them to be part of the
body, the whole body cannot exist. Do not, therefore, say: “I am not part the body, because I am
inferior.” For the foot also has the inferior position, yet it is part of the body - for the being or not being
part of the body, is not dependant on the one being in this place and the other in that place; (which is
what constitutes difference of place;) but from the being conjoined or separated371. For the being or not
being a body, results from them having been made one or not. But do you, I ask, understand what he is
implying? Can you see how he applies their words to our members. For as he said above: “These things
have I in a figure transferred to myself and Apollos,”372 in the same manner here, to make his argument
free from suspicion and acceptable, he has the members speak to each other. So that when they will
hear nature answering them, this experience will convince them and by the obvious opinion, they may
have nothing further to oppose. He says: “For murmur, if you will this very thing, as you please, you
cannot be out of the body. For as the law of nature, so much more does the power of grace guard all
things and fully preserves them.” And see how he kept to the rule of having nothing superfluous; not
working out his argument on all the members, but on two only and these the extremes; having specified
both the most honorable of all, the eye, and the least honourable of all, the feet. And he does not make
the foot to discourse with the eye, but with the hand which is mounted a little above it; and the ear with
the eyes373. For because we are not envious of those who are very far above us, but those who are a
little higher, therefore he also formulates his comparison based on this.
“If the whole body were an eye, where would be the hearing? If the whole body
were an ear, where would be the smell?”374
And since he mentioned the difference of the members, and having mentioned feet, and hands, and
eyes, and ears, he led them to the realization of their own inferiority and superiority: see how he
consoles them again, implying that it was so for their own benefit, and that their being many and
diverse, this especially causes them to be a body. But if they all were individually one, they would not
be one body. This is why he said: “If they were all one member, where would the body be?” This
however, he mentions not until afterwards. But in this instance he points to something more - that
besides the impossibility of any one being a body in themselves, it even robs the rest of being a body.
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“If the whole body were an ear, where would be the smell?”
[4] Then because after all they were still disturbed, that which he had done above, the same he does
also now. For as in the first instance he first pointed to the necessity to comfort them and afterwards
silenced them, earnestly saying: “But all these work one and the same Spirit, apportioning to each
person individually as He wills.” In the same manner here after he stated reasons for which he showed
that it was beneficial that all should be like this, he refers the whole issue again to the will of God,
saying:
“But as it is, God placed the members, each one of them, in the body as it
pleased Him.”375
In the same way as he said of the Spirit: “as He wills,” so also here, “as it pleased Him.” Now do not
enquire further into the cause, why it is like this and why not like that. For though we have ten
thousand reasons to give, we shall not be so able to show these stubborn people that it is well done, as
when we say, that as the best Artificer pleased, so it came to pass376. For as it is necessary, so He wills
it. Now if in this natural body of ours we do not curiously enquire about the members, much more in
the Church. And can you see his consideration in that he does not list the difference which comes from
their nature nor that from their function, but that from their placement in the body. For he says: “God
has placed the members each one of them in the body as it pleased Him.” And he appropriately said
“each one,” pointing out that the use is applicable to all. For you cannot say: “This He has placed
Himself but not that, but He placed every member according to His will.” So that to the foot also it is
beneficial that it should be put where it is, and not to the head only. And if it should mangle the order
and leave its own place, and go to another, though it might seem to have bettered its condition, it would
be the undoing and ruin of the whole body! For it both falls from its own place and does not even reach
the place it intended to go to!
“But if all were one member, where would the body be? Now there are many
members, but one body.”377
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[5] And since he properly silenced them by saying that it is God's own arrangement, again he states
reasons for it. And he does not only quiet them in every instance, but also argues to give them reasons.
Since on the one hand, the one who merely silences, disturbs the hearer, and the one, on the contrary,
who is accustomed to demand reasons for all things, is injured in the matter of faith; for this cause then
Paul is continually practicing both the one and the other, that they may both believe and may not be
disturbed; and after silencing them, he again gives a reason in the same manner378. And notice his
earnestness in the argument and the perfection of his victory. For from the things they supposed
themselves unequal in honor because in them there was great diversity, even from these things he
shows that for this very reason they are equal in honor. How? I will tell you:
“If all were one member,” he says, “where is the body?”
Now what he means is this: “If there were not among you great diversity, you could not be a body; and
not being a body, you could not be one; and not being one, you could not be equal in honor. From
where it follows again that if you were all equal in honor, you were not a body; and not being a body,
you were not one; and not being one, how could you be equal in honor? As it is, however, because you
are not all given the same gift, this is why you are a body; and being a body, you are all one, and differ
nothing from one another for this reason: that you are a body. This means that this very difference is
that which mainly results in your equality in honor. And accordingly he mentions: “But now they are
many members, yet one body.”
[6] Let us then realize these things and cast out all envy, and neither hold a grudge against them who
have greater gifts nor demean those that have the lesser gifts. For this is how God wants it. Let us then
not oppose ourselves. But if you are still dissatisfied, consider that your work is often of such a nature
that your fellow believer is unable to do it. So therefore, even if you are inferior, you still have an
advantage in this very fact. And though this person may seem greater, he or she is in fact worse off in
this respect – and this establishes equality. For in the body even the little members seem to play no
small role, but the great ones themselves are often injured by them, I mean, by their removal. Thus
what in the body is more insignificant than the hair? Yet if you should remove this, insignificant as it
is, from the eyebrows and the eyelids, you have destroyed all the beauty of its countenance, and the eye
will no longer appear equally beautiful. And yet the loss seems insignificant, yet it eliminates the very
acceptable appearance of the eyes! And not the appearance only, but also most the use of the eyes. The
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reason is that every one of our members has their own particular function and one which is for the
purpose of the common good of the body. And in the same way there is in us a beauty which is peculiar
and another which is common. And these kinds of beauty appear indeed to be divided, but they are
perfectly bound together, and when one is destroyed, the other perishes also along with it. To explain
myself: let there be bright eyes, and a smiling cheek, and a red lip, and straight nose, and open brow;
nevertheless, if you should mar but the most insignificant of these, you have marred the common
beauty of all; all is full of dejection; all will appear foul to look on, which before was so beautiful379.
Therefore, if you should crush only the tip of the nose you have caused great deformity on all of the
other members and still, it is the maiming of only a single member. And in the same manner with
regard to the hand, if you should take away the nail from one finger, you would see the same result. If
now you would see the same taking place with regard to their function, in the same way again, remove
one finger, and you will see the rest less active and no longer able to perform their proper function.
Since then the scarring of a member causes common deformity, and its preservation causes beauty to
all, let us not consider ourselves more important nor maltreat our neighbors. For because of that small
member even the great member is fair and beautiful, and by the eyelids, insignificant as they appear,
the eye is made beautiful. So that the person who wages war with their fellow believer wages war with
him- or herself. For the injury done has consequences not only for that one person, but the person who
inflicted the injury will also suffer no small loss.
The Necessity of the Poor
[7] In order to prevent this from happening, let us care for our neighbors as for ourselves, and let us
transfer this image of the body now also to the Church, and take care of all as with our own members.
For in the Church there are members many and diverse, and some are more honorable and some less
honourable. For example, there are choirs of virgins, there are assemblies of widows, there are
fraternities of those who shine in holy wedlock. What I am trying to say is that there are many degrees
of virtue. And in almsgiving again in the same manner. For some empty themselves of all their goods:
others care for sufficiency alone and seek nothing more than necessaries; others give of their
abundance. Nevertheless, all these adorn one another; and if the greater should not consider the lesser,
this one would in the greatest way cause harm to itself. Thus, suppose a virgin maltreated a married
woman, she has cut off no small part of her own reward; and the person, again, that emptied himself or
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herself of all possessions, maltreat the one that has not done this, this person has emptied himself or
herself of much of the fruit of his or her labours. And why do I speak of virgins, and widows, and
persons without possessions? What is less honourable than those who beg? And yet even these fulfill a
most important role in the Church, hanging on to the doors of the sanctuary and supplying one of its
greatest ornaments. And without these there could be no perfecting the fullness of the Church. Which
thing, as it seems, the Apostles also observing made a law from the beginning, as in regard to all other
things, so also that there should be widows, and so great care did they use about the matter as also to
set over them seven deacons. For as bishops and presbyters and deacons and virgins and continent
persons, enter into my enumeration, where I am reckoning up the members of the Church, so also do
widows380. Certainly it is no insignificant role that they fill. For you indeed come here when you want
to, but these people sing psalms and attend church night and day! They do not do this only to receive
something, since if that were their reason, they might as well walk in the marketplace and beg in the
alleys. But there is in them an impressive piety. At least, look in what a furnace of poverty they are, yet
never will you hear a blasphemous word from them nor an impatient one, which is rather the habit of
many rich men's wives. Yet some of them often lie down to their rest in hunger, and others continue
constantly frozen by the cold. Nevertheless, they pass their time in thanksgiving and giving glory to
God. Though you give but a penny, they give thanks and implore ten thousand blessings on the giver;
and if you give nothing they do not complain, but even then they bless you, and consider themselves
fortunate to enjoy their daily food.
Some will reply: “Yes, they are like this because they have no other choice!” Why, tell me? For what
reason did you say this bitter expression? Are there not shameful arts which bring gain to the aged,
both men and women? Had they not power to support themselves by those means in great abundance,
provided they had chosen to cast off all care of upright living?381 Can you not see how many persons of
that age, by becoming pimps and procuring sexual favours and by other such occupations, both live,
and live in luxury? But it is not so with these people, but they choose rather to die of hunger than to
dishonor their own life and betray their salvation. And they sit here throughout the whole day,
preparing a medicine of salvation for you.
For so does the physician, who stretches out the hand to apply the knife, work so effectually to cut out
the corruption from our wounds, as a poor person stretching out their right hand and receiving alms, to
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take away the scars which the wounds have left. And what is truly wonderful, they perform this
excellent surgery without pain and anguish382. And we, who are more fortunate than these people and
give you so much wholesome advice, do not argue in a more honourable way than they do, who sit
before the doors of the church, by their silence and countenance. For we too sound these things in your
ears every day, saying: “Do not be snobbish, O fortunate one! Human nature is a thing that soon
declines and is ready to fall away. Our youth rushes on to old age, our beauty to deformity, our strength
to weakness, our honor to contempt, our health falls away to sickness, our glory to meanness, our
riches to poverty; our concerns are like a violent current that never will stand still, but keeps hastening
down the steep.”383
This same advice do these paupers also give and more than this, by their appearance and by their
experience itself too, which is a yet simpler kind of advice. How many, for instance, of those who now
sit without possessions or youth, flourished in their youth and did great things? How many of these
loathsome looking persons surpassed many, both in vigor of body and in beauty of appearance? No,
you have to believe this. Certainly then, life is full of ten thousand such examples. For if from mean
and humble persons many have often become kings, what is the surprise if from being great and
glorious, some have been made humble and mean? Since the first scenario is much the more
extraordinary, but the latter, of constant occurrence. Remember, we are all subjected to this sort of
change!
[8] But if one of those thoughtless persons, who are accustomed to scoff, will object to what has been
said, and will altogether deride us, saying: “How long will you not stop mentioning to us the paupers
and beggars in your sermons! And prophesying to us of misfortunes, and denouncing poverty to come,
and constantly desiring to make us beggars?” I do not say these things to make you beggars! But in
order to open to you the riches of heaven. Since the person who is healthy can advise the sick person
and console them, and does not say it not to make this person more diseased, but to preserve the person
in health, by the fear of their calamities cutting off his or her remissness. Poverty seems to you to be a
fearful thing and to be dreaded, even to mention the mere name of it384. Yes, and this is why we are
poor, because we are afraid of poverty; though we have ten thousand talents. For it is not the one who
has nothing who is poor, but the one who shudders at poverty. After all, in the tragedies of people it is
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also not those who suffer great evils whom we lament and account wretched, but those who know not
how to cope with them, even though they be small. While the person who knows how to cope is, as all
know, worthy of praises and crowns. And to prove that this is so, whom do we applaud in the games?
Those who are much beaten and do not vex themselves, but hold their head on high, or those who flee
after the first blows? Are not those even crowned by us as virile and noble, while we laugh at these
others as unmanly and cowards? Let us then also do this with the affairs of our life. Let us crown the
person that bears all things easily, as we do with those noble champions. And let us weep over them
that cowers and trembles at dangers, and who before he or she even receives the blow, is dead with
fear. For it is like this in the games - if any before he or she raised his or her hands, at the mere sight of
the enemy extending the right hand, should run away, even though he or she receives no wound, will be
laughed at and mocked as being feeble and cowardly, inexperienced in such battles. Now it is the same
with those who fear poverty, and they cannot so much as endure the mention of it.
Evidently then it is not we that make you wretched, but you yourselves. For how can it be that the devil
should not from here on target you, seeing you afraid and trembling even before the blow is given? Or
rather, when you consider this a threat, he will have no need so much as to hit you anymore, but
leaving you to keep you wealth, by the expectation of its being taken away he will render you softer
than any wax. And because it is our nature, so to speak, not to consider the objects of our dread so
fearful after suffering, as before and while yet untried: therefore to prevent you from acquiring even
this virtue, he detains you in the very height of fear; by the fear of poverty, before all experience of it,
melting you down as wax in the fire. Yes and such a person is softer than any wax and lives a life more
wretched than Cain himself. For the things which they have in excess, they fear to lose! For those
things which they do not have, they revel in ungratefulness. And again, concerning what they have,
they are trembling only to the thought of losing it, guarding their wealth within like a spiteful runaway
slave, and beset by I know not what various and unaccountable passions. For unaccountable desire, and
manifold fear and anxiety, and trembling on every side, agitate them. And they are like a vessel driven
by contrary winds from every quarter, and enduring many heavy seas. And how much better for such a
person to depart than to be enduring a continual storm? Since for Cain also it were more tolerable to
have died than to be for ever trembling385.
[9] Well then, these things we are always saying and never leave off saying them, but whether our
sayings do any good, only time will tell, even that day which is revealed by fire, which tests every
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person’s work386, which shows what lamps are bright and not. Then will the person who has oil and the
one who does not have it, be brought to light. But may none of you then be found destitute of the
comfort; rather may all, bringing in with them abundance of mercy, and having their lamps bright,
enter in together with the Bridegroom387.
Since nothing is more fearful and full of anxiety than that voice which they who departed without
abundant almsgiving shall then hear the Bridegroom saying: “I do not know you.”388 But may we never
hear this voice, but rather that most pleasant and desirable one: “Come in, you the blessed one of My
Father and inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world.”389 For in this way
shall we live the happy life, and enjoy all the good things which even surpass human understanding,
that which we may all attaint, through the grace and mercy and love. Amen.
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CHAPTER 7
Homily 31: Chrysostom’s Body Language (Part 2 – The Health of the Body)
(1 Cor 12:21-26)
7.1.

Introduction

This shorter homily forms an exposition of 1 Corinthians 12:21-26. It is also grouped with Hom. 1 Cor.
30 as homilies which explain Paul’s body rhetoric or body language. Paul is still using the body
metaphor to solve problems of divisiveness within the Corinthian assembly. I present the main theme
of this homily as being the “health” of the body. Instructions on the care of the body are given and also
exhortations on the phenomena that threaten the health of the body, such as envy. Thiselton390 remarks:
“this rhetoric [of Paul] now explicitly rebukes those who think that they and their “superior” gifts are
self-sufficient for the whole body, or that others are scarcely “authentic” parts of the body, as they
themselves are” [his italics]. Chrysostom discusses Paul’s statements in three main divisions; firstly, he
discusses Paul’s use of the metaphor of the head, feet and genitals; secondly, he elaborates on the
necessity of the lower-status members of the body; and thirdly, he addresses the problem of envy and
jealousy in the body. In this final section, a look at envy in the ancient Mediterranean will be given and
then also Chrysostom’s discussion of the danger of envy will be elaborated on.

7.2.

Exposition of Paul’s Metaphor of the Head, Feet and Genitals

This section of the exposition focuses on 1 Corinthians 12:21-25, which reads:
OÙ dÚnatai d Ð ÑfqalmÕj e„pe‹n tÍ ceirˆ, cre…an sou oÙk œcw· À p£lin
¹ kefal¾ to‹j posˆ, cre…an Ømîn oÙk œcw. 'All¦ pollù m©llon t¦
dokoànta mšlh toà sèmatoj ¢sqenšstera Øp£rcein, ¢nagka‹£ ™sti· kaˆ
§ dokoàmen ¢timÒtera enai toà sèmatoj, toÚtoij tim¾n perissotšran
perit…qemen· kaˆ t¢sc»mona ¹mîn eÙschmosÚnhn perissotšran œcei· T¦
d eÙsc»mona ¹mîn oÙ cre…an œcei. 'All' Ð QeÕj sunekšrase tÕ sîma,
tù Østeroànti perissotšran doÝj tim¾n, †na m¾ sc…sma Ï ™n tù sèmati.
¢lla tÕ aÙtÕ Øpr ¢ll»lwn merimnîsi t¦ mšlh·
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The eye cannot say to the hand: “I do not need you,” or again, the head cannot
say to the feet: “I do not need you.” Rather, those members of the body which
seem to be less endowed with honour than other are necessary. And what we
consider to be less honourable members of the body we treat with great care,
and our unpresentable private parts have greater adornment to make them
presentable391.Our presentable parts do not need this. But God made the body,
giving to that which seems inferior greater honour. For He designed it that there
should be no division in the body, but that its members might care for one
another.
In the same manner as Thiselton, Chrysostom also notes that Paul’s rhetoric in this section has very
vehement tone. He looks at the significance of the use of the word “ouj duvnatai”, and notes that it
indicates that the fact that the members of the body enter into discourse is a logical impossiblity, and
not merely a choice of volition (which would then call for the phrase “ouj qeleiv”).

Chrysostom notes that the intensity of Paul’s argument grows. The first metaphor of the eye and hand
is not as extreme as that of the head and feet. Chrysostom, in typical Antiochene fashion as in the
previous homily, affirms and incorporates typical ancient views of the body to explain the Pauline
pericope. He complements Paul’s argument by elaborating more on the conventional views of the body
by stating in Hom. 1 Cor. 31.1:
Di¦ toàto labën ˜k£tera t¦ ¥kra, ™n aÙto‹j gumn£zei tÕn lÒgon,
prîton mn ™pˆ ceirÕj kaˆ Ñfqalmoà, deÚteron d ™pˆ kefalÁj kaˆ
podîn, aÜxwn tÕ par£deigma. T… g¦r podÕj eÙtelšsteron, À t… kefalÁj
timièteron kaˆ ¢nagkaiÒteron; toàto g¦r m£list£ ™stin ¥nqrwpoj, ¹
kefal». 'All' Ómwj oÙk œstin aÙt£rkhj, oÙd t¦ p£nta aÙt¾ dÚnait' ¨n
¢nÚein· ™peˆ e„ toàto Ãn, perittîj ¹m‹n oƒ pÒdej prosškeinto392.
For since he took the two extremes, he tests his argument in them, first in
respect of the hand and the eye, and secondly, in respect of the head and feet,
adding thrust to the example. For what is less honourable than the foot? Or
391
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what is more honorable and more necessary than the head? For this, the head,
more than any thing, is the person. Nevertheless, it is not of itself sufficient nor
could it alone perform all the functions of the body; since if this were possible,
our feet would be an unnecessary addition.
Chrysostom has already explained the dialogue between the eye and the hand in the previous homily.
Envy only occurs among those who have close proximity to each other. But it would be unheard of to
have the head, the highest-status carrier, to converse with the feet, the lowest-status carriers.
Chrysostom also mentions this in Hom. Eph. 10 and especially in Stat. 11.12. As stated earlier, not Paul
or Chrysostom could view the body outside of its hierarchical nature. This is when Paul uses a codeswitch – he topples the hierarchy – and makes the foot discourse with the head. It is certainly a codeswitch, one that Chrysostom rightly affirms, because having a foot and a head in dialogue would be
unheard of in terms of Graeco-Roman body rhetoric. Plato (Tim. 44d) states:
T¦j mn d¾ qe…aj periÒdouj dÚo oÜsaj, tÕ toà pantÕj scÁma
¢pomimhs£menoi periferj Ôn, e„j sfairoeidj sîma ™nšdhsan, toàto Ö
nàn kefal¾n ™ponom£zomen, Ö qeiÒtatÒn tš ™stin kaˆ tîn ™n ¹m‹n p£ntwn
despotoàn·

ú

kaˆ

p©n

tÕ

sîma

paršdosan

Øphres…an

aÙtù

sunaqro…santej qeo…, katano»santej Óti pasîn Ósai kin»seij œsointo
metšcoi393.
The divine revolutions, which are two, they bound within a sphere-shaped
body, in imitation of the spherical form of the All, which body we now call the
head, it being the most divine part and reigning over all the parts within us. The
gods gave over the whole of the body they had assembled to it, to be its servant,
having formed the notion that it should partake in all the motions which were to
be.
This difficult section basically implies that the sole purpose of the body is to carry the head. This shows
the immense honour of the head, which was predetermined by the gods. Plato gives the head divine
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qualities – the head is the god of the body, its spherical ruler394. Proclus (In Tim. 95.48) gives
commentary on Plato and, with reference to some orphic fragments, relates it Zeus. In the Greek
mythological literature, Zeus, the ruler of Olympus, is often called the “head” (Orph. Fr. 21a)395. More
importantly, the head is also the nexus of thought and intellect. The important role of intellect and
reason in Graeco-Roman culture also reflects honour to the head, which bears also one of the most
honorable organs – the eyes. The head (with the heart) is also the origin of all the human senses and
also associated with sleep and recovery (cf. Aristotle, Part. An. 2.10). Aristotle (Gen. An. 2.6) further
affirms this hierarchy in the body in biological terms: “This is why the parts about the head, and
particularly the eyes, appear largest in the embryo at an early stage, while the parts below the
umbilicus, like the legs, are small; for the lower parts are for the sake of the upper …” The heart,
however, is the first organ formed of all.
According to Artemidorus (Onir.), the body-parts, when they occur in dreams, represent various
people396. The head is usually the father, while the feet are the slaves. This also shows the difference in
honour between the feet and the head. It indicates the typical Graeco-Roman views on the head, in
which the soul was carried – it was the highest-status carrier, in contrast with the feet. Paul’s readers
were aware of this; and Chrysostom’s audience as well.
In early Christian literature, the head also occupied a key role. One of the main issues in modern
scholarship regarding the word kefal» is whether it means “source” or “authority over.” Grudem397
thoroughly addresses this issue. The homilies of Chrysostom play a decisive role in his hypothesis.
Grudem has illustrated rightly that kefal» in Chrysostom refers to “authority over”, that is, within the
homilies Grudem uses as examples. I would rather use Martin’s language in saying that Chrysostom,
typical of the general worldview, acknowledges the head as a highest-status indicator. But Chrysostom
also views the head as an equal with the rest of the body. In this case, it does not relate to his
ecclesiology of anthropology, but the very nature of his Orthodox and Trinitarian theology. Within the
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broader range of Chrysostom’s literature, this needs to be related with his refutations of the Arians. In
this case, as Grudem398 also notes, Hom. 1 Cor. 26 becomes important:
Kefal¾ d gunaikÕj Ð ¢n»r· kefal¾ d Cristoà Ð QeÒj. 'Entaàqa
™piphdîsin ¹m‹n oƒ aƒretikoˆ ™l£ttws…n tina ™k tîn e„rhmšnwn
™pinooàntej tù Uƒù· ¢ll' ˜auto‹j perip…ptousin. E„ g¦r kefal¾
gunaikÕj Ð ¢n¾r, ÐmooÚsioj d ¹ kefal¾ tù sèmati, kefal¾ d toà
Cristoà Ð QeÕj, ÐmooÚsioj Ð UƒÕj tù Patr…399.
“But the head of the woman is the man; and the head of Christ is God.” In this
case, the heretics are quick to argue against us for a declaration of inferiority
[between the Father and Son], from which they derive an interpretation against
[the full divinity of] the Son. But they stumble among themselves. For if “the
man is the head of the woman,” and the head is of the same substance as the
body, and “the head of Christ is God,”the Son is of the same substance with the
Father.
Chrysostom uses the typical language of the Nicene Creed, namely ÐmooÚsioj, to refute the Arians.
Thus, in early Orthodox theology, as in Plato’s and Proclus’ theology, the head and its status and
relationship to the body were used to formulate the very essence of their views on God. The difficult
task of articulating a divine ontology was made possible especially by the use of the metaphor of the
head. As there is no schism in the body, there is also no schism in God. Chrysostom notes that Paul
makes the head part of the rest of the body by means of dialogue. The head and the feet are the same
body; Chrysostom does not have a Platonic view of the head and body400. Rather, Paul’s code-switch of
398
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equating the head and the rest of the body concur with Chrysostom’s view that the Father and the Son
are also equal, and not subordinate. Chrysostom needs to appropriate body-egalitarianism against
hierocracy, for if not, it could lead to Arianism. Chrysostom does not elaborate much on the position of
the head in this homily; he has already elaborated extensively on it in his other homilies (cf. Hom. 1
Thess. 5; Hom. Eph. 3, 6, 13, 15, 20). It is also seen in the reasoning of Basil the Great (Ps. 28 Hom.
2), Theodore of Mopsuestia (Fr. 1 Cor. 11.3), etc401.
Furthermore, Chrysostom, also states that the leaders of the church is the “head” of the church (Hom.
Eph. 6). Regarding the feet, Chrysostom (Diab. 1.2) makes an interesting statement regarding humanity
in saying that “the feet became the head.” This implies that humanity used to be the most insignificant
of all creation (the feet), but now humanity is the head (a possible allusion to Ps 8). According to this
homily, humanity has been given the gift of eternal life. But through sin, humanity became the feet of
creation. Chrysostom, like many other patristic authors, associates the feet with sin. Ambrose402 (Epist.
41.11) discusses Mary’s washing of Jesus’ feet and states that God is the head of the body, while the
prophets may be its eyes, and the apostles its teeth, because they bring the food of the gospel to the
breasts. Very interesting, Ambrose notes, as Livy, that the stomach represents those who distribute
riches to the poor. He states that even to be the feet, of which he acknowledges as lowest-status
carriers, or the heel of Christ would be enough for him. Thus the washing of the feet, as lowest-status
carriers, is to the benefit of the entire body. This sort of exegesis has not yet been seen from
Chrysostom. The use of allegoria is seen in this argument, which would represent a typical
Alexandrian exegetical perspective. However, even here it is seen that Ambrose cannot think in terms
of the body outside that of a systemic hierarchy. The levels of honour among the body-parts are clearly
distinguishable, as in Chrysostom’s exposition. Ambrose also links the feet with the sinful human
nature. According to Myst. 6.29-33, a new Christian was to be anointed on the head and the feet needed
to be washed. Sins were forgiven ex opere operato with baptism, and the washing of the feet
symbolized the forgiving of hereditary sins. In Tract. Ev. Jo. 56.4, Augustine, who was greatly
influenced by Ambrose, associates the feet, that are always dirty, with the “human feelings” (humanus
animus) that are always stained with sin. Again here, a rather low opinion of the feet emerges. This is
why sinners need to be washed (probably referring to baptism), just like Jesus’ feet needed to be
washed as in John 13:6-10. Jerome states (Vir. Ill. 1), regarding the apostle Peter that his martyrdom of
401
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being nailed upside-down on a cross, his head to the ground and feet in the air, symbolized Peter’s
unworthiness to be crucified in the same manner as Christ. All these references illustrate how the
position of the feet and head, both in Graeco-Roman culture and early Christian didactics, were
commonly understood. It has also shown the way Alexandrian exegetes are inclined to interpret this
motif over and against the Antiochene exegetes. In conclusion, what makes Paul so extraordinary to
Chrysostom? He brings the head, the perfect entity, in contact with the feet, the imperfect, and consoles
them with each other, or as Martin403 states: “… he [Paul] switches the venue for status attribution from
the world to the church and thereby reverses the normal valuations.”
After his exposition of Paul’s uses of the head and feet404, he continues on to the next metaphor,
namely that of the genitals. Chrysostom acknowledges that Paul is euphemistically referring to the
genitals in verse 23. The two contrasts in the verse, between ajschvmona and eujschmosuvnhn, refer to
private parts and publically presentable parts405, or “ugly” and “beautiful” parts. It would basically
imply that the parts that are culturally seen as being dishonourable to present, actually have very much
honour due to the attention given to them. Chrysostom states that even if the entire body was naked, the
genitalia would be covered. Chrysostom makes an interesting statement in Hom. 1 Cor. 31.1:
Kaˆ g¦r ™n o„ke…v Ð ºtimwmšnoj o„kšthj oÙ mÒnon oÙk ¢polaÚei
ple…onoj qerape…aj, ¢ll' oÙd tîn aÙtîn ¢xioàtai. “Wste e„ kaˆ toàto
¥timon Ãn, oÙ mÒnon meizÒnwn ¢polaÚein oÙk œdei, ¢ll' oÙd tîn aÙtîn·
nunˆ d ple…onoj ¢polaÚei timÁj, kaˆ toàto tÁj toà Qeoà sof…aj
™rgasamšnhj. To‹j mn g¦r ™n tÍ fÚsei tÕ m¾ de‹sqai œdwke· to‹j d,
™peid¾ ™n tÍ fÚsei oÙk œdwken, ¹m©j paršcein ºn£gkasen. 'All' oÙ di¦
toàto ¥tima· ™peˆ kaˆ t¦ zîa ™n tÍ fÚsei tÕ ¢nendej œcei, kaˆ oÜte
ƒmat…wn de‹tai, oÜte Øpodhm£twn, oÜte ÑrÒfou, t¦ ple…ona aÙtîn· ¢ll'
oÙ di¦ toàto ¢timÒteron aÙtîn tÕ sîma tÕ ¹mšteron, ™peid¾ p£ntwn
de‹tai toÚtwn406.
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In the same manner, in a house, the servant who is dishonored, far be it from
enjoying greater honour, does not even have an equal portion given to him or
her. By the same rule, if this member were dishonorable, instead of having
greater privileges, it ought not even to enjoy the same. While now in this
instance it has more honour for its part, and this is done in the wisdom of God.
For to some parts by their nature He has destined not to need honour, but to
others, who have not received it by their nature, He has caused us to provide
honour to it. Yet are they not therefore dishonorable? Since the animals too by
their nature have a sufficiency, and need neither clothing nor shoes nor a roof,
the greater part of them, yet on this account is our body not less honorable than
theirs, exactly because it needs all these things.
This is Chrysostom’s own exposition of Paul’s metaphor of the genitals. He uses his own metaphors to
clarify Paul’s metaphor. He uses parallelism to arrange the metaphors, giving the metaphor and its
meaning. The first metaphor is that of the servant in a household and secondly, that of animals. A
servant who is dishonoured does not receive extra care (qerape…a), but receives even less than the
other servants who are not dishonoured. A dishonourable servant is usually punished, as is illustrated in
the parable of the dishonest manager, in Luke 16:1-13. Landry and May407 states that the servant is
discharged for performing the dishonourable act of squandering the master’s money. He is therefore
punished. But in order to gain back his own honour, he boosts the master’s honour with his clients.
According to the scheme of the limited good, the rich master would not be seen in a positive light by
others. But by giving discount and cutting interest, the servant boosts the honour of the master, and in
turn, boosts his own honour. This action is reactionary to the fact that he has been punished for
dishonourable conduct. He certainly did not receive more care. But it is not the same with regard to the
genitals. The genitals, despite being commonly seen as being dishonourable, receive greater care. The
genitals were often also related to servants, slaves or workers (cf. Artemidorus (Onir. 1.2, 45))408. This
thought is also supported by the occurrence of the word ¢nagkaiÒj. The use of this word by both Paul
and Chrysostom needs to be examined. Thiselton409 states that it should be translated as “essential”
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while Fee410 uses “necessary”. Chrysostom stated earlier that there is nothing “more essential than the
head” (À t… kefalÁj ... ¢nagkaiÒteron) and in the quote above, in its verb form ºn£gkasen; “we are
compelled” to indicate certain honourable members. There is quite a difference between something
being “essential” and merely “necessary”. Martin411 makes a very important observation:

There is an interesting play on words in verse 22: “the apparently weaker
members of the body are actually necessary (anagkaia),” the term anagkaia
being ambiguous. It may imply high status, since homonoia rhetoric was always
conferred to demonstrate that the higher-status members of the body, those
representing the ruling class, such as the head and the belly, were most
necessary and unexpendable parts of the body. But anagkaia may also imply
low status, since the penis was euphemistically called the “necessary” member.
Hence the ambiguity here: Paul admits that the genitals, the “necessary”
members, seem to be the weaker; but, by their very necessariness, they can
demand high status...Paul both admits and denies the low status of the weaker
members of the body.

Thus, it is not a question of either/or, but rather both seem to be valid according to Martin. The point is
that the lower-status carriers gain honour in the physical body, and the same needs to happen in the
church. Chrysostom’s second example in the exposition, namely that of animals, further illustrates his
dependence on the concepts of honour and shame. Animals are sufficient in themselves. There is no
shame with animals. The human body, however, because it needs shoes, clothing and shelter, has even
more honour. Chrysostom then implicates that need or wantonness is in fact a status-transferor. This is
also seen in his views on the poor and the needy – they receive more status due to their need. Why is
this? Because need is related to dependence on God412.

Chrysostom continues the exposition on the genitals in stating the importance of the genitals for
procreation, and the severe punishment Roman legislators inflict on criminals who make men eunuchs.
Chrysostom also states that the genitals, like wine, are not evil in themselves, but rather in their
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excessive misuse413. He interprets 1 Corinthians 12:24-25 in stating that the very purpose of Paul’s
argument with the head, feet and genitals serve the purpose of promoting unity within the body and
“that there may be no schism.” Fee414 agrees in saying: “God has arranged things (v. 24b) in such a
way that there should be no strife among the members of the body, who mutually need each other in
order to function as a body (v. 25).” It is also a consolation to the lower-status members and, finally, he
states that God has given honour to the parts which lacked honour by His will.

7.3.

Body-Building: The Necessity of the Lower-Status Members

The next section of the homily forms a Refutatio against people who would question Paul’s (and then
also Chrysostom’s) logic. The question of honour attributed to lesser members, physiologically, in the
body is understandable, but would it work in normal social relationships? The entire opening of the
Refutatio in the homily needs to be viewed (Hom. 1 Cor. 31.3-4):
'All' ‡swj e‡poi tij ¥n· Toàto mn ™n tù sèmati lÒgon œcei, Óti tÕ
Østeroàn perissotšran œlabe tim¾n, ™pˆ d tîn ¢nqrèpwn pîj ¨n toàto
fane…h; 'Epˆ tîn ¢nqrèpwn mn oân m£lista ‡doij ¨n toàto sumba‹non.
Kaˆ g¦r oƒ perˆ t¾n ˜ndek£thn éran, prîtoi tÕn misqÕn œlabon· kaˆ tÕ
planhqn prÒbaton œpeise tÕn poimšna t¦ ™nenhkontaennša katalipe‹n,
kaˆ ™p' aÙtÕ drame‹n, kaˆ eØrhqn ™bast£zeto, oÙk ºlaÚneto· kaˆ Ð
¥swtoj uƒÕj ple…onoj toà eÙdokimhkÒtoj tÁj timÁj ¢pšlause· kaˆ Ð
lVst¾j prÕ tîn ¢postÒlwn ™stefanoàto kaˆ ¢nekhrÚtteto. Kaˆ ™pˆ tîn
tal£ntwn d toàto ‡doij ¨n ginÒmenon. Kaˆ g¦r Ð t¦ pšnte t£lanta
labën kaˆ Ð t¦ dÚo, tîn aÙtîn ºxièqhsan, kaˆ aÙtù tù t¦ dÚo labe‹n
pollÁj ¢pšlause m©llon tÁj prono…aj. E„ g¦r t¦ pšnte ™neceir…sqh, m¾
dun£menoj, toà pantÕj ¨n ™xšpese· dex£menoj d t¦ dÚo, kaˆ t¦ par'
˜autoà plhrèsaj, tîn aÙtîn ºxièqh tù t¦ pšnte ™rgasamšnJ, tosoÚtJ
pleonekt»saj, ÓsJ ¢p' ™lattÒnwn pÒnwn tîn aÙtîn ™pštuce stef£nwn.
413
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Ka…toi kaˆ aÙtÕj ¥nqrwpoj Ãn, ésper Ð t¦ pšnte· ¢ll' Ómwj oÙdn prÕj
aÙtÕn Ð DespÒthj ¢kribologe‹tai, oÙd ¢nagk£zei t¦ aÙt¦ poie‹n tù
undoÚlJ, oÙd lšgei, Di¦ t… m¾ dÚnasai t¦ pšnte ™rg£sasqai; dika…wj
¨n e„pèn· ¢ll¦ kaˆ aÙtÕn ™stef£nwse. Taàt' oân e„dÒtej, m¾
™pemba…nete to‹j ™l£ttosin oƒ me…zouj, †na m¾ prÕ ™ke…nwn ˜autoÝj
bl£yhte· ¢poscizomšnwn g¦r aÙtîn, tÕ p©n diafqe…retai sîma. T… g¦r
¥llo ™stˆ sîma, À tÕ poll¦ enai mšlh;415

But perhaps someone should say: “this indeed has its purpose in the body, that
‘that which lacked has received more abundant honor,’ but among people how
can this be applicable?” But this happens especially among people. For it was
like this with those ones who came at the eleventh hour, who first received their
payment, and the sheep that had wandered caused the shepherd to leave behind
the ninety and nine and run after it, and when it was found, he carried and did
not drive it on; and the prodigal son obtained more honor than he who was
approved; and the thief was crowned and proclaimed before the Apostles. And
in the case of the talents you can also see this happen, in that to the one that
received the five talents, and to the one that received two, were given the same
rewards; yes, by the very reason that this person received the two, was the more
favored with great providential care. Since had this person been entrusted with
the five, with their lack of ability, would have failed in achieving the greater
purpose. But having received the two and fulfilled their own duty, was thought
worthy of the same with the one that had made the profit of five, having so far
the advantage, as with less labor to obtain the same crown. And yet this person
too was a human being as well as the one that traded with the five.
Nevertheless, the Master does not in any way call this person to a strict account,
nor compels them to do the same with his fellow-servant, nor does he say:
“Why can you not have made a profit of five?” (And he may have rightly said
this) but gave the same crown. Knowing these things therefore, you that are
greater do not maltreat the less, unless, instead of them, you should injure
yourselves.
415
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This Refutatio testifies to the rhetorical mastery of Chrysostom. In typical diatribe style, Chrysostom,
after elaborating on the main argument (of the lesser members receiving greater honour), creates an
imaginary opponent; an opponent who is a pessimistic realist, and questions whether this argument
would also work in normal social relationships. Furthermore, Chrysostom attributes even more
authority to his argument by citing examples from Scripture. He provides his audience with five
examples.

Firstly, he mentions the parable of the labourers who were hired to work in the vineyard (Matt 20:116). The fact that those labourers who were hired last received the same pay as the others, and even
that they received theirs first, illustrates that the lesser also receives more honour. He elaborates more
on this parable in Hom. Matt. 64.3 and states that there was also envy and jealousy among those who
laboured longer and that it must be remembered that those “who are first will be last.” More on this will
be said in the following section. Secondly, he illustrates the point with the parable of the sheep that
wandered away, for whom the shepherd left the ninety-nine (Matt 18:12-14). Thirdly, the parable of the
prodigal son (Luk 15:1) and fourthly, the example of the thief who honoured Jesus on the cross is used
by Chrysostom. Chrysostom identifies all these as lower-status carriers, who have been attributed
honour. The fifth example, namely of the parable of the talents (Matt 25:14-30 //), seems to merit some
discussion, according to Chrysostom. He only explains this example in more detail. The reason for this
may be due to the fact that Chrysostom uses the servant who received two talents as a lower-status
indicator, and not the servant who received one. It would be a problem for Chrysostom to use this
servant, because this servant was not attributed honour for burying the talent. This servant rather fits in
more with his discussion earlier in Hom. 1 Cor. 31.1, when he used two examples, servants and
animals, to prove exactly the opposite point. There is now an apparent tension in Chrysostom’s
reasoning. He mentioned that if a servant has been labeled shameful, the servant is dishonored by the
other servants. But now, in this example, the lesser servant is honoured. The difference is that this
servant is still honoured and not ashamed. The degree of honour is merely different. Chrysostom has
already mentioned that the body in its entirety is very honourable. But those who are ashamed do not
receive honour. The servant who buried the one talent was ashamed by the master. This servant
represents those who are not allowed into the kingdom – those who do not give to the poor and
squander the goods of the master (Hom. Matt. 78.1). The other two servants then represent, to
Chrysostom, the church – and although their measure of honour is different, their reward (stef£noj) is
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the same. The use of the word stef£noj does indicate an eschatological reward. Chrysostom means
that all in the body receive the same honourable crown, namely eternal life.

After this exposition, Chrysostom’s conclusion of the Refutatio is introduced (as signified by the
phrase: Taàt' oân e„dÒtej). He states that if the members injure one another, the entire body suffers.
The body can only exist if it is in unity. The members rather need to care (merimnîsi) for one another.
Chrysostom then elaborates even more on the symbiotic nature of the body which Paul explains, in
stating that the well-being of every member depends on the other. If the lesser parts are neglected, the
entire body perishes. The members then need to build each other. The crux of the argument is the
following (Hom. 1 Cor. 31.4):
M¾ to…nun e‡pVj, Óti `O de‹na Ð tucèn ™stin, ¢ll' ™nnÒhson Óti mšloj
™stˆn ™ke…nou toà sèmatoj toà tÕ p©n sugkratoàntoj· kaˆ ésper Ð
ÑfqalmÕj, oÛtw kaˆ oátoj poie‹ sîma enai tÕ sîma. ”Enqa g¦r ¨n tÕ
sîma o„kodomÁtai, oÙdeˆj oÙdn toà plhs…on œcei plšon, OÙd g¦r toàto
poie‹ sîma, tÕ enai tÕ mn me‹zon, tÕ d œlatton, ¢ll¦ tÕ poll¦ enai
kaˆ di£fora. “Wsper g¦r sÝ, ™peid¾ me…zwn e, tÕ sîma sunšsthsaj,
oÛtw kaˆ oátoj, ™peid¾ ™l£ttwn. “Wste ¹ ™l£ttwsij aÙtoà, Ótan dšV tÕ
sîma o„kodome‹n, „sÒtimÒj soi g…netai e„j tÕn kalÕn toàton œranon· tÕ
g¦r aÙtÒ soi dÚnatai· kaˆ dÁlon ™ke‹qen. M¾ œstw œlattÒn ti kaˆ me‹zon
mšloj, mhd t…mion kaˆ ¢timÒteron, ¢ll' œstw p£nta ÑfqalmÕj, À p£nta
kefal»· oÙk ¢pole‹tai tÕ sîma; Pant… pou dÁlon. P£lin ¨n p£nta
™l£ttona Ï, tÕ aÙtÕ sumb»setai· éste kaˆ taÚtV „soàtai t¦ ™l£ttw. E„
d de‹ ti kaˆ plšon e„pe‹n, †na mšnV sîma, ™l£ttwn ™stˆn Ð ™l£ttwn·
éste di¦ sš ™stin ™l£ttwn, †na sÝ mšnVj mšgaj ên416.

Do not then say that this is an normal person, but consider that this is a member
of that body which holds together the whole, and as the eye, so also does this
person cause the body to be a body. For where the body is built up, with such a
scenario no one has anything more than their neighbor. Since this does not
416
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make a body, there being one part greater and another less, but their being many
and diverse. For even with you, because you are greater, helped to make up the
body, so also the other person, because they are less. So that this person’s likely
weaknesses, when the body is to be built up, turns out to be of equal value with
yours, and consider these important facts: yes, this person achieves as much as
yourself. And it is obvious from this point on. Let there be no member greater
or less, nor more and less honorable, but let all be eye or all head, will the body
not perish? Anyone can understand this. Again, if all were inferior, the same
thing will happen. So that in this respect also the less are seen to be equal.
Certainly, and if one must say something more, the purpose of the less being
less is that the body may remain. So that for your sake this one is less, in order
that you may continue to be great
The necessity of the lower-status members is that the honour of the higher-status members depends on
the lower-status members. The maintenance of body honour is subject to healthy symbiosis. The
importance of this is accentuated by Chrysostom’s use of the subjunctive of prohibition (M¾ to…nun
e‡pVj). The use of the appellation “ordinary person” (`O de‹na Ð tucèn), seems to indicate that, to
Chrysostom, no one in the church is banal or superfluous. In all of human society, ancient and modern,
no person wants to be merely “a face in the crowd.” Chrysostom states that each person is unique and
important in his or her own right. The unseen, ordinary people in the church are just as important as the
highest-status carriers, namely the eyes. Honour, as we have seen, needs to be manifested. The
ordinary person is someone who has not received the opportunity to manifest his or her honour. The
ordinary person has not had his or her honour recognized. DeSilva417 makes an important statement in
this regard:

Honour is a dynamic and relational concept. One the one hand, an individual
can think of himself or herself as honourable based on his or her conviction that
he or she has embodied those actions and qualities that the group values as
“honourable,” as the marks of a valuable person. This aspect of honour is really
“self-respect.” On the other hand, honour is also the esteem in which a person is
held by the group that he or she is a valuable member of the group. In this
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regard, it is having the respect of others. It was a problematic experience when
one’s self-respect was not matched by the corresponding respect of others,

DeSilva shows that Chrysostom’s “ordinary person,” may have self-respect, but not necessarily the
respect of the group. Chrysostom counters this problem by stating that the very nature of the hierarchy
of the group is communal and symbiotic.

Chrysostom now summarizes Paul’s entire argument in three points:

a. The body must not be divided but united in perfection,
b. The members of the body must care for each other and,
c. The nature of the body is symbiotic and communal.

He finally states that if one part of the body suffers, the entire body also suffers. He uses the example of
a thorn in the heel. If there is a thorn in the heel, the back is bent and the stomach contracted, the hands
come with care while the head bends down and fixes the eyes on the problem. Chrysostom again refers
to the fact that the heel is very much less honourable than the head or eyes, yet, there is communal care
among the members. The head is brought down to the level of the feet. To Chrysostom, this needs to be
the very nature of the church. In a beautiful homily on Matthew 26:6-7, Chrysostom discusses the
anointing of Jesus by the woman with the precious salve (cf. Hom. Matt. 80). Chrysostom combines it
with the Lukan account that the woman also wiped Jesus feet with her hair and salved his feet. It is not
found in the Matthean account. Chrysostom notes that the woman wiped the feet of Jesus, the least
honourable part, with the hair on the head, the most honourable part. She anointed the Jesus’ head and
his feet, but she placed her honour at the feet of Jesus. This insight into the account of the Gospel is
astonishing. The concepts of honour and shame were central in the exegesis of Chrysostom418. He
further states that if the head is crowned, the entire person is crowned. But in contrast to this,
Chrysostom states that only madmen would dig out their own eye or devour their own hand. Finally,
Chrysostom states that if one person acts honourably in the Church, everyone in the church reaps the
reward thereof. If there is a good teacher in the church, the outsiders will acknowledge that “the
Christians have a good teacher” (Hom. 1 Cor. 31.4). The opposite is also true that if one person in the
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church acts dishonourably, the entire church suffers. The body should, then, rather build itself in a
communal and symbiotic relationship.

7.4.

A Kingdom Divided: Envy in the Body

The final exhortation in the homily, which is usually a practical application, concerns the danger of
envy in the body. The ethical conduct of the body is a primary concern for Chrysostom. Envy disrupts
the social and ethical well-being of the church. In order to understand the force of Chrysostom’s
argument, firstly, the phenomenon of envy in the ancient Mediterranean needs to be examined and
then, secondly, the contents of Chrysostom’s argument will be discussed.

7.4.1. Envy in the Ancient Mediterranean World
It has been shown how prevalent the concepts of honour and shame are in the exegesis of Chrysostom.
But within a society that is very aware of honour and shame issues, envy would also occur419. People
who have affluent honour can often be envied by others. Envy is a concept found often in the Bible.
Some scholars attribute the story of Cain and Abel in the light of envy and sibling rivalry. It may have
been envy that caused the one brother, Cain, to murder his brother Abel420. In Mark 15:10, we see that
the council who handed Jesus over did this because they were envious of him421. Paul furthermore
states that there were individuals who preached the gospel out of envy. They envied Paul for his
success, and by this adds in his persecution (Phil 1:15-16)422. Whether it is envy among two brothers or
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between two people in competition, envy was as real for the inhabitants of the ancient Mediterranean
world, and Chrysostom’s audience, as it is for many of us today423. But how did envy function in the
ancient Mediterranean? The views from classical literature, Judaism and early Christian literature as
well as the concept of the evil eye will be examined.

7.4.1.1. Envy in Classical Literature
The main aspect that separates modern society from ancient society is ancient society’s conception of
the limited good424. As mentioned earlier in the study, Aristotle’s notion of the limited good very much
influenced the views of the average ancient Mediterranean person. All goods existed in limited
quantity, and if one person had more than another, he or she was guilty of acquiring a share of the
global goods that is not theirs, which may result that the less fortunate would envy the person with
abundance. Malina425 observes that envy is manifested physically in social observances like ostracism,
gossip, feuding, litigation, physical violence and homicide. It has already been stated that the handing
over of Jesus was out of envy426. Envy was therefore a phenomenon which attributed largely to antisocial behaviour427. Aristotle (Rhet. 2.10.1) states:
DÁlon d kaˆ ™pˆ t…si fqonoàsi kaˆ t…si kaˆ pîj œcontej, e‡per ™stˆn Ð
fqÒnoj lÚph tij ™pˆ eÙprag…v fainomšnV tîn e„rhmšnwn ¢gaqîn perˆ
toÝj Ðmo…ouj, m¾ †na ti aØtù, ¢ll¦ di' ™ke…nouj· fqon»sousi mn g¦r oƒ
toioàtoi oŒj e„s… tinej Ómoioi À fa…nontai· Ðmo…ouj d lšgw kat¦ gšnoj,
kat¦ suggšneian, kaq' ¹lik…aj, kat¦ ›xeij, kat¦ dÒxan, kat¦ t¦
Øp£rconta. kaˆ oŒj mikrÕn ™lle…pei toà m¾ p£nta Øp£rcein (diÕ oƒ
meg£la pr£ttontej kaˆ oƒ eÙtucoàntej fqonero… e„sin)· p£ntaj g¦r
o‡ontai t¦ aØtîn fšrein. kaˆ oƒ timèmenoi ™p… tini diaferÒntwj, kaˆ
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m£lista ™pˆ sof…v À eÙdaimon…v. kaˆ oƒ filÒtimoi fqonerèteroi tîn
¢filot…mwn. kaˆ oƒ doxÒsofoi· filÒtimoi g¦r ™pˆ sof…v. kaˆ Ólwj oƒ
filÒdoxoi per… ti fqoneroˆ perˆ toàto. kaˆ oƒ mikrÒyucoi· p£nta g¦r
meg£la doke‹ aÙto‹j enai. ™f' oŒj d fqonoàsi, t¦ mn ¢gaq¦ e‡rhtai·
™f' oŒj g¦r filodoxoàsi kaˆ filotimoàntai œrgoij À kt»masi kaˆ
Ñršgontai dÒxhj, kaˆ Ósa eÙtuc»mat£ ™stin, scedÕn perˆ p£nta fqÒnoj
œsti, kaˆ m£lista ïn aÙtoˆ À Ñršgontai À o‡ontai de‹n aØtoÝj œcein, À
ïn tÍ kt»sei mikrù Øperšcousin À mikrù ™lle…pousin. fanerÕn d kaˆ
oŒj fqonoàsin· ¤ma g¦r e‡rhtai· to‹j g¦r ™ggÝj kaˆ crÒnJ kaˆ tÒpJ kaˆ
¹lik…v kaˆ dÒxV fqonoàsin·428

If we take envy next, we can see on what grounds, against whom, and in what
states of mind we feel it. Envy is pain at the sight of such good fortune as
consists of the good things already mentioned; we feel it towards our equals;
not with the thought of getting something for ourselves, but because the other
people have it. We shall feel it if we have, or think we have, people who are
equal to us; and by “equal” I mean equal in birth, relationship, age, disposition,
distinction, or wealth. We feel envy also if we nearly posses everything [we
want]; which is why people in high standing and prosperity feel it; they think
every one else is taking what belongs to themselves. Also if we are
exceptionally distinguished for some particular thing, and especially if that
thing is wisdom or good fortune [we are envious of it]. Ambitious people are
more envious than those who are not ambitious. So also those who have
wisdom or happiness; they are ambitious -- to be thought wise. Indeed,
generally, those who aim at a reputation for anything are envious on this
particular point. And small-minded men are envious, as everything seems great
to them. The good things which arouse envy have already been mentioned. The
deeds or possessions which arouse the love of reputation and honour and the
desire for fame, and the various gifts of wealth, are almost all subject to envy;
and particularly if we desire the thing ourselves, or think we deserve it, or if
having it make us slightly more important than others, or not having it a little
428
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less important than them. It is clear also what kind of people we envy; that was
included in what has been said already: we envy those who are near us in time,
place, age, or social standing.

This entire section of Aristotle’s work becomes important in understanding envy (fqÒnoj; invidentia)
in the context of the limited good. He states that people are envious of those in close proximity to their
reality429. People are not envious of those who are separated very far from them. He also notes that
envy is especially common within kinship circles. DeSilva430 mentions that envy among kin is usually
the result of competitive behaviour. As mentioned earlier, sibling rivalry often has its roots in envy.
Chrysostom has also mentioned this in Hom. 1 Cor. 30 when Paul had the various members close to
each other (the eye and the ear, hands and the feet) in dialogue. Envy occurs among those who are
close to each other, and specifically, those who are equal. He elaborates on this by stating that it is
basically those who are within the same group as equals. Envy also seemed to be prevalent among
sexual partners, particularly from an old man who was infatuated with a younger. Plato (Sym. 213c.6213d.6) reports of the poor Socrates, asking protection from Agathon:
Kaˆ tÕn Swkr£th, 'Ag£qwn, f£nai, Óra e‡ moi ™pamÚneij· æj ™moˆ Ð
toÚtou œrwj toà ¢nqrèpou oÙ faàlon pr©gma gšgonen. ¢p' ™ke…nou g¦r
toà crÒnou, ¢f' oá toÚtou ºr£sqhn, oÙkšti œxest…n moi oÜte prosblšyai
oÜte dialecqÁnai kalù oÙd' ˜n…, À oØtosˆ zhlotupîn me kaˆ fqonîn
qaumast¦ ™rg£zetai kaˆ loidore‹ta… te kaˆ të ce‹re mÒgij ¢pšcetai.
Óra oân m» ti kaˆ nàn ™rg£shtai, ¢ll¦ di£llaxon ¹m©j, À ™¦n ™piceirÍ
bi£zesqai, ™p£mune, æj ™gë t¾n toÚtou man…an te kaˆ filerast…an p£nu
Ñrrwdî.431
Socrates turned to Agathon and said: “Be ready to protect me, Agathon; for the
erotic passion of this man has grown quite a serious matter to me. Since I
became his admirer I have never been allowed to speak to any other attractive
429
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person, or so much as to look at them. If I do, he goes wild with envy and
jealousy, and not only abuses me but can hardly keep his hands off me, and at
this moment he may do me some harm. Please see to this and either reconcile
me to him, or, if he attempts violence, protect me, as I am in physical fear of his
mad and passionate attempts.
In Plato we find that envy, especially in sexual relationships, are described as irrational. It is also clear
that Socrates is in physical danger and the victim in an abusive relationship with this man. In this
section, as in many others, envy is also mentioned with jealousy.

Furthermore, Aristotle notes that envy results in the desire of qualities or possessions these equals have.
This then illustrates that envy results in a limited good society because individuals witness others with
possessions they desire. In a society that views goods as unlimited, this would not be the case. There
may still be envy, but it may be subdued by the consolation that there are more possessions of which
the envious person may claim. It is not to say that envy and feuding does not occur in modern society,
far from it, the root thereof is only different432. Cicero (Tusc. 4.8.17) also states:

Invidentiam esse dicunt aegritudinem susceptam propter alterius res secundas,
quae nihil noceant invidenti. (Nam si qui doleat eius rebus secundis a quo ipse
laedatur, non recte dicatur invidere, ut si Hectori Agamemno; qui autem, cui
alterius commoda nihil noceant, tamen eum doleat is frui, is invideat
profecto.)433

Enviousness they say, is a grief arising from the good fortunes of another,
which are in no degree injurious to the person who envies; for where any one
grieves at the prosperity of another, by which he or she is injured, such a one is
not properly said to envy (as when Agamemnon grieves at Hector’s success;
but where any one, who is in no way hurt by the prosperity of another, is in pain
at his success, such a one certainly envies.)
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Cicero, in this instance, highlights also another important aspect. The person who envies is not
disadvantaged by the one who excels. Thus, in a limited good society, the disadvantagement is indirect.
Plutarch (Curios. 6.518c.6) also states that envy is “a pain at another person’s good” (fqÒnoj mn g£r
™sti lÚph ™p' ¢llotr…oij ¢gaqo‹j …)434 In Stoic thought, pity was described as the pain at the
misfortune of others. Pity is then the opposite of envy. The notion of envy as a pain is also prevalent in
the classical literature (Chrysostom calls envy a disease).

Plutarch makes a number of other interesting observations on envy. In Mor. 2.3.1-8, “On Envy and
Hate,” Plutarch discusses the relationship between hate and envy. He also notes that envy is the
opposite of pity and benevolence. He states that (1) envy is not usually found among “brutes” because
they do not care about the fortune or misfortune of others (brutes are much more inclined to hate); (2)
envy is always unjust, as Cicero also states, because the envious person is not disadvantaged; (3) a
person will never admit to envy due to its irrationality, while hatred or evil of someone who has
disadvantaged them or the group is very laudable (Plutarch calls it a sickness of the soul)435; (4) envy
grows greater as the envied person prospers; (5) envy can come to an end when the envious person
succeeds in acquiring what he or she desired (hatred is likely not to end) and (5) envy occurs mostly
among friends and kin.

Thus, from classical literature, the following points regarding envy may be deduced:
a. Envy occurs in relation to other’s fortune in possessions, excellence in abilities or wisdom,
physical attraction and social reputation or honour;
b. Envy of another’s possessions can only occur in a limited good society;
c. Envy occurs among social equals, kinship or other same-group members;
d. There is no damage on the part of the envious person – it is irrational or even madness;
e. Envy results in feuding, violence etc;
f. Envy may come to an end when the height of the envious above the envied is reached.

7.4.1.2. Envy in Judaism
As mentioned previously, Philo regarded envy as “the most grievous of all sins.” Envy was a common
danger people were warned against in the Hebrew Bible (Job 5:2; Prov 3:31, 14:30, 23:17, 27:4; Eccl
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9:6; Isa 11:13, 26:11; Ezek 35:11). The result of the envy is always a downfall before God and the
person’s peers. It is also stated how difficult it is to resist becoming envious436. In the Testament of the
Twelve Patriarchs, Simeon instructs his children to beware of envy and attributes it to an evil spirit. He
also states that the one who envies fades away while the person who is envied prospers437. It is also
seen in the Decalogue, in which theft, covetousness and envy are related438. Envy was also considered a
threat to sound governance (1 Macc 8:16). According to the Wisdom of Solomon 2:24, envy has
brought death into the world. Envy is also often related to the enmity between angels or demons and
humans, particularly Adam and Eve439.

There is also envy in the context of the limited good in Jewish literature. Josephus (Vita 122-23; Ant.
4.32, 51) and Philo (Ebr. 110) both clearly state the expression of “the limited good.” This would then
directly or indirectly point to the occurrence of envy440. The difference between envy and jealousy is
often spelled out441. Envy was a very real danger in Judaism, as in classical antiquity.

7.4.1.3. Envy in Early Christian Literature
Envy is also a prominent topic in the New Testament. In the gospels, we have already seen that Jesus’
enemies were envious of him442. In the historical Jesus research, Van Aarde uses the “status envy”
hypothesis to elaborate on Jesus’ position as being fatherless. In the patriarchal world of the ancient
Mediterranean, being a fatherless child was traumatic. Van Aarde443 states that Jesus’ apparent
ostracism as a child, his anti-patriarchal behaviour and his relationship with his heavenly Father are all
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evidence of Jesus’ status envy. Jesus envied children who had a physical father. The validity of these
claims may be questioned, as there is not as much information about Jesus’ relationship with Joseph.
This would is quite evident in the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, in which Jesus, almost appearing to be a
spoiled child, punishes and even kills children who confront him (Inf. Gos. Thom. 3:1-3; 4:1-2). The
general occurrence of status envy was prevalent in ancient times.

The issue of Paul and his opponents who envied him may also be attributed to status envy. Some would
argue that Paul envied the other apostles, which is why he needs to continuously state his own apostolic
authority. But the success and honour attributed to Paul may also have caused envy among his
opponents444. Paul also elaborates on envy himself, especially in his vice list in Romans 1:29-31, which
has its roots in the Decalogue445. James 4:2 links envy with violence and murder. Clement also notes
that envy was a problem in the Corinthian church (1 Clem. 3:2).
In the early church446, envy was one of the so-called “deadly sins.” Cyprian (Zel. Liv. 1-3, 9) states that
the great danger of envy is the fact that it is hidden. The only proof of envy, as we shall discuss in the
next section, is the evil eye. Cyprian also traces the sin of envy back to the devil and that envy is one of
the greatest snares of the devil. He states that the devil beheld the beauty and majesty of God, and
became envious of God (Zel. Liv. 4). As many other writers, Cyprian also discusses jealousy with envy.
Commodian (Instr. 64) calls envy the “greed of the eyes”, a burning that cannot be easily quenched,
and brings forth judgement. Envy is especially linked with the love of wealth (cf. Basil the Great, Epist.
366), which poisons the soul. Gregory of Nyssa (Orat. Mel. 1) also relates envy to the eyes, and
especially people’s natural love for wealth. Envy was often used as an accusation against enemies, as
we have seen with Paul and Jesus. An envy accusation is an assault on an individual’s honour. Whilst
envy often leads to violence and conflict, an envy accusation is a serious declaration of shame.
Athanasius (H. Ar. 28) also makes envy accusations against the Arians. In Augustine’s exposition on
Psalm 105 he states (Enarrat. Ps. 105.16; cf. 34.5, 61.4, 140.7) that envy is “hatred at another’s
prosperity.” The enemies of the servants of God were, according to Augustine, envious of the
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prosperous servants of God, and therefore persecuted them. He also relates envy to the sin of the devil
(cf. Trac. Ep. Jo. 5.8; Trac. Ev. Jo. 33.3-4; Bapt. 7.11; Methodius, Res. 3.7). He calls pride “the mother
of envy” (Catech. 4.8). Furthermore, Augustine is also aware of the influence of envy in sibling rivalry,
and also attributes the murder of Abel by Cain to envy (Civ.15.5). In turn, he then also draws a
comparison between the story of Cain and Abel and Romulus and Remus, the two brothers who
apparently founded Rome. Remus was also killed by Romulus, and thus, as Augustine states, the
earthly city (founded by Cain and Abel) and also the great city of Rome, had their foundations stained
with the fratricidal blood resulting from envy. Once again, cues are given indicating that envy is the
archetypical transgression. This is also evident in the earlier writing of Clement of Rome (1 Clem. 3:4):
Di¦ toàto pÒrrw ¥pestin ¹ dikaiosÚnh kaˆ e„r»nh, ™n tù ¢polipe‹n
›kaston tÕn fÒbon toà qeoà kaˆ ™n tÍ p…stei aÙtoà ¢mbluwpÁsai, mhd
™n

to‹j

nom…moij

tîn

prostagm£twn

aÙtoà

poreÚesqai

mhd

politeÚesqai kat¦ tÕ kaqÁkon tù Cristù, ¢ll¦ ›kaston bad…zein kat¦
t¦j ™piqum…aj tÁj kard…aj aÙtoà tÁj ponhr©j, zÁlon ¥dikon kaˆ ¢sebÁ
¢neilhfÒtaj, di' oá kaˆ q£natoj e„sÁlqen e„j tÕn kÒsmon.447

For this reason [strive], righteousness and peace are absent, while each deserts
the fear of God and the eye of faith in him has grown dim and they walk neither
in the ordinances of His commandments nor use their citizenship in the worthy
manner of Christ, but each goes according to the desires of his evil heart, and
has revived the unrighteousness and impious envy, by which also “death came
into the world.”

The fact that death came into the world is an allusion to The Wisdom of Solomon 2:24. After this
chapter, Clement also discusses the story of Cain and Abel and agrees that “envy and jealousy led to
the death of a brother” (1 Clem. 4:1-7). He also refers to the role of envy and jealousy in the narratives
of Jacob and Esau, Joseph, Moses, Aaron and Miriam, Dathan and Abiram and David and Saul (1
Clem. 4:8-13). Then Clement also makes envy accusations against the persecutors of the Apostles. He
also notes that the envy against Paul was due to his reputation (1 Clem. 5:1-7). This notion of the envy
of the Jews is also stated in the apocryphal Acts of Peter and Paul 5. Finally, Clement also
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acknowledges that envy and jealousy destroy most marriages (1 Clem. 6:3-4). Jerome had to
vehemently defend himself against envy accusations (Pelag. 1.2), and states that his opponents, the
Pelagians, are such sorry people they do not even deserve envy (cf. also Ruf. 2.11).

An interesting warning is given by Ignatius to the persecuted Christians. He states that Christians
should not be envious of each other when they become martyrs (Ign. Rom. 7:2). In the first centuries of
Christianity, martyrdom was considered a great honour among members of the group of Christianity.
But Ignatius warns Christians not to be envious martyrs, thus, they should not have status envy and
seek to be martyrs only for this reason448. In Pseudo-Justin Martyr (Coh. Gent. 3), the author accuses
the Greek gods of envy. Envy accusations in apologetic and polemic literature seem common, as we
also find in Irenaeus’ accusations against the Gnostics (Haer. 5.4.1). The fact that envy is also a pain or
sickness of the soul is very evident among the works of the early Christians, especially in Chrysostom.
Gregory Thaumaturgus (Met. Eccl. 4) states:
FanerÕn dš moi ™gšneto kaˆ ÐpÒsoj ¢ndrˆ fqÒnoj par¦ tîn pšlaj
›petai, ostroj Øp£rcwn ponhroà pneÚmatoj· kaˆ Óti Ð Øpodex£menÒj te
aÙtÕn, kaˆ oƒoneˆ prosternis£menoj, oÙdn ›teron œcei, À tÕ diesq…ein
t¾n ˜autoà yuc¾n, kaˆ diapr…ein te kaˆ dapan´n met¦ toà sèmatoj
˜autoà lÚphn ¢paramÚqhton, t¾n tîn ¥llwn eÙprag…an tiqšmenon.449

And it became clear to me also how great is the envy which follows a person
from their neighbours, like the sting of a wicked spirit; and I saw that the one
who receives it, and takes it as it were into his chest, has nothing else but to eat
their own heart, and tear it, and consume both soul and body, finding
inconsolable vexation in the prosperity of others.

He also notes that envy destroys fraternal relationships, as well as the person who envies. The same
language Aristotle uses for envy, namely a vexation or a pain (lÚphn), is also used here and in many
448
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other references to envy. Aphrahat (Dem. 6.8), on the other hand, links envy with gossip and mockery,
the typical actions of the unrighteous.

However, the two major figures who wrote very influential works on envy in the early Church was
John Cassian and Gregory the Great. Both included envy among the most deadly or cardinal sins, of
which John Cassian named eight and Gregory the Great reduced to seven. Sin was divided into two
categories, namely venial and capital sins. Venial sins can be forgiven especially by means of the
sacraments, while capital sins threatened the gift of grace and may lead to damnation if not confessed.
The seven deadly450 sins are pride (superbia), greed (avaritia), lust (luxuria), envy (invidia), gluttony
(gula), wrath or anger (ira) and sloth or laziness (acedia). These are also countered by seven holy
virtues, namely chastity (virtus, vs. luxuria), abstinence (frenum, vs. gula), generosity (liberalitas, vs.
avaritia), diligence (industria, vs. acedia), peace or patience (patientia, vs. ira), kindness (humanitas,
vs. invidia) and humility (humilitas, vs. superbia). The seven deadly sins are based upon the eight
deadly pitfalls of monks, written by John Cassian. Cassian’s eight sins are gluttony, fornication, greed,
anger, dejection, depression, vain glory and pride. Envy is not mentioned directly in Cassian’s vice list,
but may be included either in greed or vain glory. Vain glory may be related to status envy. Cassian
probably built on the earlier work of Evagrius of Pontus, who systematized the teachings of the desert
fathers. He devised a list of eight vices in the same likeness as Cassian’s vice list. It is not as clear in
Cassian’s work as it is in the work of Gregory the Great, which was more influential in the ages
following. Due to the many references to envy as being a pain or burning, the so-called punishment for
those who were guilty of envy in hell was that they had to be placed in freezing water. Gregory the
Great especially elaborated on Job 5:2: “Envy slays the little one” and states (Moral. 5.46.84) that the
presence of envy immediately signifies the inferiority of the envious person to the one who is envied.
He also notes that the devil envied Adam, which is why he tempted Adam and Eve. Envy is also
mentioned as being the first and primary sin of the devil, which brought death into the world. The other
examples Gregory provides are identical with the list in 1 Clement 4, which may have been used in the
compilation of the work. He also notes that envy leads to depression and madness (Moral. 5.46.85).
There are also a number of allusions to the evil eye.
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Thus, from Christian (and Jewish) antiquity, the following conclusions can be made regarding envy:
a. Envy is regarded as one of the archetypal sins, especially with the devil and Cain and Abel, and
became officially listed in the vice lists of the church,
b. Status envy became common against and in the church,
c. Envy accusations, which were serious assaults on one’s honour, were used in apologetic and
polemic works, although leaders in the church were also accused thereof,
d. Envy is a plague/pain/disease of the soul,
e. Envy disrupts good governance,
f. Envy leads to hatred and violence,
g. Envy should be fought with its opposite, namely kindness and pity.

7.4.1.4. Envy and the Evil Eye
Aside from envy accusations, proof of envy was usually manifested in the evil eye. Malina451 defines
the evil eye as follows:

As a rule, people in the Mediterranean were (and are) very watchful of those
who might envy them by attention to the evil eye. Evil-eye belief refers to the
conviction that certain individuals, animals, demons, or gods have the power to
cause some negative effect on any object, animate or inanimate, on which they
may look. Evil eye works voluntarily or involuntarily. The negative effects it
can cause are injuries to the life or health of others, to their means of sustenance
and livelihood, or to their honour and personal fortune.

This ancient superstition was nearly always connected to envy. The danger of being envied was that the
person may suffer damage due to the effects of the evil eye. Certain people were also stigmatized with
having an evil eye, such as disabled and deformed individuals, the blind, and enemies in a feud, group
outsiders, lepers, criminals and the poor452. The evil eye is then also intertwined with the evil heart
451
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(Deut 28:65; Job 30:26-27, 31:1-9, 26-27; Prov 15:30, 22:9, 44:18; Lam 5:17). Light shines through the
eyes, which had an effect on those envied453. Any person could fall victim to the evil eye. Plutarch
notes that even the envious person can be harmed (Quaest. Conv. 682A-F) as well as children (Quaest.
Conv. 680D, 682A, 682F)454. The most popular protection against the evil eye was amulets and
especially the symbol of an eye on the amulet or painted or carved in the wall of a house or shop. At
times a phallus was also worn, and spitting was also a common ward against the evil eye. In Galatians
4:14, Paul defends himself against an evil eye accusation that the Galatians did not spit in his
presence455. Other protection included hand gestures and herbs.

Evil eye references are also prevalent in the New Testament. In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus refers
to the evil eye (Matt 6:22-23; Luke 11:34-36)456 as well as in the parable of the labourers in the
vineyard (Matt 20:1-16)457. In Pauline literature, the most popular reference is Galatians 3:1: “O foolish
Galatians, who has injured you with the evil eye.” And then in Galatians 4:15 accuses his opponents of
having the evil eye458. Paul therefore makes an honour assault upon his opponents, as an evil eye
accusation is equal to an envy accusation.
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In the post-New Testament literature of the early church, envy and the eyes are also often linked with
each other. Gregory Thaumaturgus (Fr. Ev. Matt. 6:22-23), in his exposition of Matthew 6:22-23,
relates the evil eye to hypocrisy, or “pretended love.” This removes all the light within a person and
fills the person with darkness. Sulpitius Severus (Vit. Mar.2.4) states that the father of the blessed
Martin looked upon his actions with an evil eye. In Tatian’s Diatessaron (10:42, 21.38) Jesus describes
the evil eye as a result of the impurity of a person’s heat (cf. also Origen, Cels. 7.33). Athanasius also
accuses his Arian opponents of casting an evil eye (Apol. Sec. 1.6). Another interesting mention of the
evil eye is in Theodoret (Dial. 3), who has Eranistes state that the human body of Eve cast an “evil
[envious] eye” upon the forbidden fruit. Again, as with envy, the evil eye is traced back to the original
sin of Adam and Eve. Jerome (Epist. 77.12) warns the virgin Fabiola that she should not be envious of
others who are not virgins, that she may not have an evil eye. Jerome often uses the phrase “evil eye” to
incur an envy accusation (Epist. 69.1, 77.12). Ambrose also makes an envy accusation in this way
against the Arians who “constantly examine the Personhood of Jesus” in the same manner as the
Judeans who were responsible for the crucifixion (Fid. 1.67). Even in later medieval literature, the
sinners in Dante’s Purgatorio (Canto 13) who are guilty of envy have their eyes sewn shut with iron
wire, so that they may not envy anything else with their eyes nor cast an evil eye upon anything. Again,
as with envy, evil eye accusations are present in the apologetic, polemic, biographic and hagiographic
literature of the early church. Chrysostom was also very aware of the concept of the evil eye.

The context has now been sketched in which Chrysostom and his audience understood envy. But how
does Chrysostom interpret envy, especially with relation to the believers in Corinth?

7.4.2. Envy in Chrysostom: The Gangrene of the Body
Chrysostom has been discussing the health of the body, and the greatest threat of the body is envy.
Chrysostom calls it the “gangrene of the body” (Hom. 1 Cor. 31.7). He quotes Matthew 12:15: “A
Kingdom divided in itself shall not stand.”

Chrysostom states further that envy may be even worse than the “root of all evils”, namely the love of
wealth (1 Tim 6:12). He then elaborates on the nature of envy (Hom. 1 Cor. 31.7):
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OÙdn d oÛtw mer…zei kaˆ di…sthsin, æj fqÒnoj kaˆ baskan…a, tÕ
calepÕn toàto nÒshma, kaˆ p£shj ¢pesterhmšnon suggnèmhj, kaˆ tÁj
tîn kakîn ·…zhj kat£ ti calepèteron. `O mn g¦r fil£rguroj tÒte
¼detai, Ótan aÙtÕj l£bV· Ð d b£skanoj tÒte ¼detai, Ótan ›teroj m¾
l£bV, oÙc Ótan aÙtÕj l£bV· eÙerges…an g¦r o„ke…an nom…zei t¾n ˜tšrwn
kakoprag…an, oÙ t¾n o„ke…an eÙhmer…an, koinÒj tij ™cqrÕj tÁj tîn
¢nqrèpwn periercÒmenoj fÚsewj, kaˆ t¦ toà Cristoà mšlh tÚptwn, oá t…
gšnoit' ¨n manikèteron; `O da…mwn fqone‹ mn, ¢ll' ¢nqrèpoij, da…moni
d oÙden…· sÝ d ¥nqrwpoj ín, ¢nqrèpoij fqone‹j, kaˆ prÕj tÕ ÐmÒfulon
†stasai kaˆ Ðmogenj, Óper oÙd Ð da…mwn poie‹. Kaˆ po…aj teÚxV
suggnèmhj, po…aj d ¢polog…aj, Ótan ‡dVj ¢delfÕn eÙhmeroànta tršmwn
kaˆ çcriîn, stefanoàsqai dšon kaˆ ca…rein kaˆ ¢g£llesqai;459

But nothing divides and separates so terribly as envy and jealousy that grievous
disease, and void from all excuse, and in some respect worse than “the root of
all evils.”460 For the greedy person is then pleased when they have received, but
the envious is then pleased, when another did not receive, not when they
themselves have received. For this person considers the misfortunes of others a
benefit to themselves, rather than prosperity. This person becomes a common
enemy of humankind, and hurting the members of Christ – and what is closer to
madness than this? A demon is envious, but of humans, not of any demon: but
you, a human being, envies other humans, who is part of your own tribe and
family – not even a demon does this! And what excuse will you give?
Trembling and turning pale at sight of a fellow human in prosperity, when you
ought to crown yourself and to rejoice and celebrate humankind!

To Chrysostom, the very nature of envy is self-destructive. Envy is detrimental to the group, because it
sets members against each other. Chrysostom does this in superb rhetoric. A number of parallelisms are
present in this section, with a number of rhetorical questions. He firstly identifies the main group to
459
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which all belong, namely humanity. The group that is against humanity is the demons. In this instance
we see that inner-group envy accusations are more shameful than trans-group envy accusations. To the
previous authors, Jerome and Athanasius, who accused the Arians and Pelagians of being envious, is
not as shameful as Chrysostom highlighting inner-group envy, within humanity and the body of Christ.
The envy of the demons against humans is not as shameful as envy among humans themselves (cf. also
Hom. Matt. 40.2; 86.1).

The link with the demons is also made in Hom. Jo. 37.3, in which Chrysostom states that envious
people are worse than wild animals, even worse than demons, because they treat their own people, their
benefactors, as enemies. Envy therefore spawns dissent within the group. Another accusation is that
being envious is worse than being greedy, because envy is especially anti-social and even sadistic, in
that it delights the envious person when another suffers. Envy, to Chrysostom, is illogical, because
when a member of the group prospers, it grieves another member, when it should indeed make all
members of the group rejoice.

The motives of an envious person are always to the disadvantagement of the group, even though the
means of achieving what the envious person desires is acceptable. Chrysostom uses an interesting
example from Philippians 1:15-16. He states that the people who were envious of Paul were not
proclaiming a doctrine that was heresy (Anom. 5.1). The background of this homily is against
individuals who believed that the motives and conscience of the preacher of the gospel is not as
important as the fact that the gospel is being proclaimed. Chrysostom argues against this, in stating that
the reason Paul’s opponents were proclaiming a sound doctrine was because they wanted to cause an
accumulation in disciples attributed to Paul. This would then in turn cause a reaction from Nero, who
would then persecute and kill Paul. Thus, if envy is a motive, even if the seeming benefit is to the
greater good, it is always destructive. This is then the great danger of envy, because the envious rejoice
in the downfall of the envied.

Chrysostom however states (Hom. 1 Cor. 31.7) that there may be healthy competition, or wholesome
rivalry. He uses the expression “to emulate” (tÕn toioàton zÁlon). But emulation can also be evil,
leading to envy. This person then becomes an emulator of the devil (toà diabÒlou zhlwt¾j
ginÒmenoj), because they see “a person in paradise, does not seek to change their own condition, but
aims to cast this person out of paradise.” This then also explains why the sin of envy is always linked
with the devil. This sort of emulation should be avoided.
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Chrysostom then reaches the core issue at hand: envy among the members in the body. He states it as
follows (Hom. 1 Cor. 31.7):
T…noj g¦r ›neken, e„pš moi, fqone‹j; Óti c£rin œlabe pneumatik¾n Ð
¢delfÒj; Kaˆ par¦ t…noj œlaben; e„pš moi· oÙ par¦ toà Qeoà; OÙkoàn
prÕj ™ke‹non t¾n ¢pšcqeian ¢nadšcV tÕn dedwkÒta t¾n dwre£n.

Tell me, why are you envious? Because your brother or sister received a
spiritual gift? And from whom did they receive it? Answer me. Was it not from
God? Clearly then He is the object of the enmity to which you are committing
yourself, since God is the Giver of the gift.

This section becomes somewhat problematic. Chrysostom accuses the Corinthians of being envious of
one another due to the spiritual gifts they have received. Their envy is so twisted, adds Chrysostom,
that their envy implies a grudge against God Himself.

The social-scientific analyses of envy with relation to the ancient Mediterranean has shown us,
particularly from informants like Aristotle, Cicero and Plutarch, that envy occurs only within the
framework of the limited good. All goods are (unequally) divided among all the bearers of the goods.
But Aristotle also states that people are envious of other people’s abilities or attributes. The problem in
this instance is with the concept of a “spiritual gift.” As mentioned in the discussion of Hom. 1 Cor. 29,
the term “spiritual gift” (tw`n pneumatikw`n) is already and interpretation. Some like Fee461 and
Thiselton462, as well as Chrysostom, have agreed that the term could include both spiritual persons and
spiritual things. The author is inclined to agree with them. There is however the two opposite poles:
commentators463 who agree for a genitive masculine reading, i.e. spiritual persons while others agree
for a reading of spiritual gifts (which may also include spiritual people). Malina and Pilch464 venture
into the farthest extreme of the genitive neuter interpretation, and states:
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The English translation [“spiritual gifts” for pneumatika] is rather misleading,
since the Greek means “spirit induced phenomena,” “phenomena ascribable to a
spirit.” Aside from the fact that there is no word here meaning “gift”, use of the
word “gift” leaves the English reader with the wrong impression. In our society,
we experience actual free gifts (free samples, no-strings attached donations,
etc.). However, in first-century experience where all goods were perceived as
limited, nothing was free. Anything one accepted from another required some
sort of reciprocity at some time. (An Arab proverb says, “Don’t thank me. You
will repay me.”) Again, the term pneumatika does not have the connotation of
gift at all. The topic the Corinthians presented Paul with was that of Spiritinduced phenomena, or phenomena ascribable to the spirit. As the context
indicates, the spirit in question is the Spirit of God.

This is the opinion of Malina and Pilch. Unfortunately they do not mention the question of envy. The
author personally communicated with Bruce Malina with regard to this in an email465. He was asked:

If the early Mediterranean inhabitant saw material goods as being limited,
which relates to envy, do you think the early Christians saw “spiritual
things/goods/gifts (“ta pneumatika”) as being limited; because it seems there
was much envy in the Corinthian assembly among those who had “lesser” and
“greater” gifts?

He answered:

In the world of limited good, if God or an angel or geni gave you something,
that falls outside the realm of social limited good since your receiving it does
not harm anyone – you do not have to get it from another person in your social
group in which all good things are limited. This is also true of finding a treasure
you are sure no one has lost. The idea behind limited good is that in your
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society all goods are limited and distributed. But outside of your society,
notably in the realm of God, things are not limited. The type of envy directed to
people who receive such a gift of God (e.g. such as a child) is: I wish it was me
not you that got it, but never mind. It is more a feeling of regret that it was not
you, not envy in response to competition for something limited.

Thus, gifts from God, according to Malina, fall outside the social limited good. This is certainly
correct. The problem is that Chrysostom directly mentions envy, and not regret. There was envy among
the members in the Corinthian church, certainly not regret. They envied each other due to the bestowal
of certain gifts (or spiritual attributes) from God

Chrysostom, however, makes specific mention of the word “gift” or “grace” (c£riς) in Hom. 1 Cor. 31.
The one who gives is God and the members of the body of Christ receive. Chrysostom’s commentary,
however ancient, may provide some insights to this problem. The contrasts between Malina and Pilch
and Chrysostom may be tabled as such:

Malina and Pilch

John Chrysostom

Spirit-induced phenomena

Spiritual gifts and Spiritual people

All goods are limited

God provides spiritual gifts as He wills

Gifts not received from God cause regret

Envy was present in Corinth

As mentioned, Malina is correct in that gifts from God fall outside the realm of limited good. However,
it may seem that within the Corinthian Christian-group, the distribution of gifts was seen as being
distributed at the cost of others – but not within a system of limited good. The gifts were distributed
freely as God wanted. Malina and Pilch are also correct in noting that nothing in Mediterranean society
was free. It is true that the system of owing one’s benefactor a favour played a major part in the
stability of social systems. Chrysostom highlights two aspects that may solve this problem. He states
firstly that grace has been bestowed from God to the members (thus, indicating a patron-client
relationship466), and secondly, that it is not the gift that is being envied, but the honour or status (this
has been the argument in Hom. 1 Cor. 30 and 31). Chrysostom therefore intimates status-envy, rather
than possession envy.
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Firstly, Chrysostom constantly reminds those in his audience who may envy others, as the Corinthians
did, that they received their gifts from God. He thus implies that the Corinthians and the gifted people
in his audience have a heavenly Patron, of which they are the clients. Chrysostom emphasises their
relationship with God, the Giver, and not the gift. The fact that God provides the Corinthians with the
gifts in a public setting, as Chrysostom has elaborated on in Hom. 1 Cor. 30, would then imply a
patron-client relationship in which public benefaction dominated inner-group activities.

Understanding the patron-client relationship in the early Mediterranean world is pivotal in
comprehending Chrysostom’s comments. Patronage implies that, due to the limited distribution of
goods in society, a person may require something out of the ordinary to which only certain people had
access. The needful person, the client, would then seek a person who has what he or she needs, the
patron. Often at times the client could not have direct contact with a patron, and would then seek
someone else, who may have direct contact with the patron, and ask for this person to introduce or
make a recommendation. In essence, this contact-person, known as the broker or mediator, would then
also do the client a favour467.

Once a patron-client relationship has been established, the patron would then do the client a favour.
The client is then obliged to return the favour. The “rules” or “guidelines” for patron-client
relationships were well known in ancient times. Seneca (Ben. 1.4.2) provides us with some useful
insights and states that the very essence of order in society springs from patron-client relationships468.
Joubert also notes that patronage was the dominant social system of the New Testament era, and that
most other social structures were dependant on the health of patron-client relationships, as Joubert
especially illustrates, which could influence the course of society, especially when politicians,
emperors and kings were involved469.
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Chrysostom therefore implies that a person who is envious of others, who are gifted in the Spirit,
should remember his or her status as client. Envying another is a sign of dishonour unto the Patron,
who is God. It implies that the Patron is unfair and unjust. But the Patron has actually shown them
“grace” or “favour”. This then becomes a very serious accusation. Envy, therefore, dishonours the
divine Patron-client relationship, which could be detrimental to salvation. The honour which they have
to repay the Patron, is to dispel envy and function as a healthy body, without gangrene.

A second aspect Chrysostom highlights is that the Corinthians were not envious of the spiritual gifts,
for they are unlimited, but rather envious of the status of the superiorly gifted individuals. In this case,
a genitive masculine reading of (tw`n pneumatikw`n) becomes sensible, and makes envy, not regret,
very possible. The interpretation, then, cannot remain only in the genitive neuter, but also transcends
into the genitive masculine – both are valid.

The homily ends with an exhortation to expel all envy from the midst of the believers, that they may
obtain their salvation. Envy is likened to a fever, eating thought the bones of the soul. Rather, the
believers are admonished to pray for their enviers. The believers are reminded of their heavenly Patron,
who enables them to obtain their crowns by “grace and mercy” (c£riti kaˆ filanqrwp…v).

7.5.

Conclusion

The topic of this homily has been the health of the Body of Christ. The points Chrysostom makes are as
follows:
a. A healthy body is a body that cares for every member, whether they are head or feet, etc.
b. A healthy body is also an honourable body, in that it clothes the less honourable parts (genitals)
with great care and honour.
c. In the healthy body, the health of the higher-status members is dependant on the health of the
lower-status members.
d. A great threat to the health of the body is envy, which is like gangrene, killing every member on
its own to the destruction of the entire body.

SK 21/3 (2000): 583-91. Cf. also Jeremy Tanner, “Portraits, Power and Patronage in the Late Roman Republic,” in JRS 90
(2000): 18-50.
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e. Each member has been given honour by their heavenly Patron, and should return this honour by
not envying any other member.

These five points mark the main motifs in the homily. Firstly, if the foot has a thorn in it, the head and
the eyes need to provide care, with the hands. This symbiosis needs to be implemented practically. The
higher-status members are responsible for the lower-status members, and need to provide care. But the
lower-status members are also part of the body, and without them, it is not a body. Secondly, the less
honourable parts need to be clothed with more honour. This may imply the poor, destitute and socially
rejected individuals. The body needs to give them honour, which is certainly the case in Chrysostom’s
homilies. Thirdly, a body is only healthy when all members are healthy and care for each other.
Fourthly, envy can cause the body great pain. It is gangrene, which kills off each member on its own,
which causes amputation. Amputation becomes a shameful and sorry sight. Finally, each member
needs to be reminded that their status as gifted people is brought by the will of their Patron, and the
favour needs to be returned, by showing honour and not envy.

Chrysostom’s message in this homily speaks to the church of today. Many churches have become very
corporate in their structure and philosophy. This in itself is not a problem, but when the care of the
‘lesser members’ become second-rate, the health of the entire body is affected. There should be no
status envy among the leaders and members of a church. We have learnt that envy occurs among social
equals, and disadvantages the entire group. Chrysostom rather admonishes the church, past and present,
to act with love, care and honour among each other – this makes the body healthy.

7.6.

Appendix: Translation of Homily 31

Exposition of Paul’s Metaphor of the Head, Feet and Genitals
“The eye cannot say to the hand: ‘I do not need you,’ or again, the head cannot
say to the feet: ‘I do not need you.’”470
After he addressed the envy of those in the inferior positions, and after he removed the rejection that
they would likely feel from greater gifts having been given to others, he humbles also the pride of these
previously mentioned who had received the greater gifts. He had done the same indeed in his discourse
470
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also with the former. For the statement that it was a gift and not an achievement was intended to
illustrate this. But now he does it again even more earnestly, elaborating on the same image. For from
the body in what follows, and from the unity arising from it, he proceeds to the actual comparison of
the members, a thing on which they were especially seeking to be instructed. Since there was not so
much power to console them in the fact of their being all one body, as in the conviction that in the very
things with which they were endowed, they were not left terribly inferior. And he says: “The eye
cannot say to the hand, I do not need you,” or again “the head to the feet, I do not need you.”
For though the gift may seem inferior, it is still necessary. And as when the one is absent, many
functions are influenced, so also without the other in that there is a maim in the fullness of the Church
And he does not say; “will not say,” but “cannot say.” So that even though it wants to do it, though it
should actually say so, it is out of the question nor is such an action consistent with nature. For since he
took the two extremes, he tests his argument in them, first in respect of the hand and the eye, and
secondly, in respect of the head and feet, adding thrust to the example.
For what is less honourable than the foot? Or what more honorable and more necessary than the head?
For this, the head, more than any thing, is the person. Nevertheless, it is not of itself sufficient nor
could it alone perform all the functions of the body; since if this were possible, our feet would be an
unnecessary addition.
[2] And neither did he stop here, but seeks also another amplification, a kind of thing which he is
always doing, contending not only to be on equal terms but even advancing beyond471. This he also
adds, saying:
“Rather, those members of the body which seem to be less endowed with
honour than other are necessary. And what we consider to be less honourable
members of the body we treat with great care, and our unpresentable private
parts have greater adornment to make them presentable472.”
In every clause adding the term “body,” and thereby both consoling the one and addressing the other.
“For I tell you not only this,” he says, “that the greater have need of the less, but that they have also a
great need. Since if there be any thing weak in us, if any thing dishonorable, this is both necessary and
471
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is worthy of greater honor.” And he appropriately said, “which seem,” and, “which we think.” pointing
out that the opinion arises not from the nature of the things, but from the majority’s viewpoint. For
nothing in us is dishonorable since it is God's work! Thus which one of the organs in us is considered
less honorable than our private parts? Nevertheless, they are worthy of greater honor. And the very
poor people, even if they have the rest of the body naked, cannot endure to exhibit those members
naked. Yet surely this is not the condition of things dishonorable, but it was natural for them to be
loathed more than the rest.
In the same manner, in a house, the servant who is dishonored, far be it from enjoying greater honour,
does not even have an equal portion given to him or her. By the same rule, if this member were
dishonorable, instead of having greater privileges, he or she ought to not even to enjoy the same. While
now in this instance it has more honour for its part, and this is done in the wisdom of God. For to some
parts by their nature He has destined not to need honour, but to others, who have not received it by their
nature, He has caused us to provide honour to it. Yet are they not therefore dishonorable? Since the
animals too by their nature have a sufficiency, and need neither clothing nor shoes nor a roof, the
greater part of them, yet on this account is our body not less honorable than theirs, exactly because it
needs all these things.
Rather, if you look closely at it, these parts in question are even by nature itself both honorable and
necessary. Which in truth Paul himself implies, giving his judgment in their favour not from our care
and from their enjoying greater honor, but from the very nature of the things473.
This is why, when he calls them “weak” and “less honorable,” he uses the expression, “which seem”
but when he calls them “necessary,” he no longer adds “which seem,” but himself gives his verdict,
saying: “they are necessary” and this very appropriately. For they are useful for the purpose of
procreation of children and the succession of our species. This is also why the Roman legislators
punish them that mutilate these members and make men eunuchs, as persons who do injury to our
common stock and assault nature itself.
But woe to the dissolute who bring reproach on the handy-works of God474. For as many are in the
habit to curse wine on account of the drunken, and womankind on account of the unchaste, so also they
account these members base because of those who use them not as they ought to, but improperly. For
473
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the sin is not due to the thing as part of its nature, but the transgression is produced by the will of the
one that dabbles in it.
But some suppose that the expressions: “the feeble members,” and “less honorable,” and “necessary,”
and “which enjoy more abundant honor,” are used by Paul of eyes and feet, and that he speaks of the
eye as “more feeble,” and “necessary,” because though deficient in strength, they have the advantage in
functionality. But of the feet as the “less honorable,” for these also receive from us great consideration.
[3] Next, not to make yet another example, he says:
“Our presentable parts do not need this.”475
That is, unless any should say: “What kind of argument is this, to demean the honorable and give
honour to the less honored?” He says: “We do not do this purposefully, but because they ‘have no need
of it.’” And see how large a measure of praise he sets down in short, and so moves hastily on, a thing
most conveniently and usefully done. And neither is he content with this, but adds also the cause,
saying, “But God made the body, giving to that which seems inferior greater honour.”
“For He designed it that there should be no division in the body.”476
Now if God forged it together, He did not allow that which is more unpresentable to be visible. For that
which is mingled becomes one thing, and it does not appear what it was before, since in this case we
could not say that it was tempered. And see how he continually hastens by the defects, saying, “that
which lacked.” He did not say: “to that which is dishonorable,” “to that which is unseemly,” but, “to
that which lacked,” (“that which lacked” How? By nature,) giving more abundant honor.”477 And what
is the reason for this? “That there should be no division in the body.” It is this way because, though
they enjoyed an endless supply of consolation, they nevertheless indulged in dissatisfaction as if they
had received less than others, he signifies that they were rather more honored than those others. For his
statement is: “Giving to that which seems inferior greater honour.”
Next he also adds the reason, showing that with a view to their benefit God both caused it to be short in
honour and therefore more abundantly honored it. And what is the reason? “That there should be no
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schism,” he says, “in the body.” (And he did not say: “in the members,” but, “in the body.”) For there
would indeed be a great and unfair advantage, if some members were cared for both by nature and by
our need, others not even by either one of these. Then they would be cut off from one another, from the
inability to endure the connection with the body. And when these were cut off, there would be harm
done also to the rest. Can you see how he points out, that of necessity “greater honor” is given to “that
which lacked?” He means: “For had not this been so, the injury would have become common to all.”
And the reason is that unless these received great care on our part, they would have been so rudely
treated, as not having the help of nature. And this rude treatment would have been to their ruin, and
their ruin would have divided the body, and the body having been divided, the other members also
would have perished, which are far greater than these478.
Can you see that the care of these mentioned last are connected with making provision for those that
are greater? For they have not their being so much in their own nature, as in their being one, which is
the typical nature of the body. But if the body perishes, they have no benefit by such health as they
have individually. But if the eye is preserved or the nose, preserving its normal function, yet when the
bond of union with the body is broken there will be no use for them, while, just realise that these which
are left behind, and those injured, they both support themselves through it and quickly return to health.
Body-Building: The Necessity of the Lower-Status Members

But perhaps someone should say: “this indeed has its purpose in the body, that ‘that which lacked has
received more abundant honor,’ but among people how can this be applicable?” But this happens
especially among people. For it was like this with those ones who came at the eleventh hour, who first
received their payment, and the sheep that had wandered caused the shepherd to leave behind the
ninety and nine and run after it, and when it was found, he carried and did not drive it on; and the
prodigal son obtained more honor than the one who was approved; and the thief was crowned and
proclaimed before the Apostles. And in the case of the talents you can also see this happen, in that to
the one that received the five talents, and to the one that received two, were given the same rewards;
yes, by the very reason that this person received the two, was the more favored with great providential
care. Since had this person been entrusted with the five, with their lack of ability, would have failed in
achieving the greater purpose. But having received the two and fulfilled their own duty, was thought
worthy of the same with the one that had made the profit of five, having so far the advantage, as with
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less labour to obtain the same crown. And yet this person too was a human being as well as the one that
traded with the five. Nevertheless, the Master does not in any way call this person to a strict account,
nor compels them to do the same with his fellow-servant, nor does he say: “Why can you not have
made a profit of five?” (And he may have rightly said this) but gave the same crown.
[4] Knowing these things therefore, you that are greater do not maltreat the lesser, unless, instead of
them, you should injure yourselves. For when they are cut off, the whole body is destroyed. Since, what
else is a body than the existence of many members? As also Paul himself said: “the body is not one
member, but many.” If therefore this be the essence of a body, let us take care that the many continue
to be many. Since, unless this be entirely preserved, the damage is in the vital parts; which is the reason
also why the Apostle does not require this only, their not being separated, but also their being closely
united. For instance, since he said: “that there should be no division in the body,” he was not satisfied
with this only, but added, “that the members should have the same care one for another.” Adding this
other cause also of the less enjoying more honor. For God determined it not only that they should not
be separated one from another, but also that there may be abundant love and harmony. For if each
person’s being depends on their neighbor's safety, do not tell me of the less and the more. In this case
there is no more and less. While the body continues you may see the difference too, but when it
perishes, no longer. And perish it will, unless the lesser parts also continue to exist and function.479
If now even the greater members will perish when the less are broken off, these ought to care in the
same manner as for the less, and so as for themselves, as in the safety of these the greater remain safe.
So then, if you should say ten thousand times: “such a member is dishonored and inferior,” still if you
do not provide for it in the same manner as for yourself, if you neglect it because it is inferior, the
injury will pass on to yourself. This is why he not only said that “the members should care one for
another,” but he added, “that they should have the same care one for another,” in other words, in the
same way the small should enjoy the same providential care as with the great members.
Do not then say that this is a normal person, but consider that this is a member of that body which holds
together the whole, and as the eye, so also does this person cause the body to be a body. For where the
body is built up, with such a scenario no one has anything more than their neighbor. Since this does not
make a body, there being one part greater and another less, but their being many and diverse. For even
with you, because you are greater, helped to make up the body, so also the other person, because they
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are less. So that this person’s likely weaknesses, when the body is to be built up, turns out to be of
equal value with yours, and consider these important facts: yes, this person achieves as much as
yourself. And it is obvious from this point on. Let there be no member greater or less, nor more and
less honorable, but let all be eye or all head, will the body not perish? Anyone can understand this.
Again, if all were inferior, the same thing will happen. So that in this respect also the less are seen to be
equal.
Certainly, and if one must say something more, the purpose of the less being less is that the body may
remain. So that for your sake this one is less, in order that you may continue to be great. And here is the
cause of his demanding the same care from all, because he said: “that the members may have the same
care one for another,” he explains “the same thing” benefits, when he says:
“So if one member suffers, all the other members of the body suffer with it; or
if one member is praised, all the members of the body share the adoration.”480
[5] He says “Certainly, with no other purpose did He make the care He requires common to all the
members, establishing unity in so great diversity, but that of all events there might be in complete
communion. Because, if our care for our neighbor be the common safety of us all, it implies also that
our glory and our sadness must be common.” Three things he therefore requires in this instance - not
being divided but united in perfection, having the same care for another and realizing all those things
work to the common benefit. And as above, he says: “He has given more abundant honor to that part
which lacked,” because it needs it, signifying that the very inferiority was becoming an introduction to
greater honor; so here he makes them equal with respect of the care also which takes place mutually
among them. For “therefore did he cause them to partake of greater honor,” he says, “that they might
not meet with less care.” And not from this only, but also by all that happens to them, good and painful,
are the members bound to one another481. Thus often when a thorn is stuck in the heel, the whole body
feels it and cares for it - both the back is bent and the stomach and thighs are contracted, and the hands
coming forward like guards and servants draw out what was so stuck, and the head looks over it, and
the eyes examine it with great care. So that even if the foot has inferiority from its inability to ascend,
yet by its bringing down the head it has equality, and is favored with the same honor. And especially
whenever the feet are the cause of the head's coming down, not by favor but by their right to it. And in
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this instance, if by being more honorable it has an advantage; yet in that, being so it owes such honor
and care to the lesser and in the same way sympathy.
Great equality is demonstrated in this. After all, what is less honourable than the heel? What is more
honorable than the head? Yet this member reaches to the heel, and moves them all together with itself.
Again if anything is the matter with the eyes, all complain and cannot function, and neither do the feet
walk nor the hands work, nor does the stomach enjoy its usual food. And yet the cause is from the eyes.
Why do you cause the stomach to pine? Why keep your feet still? Why bind your hands? Because they
are tied to the feet, and in an unspeakable manner the whole body suffers. For if it did not share in the
suffering, it would not consider it to partake of the care. This is why one may have the same care for
another, he also states: “when one member suffers, all the members suffer with it; or when one member
is honored, all the members rejoice with it.” “And how do they rejoice with it?” you ask. If the head is
crowned, and the whole person is honored. The mouth speaks, and the eyes laugh and are delighted.
Yet the praise belongs not to the beauty of the eyes, but to the tongue. Again if the eyes appear
beautiful, the whole woman is considered stunning! And also when a straight nose and upright neck
and other members are praised, rejoice and appear cheerful, and again they shed tears in great
abundance over their heartaches and misfortunes, though themselves continue uninjured.482
[6] Let us all then, while we consider these things, mimic the love of these members. Let us not in any
way do the opposite, trampling on the miseries of our neighbor and envying their good things. For this
is the part of lunatics and persons beside themselves. Just as the person that digs out their own eye has
displayed a very great show of senselessness, and the one that devours their own hand exhibits a clear
evidence of intense madness!
Now if this be the case concerning the members of the physical body, it should be the same when it
occurs among the faithful, it brands us with the reputation of foolishness. For as long as your fellow
believer shines, your appearance is also apparent and the whole body is made beautiful. For not at all
does this person keep the beauty to themselves alone, but also allows you to glory. But if you maltreat
this person, you bring a common darkness upon the whole body, and the misfortune you cause is
transferred to all the members. But if you kept supporting this person in brightness, you preserve the
beauty of the entire body. For no person says: “the eye is beautiful.” What do they say? This is a
beautiful woman.” And if the eyes are complimented, it only follows after the whole person is
482
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complimented. This also happens in the Church. I mean, if there are any celebrated persons, the
community of all believers reaps the good reputation of it. And if any are brilliant in public speaking,
they do not praise this person alone but in the same manner the whole Church is praised. For they do
not say merely: “This is a wonderful person.” But what do they say? “The Christians have a wonderful
teacher,” and so they make the opportunity of praise common to all.
[7] And now let me ask, do the heathens bind together, and do you divide and war with your own body,
and stand against your own members? Do you not know that this is to the detriment of the entire
community? For a “kingdom,” he says, “divided against itself cannot stand.”483
A Kingdom Divided: Envy in the Body

But nothing divides and separates so terribly as envy and jealousy, that grievous disease, and void from
all excuse, and in some respect worse than “the root of all evils.”484 For the greedy person is then
pleased when they have received, but the envious is then pleased, when another did not receive, not
when they themselves have received. For this person considers the misfortunes of others a benefit to
themselves, rather than prosperity. This person becomes a common enemy of humankind, and hurting
the members of Christ – and what is closer to madness than this? A demon is envious, but of humans,
not of any demon: but you, a human being, envies other humans, who is part of your own tribe and
family – not even a demon does this! And what excuse will you give? Trembling and turning pale at
sight of a fellow human in prosperity, when you ought to crown yourself and to rejoice and celebrate
humankind!
If you want to imitate the person in danger of being envied, I would not forbid it: Imitate, but with a
purpose to be like the one who is approved, not in order to harm this person but that you may reach the
same height, that you may show the same excellence. This is healthy rivalry, imitation without
contention: not to grieve at the good things of others but to be vexed at our own evils: the contrary to
which is the result of envy. For neglecting its own evils, it pines away at the good fortune of other
people. And thus the poor is not so vexed by their own poverty as by the abundance of their
neighbor485. And what can be worse that this? Certainly, in this respect the envious, as I said earlier, is
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worse than the greedy, the one rejoicing at some acquisition of their own, while the other finds his
delight in someone else failing to receive.
This is why I warn you; abandon this evil habit, to change to a healthy imitation, (for it is a violent
thing, this kind of zeal, and hotter than any fire,) and to win thereby mighty blessings. In the same
manner also Paul used to guide those “which are my flesh, and may save some of them.”486 For the one
whose imitation is like what Paul attempted, when he is not vexed when he sees the other in a good
state, but when he sees himself left behind.
It is not like this with the envious, but at the sight of another's prosperity. And the envious person is a
kind of drone, harming other people’s achievements, but never to excel, but weeping when they see
another rising, and doing every thing to bring this person down. To what then might one compare this
passion? It seems to me that it is to be like a slothful donkey, heavy with abundance of flesh, being
yoked with a winged courser, should neither they themselves be willing to rise, and should attempt to
drag the other down by the weight of this person’s carcass. For so this person takes no thought nor
worry to be rid of this deep slumber, but does everything to uproot and throw down the one who is
flying towards heaven, becoming an exact imitator of the devil: since he too, seeing a person in
paradise, did not want to change his own condition, but strove to have them cast out of paradise. And
again, seeing someone seated in heaven and the rest hastening there, he follows the same plan,
uprooting those who are rushing there and hereby igniting the furnace more abundantly for himself487.
For in every instance this happens, both the one who is envied, if he or she is vigilant, becoming more
eminent; and the one who is envious, adding more evils to their lot. In the same way it was also with
Joseph, who became quite eminent. Also when Jacob attained his abundant wealth and all those other
blessings. Thus the envious pierce themselves with ten thousand evils488. Knowing as we do all these
things, let us flee from this sort of imitation. Tell me, why are you envious? Because your brother or
sister received a spiritual gift? And from whom did they receive it? Answer me. Was it not from God?
Clearly then He is the object of the enmity to which you are committing yourself, since God is the
Giver of the gift. Can you see to where this evil is leading, and with what sort of a point it is crowning
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the heap of your sins already! And can you see how deep the pit of punishment is that you are digging
for yourself?
Let us flee from this, my beloved, and not envy others, nor cease to pray for our enviers and do all we
can to extinguish their burning passion. And let us not be ignorant of the punishment that awaits such
people. But let us not do these things, rather let us weep for them and cry. For they are the injured
persons, having constantly a worm chewing through their hearts, and collecting a fountain of poison
more bitter than any gall. Come now, let us beseech the merciful God, both to change their state of
feeling and that we may never fall into that disease, since heaven is indeed inaccessible to this person
that has this wasting sore, and before heaven too, even this present life is not worth living in. For not so
thoroughly are timber and wool eaten through by moth and worm abiding therein, as the fever of envy
devour the very bones of the envious and destroy all self-command in their soul489.
In order then that we may deliver both ourselves and others from these innumerable woes, let us expel
from within us this evil fever, this that is more grievous than any gangrene. And having regained
spiritual strength, we may find the present course and obtain the future crowns; which we all may
attain, by the grace and mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ, with whom to the Father, with the Holy Ghost,
be glory, power, honor, now and forever, and world without end. Amen490.
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CHAPTER 8
Homily 32: The Body of Christ and Its Ministries Flowing from Love
(1 Cor 12:27-13:3)
8.1.

Introduction

The final homily in Chrysostom’s series on 1 Corinthians 12:1-13:3 involves the working of the
various ministries in the Body of Christ and then devotes the greater part of the homily to the
discussion of 1 Corinthians 13:1-3, on the excellence of love. The discourse-structure of the homily
will be discussed as follows: Firstly, Chrysostom elaborates on the catholicity of the Church, which
forms the hermeneutical bridge from homily 31 to 32. Secondly, he discusses each of the individual
ministries and gifts, namely (a) Apostles, (b) Prophets, (c) Teachers, (d) Miracles and Gifts of Healing,
(e) Patrons and Counsellors and (f) Speaking in Tongues. Thirdly, a section is devoted to the exegetical
links between the gifts of the Spirit and love, which Chrysostom calls “the fountain of all the gifts.” He
discusses the “more excellent way” of love: (a) Love as the Fountain of the Charismata, (b) Wealth,
Poverty and Martyrdom in the light of Love and (c) Love as a Virtue. The discussion of the homily will
then be concluded.

8.2.

The Catholicity of the Body of Christ

Chrysostom discusses 1 Corinthians 12:27: “Now, you are the body of Christ and each a member
thereof.” In the light of this verse, Chrysostom states (Hom. 1 Cor. 32.1):
“Ina g¦r m» tij lšgV, T… prÕj ¹m©j toà sèmatoj tÕ ØpÒdeigma; ™ke‹no
mn g¦r fÚsei douleÚei, t¦ d ¹mštera proairšseèj ™sti katorqèmata·
pro£gwn aÙtÕ to‹j kaq' ¹m©j pr£gmasi, kaˆ deiknÝj Óti tosaÚthn ¢pÕ
gnèmhj Ñfe…lomen œcein ÐmÒnoian, Óshn ¢pÕ fÚsewj ™ke‹na, fhsˆn,
`Ume‹j dš ™ste sîma Cristoà. E„ d tÕ ¹mšteron oÙ de‹ stasi£zein sîma,
pollù m©llon tÕ toà Cristoà, kaˆ tosoÚtJ m©llon, ÓsJ fÚsewj c£rij
dunatwtšra. Kaˆ mšlh ™k mšrouj. OÙ g¦r d¾ sîma mÒnon, fhsˆn, ¢ll¦
kaˆ mšlh ™smšn. Perˆ g¦r ¢mfotšrwn toÚtwn ¢nwtšrw dielšcqh, toÝj
polloÝj e„j ›n sun£gwn, kaˆ deiknÝj ¤pantaj ›n ti kat¦ t¾n toà
sèmatoj e„kÒna ginomšnouj, kaˆ tÕ ›n toàto di¦ tîn pollîn
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sunist£menon, kaˆ ™n to‹j pollo‹j ×n, kaˆ t¦ poll¦ ™k toÚtou
sunecÒmena kaˆ dun£mena enai poll£. T… dš ™sti tÕ, 'Ek mšrouj; TÒ ge
e„j Øm©j Âkon, kaˆ Óson e„kÕj ™x Ømîn o„kodomhqÁnai mšroj. 'Epeid¾ g¦r
epe, Sîma, tÕ d p©n sîma Ãn, oÙcˆ ¹ par¦ Korinq…oij 'Ekklhs…a, ¢ll'
¹ pantacoà tÁj o„koumšnhj, di¦ toàto œfhsen, 'Ek mšrouj· toutšstin, Óti
`H 'Ekklhs…a ¹ par' Øm‹n mšroj ™stˆ tÁj pantacoà keimšnhj 'Ekklhs…aj,
kaˆ toà sèmatoj toà di¦ pasîn sunistamšnou tîn 'Ekklhsiîn· éste
oÙcˆ prÕj ¢ll»louj mÒnon, ¢ll¦ kaˆ prÕj p©san t¾n kat¦ t¾n
o„koumšnhn 'Ekklhs…an e„rhneÚein ¨n e‡hte d…kaioi, e‡ ge pantÒj ™ste
mšlh toà sèmatoj.491
For unless any should say: ‘What use is the example of the body to us, since the
body is a slave to nature and our goods deeds or of our own volition,’ Paul
applies it to our own context, and he states that we should have the same nature
of existence as they have from nature, he says: “Now you are the body of
Christ.” But if our natural body should not be divided, much less the body of
Christ, and so much less is grace more powerful than nature. But what does the
expression “individually” mean? So far as it applies to you, and naturally a part
of the body should be built up from you. For because he had said “the body,”
while the whole body was not the Corinthian Church, but the Church in every
part of the world; that is why he said “individually,” that is, the Church among
you is part of the Church existing everywhere and the of the body which
consists of all the Churches. Thus, not you only, but also with the whole Church
throughout the entire world, you should be at peace since you are members of
the whole body.
Chrysostom provides a thorough Midrashic exposition of a rather short verse (v. 27). The thrust of the
homily is immediately empowered with an introductory Refutatio by Chrysostom. And who is the
opponent in this Refutatio? It is probably the common opinion of Greek philosophy known to many of
his audience members that the body is naturally a slave to its desires and that virtue springs from the
will, or choice. This is especially common in Aristotelian philosophy. Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 3.1-3)
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discusses human reactions as voluntary and involuntary. Natural, instinctive reactions are involuntary,
but rational, contextual voluntary choices are made through the will. The body reacts naturally (a slave
to natural desires), sometimes without reason, which cannot lead to virtuous actions. Only by means of
rational choice can virtue be attained. Chrysostom is then very aware of the objection an Aristotelian
philosopher may make within a discourse pertaining to the body. But Chrysostom states that it is a
functional and contextual application (to‹j kaq' ¹m©j pr£gmasi) of Paul, pointing to the biological
unity of the body rather than a meta-ethical normative statement that the natural lusts of the body is
better than the rational volition. If the natural body is not physically divided, the Body of Christ should
not be metaphysically divided. Chrysostom then states that grace is more powerful than nature
(fÚsewj c£rij dunatwtšra). Chrysostom creates a contrast: The unity of the human body is a natural
phenomenon, but the unity of the Body of Christ through the gifts is based on the favour or grace of the
heavenly Patron, not nature. It is more “powerful” indicating that the Patron-client relationship between
God and the Church gains priority over natural spectacles. The catholicity of the Church rests on the
relationship it has with the Patron, based on favour.
Chrysostom provides a brief exposition on the phrase mšlh ™k mšrouj492. It implies that the entire
church spread throughout the known world is one body, and every congregation is a member of this
body. Ecumenism in the early church was an important aspect of ecclesiology. In the sacraments, it was
often stated that the bread, made of corn from many locations, also symbolized the Church. The
Didache 9:4 states: “As this broken bread was scattered upon the mountains, but was brought together
and became one, so let your Church be gathered together from the ends of the earth into your kingdom
...” (LCL). Augustine often relates the unity of canon and of orthodoxy to the unity of the church (cf. C.
Litt. Petil. 1.13.14, 1.18.20; Faust. 23.9). Chrysostom therefore notes that every member in the local
assembly is part of the greater church. Chrysostom understands the psychological need of people to be
part of something greater. This should give them peace, not strife. Chrysostom then states that the
members of all the churches should acquiesce (e„rhneÚein) in this catholicity.
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8.3.

The Order and Meaning of the Gifts

The following section of the homily discusses 1 Corinthians 12:28: “And in the church God has
appointed first of all apostles, second prophets, third teachers, then workers of miracles, also those
having gifts of healing, patrons and counsellors, and those speaking in different kinds of tongues.”

Paul provides a list which is somewhat modified from the list provided in 1 Corinthians 12:8-10. The
purpose of the list in 12:8-10 was to indicate that all the gifts function through the same Spirit. It may
indicate that the list is not exhaustive, as there is also another list in Romans 12:6-8.

Chrysostom notes that these gifts are listed in a particular order to indicate which have the most
honour. Thiselton notes the importance of Chrysostom’s opinion in understanding the context493.
Different kinds of tongues are placed last because the Corinthians gave it superfluously undue honour.
By placing the apostles first, he then also affirms his own honour as an apostle. Chrysostom’s
interpretation of the order of the list is then sensitive both to the social aspects and rhetorical aspects of
Paul. As stated, he is socially sensitive because he again attributes the adverbs “firstly … secondly …
thirdly…” in terms of status carriers. But it is also, according to Chrysostom, as rhetorical strategy of
Paul to place tongues last, exactly because the Corinthians envied it so much (cf. also Hom. 1 Cor.
35.2). This is also in agreement with the view of Martin, that it is functional only as a tool for status
reversals494. A discussion of the elements in the list follows.

8.3.1. Apostles
Chrysostom notes that the apostles are placed first because they had all the gifts in themselves (cf. also
Augustine (Gest. Pelag. 32)). This would then imply that Chrysostom understand apostles in this sense
to be the apostles who had direct contact with Christ, which is also the opinion of Dunn495. It is
rhetorically affirmed by the use of the adverb “firstly”496.
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8.3.2. Prophets
Chrysostom includes all the prophets in this appellation, the prophets of the Old Testament, the
prophets in Acts such as the daughters of Philip (Acts 21:9), Agabus (Acts 11:28, 21:10). He also
includes the prophets to whom Paul spoke in 1 Corinthians 14 as well those prophets through whom the
gift of grace was given to Timothy (1 Tim 4:14). He notes that the gift of prophecy was given to many
in the Old Testament, but also in the Church. He also notes that the Corinthian assembly had many
among them who were prophets. He gives more information on the prophets when he discusses
teachers.

8.3.3. Teachers
Chrysostom notes that the difference between teacher and prophets is the fact that everything a prophet
speaks has its origin from the Spirit, while a teacher also involves his or her own mind and thoughts.
His explanation is unfortunately somewhat terse, and calls for explanation and evaluation. Chrysostom
also links elders (presbÚteroi) with teachers (didask£loi) (1 Tim 5:17). The elders are worthy of
double-honour (diplÁj timÁj), because their ministry entails labour of the mind, referring to
preparation and study and lifestyle. There is some ambiguity among commentators regarding the
differences between prophets and teachers. Thiselton497 is correct, along with Fee498, who notes that the
evidence in the New Testament, with regard to Pauline writings, is too little to formulate a
comprehensive definition of the “teacher”. Dunn notes that there were “charismatic” and
“noncharismatic” teachers in the early church, the former being spontaneous in nature and the latter a
more formal body of teaching499. An interesting aspect is especially highlighted here by Chrysostom,
who defines a teacher by means of highlighting differences from a prophet. He notes that the outcomes
of both prophecy and teaching may be the same, namely edification. But a prophet has more honour
than a teacher, because a prophet speaks only in the Spirit, while a teacher has a human element
involved in his or her gift. The phenomenon of a prophet speak or acting in the Spirit is what Malina
and Pilch refer to as “altered states of consciousness” (ASCs)500. According to them, it implies a
nonrational experience of an alternate state of reality. Nonrational does not imply irrational, which
many individuals who do not believe in spiritual or supernatural experiences would use to substantiate
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ASCs (also called experiences of nonconsensual reality)501. Malina and Pilch502 also relates it to
“prophetic symbolic actions” (PSAs), in which a prophet performs a symbolic action commanded by
God, and usually followed by a verbal explanation of the PSA. This does imply that the action is not
irrational. Does Chrysostom then imply that nonrational behaviour gains superiority over rational
behaviour? This is probably not the case, because the Apostles mentioned previously were more
superior to the prophets. Chrysostom attributes status not to the level of ASC within a ministry or gift,
but in terms of the amplification of the influence of God. The apostles were directly influenced by the
Lord, while prophets are semi-directly influenced by the Spirit. Teachers are also semi-directly
influenced, but also not fully influenced. Thus, ASCs may only be the byproduct of the influence of the
Spirit, but the ordination as higher-status carriers does not depend on the intensity or quantity of ASCs.
Chrysostom may be overestimating the typical nature of a prophet. One may argue against Chrysostom
if it is ever possible to be a prophet or prophesy without a human element, since the prophet is still
human. The ASC or PSA is still enacted within the framework of human experience from which the
prophet cannot possibly escape. Chrysostom also states that an important criterion for being a teacher is
that the product of the human element must be in-line with the biblical teaching. Indirectly, he may also
be pointing to the aspect which subordinates the teacher to the apostle. The teacher’s teaching should
be in-line with the apostolic teaching. In this light, Fee also rejects the fact that teachers pass on
tradition, in contrast to Dunn503. Finally, the opinion of Thiselton504 may be helpful in discerning
between the two extremes of Fee and Dunn, and the cursory explanation of Chrysostom:

But in this lies the clear and fundamental difference between prophets and
teachers. It is not the case that the first is “spontaneous” as against the second,
the result of reflection (still less that the second is also sometimes
“spontaneous”). Rather, prophets perform speech-acts of announcement,
proclamation, judgement, challenge, comfort, support, or encouragement,
whereas teachers perform speech-acts of transmission, communicative
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explanation, interpretation of texts, establishment of creeds, exposition of
meaning and implication, and, more cognitive, less temporally applied
communicative acts [his bold and italics].

Thiselton does agree with Dunn that teachers are also involved in the passing on of tradition, and the
fact that he includes “speech-acts” with both also indicates possible agreement with Chrysostom.

8.3.4. Miracles and Gifts of Healing
It is important to note that there is a change in Paul’s list in that the following elements are gifts or
functions, rather than persons505. Chrysostom, however, still discusses the list and does not make a
distinction between persons and functions. He discusses the gifts which are introduced by e[peita
together, noting that these gifts need to be viewed together506. Again, he also states that the hierarchy
continues. There is no difference between a gift and the person in Chrysostom’s case. The miracles are
greater than the gifts of healing because the one who performs miracles, according to Chrysostom,
punishes and heals (kaˆ kol£zei kaˆ „©tai). The one who possesses the gifts of healing only heals.
Chrysostom now views the greater context. He notes a difference between this list and the list in 12:810 in that the previous list was not in hierarchical order, but placed indifferently (oÙ kat¦ t£xin
tiqeˆj œlegen, ¢ll' ¢diafÒrwj). He refers to a word of wisdom and a word of knowledge, which
were placed above prophecy in the previous list, as well as miracles and gifts of healing. Chrysostom
then instructs us that the previous list in 12:8-10 is not a hierarchical list, and should not be read as
such. It was a list with the purpose of showing the ambiguity of God in the distribution of the gifts and
the fact that this ambiguity envelops itself in one Holy Spirit. The purpose of the second list, however,
is hierarchical. He also indirectly equates the gift of prophecy with the prophet and refers to Isaiah
(41:22-23), who demonstrated miracles as a proof of his prophetism. The same is then said of Christ,
who also used the miracles and healings to illustrate his divinity (cf. John 13:19; 14:29; 16:4).

But why are these also inferior to teaching? Again, Chrysostom equates the gift of teaching with being
a teacher. Chrysostom then notes that miracles and gifts of healing are in service of teaching and
preaching the word. He also notes that the person who teaches by means of words and deeds, that is,
lifestyle, is greater than all (“Otan oân tij kaˆ lÒgJ paideÚV kaˆ b…J, p£ntwn ™stˆ me…zwn). The
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reason for this is because even the first in the hierarchy, namely apostles, also need to adhere to these
requirements. He also refers to Matthew 7:22 with false prophets stating: “Lord, did we not prophesy in
Your Name and do mighty works? … I never knew you, depart from Me, you workers of iniquity.”
Chrysostom notes that this verse refers exactly to those prophets who did not have an exemplary
Christian lifestyle. The true prophets, of which Paul speaks of, prophesy and have the correct lifestyle,
which makes them acceptable. This is in fact why prophecy and teaching are higher in the hierarchical
list.

8.3.5. Patrons and Counselors
Chrysostom also discusses these two gifts together. He starts by discussing the term ajntilhvmyei". Fee
translates it as “helpful deeds”507 while Thiselton uses “kinds of administrative support”508 and
Conzelmann “acts of helping”509. Chrysostom also realizes that this term needs some clarification.
According to Chrysostom, helps refer to “supporting the weak” (T… ™stin, 'Antil»yeij; “Wste
¢ntšcesqai tîn ¢sqenîn). He means that this gift is the very essence of the church, in supporting the
socially rejected, the poor and the sick, those with little honour. Chrysostom, in fact, states that this gift
is the gift of God (tÁj toà Qeoà dwre©j). He does not use the term car…sma, which shows that he is
distinguishing this gift from the spiritual gifts. He defines this term as tÕ prostatikÕn enai, literally
“to be a patron.” Chrysostom therefore considers the patron-client relationship not only as a spiritual
gift, but in fact it is the epitome of all the gifts. It is then the ability to be a giver, and finds its meaning
in God’s act of giving510. Chrysostom also includes good deeds (katorqwm£twn) under this term. The
semantics of this term becomes difficult, as it is a hapax legomenon, only occurring in the New
Testament in this instance, and is used in the Septuagint in the sense of assistance or help511. Fee also
relates it to the ministry to the needs, physical and spiritual, of the needy. Dunn512 refers to the duties of
the deacons who perform “good deeds” (1 Tim 5:10). Thiselton513 provides a number of hypotheses for
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the meaning of ajntilhvmyei". He gives specific attention to Chrysostom’s viewpoint and concludes his
discussion:

Such a person [a patron], Moulton-Milligan show, is often an officeholder in
many references among the papyri, and certainly combines help with patronage
[his italics]. Perhaps Paul is here saying not only that good management skills
are a gift of the Spirit, but also that those who could support people or work as
patrons had a God-given task, as long as … the gift was not abused and used for
self rather than for others.
After explaining this gift, Chrysostom does not take the trouble to define kubern»seij. Thiselton514,
following this quote, provides a myriad of possible meanings, many from etymological arguments. It is
common knowledge that an excess of etymology has its dangers of committing semantic fallacies,
although Thiselton’s analysis has, in the author’s opinion, no semantic errors. Chrysostom understands
the term kubern»seij within its context alongside ajntilhvmyei". Witherington515 provides a short, but
crucial comment in understanding this context: “The important word kybernēseis is often unfortunately
translated “administration.” It really refers to those who give guidance or wise counsel.”

Chrysostom finally discusses verse 30 in the same context he discussed the unity of the body. The
entire body cannot be one member. The purpose of this verse, according to Chrysostom, is the
rhetorical effect of “consoling.” The hierarchy is again affirmed in this verse, as Chrysostom states.

He does not provide a full discussion of tongues, probably due to the fact that he is planning to discuss
it slightly later in the homily, when he discusses 1 Corinthians 13:1.

8.4.

The More Excellent Way of Love

The next section of the homily discusses the role of love in the functioning of the gifts. In 1 Corinthians
12:31, Paul states: zhlou`te de; ta; carivsmata ta; meivzona. Kai; e[ti kaqÆ uJperbolh;n oJdo;n uJmi`n
deivknumi. A few remarks need to be made regarding the grammar of the verse. Traditionally, 12:31a
has been translated as “Seek earnestly the best gifts!” The word zhlou`te would then imply an
514
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imperative mood, forming a direct command. It is also accepted as an imperative by Thiselton, Fee,
Conzelmann, Barrett, Schrage and Robertson and Plummer. Both Smit516 and Hays517 acknowledge
that the presence of this verse seems to be in contrast with what Paul was saying in the entire argument.
However the imperative in 1 Corinthians 14:1 supports the theory that it is also an imperative in 12:31,
which would then form an inclusio. Chrysostom also understands it as an imperative, as he notes that
the Corinthian believers had it in their power to gain the greater gifts. But there is a text critical
problem in this instance. Chrysostom states (Hom. 1 Cor. 32.5):
T…j d aÛth ™st…; Zhloàte, fhsˆ, t¦ car…smata t¦ kre…ttona. Kaˆ œti
kaq' Øperbol¾n ÐdÕn de…knumi Øm‹n. Toàto d e„pën ºršma Æn…xato
a„t…ouj Ôntaj toà t¦ ™l£ttona lamb£nein, kaˆ kur…ouj, e„ boÚlointo,
toà t¦ me…zona labe‹n. “Otan g¦r e‡pV, Zhloàte, t¾n par' ™ke…nwn
spoud¾n ¢paite‹ kaˆ t¾n ™piqum…an t¾n perˆ t¦ pneumatik£. Kaˆ oÙk
epe, T¦ me…zona, ¢ll¦, T¦ kre…ttona, toutšsti, t¦ crhsimètera, t¦
sumfšronta. •O d lšgei, toàtÒ ™sti· Mšnete ™piqumoàntej carism£twn,
kaˆ de…knumi ÐdÕn carism£twn Øm‹n. OÙd g¦r epe, C£risma, ¢ll' `OdÕn,
†na meizÒnwj ™p£rV toàto, Ö mšllei lšgein.518

And what is this? “Desire earnestly the better gifts,” he says, “And I will show
you an even more excellent way.”519 When Paul said this, he discreetly implied
that the fact that some received the lesser gifts were of their own doing, and did
in fact have the power to receive the greater gifts. For when he said: “Desire
earnestly,” he commands them to have diligence in the spiritual things. And he
did not say “the greater” gifts, but “the better,” which would mean the more
useful and beneficial. And he also means: ‘Continue to desire the gifts, and I
will show you a fountain of gifts.’ For he did not say ‘a gift,’ but “a way,” in
order to distinguish exactly what he is about to say.
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Chrysostom uses the later reading “t¦ kre…ttona” (D F G Y M) and not “t¦ me…zona”, which would
in fact be the preferred reading from older manuscripts. One could accept these as synonyms; however
Chrysostom states that using the earlier version would be in fact wrong. He then adds two more
explanatory terms namely “t¦ crhsimètera” and “t¦ sumfšronta.” He already draws meaning from
the context of 12:1-30 as well as from chapter 14. It is therefore an imperative for the Corinthians to
strive for the better, useful and profitable, and not the greater gifts. This would then imply a notion of
the gifts in service of the community, and not in exuberance of an individual participant’s ego.
Chrysostom now elaborates on 13:1-3.

8.4.1. Love as the Fountain of the Charismata
Chrysostom has pointed out that love should be understood as the fountain520 of the rest of the gifts.
Chrysostom’s inclusion of 13:1-3 also implies that he acknowledges Pauline authorship of 1
Corinthians 13521. Chrysostom calls the beginning of Paul’s love song “t¾n kuriwt£thn
paramuq…an,” the most “lordly” or “powerful” consolation. As with Mitchell522 and Thiselton523,
Chrysostom also recognizes the rhetorical fluency of chapters 12 to 13 and 13 to 14, in contrast with
Weiss524.

Chrysostom states that Paul is not comparing love with the gifts. Rather, love is the glue holding the
body together. He notes that the troubles in Corinth sprang from the font of evil, but that love would
resolve the crisis regarding the gifts. This also makes chapter 13 quite fitting in the scheme of 12-14.
Love is then the virtue that binds the believers in fraternal friendship.

In the next section of the homily, Chrysostom states that Paul purposefully places the gift of tongues
first, because the Corinthians valued it the most. He adds that the expression “of angels” also gives the
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statement more rhetorical thrust, because the Corinthians only spoke in the tongues of human beings.
Even if they had the honour of speaking in angelic tongues, without love, they would have no use.
Chrysostom therefore argues that the expression “tongues of angels” is solely hyperbole. Chrysostom
does not indicate that it points to any sort of Hellenistic prophetic convention525. Chrysostom
understands the phrase as being hyperbole, which is also affirmed by Sigountos526. They were not able
to truly speak in angelic tongues, and even if they could, it would be useless without love. Paul states
that without love, a person with the gift of tongues is like a resounding gong or a clanging cymbal
(gšgona calkÕj ºcîn À kÚmbalon ¢lal£zon). Chrysostom elaborates (Hom. 1 Cor. 32.5): Pîj d
calkÕj ºcîn; Fwn¾n mn ¢fieˆj, e„kÁ d kaˆ m£thn, kaˆ e„j oÙdn dšon. “And what is the nature
of a resounding gong? It emits a sound, but a senseless and useless, truly, without purpose.” There is no
musical pitch – only an empty sound527. Chrysostom makes no reference to the pagan cults, which may
have used these instruments. It is merely a useless brass gong.

Chrysostom also feels the need to elaborate on the fact that Paul is not referring to physical angelic
tongues, but rather to language. This was an interesting debate in the early church. From the earlier
Gnostics and possibly the Arians, the dichotomy between soul and body was promoted and with this,
some stated that the soul, or anything incorporeal, does not need grace. In this debate, some fathers
especially used the example of angels, who did not have a physical body, to indicate that they also need
grace, and that both the soul and the body were in need of deliverance. This is especially emphasized
by Gregory of Nyssa (Eustat. 5), who supports the notion that the soul is in dire need of deliverance. It
is not clear if Chrysostom may refer to this debate, but certainly affirms the fact that angels do not have
a physical body. They are subjected to the rule of Christ and according to Chrysostom, they will also be
included in those whose knees will bow before Christ, even though they do not have physical knees (he
refers to Phil 2:10). The next gift that is mentioned is prophecy, and Chrysostom affirms that Paul is
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now moving in reverse order in the hierarchy set out in 1 Corinthians 12:28. The same is said of the
other gifts mentioned, namely knowledge, faith and miracles.

8.4.2. Wealth, Poverty and Martyrdom in the Light of Love
This section concerns Chrysostom’s interpretation of 1 Corinthians 13:3. There is another significant
text-critical problem. Certain manuscripts read ‰na kauc»swmai (“that I may glory”) and others read
‰na kauq»somai (“that I should be burned”). Chrysostom uses the latter reading. It is also interesting
to note that the majority of patristic writers prefer this reading, namely Tertullian, Aphraates, Cyprian,
Basil, Cyril, Theodoret, Euthalius, Maximus the Confessor and John Damascus528. Only Clement,
Origen and Jerome favour the first reading. Metzger is in favour of the first reading in contrast to
Chrysostom mainly due to the external evidence – most of the earliest manuscripts contain the first
reading. Moreover, Chrysostom uses the form ‰na kauq»swmai, which is a very rare future
subjunctive529. Metzger530 states that it “is a grammatical monstrosity that cannot be attributed to Paul.”
Although Chrysostom, and most of the other patristic authors, probably used a later reading, it becomes
more relevant to these authors, because being burned alive was a common form of martyrdom, only
becoming prevalent in the second century531.

But Chrysostom is more impressed with Paul’s statement of giving away all one’s possessions without
love, becomes useless. He points to Matthew 19:21 regarding Jesus’ conversation with the rich young
man. He notes that even though Jesus stated that giving all of your possessions to the poor, without
love it would be useless. Martyrdom would then also be useless without love. Both of these, martyrdom
and almsgiving, were held in very high regard in the early church. Chrysostom then asks the question
of how it could be possible to give all one’s possessions away without love. He states that it would
528
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imply empathy with the needy, and not condescension. Martyrdom may be in service of one’s own
fame and honour, and not to the glory of Christ. It is true that many people sought martyrdom for this
reason532. Chrysostom also refers to Matthew 20:23-26, in that stating the very act of martyrdom, as
exemplified in Christ, is out of love for the people dearest to you. Chrysostom therefore implies that
martyrdom without love is not martyrdom.

8.4.3. Love as a Virtue
In the final section of this homily, Chrysostom elaborates on the nature of love as the greatest virtue.
He states that love as a virtue needs to be described in words, because true deeds of love is very rare.
Love is the greatest virtue. The person who is perfect in love has no wantonness, and Chrysostom
states, in fact, that if all people were perfect in love, the world would have no imperfection.

He also illustrates the difference between healthy and harmful love by referring to the narrative of
Joseph and the Egyptian woman, Potiphar’s wife (Gen 39). Her love toward Joseph was rather desire,
love which is selfish and harmful, to which the end of the story attests. Joseph, however, according to
Chrysostom, even showed that he had true love in that he does not dishonour Potiphar or his wife.
Again, in typical Antiochene tradition, Chrysostom looks at the relevance of honour and shame in the
relationship between Joseph as slave, and his master.

Finally, Chrysostom states that true love implies sacrifice, and having consideration for fellow human
beings, which was especially exemplified in Paul (1 Cor 9:18; 2 Cor 11:29). Jesus, being the prime
example, loved His accusers and executors.

8.5.

Conclusion

In this homily, Chrysostom, as Antiochene exegete, gives heed to the literary context of 1 Corinthians
12:1-13:3. He affirms that Paul implies a hierarchy when he lists the gifts. The bridge to 1 Corinthians
13:1-3 is the fail-safe from turning this hierarchy into a hierocracy. He uses numerous examples from
historia, like Joseph, as well as Jesus, Peter and Paul, to affirm his point. He also attends to the role of
honour and shame, and being part of the group, namely the church, aids in one’s status as being
honourable.
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The most astounding characteristic of this homily is the ethics appropriated in it. Chrysostom’s ethics
are based primarily on love. Absence of love turns symbiotic hierarchy into harmful hierocracy. Truly,
the perfection of the world can only be achieved with love. Love is the highest ethical principle to
Chrysostom. Love becomes Chrysostom’s hermeneutical key to understand the pronouncements of
Jesus and Paul. All of the statements of Jesus become valid when viewed in terms of love.

8.6.

Appendix: Translation of Homily 32

The Catholicity of the Body of Christ
“Now you are the body of Christ and each individually members thereof.”533

[1] For unless any should say: “What use is the example of the body to us, since the body is a slave to
nature and our goods deeds or of our own volition,” Paul applies it to our own context, and he states
that we should have the same nature of existence as they have from nature, he says: “Now you are the
body of Christ.” But if our natural body should not be divided, much less the body of Christ, and so is
grace much more powerful than nature.

But what does the expression “individually” mean? So far as it applies to you, and naturally a part of
the body should be built up from you. For because he had said “the body,” while the whole body was
not the Corinthian Church, but the Church in every part of the world; that is why he said “individually,”
that is, the Church among you is part of the Church existing everywhere and part of the body which
consists of all the Churches. Thus, not you only, but also with the whole Church throughout the entire
world, you should be at peace since you are members of the whole body.

The Order and Meaning of the Gifts

“And God has placed in the Church, firstly apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly
teachers, and then works of power, then gifts of healing, then patrons and
counselors, different kinds of tongues.”534
533
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[2] Therefore, Paul is now discussing what I have said earlier. Because they thought highly of
themselves due to speaking in tongues, Paul mentions it last in every instance. For the terms “first” and
“second” are not used by Paul in this case accidentally, but to number the more honourable and the
inferior. This is why he places the apostles, who had all the gifts, first in the order. And he did not
simply say: “God has placed in the Church apostles, or prophets,” but he uses the words “first, second
and third,” showing what I have just told you.

“Secondly, prophets.” For they are the ones of whom he said: “Let the prophets speak, one two or
three.”535 And while he was writing to Timothy he also said: “Do not neglect the gift that is in you,
which was given to you through prophecy.”536 And there were even more who prophesied. And if
Christ said: “The Law and the Prophets prophesied until John,”537 He is referring to those prophets who
proclaimed His coming before He came.

“Thirdly, teachers.” For who prophesies speaks all things from the Spirit, but the one who teaches
sometimes also involves his or her own mind. This is also why he said: “Let the elders that rule well be
given a double portion of honour, especially those who labour in the word and in teaching.”538 In
contrast, the person who speaks all things by the Spirit does not labour. This is then the reason why
Paul places the teacher after the prophet, because the one is totally a spiritual gift, while the other also
concerns a person’s labour. The teacher says many things that originate from his or her own mind,
agreeing though with the Scriptures.

[3] “Then works of power, then gifts of healing.” Can you see again here how he separates the healings
from the works of power, which he also did before? For the work of power is more than the healing,
since the person who performs works of power punishes and heals, but the person who has the gift of
healing performs only healing. And look how appropriate the order is, when he set prophecy before the
works of power and healings. For above when he said: “To one is given a word of wisdom, and to
another a word of knowledge,” he spoke without setting the gifts in a particular order. Here, however,
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he sets a first and second rank. Why then does he set prophecy first? Because even in the Old
Testament this order is prevalent. For example, when Isaiah was arguing with the Jews and performed a
miracle of God, and bringing to light the futility of demons, he also proved his godliness to them in his
prophesying of things in the future539. And Christ Himself, after performing so many signs said that this
was no insignificant trait of His divinity and constantly states: “Because I have told you these things
that when the time comes, you will know that I am Him.”540

But the gifts of healing are understandably inferior to prophecy. But what about teaching? Because it is
not the same thing proclaim a word of preaching and sow piety in the hearts of the hearers541, as it is to
perform miracles, since these are done merely for the sake of preaching the Gospel. And anyone who
teaches by word and life is greater than all of them. For Paul explicitly calls those persons teachers,
who teach by deeds and words. This, for instance, made the Apostles themselves to become Apostles.
And some of the gifts others also received in the beginning, to no advantage, who said: “Lord, did we
not prophesy in Your Name, and do mighty works?” And after this, they were told: “I never knew you;
go away from me, you workers of iniquity.”542 But this twofold method of teaching, I mean by deeds
and words, no evil person would ever do. And because he is setting prophets first, do not be so
surprised. As he is not speaking of prophets simply, but people who prophesy also teaches and say all
things to the common benefit of the assembly, which in the next section [1 Cor 14] will give even more
value to us.

[4] “Patrons, counselors.” What are “patrons”? Those who support the weak. Tell me, is this then a
gift? In the first place, this is in fact the Gift of God, being ready for the work of a patron; He supplies
us with the spiritual gifts. Paul even calls many of our own good deeds ‘gifts.’ He does not, however,
create a very big difference, which would even assist in the anger of those who had the lesser gifts. He
rather gives them direct attention with great care in the section which follows, because he had already
showed them at many occasions that they are not very much inferior. What I mean is this: because
when they heard these things they would probably say “and why were all not made apostles?” Rather,
he uses a more discreet tone of argumentation, illustrating in many ways his point, especially from the
image of the body. For “the body,” he says, “is not one member,” and again, “but if all were one
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member, how would it be a body?” And from the fact that they were each given for a particular use, for
to each one is given “a manifestation of the Spirit to the benefit of all,” he said. All are watered from
the same Spirit and that which is given is a free gift and not a debt.

He states further that “there are different apportions of gifts, but the same Spirit.” And from the
manifestation of the Spirit, the honour of all are made equal, which is why he stated it, in order to show
that the same things which come from the Spirit, in fact, come from God. In this light, he says: “All
these things works one and the same Spirit apportioning to each as He wills,” and later he also states:
“God has set the members in the body each one individually, as it was pleasing to Him.” And to show
that the so-called ‘inferior’ members are also necessary, he says: “those members who seem
unimportant are quite necessary.” And because they are necessary, he states that “the greater members
also need the lesser members.” He says: “The head cannot say to the feet, I do not need you.” From this
it is evident that the lesser members even have more honour, for Paul says: “To those members that
lacks honour he has given more abundant honour.” This is because all the members require equal care,
for he says: “All the members have the same care for one another.” And just so that one may not have
honour and another grieves, he states: “If one member suffers, all the members suffer with it, or if one
member is honoured, all the members rejoice with it.”

Paul has exhorted them in all the above cases, and from here he does not stop with the first and the
second gift but moves up to the last gift, implying that one person cannot be all things, (for he even
said: “If all were one member, where is the body?”). What is he then saying? He is implying that even
the lesser gifts are contended for equally with the greater543, from the fact that not even these lesser
gifts were given to all. For he actually means: “Why are you dissatisfied that you have not received the
gifts of healing? Consider what you have, even though it may seem less, it is often not even possessed
by the person who has the greater gifts.” This is also why he says:
“Do all speak in tongues? Do all interpret?”544

For even as the great gifts of God are not given to all people, but to some these and to others those, so
also He did with regard to the lesser gifts, not giving these to all people. God did this to promote love
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and harmony, so that the members may need each other and through this be brought closer to each
other. God has also established this sort of dependence in the arts, the elements, the plants, in our bodyparts and in absolutely all things.

The More Excellent Way of Love

[5] And he now adds the greatest consolation, which is sufficient to sooth them and silence their
dissatisfied souls. And what is this?

“Desire earnestly the better gifts,” he says, “And I will show you an even more
excellent way.”545

When Paul said this, he discreetly implied that the fact that some received the lesser gifts were of their
own doing, and did in fact have the power to receive the greater gifts. For when he said: “Desire
earnestly,” he commands them to have diligence in the spiritual things. And he did not say “the
greater” gifts, but “the better,” which would mean the more useful and beneficial. And he also means:
“Continue to desire the gifts, and I will show you a fountain of gifts.” For he did not say ‘a gift,’ but ‘a
way,’ in order to distinguish exactly what he is about to say. He might as well have said: “It is not one,
two or three gifts that I show you, but a way that leads to all of these; and not merely a way, but a
“more excellent way,” and one that is accessible to all.” This ‘gift’ is a gift common to all, not as the
other gifts that are distributed unevenly. In this instance he invites all to join in this way. He says:
“Desire earnestly the better gifts and yet I will show you a more excellent way,” meaning love towards
our neighbour.

And to introduce his next argument and the greatness of this virtue, he lowers the other gifts in
comparison with it, and states that they are nothing without it. For if he had immediately started
discoursing about love and merely said: “I show to you a way,” and said, “and this is love,” without
giving the comparison with the gifts, some people may have not realized its importance and not
understand it. This is why he does not immediately give an exposition of love, but excites the hearer by
a promise saying: “I show to you a more excellent way,” which makes people desire it even more, and
he has not even reached his discussion. He only augments it further and flames their desire for it, he
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starts speaking of the gifts and shows that they are nothing without it. This would drive them to realize
the importance of loving one another – something they neglected – which is also why they had all the
aforementioned problems. So that, because of this problem, the gifts not only stopped them from
coming together, but even destroyed the bit of unity they had left. But in the division, this would bring
them together into one body. But Paul does not say this immediately, but the answer they mainly
longed for, he now gives – in that this thing is a gift and also a way to all the gifts. Even in the worst
cases, if you do not want to love your fellow believer and promote friendship, consider love then
important so that you might receive a better sign and an abundant gift!

[6] And look where he starts! Yes, at that which was marvelous in their eyes and great, the gift of
tongues546. And now mentioning those gifts, he not only describes it in the measure that they had it, but
in far more. For he did not say “if I speak in tongues,” but:
“If I speak in human tongues,”547

What is “in human tongues?” He refers to the languages of all the nations in every part of the world.
And he was not only satisfied with this amplification, but in the same manner he adds even a greater
measure, adding the words “and of angels, and have not love, I have become a like a resounding gong
or a clanging cymbal.”

Do you see how he amplified the gift at first, and then lowers it and even destroys its value? For he did
not merely say: “I am nothing,” but “I have become a like a resounding gong,” which is a senseless and
inanimate thing. And what does he mean with “a resounding gong?” Emitting a sound, yes, but at
random and in vain; to no good end548. And not only is there no benefit to me, but most people consider
me an irritation, someone annoying and a wearisome kind of person. Can you see how the person who
has no love is like a senseless and inanimate object?

In this instance he speaks of the “tongues of angels,” not implying that angels have a body. What he
means is this: “should I even speak in the way angels would speak to each other, without this I am
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nothing, I am even a burden and an annoyance.” Thus, to mention another example, he says: “To Him
every knee shall bow, of things in heaven and things on earth and things under the earth”549. This
would not imply that angels have knees and bones, certainly not, but it is their show of respect and in
this instance where he says “a tongue”, he does not refer to a body-part of flesh, but intending to
illustrate their language which they speak to each other, which also happens among us.

[7] Then, in order to validate his argument, he does not stop at the gift of tongues, but moves further on
to the rest of the gifts. And after he has shown the vanity of the gifts without love, he then sketches the
image of love. And because he incorporates hyperbole in his argument, he begins with the lesser gifts
and moves on to the greater. For as he previously placed tongues last, he now mentions it first. He does
it in degrees, as I said, proceeding to the greater gifts. After he has spoken about tongues, he
immediately moves on to prophecy and says:
“And if I have the gift of prophecy.”550

And this gift is also discussed in its greatest excellence! For as he not only mentioned the gift of
tongues, but the tongues of humans and angels, and showing that the gift was nothing without love, so
also here he is not merely referring to prophecy, but prophecy of the highest degree by saying: “If I
have prophecy,” he adds, “and know all the mysteries and all knowledge,” also amplifying the gift.

And after this he also moves on to the other gifts. And again, he does not become tired of mentioning
the gifts one by one, he now mentions the mother and source of all gifts, again with amplification,
saying:
“And if I have all the faith.”551

And this is not enough for Paul. But even that of which Christ spoke in very high regard, he also
mentions in saying: “so as to move mountains, and have not love, I am nothing.” And behold again
here how he lowers the value of the gift of tongues. For when he was speaking of prophecy, he pointed
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out the great advantage thereof that is “the understanding of all mysteries and having all knowledge,”
and concerning faith, nothing trivial, but even results in “the moving of mountains.” But with tongues,
he only mentions the gift.

But do you realize, I ask you, how briefly he incorporated all the gifts when he mentioned prophecy
and faith, for miracles may be in either words or deeds. And Christ even said that the lowest degree of
faith makes one able to move a mountain. He is in fact speaking of something very small when He said:
“If you have faith like a mustard-seed, you will say to this mountain: ‘Move!’ and it will be moved.”552
But Paul says “all faith!” What must we then say? Since moving a mountain is quite an impressive feat,
this is why he mentions it, not as if “all faith” could only do this. But this faith seems to be the greatest
measure of faith there could ever be – this is what he means with faith. And now he says:

“If I have all faith, and can move mountains, but have not love, I am nothing.”

“And if I sell all my possessions to feed the poor, and give my body to be
burned, but have no love, it has no benefit for me.”553

What an amazing emphasis! For even these things he states with an addition, as he does not say: “if I
give half of my possessions to the poor,” or “two or three parts,” but “even if I give all my goods.” And
he mentions death, being burnt alive, and states that without love even this is no great achievement.
And he adds: “it has no benefit for me.”
But I have not even shown you the immense excellency of this until I state the testimonies of Christ
which He said concerning almsgiving and death. What does He then say? To the rich man he said: “If
you want to be perfect, sell what you possess and give it to the poor, and come, follow me.”554 And
arguing in the same manner concerning love to one's neighbor, He says: “Greater love has no one than
this, that a person may lay down their life for their friends.”555 From this it is clear that in God’s eyes
this is the greatest feat of all. But “I tell you,” said Paul, “that even if we should lay down our life for
God's sake, and not merely lay it down, but so as even to be burned, (for this is the meaning of, “if I
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give my body to be burned,”) we shall have no great benefit if we love not our neighbor.”556 Well then,
the statement that the gifts are of no good without love is not surprising: since our gifts are only a
secondary aspect of our lifestyle. In this instance, we see that many have displayed the gifts, and yet on
becoming malcontentious, have been punished, just as those who “prophesied in His Name and cast out
many demons, and performed many powerful works” like Judas the traitor. But others who led a pure
life did not add anything to their salvation. As I said, the fact that the gifts are dependant on love is
certainly not surprising. But living a righteous life would be impossible without it, this is what Christ
appears to imply in His great rewards to both these, I mean to the giving up of our possessions, and to
martyrdom resulting in death. For to the rich man He said, as I before noted: “If you want to be perfect,
sell your possessions, and give it to the poor, and come, follow me.” And while He was speaking with
the disciples concerning martyrdom, He said: “Whoever shall lose their life for My sake, shall find it,”
and, “Whosoever shall confess Me before the people, this person I will also confess before My Father
who is in heaven.” For it takes hard work to attain this achievement – it almost asks of you to go
beyond your natural abilities – this is well known to the people who have received crowns in this light.
For there are no words to describe the marvel of a person who have achieved this – it is the most
wonderful thing!
[9] But nevertheless, this great achievement would mean nothing without love, as Paul have said, even
if you have sold all your goods with completing this feat! Why has he then said this? I will now attempt
to explain this. Firstly we need to ask: “How is it possible that one who gives all his goods to feed the
poor can lack love? I take it, indeed, that the person, who is ready to be burned and has the gifts, may
possibly not have love. But he who not only sells his goods, but even gives them away in different
measures; how can this person not have love? What then shall we say? Could it be that Paul provides
an unrealistic scenario, which he often does, when he intends to set before us something in excess as
when writing to the Galatians he says: “If we or an angel from heaven preach any other gospel to you
than that which you received, let him be accursed.”557 But it was not as if Paul himself or an angel was
about to do it – he just pushes the argument to the extreme by setting down an event that could never
by any means happen. And again, when he writes to the Romans, and says: “Neither angels, nor
principalities, nor powers, shall be able to separate us from the love of God.”558 For this was not about
to be done by the angels! But here too he supposes something that could not possibly happen and also
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in what comes next, saying, “nor any other creature,” as there is no other creature that could do this, for
he had included the whole creation in his argument, having spoken of all things both above and below.
Nevertheless here he also states that which could not possibly happen, by way of hypothesis, in order to
illustrate how passionate he is about the point being made. He does the same thing here when he says:
“If a person should sell all their possessions, and have not love, there is no benefit in it.”
We can then either say this, or that his meaning is for those who give to be also joined closely to those
who retire, and not merely to give without sympathy, but in pity and condescension, bowing down and
grieving with the needy559. This is also why almsgiving has been initiated by God, since God may have
provided to the poor just as well without our giving, but that He bring us closer together in love and
that we may be caring to one another – this is why God has commanded us to give to the poor.
Therefore someone said in another place: “A good word is better than a gift”560 And: “Look, a word is
beyond a good gift.”561 And He Himself said: “I will have mercy, and not sacrifice.”562 And since
people are more inclined to love those whom they benefit and those who receive more easily loves the
one who provides – God instituted this law to promote friendship among all people.
[10] But the question we need to ask is: How can Paul say that all these things, which Christ called
perfect, be imperfect if there is no love? Paul is certainly not contradicting Christ, but is precisely
agreeing with Him. For as in the case of the rich man, He did not merely say: “Sell your possessions,
and give it to the poor,” but He added, “And come, follow Me.” And there is nothing that gives more
proof that one is a disciple of Christ than mutual love. For: “by this shall all people know,” He says,
“Whoever loses their life for My sake, shall find it”563. And: “Whoever shall confess Me before people,
this person I will also confess before My Father who is in heaven.” Christ does not mean that it is not
necessary to have love, but He affirms the reward which is in store for those who do these things.
Because that with martyrdom He also implies that which we have mentioned, and He also states: “You
will indeed drink of My cup, and be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with.”564 He means:
“You will be martyrs, you will be killed for My sake,” and He also means: “but to sit at My right hand,
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and on My left, (not as though any sit on the right hand and the left, but meaning the highest
precedence and honor) is not Mine to give but to those for whom it is prepared.” Then He states for
whom it is prepared and says: “Whoever will be greatest among you, let this person be a servant to you
all.”565 In this way He promotes humility and love. And the love which Christ asks is extreme, as He
did not stop here but also said: “Even as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve and to
give His life as a sacrifice for many.” He implies that we should love one another to such an extent that
we should be prepared to give our lives for our loved ones. For this above all is to love Him. In this
instance He also said to Peter: “If you love Me, feed My sheep.”566
[11] And in order for you to know how amazing a work of virtue it is, let us illustrate it in words, since
we do not see it in deeds, and let us realize that if it was everywhere in abundance, how many great
benefits would result from it. How there would be no need of laws, or tribunals or punishments, or
revenge, or any other such thing since if all loved and were loved, no person would harm another. Yes,
murders, and hardships, and wars, and schisms, and theft, and dishonesty and all other evils would be
removed, and vice would be unknown even in name. Miracles, however, could not possibly initiate
such a state of reality! They rather make the people who are not weary boastful, full of false glory and
pride.
I tell you again what the greatest aspect of love is: all the other good things have their opposite evils
beside them. But the person who is filled with love would live on earth as if in heaven, with a universal
peace and collecting innumerable crowns. For both from envy, and wrath, and jealousy, and pride, and
vain-glory and evil concupiscence, and every profane love, and all distemper, such a person will keep
his or her own soul pure567. Yes, this person would not harm his or her neighbours in any way someone
else would harm themselves. And living such a life, this person will stand with Gabriel himself, even
while he or she walks on earth.
But this is the nature of the person who has love. But the one who performs miracles and has perfect
knowledge, without this, though they would raise tens of thousands from the dead, will not have any
benefit – this person is rather separated from other people and has no desire to have a relationship with
any fellow-believers. This is the reason Christ said that the sign of perfect love towards Him is loving
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one's neighbors. For: “If you love Me,” He says, “dear Peter, more than these others, feed My
sheep.”568 Can this be greater than martyrdom? For if any one had a beloved child on whose behalf
they would even give up their life, and someone were to love the father, but pay no regard whatsoever
to the son, would greatly insult the father569. The father would not believe that this person loves him
because they do not love the son. If this is then applicable in the case of a father and son, it is much
more in the case of God and humans, as God is certainly more loving than any parents.
[12] This is also why He said: “The first and greatest commandment is: Love the Lord your God,” but
He also says: “and the second, (He does not forget to mention this), which is the same, Love your
neighbor as you love yourself.” And look how Christ demands this second commandment in the same
earnestness as the first. And regarding God, He says: “with all your heart,” and in terms of your
neighbor: “as yourself,” which is the same as “with all your heart.”
Yes, and if this would be fully applied, there would be neither slave nor free, neither ruler nor ruled,
neither rich nor poor, neither small nor great; nor would any devil then ever have been known: I say not
Satan only, but whatever other such spirit there is. Yes, rather consider how great a blessing it is of
itself to exercise love; what cheerfulness it produces, in how great grace it provides to the soul; a thing
which above all is a choice quality of it570. For the other virtues have each their evils beside them - like
fasting has temperance, watching has envy, concupiscence has contempt. But love, with all its benefits
has a great pleasure, and no evil but is like an industrious bee, gathering the nectar from every flower
and stores it in the soul of the person who loves. Although someone is a slave, it makes slavery sweeter
even if to be a master is already sweet. But love changes the nature of things and presents itself with all
good things in its hands, gentler than any mother, wealthier than any queen, and makes difficulties light
and easy, causing our virtues to be practical, but avoids vice as an evil571. Again, although saying evil
things brings us pleasure sometimes, nothing is so sweet to us as to be praising the one we love. Again,
anger may have a sort of pleasure in it; but in this case no longer, rather all its sinews are taken away.
Though the person that is loved should grieve the one who loves them, anger manifests itself in tears
and arguments and supplications. Love cannot be exasperated, and should it see someone who
stumbles, it mourns and is in pain. Yet even this pain itself brings pleasure. For the very tears and the
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grief of love are sweeter than any happiness and joy572. For example, the people who laugh are not as
refreshed as those who mourn on behalf of their friends. And if you doubt it, tell them to stop weeping,
and they will continue to do so.
But someone will say: “But a person who has money would prefer to have hardships than to slowly
lose his or her wealth.” In the same manner, the person who has love towards any other would rather
choose to suffer ten thousand hardships than see their loved one harmed.
[13] But someone may ask: “How then did the Egyptian woman who loved Joseph wish to harm him?”
Because she loved him with a devilish sort of love. This was not the case with Joseph; he loved in the
way Paul states. Just look how his words testify to his astounding love and the action which she was
speaking of. She said: “Insult me and make me an adulteress, and insult my husband, and overthrow
my entire house, and throw yourself out from your trust in God.” These were expressions of a woman
who did not love Joseph in any way – she does not even love herself! But because he truly loved, he
was distraught for her sake – you can learn the nature of true love from his words. For he not only
pushed her away, but also introduced an exhortation capable of quenching every flame of lust,
namely573: “If it was up to me, my master does not know anything that goes on in his house.” He
immediately reminds her of her husband that in order to put her to shame. And he did not say: “I love
you, dear mistress of a slave.” But he says: “For if he is the master, then you are the mistress. You
should be ashamed of yourself and your familiarity with a servant, and remember whose wife you are,
and with whom you would be one, and towards whom you are becoming ungrateful and inconsiderate –
I am in fact doing my master a great favour.” And look how he mentions his graces. For because that
uncouth and abandoned woman could not take “no” for an answer, he shames her from human
considerations, saying: “My master knows nothing except if I should tell him” that is, “he is a great
benefactor to me, and I cannot harm my patron in a vital part. He made me a second master of his
house, and no one has caused me trouble, except for you!” He plays on her conscience here, so that he
might persuade her to feel ashamed, and might illustrate the immensity of her honor she is scarring.
And he does not stop here, but in the same way stops her by reminding her of her title, namely a wife,
saying: “Because you are his wife - how can I commit this evil crime? And what are you saying? That
because your husband is not here he does not know that he is being wronged? But God will see it.”
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She, however, did not take heed of his advice, but still wanted to seduce him. For it was to satisfy her
own desires, not because she loved Joseph, did she commit these things. And this is clear from what
she did afterwards. She initiated a trial and accuses him, and bears false witness, and compares this
innocent man to an animal. Then she has him thrown in prison. For her own sake she even wished to
have him executed – this is how she turned the judge against Joseph. What then shall we say? Was the
love of Joseph the same as her love? Certainly not, altogether the opposite, for he did not even
contradict or accuse the woman. Some may say: “Of course, for no one would have believed him.” And
yet he was loved in a great way – which is clear not only from the beginning of his tale, but also at the
end. For if his barbarian master did not love him so greatly, he probably would have killed him in
secret without defending himself. After all, he was an Egyptian and a ruler, and betrayed in his
marriage-bed as he believed - and that by a servant, and a servant to whom he had been so kind. But he
thought so highly of Joseph that he did not even consider these things, and the grace which God
instilled in Joseph. And together with this grace and love, Joseph had evidence in his favour, namely
his clothes – if he wanted to justify himself574. For if the woman was violated, her own clothes should
have been torn, her face lacerated, instead of her keeping Joseph’s clothes. But she said: “He heard that
I was starting to scream, so he left his clothes and ran away.” But why did you then keep his clothes?
After all, if you were the victim who has been violated, the one thing you would want to do is get rid of
everything that belonged to the intruder!
But not from this instance alone, but also from the subsequent events, shall I be able to point out his
good-will and amazing love. Yes, even when he fell into a necessity of mentioning the cause of his
imprisonment, and his remaining there, he did not even then declare the whole course of the story. But
what does he say? “I too have done nothing: but indeed I was stolen out of the land of the Hebrews;”
and he never mentioned the adulteress nor does he boast in himself on the matter, which would have
been any one's feeling, if not for vain-glory, yet so as not to appear to have been cast into that cell for
an unfair cause. For if people in the act of doing wrong, by no means abstain from these things and
even goes so far as blaming the same things on others – this is not very admirable. Is Joseph then not
very praiseworthy? For he did not mention the woman's passion nor make a show of her sin; nor when
he ascended the throne and became ruler of all Egypt, remember the wrong done by the woman nor
exact any punishment?
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Can you see how he cared for her? But she did not have love, but madness. For she did not love Joseph,
but she wanted to satisfy her own desires. And the very words too, if one would examine them
accurately, were accompanied with wrath and great blood-thirstiness575. For what did she say? “You
have brought in a Hebrew servant to mock us,” not recognizing her husband’s kindness, but rather
admonishing him because of it! And she showed the garments – truly, she had become more vicious
than any wild animal! But it was not so with Joseph. And why would Joseph insult the woman – we
know that even towards his brothers, who meant to murder him - he never said one ill thing about them,
whether he was behind closed doors or not?
[14] This is why Paul says that the love which we are speaking of is the mother of all good things, and
prefers it to miracles and all other gifts. For as where there are beautiful garments and sandals of gold,
we long for some other garments whereby to distinguish the king - and if we see the purple and the
diadem, we require not to see any other sign of his royalty. It is the same in this instance, when the
diadem of love is on our head; it is enough to point out the genuine disciple of Christ, not to ourselves
only, but also to the unbelievers. For He said: “By this all people will know that you are My disciples,
if you love one another.”576
This is then the greatest sign by which a disciple of Christ can be recognized. For if someone should
work ten thousand signs, but have hate for one another, they will be a bad example to the unbelievers.
And even if they do not perform any signs, but love one another, they will be respected and honoured
by all people. This is also why we admire Paul, not because he raised the dead, nor for the lepers that
he cleansed, but because he said: “Who is weak, and I am not weak? Who is made to stumble, and I do
not burn?”577 For if you would have ten thousand miracles to compare with this, you would not be
equal to Paul in this aspect. Since Paul himself also said that a great reward was laid up for him, not
because he performed miracles, but because “to the weak he became weak.” And he says: “What is my
reward? That, when I preach the Gospel, I may abide in the Gospel without any accusation against
me.”578 And when he compares himself to the other apostles, he does not say “I have performed more
miracles than they have,” but he says: “I have labored more abundantly than they have.”579 And he was
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even willing to die from starvation for the sake of the other disciples, for he states: “It would be better
for me to die, than that any person should make my boasting useless.”580 This is not because he was
boasting, but that he would not disgrace them. For he never boasts from his own achievements, when
the time is not appropriate to do it. But he even calls himself a fool if he needs to do so! But if he ever
boasts, it is “in hardships and in wrongs,” in showing sympathy to those who are wronged. Even in this
instance he also states: “Who is weak, and I am not weak?” These words are even greater than all his
hardships. This is also why he mentions them last, in order to add thrust to his argument.
How can we then possibly compare ourselves with him, who did not seek riches for his own sake nor
give up the luxuries of his own good? But Paul even went beyond this, as he gave up his body and soul,
that the people, who stoned and beat him with rods, might obtain the kingdom. He says: “For this is
how Christ taught me to love, who lived out the new commandment concerning love, which also He
Himself fulfilled in His deeds.” And because He is the Lord of all things, and because of His blessed
nature, He did not turn His back on the people, whom He created out of nothing and blessed in so many
ways, who was now spitting at Him and insulting Him. No, but He even became human for their sakes,
and conversed with prostitutes and tax-collectors, and healed the demoniacs, and promised them
heaven. And after all these things they arrested Him and beat Him with rods, chained, scourged,
mocked, and at last crucified Him. And not even from this did He turn away, but even when He was on
high upon the cross, He said: “Father, forgive them of their sins.” But the thief who honoured Him
before He said these words, He took to paradise. And He made the persecutor Paul an Apostle. And He
even gave up His own disciples, who were His most intimate loved ones, who were entirely loyal to
Him, to death for the sake of the Jews who crucified Him.
Let us always remember these things, both those of God and of people. Let us mimic these great deeds
and attain love which is greater than all the gifts, that we may obtain both the present and the future
blessings. And may we all obtain this through the grace and mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom
with the Father and the Holy Spirit, be glory, power and honor - now and forever - in the world without
end. Amen581.
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CHAPTER 9
Concluding Remarks
9.1.

Introduction

In this chapter, firstly the deductions from the analyses of the various homilies will be viewed;
secondly, the problem statement will be addressed in which the model of Antiochene exegesis of the
charismata will be given; thirdly, the insights gained in this study will be evaluated as to determine
their value for current research and finally, possibilities for further research will be provided. This
section also fulfills the deductive section of the approach followed in this study. This chapter also
forms a summary of the entire study.

9.2.

Deductions from the Analyses of the Homilies

With the analysis of every homily, different insights have been attained with regard to the study of 1
Corinthians 12:1-13:3. What are these deductions?

9.2.1. Homily 29 on 1 Corinthians 12:1-11
Chrysostom discusses 1 Corinthians 12 in this homily in the context of congregational problems in the
typical charismatic assembly. This also implies that modern pastors of such assemblies may gain
important insights on how to deal with certain problems that may be the same as those Chrysostom
discusses. The nature of this homily is especially ethical. It is ethical because of the ethical problems
the gifted people seemed to have created, such as pride, envy and greed.

The problem with Chrysostom in this instance is that he understands the gifts to have ceased, mainly
due to the fact that they caused so much division in the early Corinthian assembly. But it is remarkable
how valuable his insights are, even though he thought some of the gifts had ceased. A typical
Antiochene approach is very prevalent in this homily. Chrysostom looks at the historical, social and
cultural backgrounds of the text. He elaborates on the history of the gifts in the church, which seems to
be negative. He gives attention to the social phenomena of oracles and inspired mantics, which were
very real to his congregants, and gives the differences. He even incorporates intertextuality by referring
to non-Christian and Christian sources. Historia plays an important role in this homily, in that the
damage caused by gifted individuals is historical. He elaborates on every gift, but notes that the Giver
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is greater than the gift. His application of this text to address contemporary theological issues of his
time, such as the Trinitarian controversy, is very impressive. Theoria, is seen in the fact that one should
not be greedy or overly curious about the mysteries of God. This theoretical principle is then put in
practice by referring to the social problem of wealth and poverty, a reality in the lives of his
congregants, and something also very relevant for people today.

9.2.2. Homily 30 on 1 Corinthians 12:12- 20
This homily especially addresses the issue of hierarchies and hierocracy in the church. The church, as
the human body, has a systemic hierarchy, which is symbiotic. However, within the Corinthian
assembly, this turned into a harmful, anti-social hierocracy, in which the people with the so-called
greater gifts lifted themselves up against the ones with the lesser, implying that their role is more
important.

Chrysostom’s suppositions on the body are given again:

a. The body is many but one (diversity in unity through the Spirit and sacraments);
b. Not all the members have equal honour – he uses typical ancient homonoia analogies to
illustrate this;
c. The body, as systemic hierarchy, is symbiotic in nature with relation to its functions and also its
beauty.

As an Antiochene exegete, Chrysostom discusses the text within its historical context (historia), and
then applies this within his own context. Chrysostom elaborates on two typical hierarchies in the
church. The hierarchy based on poverty must be seen in sexual conduct and poverty regarding material
goods. Regarding sexual conduct, the virgins are the highest-status carriers and the wedded are the
lowest-status carriers (widows being in the middle) – however – all have status and function within a
symbiotic unity, and should not be anti-social within the group. There is also a hierarchy within those
who are physically poor and wealthy. Those who have nothing are the highest-status carriers, those
who are self-sufficient are the higher-status carriers and the wealthy who give to the poor are the
lowest-status carriers.

This homily is especially useful in the South-African context in which poverty and HIV AIDS is a very
pressing matter. More on this will be said on the value of Chrysostom’s for current research.
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9.2.3. Homily 31 on 1 Corinthians 12:21-26
The main points Chrysostom makes in this homily are repeated:

a. A healthy body is a body that cares for every member, whether they are head or feet, etc.
b. A healthy body is also an honourable body, in that it clothes the less honourable parts (genitals)
with great care and honour.
c. In the healthy body, the health of the higher-status members is dependant on the health of the
lower-status members.
d. A great threat to the health of the body is envy, which is like gangrene, killing every member on
its own to the destruction of the entire body.
e. Each member has been given honour by their heavenly Patron, and should return this honour by
not envying any other member.

This homily especially gives direction, principally, on how higher-status carriers should treat lowerstatus carriers. These principles are very helpful in the theory and practice of church management,
administration and organization. It is especially relevant to the modern churches, which have become
quite corporate.

9.2.4. Homily 32 on 1 Corinthians 12:27-13:3
In this homily is especially a testament to the important of the literary context in Antiochene exegesis.
He discusses the hierarchy of the spiritual gifts, and again states that this hierarchy should not result in
hierocratic harm to lower-status members. After listing numerous examples from historia, he interprets
all of these in the light of the highest ethical principle. This harmony, however, cannot be achieved if
there is not love. Love becomes his hermeneutical key to understanding the statements of Christ.

9.3.

A Model of Antiochene Exegesis on the Charismata

This section aims to especially address the problem statement, namely: “How does Chrysostom, as
typical Antiochene exegete, interpret the charismata? In response to this, the following conclusions, on
a rather high level of abstraction, can be made:
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9.3.1. Symbiotic Hierarchy and not Anti-Social Hierocracy
The first conclusion as to how Chrysostom interprets the charismata is seen in his acknowledgment of
the systemic hierarchies among the gifted, and warnings against an anti-social hierocracy. Chrysostom
understands the term “charismata” as being not only gifts, but also works. This promotes the notion of
symbiosis among the gifted. There certainly is a hierarchy among the gifted. His close consideration to
the literary context however points to this hierarchy as being in constant danger of being turned into a
harmful hierocracy by selfish individuals. The focus should not be on the gift, but rather on the source
of the gift, namely the Giver. The damage of this hierocratic phenomenon may have also aided in
Chrysostom not believing that some of the gifts are still appropriate for his own day.

Chrysostom’s interpretation, as Antiochene exegete, becomes then quite practical. The very nature of
church organization should be based on mutual consideration, recognizing the inherent Scriptural
hierarchy among the gifts, knowing that every member is dependant on the other.

9.3.2. Healthy Spiritual People Dwell in a Healthy Body
Chrysostom interprets the gifts within the very context of the church as the body of Christ. Healthy
spiritual people can only prosper in a healthy body. The body of Christ should be a healthy body, in
that envy, spiritual snobbism and jealousy are all sicknesses of the body. Chrysostom often calls Paul’s
words “medicine.”

The health of the body depends on its unity and mutual love among the members. Chrysostom, as
Antiochene exegete, especially incorporates the concepts of honour and shame in this homily to
illustrate his point.

9.3.3. Love is the Highest Ethical Principle
Chrysostom places love as the highest ethical principle. It also becomes a hermeneutical key to
understanding many of the pronouncements in the Bible. And regarding the gifts, love is the fountain of
the gifts. He also gives attention to the patron-client relationship, in which God is portrayed as the great
Patron, whose primary characteristic is love

Thus, after making a number of deductions, as mentioned above in the summary above of homily 32,
he uses love as a hermeneutical key in interpreting Scripture and in forming his philosophical ethics.
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In conclusion, Chrysostom interprets the charismata as being hierarchical, but not hierocratic. Their
optimal functioning occurs in the healthy church body, in which all things are governed by love.

9.4.

Value for Current Research

Chrysostom’s analysis, as Antiochene exegete, provides the following useful insights for current
research especially in the fields of theology, philosophy and sociology. The following points need to be
made:

•

Chrysostom’s method of looking at especially the rhetoric and cultural background of the text
would provide many insights to researchers interpreting the Bible with the socio-rhetorical
method. His focus on literary rhetorical phenomena also provides pointers on how sensitive the
researcher needs to be in this respect. Although this commentary is quite ancient, the
incorporation of honour and shame, patronage and kinship, which only recently received
popularity, shows the immense value of these homilies. Chrysostom intimates that 1
Corinthians 12:1-13:3 cannot possibly interpreted successfully without understanding concepts
like honour and shame, patron-client relationships and ancient Christian ecclesiastical
organisation.

•

Sensitivity to gender and an emphasis on the body and language of the body in the Bible have
also become quite prevalent in current research. Chrysostom’s analysis of Paul’s discourse on
the body provides valuable insights on how the ancient Mediterranean inhabitants viewed the
body, both as a whole and the position of every limb and organ.

•

Also, especially within the field of practical theology, especially leadership and church
management, Chrysostom provides some important insights. He provides useful pointers for
church management, which is anti-hierocratic. He also gives important insights into how leaders
(the head or eyes?) should treat subordinates.

•

Chrysostom’s homilies may have infinite relevance for South-Africans. In a country with two
major crises, namely poverty and HIV AIDS, Chrysostom becomes an advisory voice from the
past to which South-Africans should give heed. Chrysostom especially gives guidelines on how
wealth and poverty should be managed, in that the church has a great responsibility in the care
of the poor. He also, however, states that the poor also need to fill a supportive role in the
church. Aid must come from both parties, forming a symbiotic relationship. Chrysostom also
reminds us of the importance of chastity, abstinence and virginity. These are all higher-status
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indicators. In (post-) modern, South-African popular culture, the opposite is often true. In the
light of the HIV AIDS pandemic, Chrysostom’s insights become quite important.

There may be other aspects of value to current research, but these mentioned form the crux of the
matter. It is also comforting to know that a pastor may give the homilies of Chrysostom to his or her
congregants with confidence, knowing that it also has great spiritual value to Christians today.

9.5.

Possibilities for Further Research

I propose the following topics for further research, some of which I will personally pursue:

•

Understanding Envy in Early Christianity

•

Reading John Chrysostom in South-Africa

•

The Value of John Chrysostom’s writings to Pentecostalism

•

Patron-Client relationships in 1 Corinthians 12

•

Ancient Cultural Views on the Unity and Diversity of the Body

•

Honour and Shame in Antiochene Exegesis

•

Reading Chrysostom in Mega-Churches

•

Chrysostom on Leadership

•

Reading Chrysostom in a Post-Modern Context

•

John Chrysostom as a Critique of the Apostolic Reformation
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